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Because the quality of sound you hear through your speakers is directly 
dependant on the information put in, Acoustic Research has applied its 

technological resource to develop the ideal combination of 
amplifier and turntable for optimum sound reproduction.

The AR amplifier will provide any 
speaker system with a signal source 

as accurate and as powerful as is 
ever likely to be needed in the home.

The design, created in Britain, has 
inputs for moving coil and moving 

magnet cartridges, ■ a totally passive 
tone control circuit and substantial 
output stage with large reserves of 

current capability to ensure linear 
operation with all speaker loads.

To get the most out of your records requires a turntable of outstanding 
quality. The AR turntable is just such a deck

The platter and tone arm are ■ suspended on a three point floating sub
chassis which provides exceptional isolation from acoustic 

feedback The drive to the platter is via a precision ground rubber belt 
connected to a Iwo speed 45/33 rpm pulley on a synchronous 

motor. All presented in a real walnut veneered plinth.



To cope with the wide variety of cartridges on the market different tone 
arms can easily be substituted. Featured is the fixed headshell version 

of the AR arm, which is suitable for moving coil or magnetic 
cartridges of no more than 8 grms in weight.

A hinged transparent dust cover completes the AR turntable.

^r^LEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable Bedfordshire LU5 5QJ England. Telephone Dunstable (0582) 60315 l
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Quality spe 
"Very exciting and dynamic with good 

weight and authority. Delicate - very precise 
treble. Natural bass. Voice realistic. Image. 
quality precise. Bass well controlled and 
ambience well portrayed."
PRACTICAL HIFI AUGUST 1982

for itself
"The bass was firm and suprisingly 

powerful for such a small speaker. The 
superb transient response is immediately 
apparent in the handling of the fast attack of 
struck instruments and the equally fast 
recovery of the speakers."
CANADIAN STEREO GUIDE SEPTEMBER 1981" The Clyde proved to be capable of a

surprising large output. It seems likely For more information and the names
to appeal to quite a wide cross-section • [• • of your nearest Castledealers write to:
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Each edition in the Hi-Fi Choice series aims to test and compare as many models as possible in a 
given hi-fi product category. The introductory 'and concluding chapters are intended to help you 
make the best use of the reviews themselves, as well as filling in the hi-fi background.

Although each Hi-Fi Choice test programme 
generates an immense amount of data, some of 
it extremely technical, each book is intended to 
provide a straightforward, accessible guide for 
the general hi-fi buyer — as well as for the more 
technically-inclinded enthusiast or 
professional.

First, a brief Editorial Introduction sets out 
the Choice approach to hi-fi product assess
ment, discusses the problems of inclusion and 
omission of models tested, and makes some im
portant points on the interpretation of review 
judgements.

One of the main advantages of the Hi-Fi 
Choice format is that it allows consistent review 
procedures to be applied to all the products 
tested — and with results obtained under 
consistent conditions, truly valid comparisions 
can be drawn between competing models. 
Gathering together a large number of reviews in 
a single publication gives the opportunity for a 
fair appraisal of strengths and weaknesses 
which might go unrecorded under less exacting 
test methods.

With a comprehensive review project like this, 
there is no need for a generalised and probably 
repetitious preamble at the start of each review. 
So while the reviews may at a glance seem 
rather terse, they can be seen in the context of 
the general overview given by the introductory 
sections. And while each review of course 
summarises our test findings on the model 
concerned, the later concluding chapters draw 
these results together and put them in context.

Written in strictly non-technical language, the 
Consumer Introduction starts with loudspeaker 
basics — how they work, and general design 
considerations. Test methods used are ex
plained in terms of their relevance to actual use 
and to the sound quality you can expect to hear 
at home, and some pointers are offered to help 
you select the best speakers for your room 
requirements, existing equipment and musical 
taste.

The Technical Introduction includes a more 
detailed explanation of laboratory test tech
niques and their relevance in engineering terms, 
with more information on the general standards 
to be expected in measured performance, as 
well as the methods and equipment used for the 
panel listening tests.

Reviews of course occupy the biggest single 

section of the book, nearly 150 pages. Each 
contains a general description — covering con
struction, finish and engineering quality — 
followed by a report on the findings of the listen
ing panel in 'blind' tests, and a lab report 
covering the technical performance. The 
summary draws together these judgements and 
in each case attempts to offer a constructive 
conclusion or recommendation on the model's 
overall merit and value for money.

Following the reviews proper is a section of 
Summary Reviews, briefer assessments of a 
number of models for which space did not 
permit the inclusion of the full review. The bulk 
of these are models which, while theoretically 
discontinued or reaching the end of their 
currency in manufacturers' ranges, are still 
available quite widely.

Conclusions is the section in which the 
author looks over the results as a whole, and is 
able to point out some general findings and 
trends which have emerged. It is worth noting 
that the author of a Choice book is in a unique 
position to do this, having assessed a larger 
number of current products than almost any
one, and also working with consistent test 
conditions.

Best Buys and Recommendations offers an 
attempt to summarise the strengths and weak
nesses of the best-performing models. While 
such concrete findings are of course important, 
they should always be treated with caution — 
and we cannot stress too strongly that our 
judgements here should be interpreted carefully 
in the light of the reviews themselves. To do less 
is in many cases to be unfair to the products, as 
our recommendations inevitably reflect our 
assessment of the relative importance of the 
performance aspects reported on, which may 
not be the same as yours!

Covering all the models included in the full 
reviews, the Overall Comparison Chart gives an 
instant guide to the major test findings, and 
may be of help in trying to shortlist models for a 
particular requirement.

Finally, the Glossary offers definitions of the 
technical terms and jargon which inevitably sur
round the subject of hi-fi!

Steve Harris
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EDITORIAL

From the increasingly competitive 'budget' models to true studio monitors, this edition covers 
the best of recent speaker designs, along with established models in all price categories.

Progress in loudspeaker design tends to be 
less than obvious from the outside, as 
technical advances are often hidden within 
conventionally self-effacing boxes. Perhaps 
this is one reason why nearly all manufacturers 
now make grilles removable, and ensure that 
the speakers look at least presentable without 
them!

Even with grilles off and drive units exposed, 
you cannot tell much about how a speaker will 
sound just by looking at it. But a look at this 
year's crop of new models will reveal some 
definite design trends.

Most obvious, perhaps, is the predominance 
of two-way systems, evidence that manufac
turers are giving up the unrewarding business 
of including a midrange unit in low- to mid
price models. While European buyers 
apparently still demand the 'perceived value' of 
three drivers, the UK market has long accepted 
that a good two-way design will nearly always 
beat a three-way at a similar price. Confusing 
the issue slightly, some makers are now using 
pairs of smallish bass units rather than a single 
large one - this leads to a speaker with three 
units which is nonetheless a two-way design.

Polypropylene and other advanced plastics 
are now widely used for bass/midrange cones, 
with demonstrable benefits in many cases. 
Most radical, though are Sony's aggressive- 
looking square metallic drive units, which may 
really upset the traditionalists.

Despite these incursions of 'high tech', it is 
still true that success in speaker design is 
more dependent on how well the designer 
makes use of the resources available to him 
than on the inclusion of some 'magic' 
technical ingredient. At least a couple of the 
outstanding speakers in this issue have been 
created by experienced and skilful designers 
working with decidedly conventional and even 
old-fashioned drive units. Some smaller British 
firms have achieved good results mainly 
through painstaking listening and 
experimentation, thus taking a basically 
simple design to a high level of refinement; the 
success of the product in this case may be 
helped by a craft approach to construction 
which would be impracticable for the larger- 
scale manufacturers.

Setting out to cover the loudspeaker field as 
thoroughly as possible, we have I think

succeeded fairly well in representing all of the 
major brand names and most' of the smaller 
speaker makers. However, we have to admit to 
a number of omissions due to imminent model 
changes, and among the specialist British 
firms whose products are in many cases 
produced and distributed on a fairly limited 
scale. We would suggest that readers who 
discover these models at their dealer will be 
able to compare them with established 
'yardstick' models. We must in any case firmly 
stress that omission of any model from the test 
programme does not mean to imply that we 
consider it inferior!

At this point, the author would like to make it 
known that he had privately evaluated samples 
of certain models at the manufacturers' 
request well prior to the commencement of the 
Choice test programme. These were the B&W 
DM110 and 220, Sony APM22ES and Celestion 
SL600.

Our test techniques remain essentially un
changed since the last edition, though we have 
continued to refine the tests with the benefit of 
another year's experience. The great strength 
of the Choice approach is of course its 
consistency, in that we are able to test each 
product under constant conditions. We feel 
that this in itself gives a unique validity to our 
conclusions. With detailed, carefully- 
interpreted lab tests, plus 'blind' listening 
tests by a panel of listeners, we are able to give 
both objective and subjective findings on 
product performance. We believe that the 
Choice format allows us to give balanced 
conclusions free from the all-too-common 
confusion of fact with opinion.

While our tests allow a fair prediction of 
room interactions, it is true that ultimately only 
a home trial can tell you how a pair of speakers 
will sound in your own listening room. And it is 
also still true that which speakers are your best 
buy must to an extent be a matter of personal 
taste.

So while this book will offer invaluable 
guidance, I must end here by saying that the 
most vital step to a satisfying hi-fi purchase is 
to find a good, helpful and enthusiastic dealer, 
who will let you use your own ears to make up 
your mind.

Steve Harris
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. .and you can clearly see the advantage that 
the Tannoy Titans have oyer other loud-, 

speakers.
AxiaUy Mgned Baffles direct the 
sound towards you for superbly 

clear stereo images: while the 
infinite baffie cabinets remain 

against the wall to give an 
extended frequency 

response.
Perhaps the best 

news is that a ee, 
pair orr^noy

Titan loud
speakers
is just V
£99.

TANMUY

A lot more sound for a lot less money
TaMUY Ltd. BeaUiuart Sueet, West Norwood, L0nd011 S£2/ OPvV. Teiephl'Jtiil”01-6JWl:.'ll."iie!ex: 29t08S
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CONSUMER INTRODUCTION

This introduction covers basic speaker principles and reviewing considerations and lastly offers 
some notes on choosing and using speakers.

As the final link in the hi-fi chain, the 
loudspeaker's influence on sound quality is 
self-evident — after all, the loudspeaker is 
'where the sound comes out', and changing 
from one pair of speakers to another almost 
always produces the most obvious difference 
in the sound of a system. But despite this, 
speakers are sometimes just taken for 
granted. Either they are chosen for their 
unobtrusive appearance and expected to work 
properly when shoved out of the way in the 
corners of the room, or they are picked for their 
impressive size and expected to produce 
audibly impressive results in keeping with their 
dominant role in the decor! The chances are 
that a little more understanding of how 
speakers work, how they interact with the rest 
of the equipment, how they behave within the 
acoustic environment of the room, and in many 
cases whether they suit the kind of music you 
like to listen to, will help you choose speakers 
that give years of pleasurable listening — 
rather than leaving you with a hi-fi system that 
only gets turned on when there is nothing 
worth watching on television.

HOW A LOUDSPEAKER WORKS
In non hi-fi applications, the word loudspeaker 
usually indicates just the device that produces 
the sound — a single device recognisable by 
its cone. In hi-fi terms, this is a drive unit, and 
because hi-fi loudspeaker cabinets almost 
always contain two or more drive units of 
differing size and type, they are more correctly 
(or pedantically!) known as loudspeaker 
systems. But nearly all drive units, of hi-fi 
pretensions or not, work on the same funda
mental moving-coil principle.

In order to set the air vibrating to produce 
sound, the cone itself has to be free to move 
back and forth, so it is mounted on a flexible 
surround. Attached to the back of the cone is a 
small cylindrical former on which is wound the 
voice coil. The two ends of the coil are 
connected by flexible wires to the unit's input 
connections. Surrounding the coil are the 
circular pole pieces of a strong permanent 
magnet, arranged so that when the cone/voice 
coil assembly is at rest, the coil turns lie within 
a concentrated magnetic field.

If an electrical current is passed through the 
coil, it will move either forward or back within 
the gap between the pole pieces. An audio 

signal, consisting of current which alternates 
or changes direction at frequencies corre
sponding to those of musical notes, thus sets 
the cone moving to produce sound waves. A 
loudspeaker drive unit is really a simple but 
specialised form of electric motor.

A single small and inexpensive drive unit 
can be made to produce surprisingly loud 
sounds and will be quite good enough for 
reproducing speech intelligibly, for 
background music on TV, or while you are 
cleaning the car. But when it comes to 
reproducing music with some degree of 
accuracy, something much more sophisticated 
is needed. This is mainly because a single 
small unit cannot hope to respond to the 
lowest and the highest frequencies found in 
musical notes.

Conventionally, the range of audible 
frequencies is regarded as 20Hz (20 cycles or 
alternations per second) to 20kHz (20,000 
cycles per second), and this 20Hz to 20kHz 
range is therefore regarded as the spectrum of 
frequencies which a hi-fi system ought to be 
able to reproduce. Theoretically, a given input 
level at 20Hz ought to produce the same sound 
output as the same input level produced at • 
20kHz — this would mean that the system had 
a perfectly flat frequency response in the 
range 20Hz to 20kHz. '

But to put this in perspective, the lowest 
fundamental note produced by a bass guitar is 
just below 50Hz, while at the other extreme, 
the fundamental frequency of the highest note 
on the piano is only about 4kHz. Above this 
frequency are the harmonics which give differ
ent instruments their tonal character and such 
things as the final 'edge' which makes a 
cymbal sound realistic. In practice, then, the 
important part of the frequency range is 
between about 40Hz and 15kHz because most 
records actually contain nothing except 
spurious output outside these limits. The same 
goes for FM radio- broadcasts where the pro
gramme content has an upper limit of around 
15kHz because of the broadcasting system 
used, while cassette decks seldom in practice 
produce a flat response much higher than this. 
Digital recordings can, at the discretion of the 
engineer, be made to accurately capture 
sounds right up to 20kHz and right down to 
20Hz, but at such low frequencies the output of 
the speaker is likely to be affected by other
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They'll never match the 
fidelity of open reel'.'

' They'll never crack the 
problem of wow and flutter.

Can anyone ever resolve your doubts about 
cassette decks?

Gentlemen,our RS-BIOO is aboutto answer 
th'emall.

Let's start with those fundamental doubts 
about recording fidelity

True, all cassette decks have to suffer the 
sh&er limitations of equalization circuitry for 
analog recordings.

But we've now developed our own phase 
compensation circuitry system that circumvents 
the problem entirely

Thus offering you.for the first time,real 
waveform fidelity comparable with open reel 

performance.
Now for that olq chestnut about wow and 

flutter.
Again,it's an inherent problem of cassette 

decks generally caused by unstable tape transport.
We've now cracked it by introducing a closed 

loop system with dual capstans.
The result being a reduction in wow and 

flutter you have to hear to believe.
(For the record,it's amere 0.022% ^^MS).
And now for that vexed question about the 

limitations of automatic tape bias adjustment.
On the RS-BIOO they simply don't exist.
Instead,we give you the option of manual



"They'll never get the 
head gaps right?

"They only ever allow for 
average tape bias?

bias adjustment to let you fine tune for particular 
tapes.

Finely,we've managed to overcome the 
compromise of a single record/playback head.

By giving you not one but three heads 
engineered to quite inhuman precision.

Such is their accuracy, we can guarantee 

record/playback gaps of 2.5 and 0.8 microns 
respectively.

Al resulting in a frequency response rated 
at 15Hz-25,000Hz on metal.

Naturaly our RS-BlOO meets all the expec
tations you'd have of atop-class deck

VWhat it doesn't raise are the usual doubts. 

Technics
RS-BlOO 

dbx,^^^DD,3-Head CCas^tte Deck.

300-318 Bath Road,Slough,BerksSLI 6)8Tel: Slough 34522.
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factors such as thedimensions of the room — 
more of which later!

DRIVE UNIT TYPES
If a loudspeaker cone is to reproduce high 
frequencies, it must be light enough to be set 
vibrating very rapidly — this conflicts with the 
requirement at low frequencies, where it must 
be big enough to move a large volume of air to 
produce any appreciable level of sound. In 
addition, the cone must be stiff, because if it 
flexes as it moves back and forward the result 
will be distortion. So it is now generally 
accepted that it is not worth trying to make a 
•single full range drive unit to cover the entire 
frequency spectrum.

The answer, of course, is to split the in
coming frequency range, feeding the low 
frequencies into a suitably large and robust 
bass unit while the higher frequencies are 
handled by a treble unit with a very much 
smaller and lighter cone or diaphragm. This is 
a two-way speaker system, and the electrical 
filter network which makes sure each drive unit 
only receives the appropriate frequencies is 
called the crossover.

Bass units
'The bigger the better' used to be a foolproof 
maxim for judging bass units, but is no longer 
a very useful yardstick for domestic loud
speaker systems! While it is true that a large 
diameter cone will be able to move the 
necessary volume of air to give extended deep 
bass, the same result can be achieved by a 
somewhat smaller cone if it has a correspond
ingly longer throw, or permissable movement. 
Over the last ten years there have been great 
strides in the production of relatively small 
bass drivers which can still give extension to 
quite low cut-off frequencies when mounted in 
a suitable cabinet. As far as two-way domestic 
systems are concerned, units of 200mm nomi
nal diameter seem to have become almost 
standard.

In a two way-system, the main unit is really a 
bass/mid unit, because it covers midrange 
frequencies up to perhaps 3kHz. The cone 
itself may be made of impregnated paper or 
pulp material, 01 it may be made from one of a 
range of suitable plastic materials including 
Bextrene, Cobex and various kinds of polypro- 
Dvlene. Aoart from considerations of cost, the 
choice of cone material is mainly determined 
by the desirability of getting maximum 
stiffness for minimum weight. Ideally, the cone 

should move back and forth with perfect piston 
movement, but in reality it will flex and 'break 
up' at certain frequencies, and any behaviour 
of this kind will cause distortion or coloration 
in the sound. The actual profile or flare of the 
cone can be quite important in minimising flex
ural problems, and many cones are 'doped' to 
damp resonances.

As with the cone itself, the flexible surround 
and suspension have been the subject of con
tinual experiment particularly as new types of 
plastic materials have appeared. The motor 
system, that is the magnet system and coil, 
should be substantial, and a rigid chassis is 
also desirable.

Treble units
In some speaker systems the treble unit or 
tweeter looks pretty much like a smaller 
version of the bass/mid unit, having a paper 
cone of around 30 to 50mm diameter. There are 
still a number of designs which extract good 
performance from cone-type tweeters — but at 
the same time, there are plenty of low-cost 
speakers in which the tweeter is little more 
than a transistor radio speaker, often glorified 
or disguised by some judicious metallising!

Most hi-fi designers now in fact opt for dome 
type tweeters, in which the radiating element 
is usually 25mm or less in diameter and form
ing an outward-facing hemisphere or curve as 
the name suggests. Here the voice coil is 
usually the same diameter as the dome, and 
the whole moving assembly can be made very 
light. Dome tweeters can be broadly categor
ised as 'hard dome' and 'soft dome' types, the 
latter including diaphragms made from im
pregnated cloth and soft plastic materials. A 
hard, non-flexible diaphragm is potentially 
more accurate, but the practical problems of 
making a hard-dome tweeter which does not 
have unpleasant resonances have led to a 
predominance of soft-dome types in recent 
years. However, the very sophisticated tweeter 
developed by Celestion for their SL6 speaker 
marks a reversal of this trend.

Midrange units
11 certainly seems logical enough to take the 
two-way system's division of labour a step 
further by adding a specialised midrange unit.

Some three-way systems include a dome 
midrrinoA drivAr whinh looks likA rin n^rorown 
tweeter. In fact the corresponding slang term 
for midrange unit is 'squawker', which in some 
cases has unfortunately been quite an apt 

12
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description of the sound produced. There is no 
doubt that it is quite difficult to design a 
successful midrange unit of this type, and it 
will also need a very complex crossover net
work to integrate it with the other two drivers.

Other examples of three-way systems are in 
essence a small two-way system with a large 
extra bass unit added to extend the low- 
frequency response below the range of the 
'middle' unit, which is still really best 
described as a bass/mid.

Supertweeters
Yet another kind of three-way system is the 
configuration exemplified by the Spendor BC1 
— here a highly-developed two-way system is 
topped by a supertweeter, which is even 
smaller than the main treble unit and aug
ments extremely high frequencies, say above 
15kHz.

Crossovers
The very simplest form of crossover consists 
of a single capacitor, which acts as a high-pass 
filter to prevent low frequency signals from 
reaching the tweeter and burning it out. This 

approach can be used successfully with drive 
units whose characteristics have been care
fully designed to avoid the need for any further 
electrical 'tailoring' of response, sensitivity 
and impedance characteristics. But in most 
high-quality speakers, a complex network is 
used.

While the basic behaviour of a crossover 
network appears fairly straightforward, in 
practice the subtler aspects - which make the 
difference between a competent speaker and 
an excellent one - still remain something of a 
black art. Quite apart from the actual circuit 
design, the quality of the components used 
can be crucial to the results, and even the way 
they are laid out may be important!

Active loudspeakers
Though the design of passive crossover net
works has reached a high state of refinement, 
there are strong theoretical arguments for 
getting rid of them altogether, as it can never 
be ideal to have passive filtering arrangements 
in the signal path between the power amplifier 
and loudspeaker drive units. The alternative is 
the active type of loudspeaker, in which each 

13
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drive unit has its own power amplifier. The 
speakers are thus 'bi-amped', or 'tri-amped' if a 
three-way system, with the power amplifiers 
themselves fed from the pre-amp via an active 
crossover unit which can be adjusted to tailor 
the overall responses very precisely.

Active systems originated in the profess
ional field, but there are now quite a few 
complete active systems designed for dom
estic use, and there are some manufacturers 
who will supply the necessary electronics to 
'upgrade' their passive speakers to active 
configuration.

Electrostatic loudspeakers
Representing the main proven alternative to 
the moving-coil type of drive unit, the 
electrostatic principle is of course primarily 
associated with the name Quad. In an electro
static speaker, the moving element is a light 
and flexible membrane suspended between 
two grids. A very high polarising voltage is 
applied across the two grids or plates, and the 
audio signal alternations can be made to set 
the membrane moving in sympathy by electro
static attraction to the plates. Unlike moving
coil cabinet speakers, the electrostatic 
normally radiates sound equally from front and 
rear surfaces.

CABINET TYPES
Cabinet design and quality are important to 
the sound a speaker produces. Apart from 
merely housing the drive units and crossover, 
the enclosure has the important function of 
giving the correct acoustic loading to the bass 
unit, and it is the type of loading which gives 
rise to the names of the various cabinet types.

Infinite baffle
This confusing term dates back to the early 
days of sound reproduction, when speakers 
were customarily mounted on a flat board or 
baffle rather than in a cabinet. The purpose of 
the baffle was to prevent the sound radiation 
from the rear of the speaker cone from cancel- 
1 ing the wanted movements at the front, by 
making the path around the speaker from back 
to front much longer. The ideal would be an 
infinitely large baffle, but much the same 
effect could be obtained more conveniently by 
the simple expedient of enclosing the speaker 
behind! So, to this day, the term infinite baffle 
Ie uiiad tu daiicrlba iipaakarii wlilt;h hava a 
sealed box. Another term relating to sealed 
box enclosures is acoustic suspension, this 
14

indicating that the compliance of the mass of 
air in the cabinet has a contributory effect on 
the suspension of the bass unit.

Bass reflex
In a sealed box enclosure, the radiation from 
the rear of the bass unit is effectively ab
sorbed, but in a ported or reflex cabinet some 
of this rear output is put to use. The cabinet 
and port dimensions are designed to produce a 
resonating enclosure volume, tuned to the 
resonant frequency of the drive unit. When this 
is done correctly, the sound which emerges 
from the port will be in phase with the frontal 
output and so reinforce the bass. As a general 
isation, bass reflex cabinets allow a designer 
to get more bass and higher sensitivity from a 
given drive unit or cabinet size.

One or two speaker designers have utilised 
port or duct loading but have placed the port at 
the rear of the cabinet, as the aim here is not to 
augment the front output, only to provide the 
correct loading for the bass unit to function at 
its best.

Transmission lines, labyrinths and horns
Involving more complicated cabinet struc
tures, transmission line, labyrinth and folded 
horn bass loading arrangements are now less 
popular. In the transmission line enclosure, the 
radiation from the back of the driver cone 
flows down what is in effect a pipe, filled with 
low-density sound-absorbing material.

Horn loading means that a flared tunnel is 
placed either in front of or behind the drive 
unit, which makes for great efficiency. How
ever, the low frequency capabilities of a horn 
loaded full-range driver will be dependent on 
the size of the horn, and a very long horn with a 
very large flared exit is needed, making the 
system relatively impractical. However, the 
firm of Lowther has for many years specialised 
in horn-loaded loudspeakers for domestic use.

Horn-loading of treble units is more com
mon, and examples include the 'dual concen^ 
trio’ Tannoy unit, where the treble horn is built 
into the centre pole of the main magnet. Horn 
loaded treble units can be made extremely ro
bust but very sensitive, and so are ideal for 
high-level applications such as rock monitor
ing or stage systems.

OVERALL DESIGN
It Is never really possible to say tMt certain 
design approaches are inherently 'right' while 
others are 'wrong', though it is often possible



LOUDSPEAKER BUYER'S CHECKLIST

High frequency sounds from 
the tweeter may 'beam' in 
some designs while others 
have purposely tailored vertical 
or lateral dispersion patterns. 
The speaker needs setting to 
put the tweeter at an 
appropriate height for the ears 
of seated listeners.

Angling speakers inwards can 
improve stereo imagery. Room 
placement for good stereo is as 
important as that for good 
bass. Experimentation with 
angling and relative distances 
from the room boundaries is 
recommended.

Grilles on or off? Many 
speakers sound better with 
grilles removed, because of the 
diffractive effects of the grille 
frame. Can you live with naked 
drive units?

Efficiency. A more efficient 
speaker is one which is better 
at converting elecfricity into 
sound. A speaker of 90dB 
sensitivity will sound literally 
twice as loud as one of 80dB 
for the same power. To achieve 
the same by upgrading 
amplifier power would require a 
50w amp be replaced with a 
500w model! Higher efficiency 
may save you expenditure on 
unwanted amplifier pawer.

Electrical matching: Speakers 
are far more easily damaged 
by an amp that is under
powered than one that is 'too 
big'. A small amp, when driven 
flat out, may 'clip' the output 
waveform, lopping off the tops 
of the waves. This generates 
high-level high-frequency 
distortion products that can 
destroy tweeters. Big amps 
can only damage a speaker by 
pushing the drive unit out too 
lar or by heating the voice coil 
over a period of time-unlikely 
in normal use. Loudspeaker 
manufacturers give a bracket 
for the power ratings of 
suitable amplifiers, so choose 
speakers and amp to match 
each other.

The stands should be inert, 
rigid and coupled to the floor to 
prevent the speaker rocking or 
moving. The speaker system 
will then be able to produce 
clean deep bass and stable 
stereo imagery

'Special' speaker cables may 
give subtle improvements in 
clarity and bass definition. In 
any case. use heavy-duty 
multi-strand cables rather than 
light gauge lighting flex or 'bell 
wire'.

Where will the speakers be 
placed? If designed for true 
bokshelf or near wall location, 
they will only give a balanced 
output in that location. 
Speakers designed for free 
space do best on stands and 
will boom if put near walls or 
corners.

15
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to try and assess how well a particular princi
ple has been put into practice. It is very 

--—angerous to assume that because a designer 
has used a particular technique, this confers 
some inherent superiority, or similarity in 
performance to designs using similar techni
ques. Such assumptions are irrelevant and 
misleading, because after all the proof of the 
pudding is in the eating — even if there are a 
few recipes which experience tempts us to pre
judge as poisonous!*

REVIEWING LOUDSPEAKERS
Loudspeaker reviewing is difficult and 
necessarily imperfect. One of the most 
important distinctions to be borne in mind by 
the reader is' the difference between fact and 
opinion; measurements taken on a speaker re
present facts, while their interpretation repre
sents opinion. Likewise, listening tests are the 
synthesis of a number of opinions under 
specific and inevitably limited conditions — a 
comparatively brief time span, with one set of 
ancilliaries in the one listening room.

11 can be argued that the only way to assess 
speakers subjectively is to do so over a long 
period of time and in different rooms. Certainly 
this can give a good result in absolute terms 
for the experienced listener, but unfortunately 
gives no reliable relative assessment of the 
design in relation to its many competitors.

So while a long-term 'living with' ass
essment seems ideal from some points of 
view, it has some serious drawbacks, not least 
because of the ear's unusual capacity for self
deception! On the other hand, comparative 
multiple assessment as used in Choice does 
seem to give the sense of perspective that 
assists reliable judgment in a realistic context 
— and is particularly appropriate for speakers 
in the popular price brackets, which are in 
strenuous competition with each other.

When it comes to facts rather than opinion, 
the multiple review is without equal. The 
problem with performance measurements 
taken by manufacturers is that they are rarely 
comparable with one another because of dif
ferences in standards or techniques. By adop
ting the same standards throughout, there can 
be little doubt about the relative differences 
between designs. So even those who might 

*Loudspeaker design is the subject of several 
technical books, including the comprehensive 
'High Performance Loudspeakers' by Martin 
Col/oms (Pentech Press).
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criticise speaker reviewing strongly can hardly 
argue that the objective data is not of value to 
the prospective purchaser. There certainly 
bound to be some disagreement over value 
judgments which may arise from the listening 
tests results, or even over the interpretation of 
measured data. Opinions, appropriately 
qualified, is an essential part of reviewing. But 
the reviewer's opinions should not be just 
accepted in blind faith — rather they should 
assist the reader in forming his own.

LOUDSPEAKER CHARACTERISTICS
As well as carrying out listening tests and 
conducting a physical examination of the con
structional quality and engineering of the loud
speakers, a considerable number of measure
ments were taken. This section tries to explain 
the basis of our assessment in non-technical 
terms, while more petailed explanation of 
review techniques and interpretation will be 
found in the technical introduction.

Frequency response
Strictly speaking 'frequency/amplitude' 
responses, frequency response measurements 
show how the relative loudness of the speaker 
changes when a similar level is fed in at dif
ferent frequencies. This gives an indication of 
the tonal balance of the speaker, and indeed of 
how it will modify the tonal balance of the 
system.

Speakers give a much poorer frequency 
response performance than other items in the 
audio chain, even though the tests are carried 
out in an anechoic chamber so that room 
effects cannot make the picture any gloomier.

The main frequency response test is an 
examination of the responses taken in several 
positions in front of the speaker, which gives 
an indication of how uniformily the response is 
maintained at typical extremes of sensible 
listening position. The smoothness and 
similarity of the responses on and off axis is 
often an indicator of the stereo performance 
and level of coloration as well as tonal 
balance. These 'major' response curves were 
taken using an averaged noise signal to avoid 
overemphasising small response wrinkles that 
are not considered significant. A second trace 
using swept tone gives a more precise 
indication of how the extended the bass is and 
the manner in which it rolls off.

One might question the usefulness of taking 
measurements in a special chamber which 
does not reflect sound, and is consequently
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very different from a listening room. And the 
room certainly can influence the total balance 
of a system markedly, or indeed make or mar 
the stereo imaging. But the contribution from 
the room must always reach the listener after 
the direct sound from the speaker, so except 
perhaps from some low frequency (bass) 
effects, the anechoic frequency responses still 
determine what the ear hears first, and are 
therefore very important. Certainly the 
anechoic response gives a useful comparative 
measurement that is highly relevant for most 
designs and locations.

Coloration
Coloration is the term used to describe the 
extra 'character' that a loudspeaker adds to a 
sound; a gentle change in frequency response 
over a broad band of frequencies will tend to 
give a speaker a particular tonal balance, but a 
fairly narrow peak or dip or a resonance, over 
perhaps half an octave, will usually result in 
the speaker possessing a particular character. 
This is (admittedly rather inadequately) des
cribed by a number of adjectives, most of 
which are self-explanatory, if a little vague. 
Terms used are likely to include the following: 
'boomy', 'chesty', 'plummy', 'tubey', 'cup-like', 
'nasal', 'hard', 'metallic', 'edgy', 'gritty', 'fizzy'; 
it is noteworthy that many come from char
acteristics we use to describe the human 
voice, because subtle differentiation of voice 
timbre is the thing with which our ears are 
most practised and familiar.

Colorations are subjective observations 
rather than hard data, and may have a variety 
of different causes which are not always easy 
to pin down. Although much of the respons
ibility rests with the loudspeaker, coloration 
may already be present in the programme 
(from microphones or pickup cartridges for 
example) or introduced by the listening room. 
One of the big advantages of the multiple 
comparison review is that such factors can to 
some extent be isolated, as they will be 
common to all models (this to some extent an 
oversimplification, as the room will react 
unpredictably to different aspects of 
loudspeaker performance, perhaps to the 
benefit of one model rather than another).

Coloration is caused by a number of dif
ferent mechanisms in the loudspeaker system, 
including mechanical resonances in the drive 
units and cabinetwork, electrical resonances 
between components in the crossover and 
voice coils, re-radiation and delayed 

resonances from drive units, baffles and 
cabinetwork, resonances in trapped air 
masses, to name but a few. Colorations are 
quite easily and consistently identified on 
listening tests, even though it would be a long 
and arduous task to identify all the causes in a 
particular design. The importance of different 
types of coloration to an individual listener 
may depend on the type of programme usually 
played, the required loudness levels, and to 
some degree the characteristics of ancillary 
equipment and the listening room. This is quite 
aptly illustrated by examples in the 
professional sphere. BBC research-based 
designs, such as the Spendor BC1, have 
become very popular in broadcasting studios 
and one design technique used in these is a 
'thin-wall' cabinet, which effectively accepts a 
slight penalty in the level of cabinet coloration 
for the benefit of moving this coloration down 
into the bass frequencies and out of the highly 
critical midband. Recording studios on the 
other hand are likely to be used predominately 
for rock music at much higher levels, and the 
quality of loud bass reproduction is likely to be 
considered more important than low midrange 
coloration, consequently quite different speak
ers such as the professional-series Tannoys 
and JBLs are commonly employed. This clearly 
shows that while this publication can help the 
reader to find models which suit his 
requirements, the final decision on the best 
compromise must rest with the individual 
himself.

Impedance
This refers to the electrical impedance which 
the loudspeaker presents to the amplifier by 
which it is driven. To explain this in simple 
terms is not easy: a starting point is that the 
power amp is presenting at its loudspeaker 
terminals a varying voltage which is an ana
logue of the audio signal. As the loudspeaker 
is a type of motor, it draws current from the 
amplifier to do its work, and the amount of 
current drawn for a fixed voltage will be 
directly dependent on the impedance of the 
speaker. (This is rather an oversimplification of 
AC operation, but is relevant here.) The power 
taken from the amplifier is the product of 
current (measured in amps) and voltage, and is 
measured in watts. The impedance determines 
the ratio of volts to amps that the speaker 
draws, which can be important when choosing 
speakers to match an amplifier or vice versa.

One of the decisions an amplifier designer
17



Ifyou can't tell whether it's a BechstE
When a famous concert pianist insists 

on a Bechstein rather than a Steinway (or 
vice versa), we think you should hear why.

So it’s not enough for our speakers to 
get a piano to sound Eke a piano.

all t-^,^ ci ddi-di— 
that would blur the differences between 
one famous piano make and another.

Such attention toaccuracy has made us 

the leaders in modern loudspeaker design.
By using a laser beam to produce 

holograms of a cone in action.
By using cumulative resoinance spectra 

to provide a three dimensional plotting of 
the sounds a speed;;? di.dididi make.

And by evolving these two techniques 
into something even more sophisticated, 
namely a scanned laser plot.



in or a Steinway, it isn't aWharfedale.
Not surprisingly, our research calls for 

new ways of making speaker components. 
So we make most of them ourselves.

The result of our efforts is not only 
better sounding speakers, but also better 
value than you'll find elsewhere.

The best example is our new Laser 
range. Four speakers that share the same 
handsome design shown here.

But even the least expensive of them 
will play back the differences between 
concert grands costing thousands.

That's why you will hear the world's 
most famous instruments, when you listen 
to Britain's most famous speakers.

Wharfedale Loudspeakers. Highfield 
Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire. Telephone 
(0274) 611131.
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has to make is to determine the conditions 
under which maximum power is available, or in 
other words the maximum voltage that can be 
supplied before 'clipping' and the maximum 
current that can be supplied before 'limiting' 
- the maximum power being the product of 
the current and voltage maxima, which can 
only be obtained into one particular 
impedance value. If one assumed that loud
speakers were a simple constant load, just like 
an Bohm resistor, things would be quite easy, 
but in reality loudspeakers present rather a 
complex load, due to the inherent character
istics of drive units and crossovers. The impe
dance changes with frequency and may also 
require the voltage and current to be slightly 
out of step (out of phase) with each other, this 
being known as a reactive load.

So the loudspeaker designer has to make 
sure that his design is capable of being driven 
by the majority of amps without difficulty, 
while the amp designer should build in suf
ficient flexibility to cope with most speaker 
designs. In practice, most amps today are 
quite happy driving impedances falling signifi
cantly below the 'target' Bohm nominal figure 
- while the speaker designers try to ensure 
that their designs do not drop too far below the 
Bohm level and avoid offering 'nasty' out-of
phase conditions at the point of minimum 
impedance.

In each review, an assessment is made of 
how 'easy' or 'difficult' a speaker is to drive. 
This is not to say that a 'difficult' load will be 
' difficult' with every amplifier, but its use with 
some amps may not permit maximum amplifier 
power to be delivered. To put it another away, 
some amps will have no difficulty driving 
virtually any loudspeaker load, while others 
will not be able to realise their full output with 
a 'difficult' load. It is now quite widely 
accepted that amplifiers should be made as far 
as possible impervious to loudspeaker load 
changes, although there is little published 
evidence on the significance of the more 
obscure complexities of loudspeaker loading.

Sensitivity and efficiency
These two terms are often confused or mis
applied. Strictly speaking, efficiency would 
indicate an attempt to measure the actual con
version efficiency of the speaker from elec
trical input to acoustic output. More useful is a 
measu^en^enl ur si:msltlvlty, wlilch 15 based on 
a fixed amplifier gain (ie output voltage) and is 
averaged from the midband output obtained 
20 

from a microphone a fixed distance in front of 
the loudspeaker. Lower impedance models will 
draw more current and therefore use more 
power than high impedance ones, and so they 
can be expected to show a slightly greater 
voltage sensitivity - however this may mean 
that more care has to be taken in selecting an 
amplifier to match.

Sensitivity is very useful in attempting to 
assess how loud a loudspeaker will sound 
under practical conditions, but it must be 
taken in isolation from other design consider
ations. For example, some models may have a 
high midrange sensitivity at the expense of 
bass extension; more over to achieve high 
volume levels, the speaker must have good 
power handling .as well as high sensitivity, 
otherwise the effect will be merely to save 
amplifier power, not to achieve high sound 
levels without distortion.

Power requirements
Trying to estimate the mimimum power re
quirement and the maximum power handling 
of a loudspeaker is an almost impossible thing 
to do, for various reasons. Firstly, the size and 
furnishings of the room, and position from the 
speaker, will affect the loudness perceived by 
the listener. Secondly, everyone will have his 
own idea of what constitutes a 'normal' loud
ness. Most important perhaps is the type of 
music being played, because the peaks in 
musical signals can be enormous in relation to 
the average level. For example, a loudspeaker 
manufacturer found that when a direct-cut 
disc was registering 100watt peaks, the mean 
power (averaged over 3seconds) was only 
Bwatts; in contrast a more compressed pop 
record showed some 17watts mean for 100watt 
peaks. With the advent of digital playback, the 
headroom available for musical peaks has 
greatly increased, and consequently the 
dynamic range between peak power and mean 
power requirement greatly increased. It is 
quite easy, with digital material, to find that an 
amplifier is producing 150watts peak power 
when driving speakers to quite modest levels. 
In the absence of distortion, these very short 
duration peaks do not appear loud - whereas 
a 150watt mean level would of course be ex
tremely loud with any speaker.

The additional dynamic potential of 
Compact Disc only serves to reinforce the old 
MvlCe that a too-powertul amplitier is less 
dangerous to speakers than an underpowered 
one. If you are using an amplifier which is 
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capable of exceeding the working maximum 
rating of the speakers, you can overheat the 
voice coils and cause breakdown of the 
speaker, but only by driving the speakers to 
deafening sound levels. It must be said though 
that this can happen quite easily at parties, 
where the bodies of the guests absorb so 
much sound that you may be unaware of just 
how much power is being used - and party 
spirits have dulled the usual sensitivity to 
distortion!

A grossly underpowered amplifier will go 
into clipping as it attempts to meet the power 
demanded of it, and in this condition will 
produce severe distortion. This in effect turns 
the musical input into high-frequency 
distortion components, which can overload 
and burn out the tweeter. Audible treble 
'nastiness' shouldprovide a warning on 
impending danger.

As a general rule, then, it is not a bad thing 
to have an amplifier which is towards the 
maximum recommended size, rather than just 
above the minimum requirement - but having 
said that, to confuse things even more, not all 
amplifiers behave the same way when faced 
with sudden current demands and changing 
load conditions, so that two amplifiers of the 
same nominal power rating might well not 
sound equally loud!

Stereo performance
The word stereo comes from a Greek root 
meaning 'solid', the concept being that it is 
possible to create recreate a solid image of the 
recorded sound field by using two loud
speakers instead of one (mono). To do this it is 
first necessary to ensure that the original 
sound field has been captured in the recording, 
a state of affairs that is unfortunately rarely 
the case. To capture the sound field 
coherently, it is necessary to use a simple two- 
microphone technique that is similar to the 
'3D' pictures found in children's slide viewers. 
In the latter example, the two similar but 
slightly different images enable the viewer to 
perceive a sense of depth or 'solidity' in the 
picture, and this is very similar to the way in 
which true stereo works, enabling the sound of 
an orchestra playing in a hall to be caught with 
a fair degree of accuracy.

The steady adoption of electronic instru
ments and multi-channel recordings has come 
about for a number of sound (and sometimes 
not so sound) reasons, but the net result is that 
most so-called stereo recordings are in reality 

a sort of multiple-mono - the visual analogy 
would be a series of close-ups that are formed 
into a sort of collage, which can help to 
highlight certain things at the producers 
discretion, but at the same time distorts the 
perspectives.

To assess the accuracy of speakers under 
stereo conditions, we have deliberately 
included programme material which contains 
genuine and coherent stereo imagery - but it 
could be argued that the ability to recreate 
stereo is of limited importance. Certainly it is 
more useful under some conditions than 
others, and additionally, the stereo illusion 
seems to work better for some people than 
others. It is probably still true to say that 
relatively few listeners have any real idea of 
the capability of good stereo signal and 
system, but for those who have, good stereo is 
probably one of the most important benefits of 
hi-fi.

CHOOSING AND BUYING
If you are planning to spend one or perhaps 
several hundred pounds on a pair of loud
speakers, it makes sense to take a little care 
over the choice - though (as my predecessor, 
Paul Messenger used to remark at this point) 
the reader of this is presumably prepared to 
take some trouble, by virtue of the fact that he 
has reached this rather obscure page of a very 
specialised publication, devoted to trying to 
make things easier!

However, our efforts in Choice should really 
help you to reach a decision - not make it for 
you. For one thing, we do not sell speakers; we 
do not live in your room, playing your type of 
music at your preferred levels through your 
ancillary equipment. You need to find the 
products which best satisfy your particular 
requirements, and the first step to doing this is 
to clearly specify those requirements.

Having set a budget, it may be a little more 
difficult to assess some of the other variables 
- such as finding the best trade-offs between 
size, bass extension and sensitivity. However, 
most of these questions can be resolved with 
the data in our reviews, and it should be 
possible to start shortlisting suitable models.

At this stage, considerations of room 
matching and taste become important, and it 
really becomes essential to seek out a helpful 
and competent dealer. A good demonstrator 
should be able to help a customer get some 
idea of where his tastes in sound lie, in terms 
of the relative importance of levels and 
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locations of coloration, precision of stereo 
imagery, transmission of dynamics and so on 
(conversely, be wary of the overzealous 
demonstrator who will merely succeed in 
inculcating his own preconceptions and 
prejudices!). The overall quality of demon
stration remains the best guide to the standard 
of a retailer. If you are visiting several shops, 
it's a good idea to take along a couple of your 
own records — one that you like and one that 
you dislike — as a means of assessing the 
dealer as well as the loudspeaker. Any demon
stration which can make a known but disliked 
record more enjoyable than hitherto must have 
something going for it!

Home demonstration
A final step in choosing a speaker can be home 
trail if your dealer offers this facility, which ad
mittedly is an awkward and expensive service 
to offer. A good alternative offered by a grow
ing number of dealers is a 'period of grace' 
which allows you to exchange unsuitable 
products if they are returned undamaged with
in say seven days. Providing that customers do 
not become to demanding — remember the 
retailer has to make some profit! — this can 
work to everybody's benefit.

Getting the best results
There are a few points which can really pay 
dividends in getting the best results from 
speakers. The most important of course is 
placing them correctly — the maker's instruc
tion leaflet will give some indications here. If 
you want to put speakers on bookshelves or 
with their backs against a wall, it is worth 
choosing models that are designed for this. It 
is an almost universal natural law that 
optimum speaker positioning conflicts with 
normal domestic requirements of aesthetic 
and comfortable room-arranging, so some 
compromise is bound to be necessary. Most 
models will be at their best away from walls on 
stands, and it is well worth apportioning part 
of the budget to a pair of stands of suitable 
height. Aware that the mechanical properties 
of the stand can affect sound quality (notably 
clarity in the bass) many manufacturers supply 
suitable stands of their own — otherwise good 
types are available from specialist firms such 
as QED, who have recently launched their 
'Sound Definition' range of stands.

It is always worth experimenting with 
speaker positioning, distance apart, distance 
from the wall, height and angle, since the 

position which 'looks' right may not be the 
best. It is often worth making a little effort to 
'tailor' the acoustics of the room — if, for 
example, you have two hard and therefore 
acoustically reflective walls facing each other, 
for example, it will probably improve matters to 
'deaden' one of them with a wall hanging of 
soft material. Likewise, the reflective proper
ties of a hard floor between the listener and the 
speaker can be softened with a rug. For a 
satisfactory stereo balance, the speakers 
should be positioned in a way that is reason
ably symetrical with respect to the room 
boundaries, remembering that objects near or 
between the speakers have subtly adverse 
affects (the dedicated, of course, will throw the 
TV away!).

With the underlying idea of rigid mounting, 
some commentators have recently started to 
recommend that once you have found the right 
position for the stands you should not simply 
place them on the carpet, but should rest them 
on the heads of large woodscrews driven 
through the carpet and into the floorboards. 
This can be quite worthwhile in 'tightening up' 
the bass quality, but as with most 'tuning tips' 
in hi-fi, the effect will be varied by a number of 
factors, and may or may not be significant. The 
variables here are the type of cabinet design, 
the mechanical strengths of the stand and the 
rigidity of the floor.

The final detail in connecting up speakers is 
the choice of cable — within reasonable limits, 
the heavier the cable and the more strands it 
has the better. The 50-strand 20 amp cable 
available from Radiospares, or QED's 
specially-packaged 79-strand and C38 cables 
are worthwhile. The vogue for specially-wound 
Litz type speaker cables now seems to have 
passed, and in fact these ultra-special cables 
did seem to have some unwelcome side
effects.

Connections at both speaker and amplifier 
should be as firm as possible, and for this 
reason the use of binding-posts are preferrable 
to plug-and-socket or spring-clip connectors. 
Good connections really can make a subtle 
difference to clarity and 'life' in the sound, and 
anyone who is not convinced of this has only 
to try it for themselves.

'Fine tuning' apart, the intention of this book 
is to at least offer some guidance in choosing 
the right speaker for your requirements — even 
if, as always in hi-fi, there are very few 
concrete and definite answers, we hope that 
our efforts will help.
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

While some aspects of the review method have already been discussed in the Consumer 
Introduction, this Technical Introduction gives a complete and detailed description of the latest 
series of tests, covering both objective and subjective evaluation techniques.

In this, my fifth edition of Hi^Fi Choice: 
Loudspeakers, a number of changes have been 
made. This time, in the light of experience 
certain aspects of evaluation have been 
accorded less importance, and others given 
more detailed attention.

As usual the greatest problem occurred when 
attempting to write up the final results of the 
project since it is then that the recommend
ations and value judgements must be made. 
The reviewer always hopes that this task will be 
made relatively easy by the wealth of subjective 
and technical data collected, but it nonetheless 
remains a very difficult task, particularly so in 
view of the necessity to integrate the findings 
on a new batch of 50 of so speakers with results 
on previously-reviewed and still current designs.

If changes are made in the review format or 
indeed if some new influential factor emerges 
such as the introduction this time round of CD 
digital material - earlier reviews require very 
careful reassessment. To this end, we included 
a continuing re-evaluation of our 'reference' 
models; those previously reviewed and appear
ing again in the new programme of listening 
tests included the Quad ELS63 (current version), 
the Spendor BC1, BBC LS3/5a, KEF Coda II and 
R105:4, the Yamaha NS1000, Keesonic Kub and 
Mordaunt Short Pageant Ill. These all helped to 
establish a key to the mean performance of the 
reviews carried over from last time relative to 
the new models tested here for the first time.

So many worthy models were available for the 
new edition that it proved very hard to make a 
final decision as to which to include and which 
to leave out.

Our aim is always to provide as many reviews 
as possible within the time and space available 
for the project. Accordingly, this year we felt we 
needed to reassess the true worth of the 'live- 
versus-recorded' section of the listening tests. 
While philosphically attractive, in the past the 
live test section has in fact proved dispropor
tionately expensive in relation to its real 
contribution to the project. For the last issue, 
the elements on which each review judgement 
was based, broke down roughly as follows: 
sound quality on recorded stereo programme 
40%, 'live-versus-recorded' 20%, technical 
performance 35% and engineering content 5%. 
For this edition therefore we decided to put in 
more new reviews at the expense of abandoning 

the live-versus-recorded sessions.
However, with the re-evaluation of so many 

previous designs plus other improvements in 
technique, we believe that the accuracy of the 
issue has not suffered; indeed much greater 
effort has gone into other areas, notably the far 
higher programme standards used for the 
stereo listening session. A considerable 
proportion of the recorded material was of 
studio master quality; either from error- 
corrected digital copy masters reproduced 
using the Sony PCMF1, or from Compact Disc, 
again via a Sony machine.

Fortunately by the time the listening sessions 
came round, there was a decent selection of CD 
software to choose from, and a prime virtue of 
this type of programme soon became apparent, 
namely its utter consistency. Previous tests 
have unavoidably included disc and analogue 
tape replay, and even with multiple 'safety' 
copies, the deterioration during. the tests was 
obvious to the listeners. The participation of 
Tony Faulkner, a recording. engineer who had 
produced two of the musical sections we used 
proved to be most helpful, as he was well placed 
to judge the truthfulness or otherwise of the 
reproduced sound.

On the technical side the swept harmonic 
results have been analysed to a 10dB greater 
sensitivity, providing more discrimination for the 
lower-distortion models; while other improve
ments in technique have resulted in computed 
room averaged responses of far greater con
sistency.

LISTENING TESTS:
Replay environment
My personal listening room has been analysed 
for reverb. character and found to be particu
larly favourable. Above 100Hz the Rt curve 
aligned closely to 0.3 of a second, indicating an 
even, balanced and uncoloured characteristic. 
Inevitable irregularities below J OOHz were re
corded but were considered to be well damped; 
for example the Rt did not exceed 0.51 at 50Hz. 
Rt data was recorded by two methods using 5 
microphone position dispersed throughout the 
room. Real time high speed pen traces were 
taken, plus recordings of warble tone bands, 
which were also analysed. On the basis of the 
results, and as the room was large enough to 
accommodate comfortably the 6 panelists with 
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a realistic distance between them and the test 
speaker (2.5-3m), it was decided once again to 
use the room for all our listening sessions.

Panel listening sessions.
These sessions proved quite arduous for the 
panel, as the members were required to provide 
a considerable amount of information for each 
loudspeaker. In addition to particular comments 
on frequency balance and coloration (these 
mainly drawn from a recommended table of 
characterisations), in all the panelists needed to 
give a numerical judgement on a total of five 
factors: overall accuracy and/or realism; fre
quency balance or subjective response flatness; 
clarity and detail; coloration; precision and 
depth of stereo image.

Concealed behind an acoustically-transpar- 
ent curtain, each pair of speakers was pre
sented to the panel, care having been taken to 
observe the optimum mounting conditions 
(correct height, angle, and also position relative 
to local reflecting surfaces). A programme 
lasting approximately twenty five minutes was 
reproduced at a realistic 93-95dBA maximum 
sound pressure (measured at 2m), with the 
average level in the 80-90dBA range.

Choice of source material
A reasonable balance of taste was catered for 
in the programme excerpts which included solo 
grand piano, flute, singing voice both male and 
female, •small choir, and popular material poss
essing excellent bass and transient quality, as 
supplied by Dire Straits and Abba. Small and 
fully-orchestral pieces were included plus the 
Sheffield drum record, with both 'purist' simple 
mic techniques and multimiked recordings 
represented.

Control repeats
During the stereo listening sessions, a number 
of repeats were incorporated, both to test and 
check the validity and consistency of the 
methods employed, as well as to investigate 
panel marking variations and possible extran
eous influences on results such as session 
timing, morning or afternoons, etc.

As already mentioned, models from the 
previous tests were also inserted so that the 
correlation between the two sets of tests could 
be determined.

Data analysis
The test sheets were analysed in two ways, 
firstly for scoring on each programme excerpt, 
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and secondly for each performance parameter, 
independant of program. Possible interactions 
between particular speaker and programme 
characteristics were also investigated and duly 
taken into consideration.

The usual statistical analysis was applied to 
the numerical data obtained from the panel 
score sheets, including mean and standard 
deviation, which allowed the basic ranking order 
to be established, the error factors to be 
assessed, and consequently the groupings on 
the basis of sound quality to be established. A 
Normal distribution curve was assigned to the 
data in order to roughly subdivide the group on 
the grounds of their subjective performance, 
such groupings being undertaken prior to the 
author being appraised of the name of the 
model concerned. Furthermore, the general 
comment on subjective quality is drawn directly 
from the panel assessments as written on the 
individual test sheets.

Live-versus-recorded tests
While no new live-versus-recorded tests were 
carried out for this issue, 'revised and reprinted' 
reviews contain comments based on the 'live' 
material used for the last edition. This type of 
test was undeniably difficult to set up, and it 
involved several compromises as well as relying 
to some degree on the skill of the recording 
engineer in accurately capturing on tape a satis
factory proportion of the natural character of a 
live sound. To this end, we used the finest 
microphones available, chosen on the basis of 
their minimal coloration, with a sensible spac
ing between live source and mike, namely 1-2 
metres. The recorder was carefully aligned to 
suit the type of tape we used,- and a profes
sional Dolby A noise reduction system was 
employed in order to preserve the maximum 
dynamic range. Experience has shown that the 
benefits accruing in terms of dynamic range 
extension (80d8 wtd. record/replay) are 
preferable to any minor transient errors which 
might be introduced.

Even reverse copying was considered, in 
order to eliminate the usual phase shift 
accompanying most recordings. The actual 
recording environment itself is also important; it 
should be very 'dry', ie possess a very short 
reverberation time, the latter ideally measuring 
zero, which corresponds to true anechoic con- 
ditionc. Aooordingly we uacd an sneehuic 
chamber to make the recordings, in this case 
the large facility at the Building Research 
Centre, Watford. (Previous trials at smaller
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anechoic locations had revealed that noticeable 
colorations were added to male voice re
cordings).

The test procedure involved continuously 
running the pre-recorded tape containing short 
verbal or musical phrases interspersed with 
blank sections, the latter filled in on test by the 
live performers. A carefully worked out entry 
sheet was provided for each panelist so that he 
or she could mark within an agreed scaling and 
framework of comments and characterisation. 
In addition to numerical scaling for accuracy or 
naturalness-of-reproduction, other factors such 
as colorati9n and frequency balance were also 
assessed.

Live musical passages included acoustic 
guitar, snare drum, cymbol, xylophone, flute and 
bass guitar as well as male voice. Test score 
sheets were analysed in the same way as the 
data from the recorded-programme listening 
sessions.

Laboratory Test Programme
For this new edition we used a recently 
established independent anechoic chamber in 
Cambridge, this hopefully soon to be a part of a 
versatile measurement facility. The measure
ment procedures were carefully analysed prior 
to testing the speakers in order to evaluate the 
necessary corrections were these necessary.

Despite the new chamber's large size it was 
nonetheless necessary to continue to add a low- 
frequency correction to the response trace, 
amounting to a small increase in bass exten
sion below 100Hz in the case of most models. 
The correction has been drawn in for both 1m 
and 2m responses, the difference being more 
pronounced with the latter. Distortion for 
second and third harmonics was run at 96d8 — 
a decently high level which is capable of 
stressing many speakers. Distortion was also 
measured at a new level of 86d8, this being 
more representative of normal listening levels.

We took the usual care over pair matching, 
analysing the effects of speaker grilles and also 
identifying and using the optimum listening 
axes and control settings where these were 
provided.

The Characteristic Forward Response
This is considered a primary measurement, and 
seeks to present visually the forward radiating 
character of the loudspeaker, over a sensible 
forward solid angle and throughout the audible 
frequency range. Normally the fundamental re^ 
sponse is that taken nominally on axis, usually 

between the mid and HF unit. In certain circum
stances however it is measured on the axis 
corresponding to the level of the listener's ear 
when the speakers are correctly sited and 
mounted. The uniformity or agreement of re
sponse traces taken off and around the main 
axis with those measured directly on the prime 
axis represent a crucial aspect of speaker per
formance, which determines whether good 
stereo imaging is possible, and whether the 
speaker will sound markedly different on- and 
off-axis.

For the hearing-related %-octave noise meas
urements, the readings are taken at a realistic 2 
metres distance from the loudspeakers. The 
Characteristic Response set comprises: axial; 
15° above in the vertical plane (below if relevant, 
eg in the case of a tall floor standing model); 30° 
in the lateral plane (both clockwise and anth 
clockwise if the speaker is laterally 
asymmetric); 45° lateral. (Note that in previous 
issues and reprinted reviews the vertical 
measurement was 10° above axis, and the 45° 
lateral measurement was not included.)

Recent research indicates that the perceived 
spectral balance of a loudspeaker is the result 
of a complex integration of the first group of 
sounds arriving within some 10-20mS. This 
period is in fact long enough to include 
reflected energy from adjacent boundaries — 
floor, rear and side walls. The character of these 
partially attenuated and decayed reflection, 
which are a product of the off-axis energy, adds 
to the direct sound from the loudspeaker.

The low frequency portion of the main charac
teristic response has been derived from an 
accurate sine wave analysis at 1m, frequencies 
above 200Hz representing the Vj^octave 
analysed portion.

The characteristics that need to be satisfied 
in order to return, a good performance on this 
test are as follows:
1. A wide, even and balanced axial response, 
fitting comfortably within the major + /- 3d8 
amplitude limits from 80Hz-15kHz.
2. A 15° vertical off-axis curve deviating by less 
than 3^4d8 from the axial curve up to 15kHz.
3. A 30° lateral off-axis curve deviating less 
than 3-4d8 from the axial response up to 15kHz.
4. Good lateral response symmetry.
5. A 45° iateral off-axis curve showing a 
smoothly falling characteristic with increasing 
frequency^.

A speaker whose frequency response varies 
strongly with axis variations is classed as 
.inconsistent, and will give different results for
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTIONeach listener position. It therefore cannot be subjectively assessed with any degree of accuracy or reliability.
Reference curveAll loudspeakers (both left- and right-hand models) were measured on sine wave at 1 metre. This provided an accurate representation of the low frequency response. Furthermore by overlaying the curves of left- and right-handed speakers, the pair matching could be checked, and finally this measurement set a reference level against which the distortion reading could be scaled (see distortion), and the quoted lab sensitivity established.A one watt level was the standard input, and established by a voltage of 2.83V rms on the speaker terminals. For this purpose the impedance was assumed to be a nominal 8 ohms.
Listening room responsesAs part of our long term aim of improving the correlation between subjective and objective results, we have again included response traces measured in the listening room. Experiments with a storage spectrum analyser showed that it might be possible to chart a picture of the average forward sound energy arriving at the listening area. Due to the 'comb filter' effect, this test cannot be conducted with a stereo pair of speakers energised simultaneously; instead, taking a sensible number of averages, the speakers were evaluated one at a time for responses corresponding to three listener positions (centre, left and right' the two speaker positions,left and right channels. Pink noise excitation was used, and each of the six responses is the result of four averages. The whole was algebraically summed and averaged using the Nicolet 444 computing %-octave spectrum analyser, which was modified to drive a Rion Y!t recorder to produce the published responses.These curves should not be expected to give perfectly flat responses. At low frequencies there are some inevitable irregularities corresponding to resonances peculiar to my particular room; the characteristic hump at 60Hz is the main feature here. It was however fascinating to see how different sizes and positions of speakers changed the apparent severity of this room response effect. One could expect the near ideal speaker to run more or less flat up to 5kHz; beyond this the response should gradually fall away. Since the final curve is an average of the response over a range of lateral 

angles, approximately +I - 30°, some of the higher frequency off-axis loss typical of current high frequency drivers will be reflected by the characteristic. Sharper changes in slope will correspond to irregularities in a speaker's response or directivity, and are therefore suspicious.Taken at about two metres with the speakers mounted on stands well into the room (unless stated otherwise), the averaged response will contain a reasonable proportion of direct to reverberant or reflected sound, and is a fairly good indicat' Jn of the tonal and spectral balance perceived by the listening panel.Certain more directional speakers change the direct-to-reverberant ratio considerably and complicate the interpretation of these graphs. For example, the Quad 63 shows apparently severe room interactions at low frequencies, more so than theory would predict, but the subjective bass quality was nonetheless comparatively uniform and extended.For this issue a new HP computing analyser was put into service. Its room plots are reproduced by a digital plotter and some measurement data is automatically included, the scale factors being marginally different from the earlier responses. In particular, readers should note the new vertical scale of 5dB per major division, making the response irregularities look larger than before.
DistortionThe availability of a swept tracking filter allowed continuous recordings to be made on both the 2nd and 3rd harmonic distortions at standard levels: 96d8 was used for all the speakers excepting the very smallest bookshelf enclosures, where a reduction to 86d8 was deemed appropriate. With an average sensitivity of 86dB/watt, typically just 1 watt was required for the standard level; since most HF units in such systems are attenuated, blown drivers are nowadays a rare occurrence. However, at a level of 96d8 miniature speakers are generally in gross overload at low frequencies, and a 86d8 test level is thus fairer in view of their more limited application.It is generally accepted that 3rd harmonic distortion is more aurally obtrusive than 2nd, so we paid particular attention to the level of 3rd order effects in the midband, where the value should be significantly below 1%. Higher figures are permissible below 100Hz - say 2%, with up to 5% satisfactory at levels under 50Hz. 3rd harmonic distortion is an indicator of magnetic
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

non-linearity — for example in crossover 
inductors — and is also related to the incidence 
of intermodulation distortion products. 
Accordingly, 2nd order values of perhaps double 
may be considered acceptable. A percentage 
scale is given on the graphs, referenced to 
midband OdB only, so this will require rescaling 
if a chosen frequency is materially different 
from that reference level.

Peak power distortion
While 96dB is 'loud' for continuous tones, 
speakers these days are rated for momentary 
power peaks, up to and beyond 100W. Swept 
continuous tone measurements at this level 
risks destroying most speakers. Accordingly 
short tone bursts at peak levels of up to 100W 
equivalent continuous power were used, using 
two selected frequencies. These were respec
tively 500Hz (near a crossover point for a three
way system and in the middle of the main fre
quency range for a two-way design), and 5kHz 
(in the HF range and close to a crossover point 
for most systems). Some 16 cycles were applied 
on a 2Hz repetition rate, a low enough level not 
to damage driver coils; or produce more than a 
few degrees centigrade temperature rise.

The burst length was sufficient for an FFT 
analyser (HP3582A) to capture and perform 
distortion harmonic analysis down to 0.3%, and 
to read the toneburst dynamic compression 
down to 0.1dB by transfer ratio techniques.

Impedance
For the earlier reviews, using a form of 
constant current drive from a sweep oscillator 
(2kohm feed resistance), the modulus of imped
ance was plotted on a 25dB logarithmic scale, 
with the zero dB baseline set a 4 ohms. The 
+ 20dB line was then scaled at 40 ohms. The 
imaginary or reactive impedance component 
was assessed by continuously monitoring the 
phase, and 'worst case' combinations of phase 
and impedance were specifically recorded.

For the new reviews in the last issue the 
marked baseline is 0 ohms with a linear 0.5 ohm 
per division scaling. Note that the reviews 
revised and reprinted from the last edition have 
a different scaling, as a linear potentiometer 
was employed with 0.5 ohm per division and a 
2.5 ohm baseline. This means that the first 
major division '10dB' from the baseline is 7.5 
ohms.

In this edition, I must apologise for yet 
another change in impedance scaling. At the 
last minute the recorder I use developed a fault, 

and a conventional 50dB log scale had to be 
used instead. Here the 20dB line represents 10 
ohms, and the 10dB line 3.3 ohms, below which 
few speakers should fall. Due to this change in 
scale, impedance variations look smaller than 
previously.

Constructional quality
The enclosures were inspected both inside and 
out to assess the quality of their construction, 
the grade of components used, and the general 
standard of their engineering. During all tests, 
any buzzes or rattles were noted and where pos
sible their source identified.

Sensitivity and power rating
From the reference curve, a mean midband 
sensitivity figure was recorded, this correspond
ing to the sound pressure at 1 metre from the 
enclosure, while energised by 2.83V (sine). A 
nominal 8 ohms draws 1 watt from the voltage, 
and lower impedance draws more power, on a 
pro rata basis. Since amplifiers (within their 
limits) are theoretically voltage sources, this 
method of specifying voltage sensitivity is a 
sensible one. Likewise, as no loudspeaker pre
sents a constant impedance value, a power 
input sensitivity rating is rather a pointless one.

From the power handling, sensitivity and 
impedance data, a recommendation can thus 
be made concerning the loudspeaker's mini
mum and maximum amplifier power rating (per 
channel, 8 ohms). It should be appreciated that 
this is only a recommendation, and will be 
modified in practice by individual taste; ie a 
requirement for low or high listening levels as 
well as by the size and acoustics of the particu
lar listening room involved. The minimum 
amplifier power that is quoted relates to a 
typical maximum sound pressure level of 96dBA 
(2 metres) from a stereo pair of speakers in an 
average room of volume 80 cubic metres.

11 is almost impossible to specify a maximum 
power rating, as a complex relationship exists 
between the type of programme, the maximum 
power input (peak and average) and how long 
this maximum level is maintained. In this test 
we found most of even the smallest speakers 
could sustain a 500W peak, 250W mean power 
input on solo instruments in the midband, 
provided that its duration did not exceed 15 to 
20 seconds. On highly transient signals a 500W 
peak could apparently be indefinitely tolerated 
if the mean power was low — in the case of the 
levels required to reproduce the live instru
ments, the average power was often below 5 
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

watts.
A strange contradiction was apparent in 

terms of amplifier size, with the .larger models 
appearing to be safer than smaller ones! Take 
for example the case of the Spendor BC1. It 
incorporates a Celestion HF 1300 treble driver 
which is rated at not more than a few watts, and 
yet the system as a whole survived the high 
level test at a full 250 watts for over a minute, 
and easily tolerated 500W peaks However, 
partner this system with a smaller 35-50W amp, 
and drive the latter beyond its limits into 
clipping, and there is a good chance that the 
treble unit will blow, as many BC1 owners will 
testify, having tried to use the speakers at a 
party! This example clearly illustrates the 
difficulty of defining speaker power ratings.

Notes on frequency response testing
The repeatability of response measurements 
from one test facility to another is surprisingly 
poor. This obviously matters little for models 
whdSe response profiles resemble mountain 
ranges, but when a carefully calibrated model 
with tightly specified response limits is in

volved, it is only too easy for an unfortunate 
combination of circumstances to result in a 
measured response that is apparently ‘out of 
spec.'

Careful consideration of the factors involved 
does however enable sources of error to be 
identified and accounted for. They include the 
following:
1. Slight but significant differences in micro
phone frequency response, particularly if 500Hz 
is chosen as a reference point with which to 
correlate subjective spectral balance judge
ments. This is unfortunately true of even the 
best 'lab reference' condensor microphones.
2. Proximity effects, whereby the range below 
500Hz-is elevated by 0.5dB or so at 1 m relative 
to the speaker's previously calibrated response 
at 2 m.
3. Non-anechoic environment effects.
4. Choice of axis is also critical, since the 
response naturally varies somewhat with mike 
position on the frontal axis.
5. Whether or not the grille is in position during 
measurement can also affect the results; some 
manufacturers quote specs. with the grill
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TECHNICAL INTRODUCTION

removed.
In one case a combination of these factors 

resulted in a response curve that differed in 
balance and character from the manufacturer's 
own claimed tight limits, although it still met a 
+ I-2.0dB spec. (but only just) right up to 
17kHz. This example illustrates that the tester 
must be aware of such effects in order to main- 

.tain a good level of accuracy in published 
responses and the interpretation thereof.

Listening panel
For the new tests, the listening panel included 
the author (using an independent operator), 
Tony Faulkner, lvor Humphries, ken Kessler, 
Noel Keywood, Paul Messenger and the Editor, 
Steve Harris. Sessions for the last issue also 
included John Atkinson, Derek Hughes, David 
Inman, Peter Mapp, Robin Marshall and Adrian 
Orlowski.

Location
Measurements were conducted at the 
Cambridge Electroacoustics Laboratory, while 
listening tests were carried out in the author's 
calibrated and near-IEC Standard room. Note 
that this room is appreciably 'dry', with an 
unusually even reverberation over the 
frequency range; in practice, domestic rooms 
are likely to be more reverberant as well as 
noticeably ‘livelier' and brighter in the upper 
frequency range.

Equipment used in listening tests
Burmester 828, Krell KSA100, Magnum A100 
power amplifiers
Sugden C128, Audiolab 8000C pre-amplifiers 
Monster Reference interconnects, Absolute 
Wire speaker cable, Michell and Monster 
terminations
Cliff Stone, Stand and Deliver mineral-filled 
floor-keyed speaker stands
Yamaha CDX1 Compact Disc player
Lux PD300 turntable (modified, see Turntables 
issue No 35), Alphason HR100S arm, van den 
Hui MC1B cartridge
Bruel & Kjaer 2203 sound level meter
Revox B77 High Speed IEC open-reel recorder 
Dolby A361 ‘A' processors 
For earlier tests:
Linn LP12 Valhalla turntable, lttok arm, Linn 
Asak, Koetsu Black and Technics EPC205 lllL 
cartridges
Sony CDP101 Compact Disc player
Lucas ILV and OED C38 speaker cables

A&R SA200 power amplifier
Quad 34 and Sony Espirit 901 pre-amplifiers
Sony PCMF1 digital encoder.

Programme material
For the latest series of tests, the programme 
was taken from the following:
Schumann: Fantasy Op 12, Brendel (PH411 
042-2, CD)
Debussy: Quartet in G Minor, Orlando quartet
(PH411 050-2, CD)
Feste Romana: Respighi, Dutoit (PH410 145-2, 
CD)
'Flesh and Blood' by Roxy Music (800 019-2, 
CD)
'Hello, I must be Going' by Phil Collins (V2252, 
CD)
‘Walk Across the Rooftops' by Blue Nile (Linn
LHK 1)
'Easy Money' by Ricki Lee Jones (03296-2, CD) 
'This is Makewicz' with Phil Woods (Sheffield 
Lab 21, direct cut)

Lab test equipment
B&K 2010 generator/analyèer
B&K 1901 harmonic controller
Nicolet 100kHz FET analyser
B&K 4133, 4165 precision 12.5mm condenser 
microphones
B&K 1623 tracking Vj octave analyser
B&K 2307 high speed level recorder
B&K phase meter
I vie 30A real time Vj octave analyser
Rion LR04 level recorder
Hitachi 550 oscilloscope
Baxendall sweep oscillator
Shackman scope camera
Hewlett-Packard HP8703 audio analyser
Hewlett-Packard HP3561A and HP3582A
Fourier analysers
Hewlett-Packard HP200 and 89826A computers 
A&R Cambridge SA200 and Mission 777BU 
power amplifiers
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DON'T BE PUT OFF 
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Over the last few years an aura of mystique has been built 
around a section of the Hi-Fi industry, so much so that many 
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JOIN US in auditioning and comparing the best from

MISSION with loudspeakers from KEF, CASTLE, SONY,
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, M 0 NIT 0 R AUD I 0,
MORDAUNT SHORT.........and let your ears decide.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Acoustic Research AR48S/AR48LS
Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire LUS 5QJ. Tel (0582) 603151

For what it is worth, the origins of the AR48 can 
be traced back to an earlier three-way model, the 
AR5. Both use similar sized enclosures and a 
common line up of 250mm bass, 1OOmm mid and 
small soft-dome tweeter, which in the case of the 
'48 comprises a 25mm dome unit. However, 
while the •s was American-orientated and suited 
to bookcase mounting, with asymetrically placed 
drivers. the AR48 uses a vertical in-line array for 
optimum stereo performance, and its specifica
tion also advocates the use of open stands to 
give low coloration.

The enclosure contains a 38 litre volume 
sealed-box loading the integrated pulp cone 
bass driver which operates to 400 Hz. A new and 
very highly damped pulp-cone midrange is fitted, 
employing a translucent plastic termination 
surround and back-loaded by a cylindrical card
board enclosure. This dritter works up to 2.5kHz, 
above which the ferro-fluid soft-dome takes over 
to above audibility. Only seven good quality 
40

components are used in the crossover, with the 
unusual series/parallel configuration resulting 
in a saving of one inductor.

The cabinet is constructed of synthetic veneered 
chipboard, with no panel damping or special 
bracing, and input connections are via the usual 
AR screw down terminals, around which bare 
wires have to be securely wrapped. As with the 
budget AR18, the grille is no acoustic plus point; 
its 14mm unrebated thickness does little for 
stereo imaging or the response. In the past AR 
used to fit vastly superior open cell foam grilles, 
but these appear to have gone out of fashion.
Lab performance
Some untidiness was apparent on the reference 
1 metre sinewave frequency response, which 
was partially emphasised by the grille. However 
the latter was not responsible for the lumpy 
tendency in the 400 Hz-3 kHz region, suggesting 
that the mid unit was not working as well as AR 
would have us believe: as pair matching was 
good (typically within 1.5dB overall). the effect 
was clearly not an isolated one.

Inspecting the forward characteristic, the 
1.5kHz to 2kHz trough can be seen to be axis 
dependent, suggesting a mild phasing problem 
between the driver bands. The low frequency 
range was well damped, providing a 40Hz -6dB 
point, and a +/-3dB range of 50 Hz to 20kHz. 
While fairly good consistency and integration 
was demonstrated by the forward response. the 
off-axis fall-off at higher frequencies was greater 
than usual.

The sensitivity was usefully higher than claimed 
at 88dB/W, but amplifier loading was classed as 
average in view of an impedance dipto4.3 ohms, 
700 Hz (a high power region). In fairness, however, 
AR do rate the 48 as a 6 ohms model. Its power 
handling was estimated at 1OOW, and a generous 
106dBA maximum level is theoretically possible. 
with 15 W per channel producing a satisfactory 
96dBA

A moderate 0.6dB of compression was noted 
on 1 OOW pulses, with distortion at the 1% level, 
500Hz. Moving up to 5kHz the compression was 
negligible, but distortion had increased to 7.0%, 
2nd, 3.0% 3rd, and 0.3% of 5th (the latter usually 
negligible). Drive beyond this level appeared 
unpromising. On steady state distortion 3rd 
harmonic was generally quite low at around 0.6% 
mid band, with 2nd harmonic at similar levels, 
and with low frequency distortion well controlled. 
As with the AR18, however, above 6kHz the 
tweeter exhibited distortion at around the 1% 
level even at 90dB, though this had relatively



harmless second order content.
The averaged room characteristic demonstrated 

some promising features, notably the relatively 
even and extended low frequency range, plus 
well controlled and near correct energy fall 
above 1 OkHz. However, a prominance around the 
upper mid 400Hz-1 kHz band measured some 
4d8 above adjacent regions, and this could with 
advantage be lower.

Sound quality
On the live tests the panel were not convinced of 
this model's true accuracy, finding it fairly coloured. 
But it achieved quite a high score as its faults 
were fairly innocuous. A degree of 'hollowness, 
'boxiness', and 'hardness’ were apparent, with 
some loss of clarity, but the overall balance was 
fairly neutral, with a reasonable bass extension 
showing an even character. The bass sounded a 
little 'nasal' and 'thinned', but the speaker could 
withstand considerable peak inputs of up to 
200W of electric bass guitar without serious 
overload.

This picture was similar for the stereo sessions 
also, with the speaker sounding a trifle 'old 
fashioned' in terms of coloration levels, but at the 
same time considered easy on the ears. Lateral 
stereo presentation was to a good standard, 
although some loss of depth and 'see-through’ 
ambience was experienced by most panelists. 
The midband was also a touch resonant on piano, 
for example, and loss of 'crispness was felt on 
some transient signals.

Summary
We were pretty keen on the 48S and the new LS 
version carried a dual improvement, namely a 
welcome price reduction and an improved 
grille. In the light of recent competition, it still 
deserves a 'recommended' rating.

I

Forward characteristic response (1/3-octave @ 
2 m, dotted 15° vert, small dash 30° lateral, long
dash 45° lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic responseln room

GENERAL DATA
Size (h x w x d).................................................... 64 x 35.5 x 28cm
Weight.. .......................................................17.2kg
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)...........(15)-1 OOW 
Recommended placement........................................................stand
Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m)............. 50Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6d8) at 1 m........................................40 Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref 2.83V, ie: 1 watt in 8 ohms) at 1 m...........................88d8/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2 m) ............105dBA
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)...........................average
Forward response uniformity.................................................... good

chamber LF) dotting shows response without 
grille).

TypicalpriceperpairincVAT ... £250 when reviewed, now £219
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Arcam One
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Denny End Industrial Centre, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB6 9PB 
Tel (0223) 861550

A&R's first venture into the field of loud-
speakers, the Arcam One is a medium-sized, 
two-way bass reflex system aimed at the higher 
quality end of the market. The recipe is straight
forward enough - a 200mm bass/mid unit plus 
25mm soft fabric dome tweeter, but A&R's 
approach shows considerable care and 
attention to detail.

The tweeter is a modified Peerless 
design, mounted above an A&R-designed, Elac- 
built bass/mid unit. Constructed on a strong 
damped steel frame, the latter uses a generous 
motor system driving a synthetic flared cone 
formed from Cobex (a pvc material). The cross
over is a high-quality, high power design, with 
12dB/octave slopes and may be disconnected 
by the user via a terminal patch oanel on the 
enclosure rear.Direct active connection to the 
two drivers is then possible, using matching 
A&R electronics.

Built from 19mm chipboard, the substantial 
enclosure is internally braced and loaded by a 
thin bituminous cladding. A 120mm deep 
ducted port is located on the rear and is fitted 
with a user-removable damping plug to allow 
fine adjustment of the lower bass output.

Externally, the system was well finished in 
a high-quality walnut veneer on all surfaces. 
The 12mm-thick grille panel has a step effect, 
although this is partially ameliorated by a foam 
strip around the tweeter. Against A&R's recom
mendation, we felt the grille was better 
removed, and it could do with some 
modification.

Sound quality
A strong concensus of opinion favoured the 
Arcam One. Its numerical rating was high, 
backed by complimentary judgements and few 
criticisms. Bass was a trace boomy with the 
port plug removed (as suggested by A&R), while 
some mild boxiness was heard in the lower mid, 
and the upper treble occasionally hinted at 
fizziness.

Conversely, this speaker produced lively, 
open, balanced and transparent stereo images. 
Ambience, air and depth were well portrayed 
while natural perspectives and musical detail 
were also evident over the whole frequency 
range. Stereo images were stable and well 
focused, and transients were convincingly 
reproduced.

Lab results
The reference Imetre response showed the mild 
improvement with the grille removed (dotted), 
and illustrated a smooth overall result. Sensi
tivity was above average at 88dB/W with a 
typical bass rolloff at 55Hz (porous plug in). Pair 
matching was good for these early samples. A 
minimum amplifier power of 15W per channel is 
suggested, and the general performance 
indicated a capacity of up to 150W of unclipped 
music programme, generating respectable 
104dBA maximum sound levels.

At 2metres a well ordered and integrated 
forward response output was demonstrated. 
15° above and below axis, responses dipped 
mildly at the 2.7kHz crossover frequency and 
the speaker median axis should aim accurately 
at the listener for the best results. The lateral 
responses were particularly good.

At a g6dB cound lovol, ono motro, tho occond 
and third harmonic distortion levels were 
typically around 0.8% to 1.5%, which was a 
good result. At 86dB the second harmonic
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improved but third did not, and here the system 
is possibly somewhat worse than average, the 
cause probably being magnet pole linearity.

The impedance curve showed an easy, well 
controlled Bohm amplifier load, and for 
interest's sake the result with and without the 
port plugged is shown.

Room averaged, (port open) the Arcam a fine 
result. The response showed a slight bass 
excess with quite good integration and depth, 
while the middle register was surprisingly 
smooth, with textbook rolloff at higher 
frequencies.

Summary
A&R have a convincing performer in this fine 
loudspeaker. The subjective scores, the quality 
of construction and finish justify a strong 
recommendation (we have not given 'Best Buys' 
to speakers over £275 a pair). The sound was 
clear and open, with fine musical detail and 
accurate stereo presentation. Distortion was 
satisfactory to good, power handling and 
maximum sound level fine and the system easy 
to drive.

With A&R's acknowledged electronic exper
tise the active version could sound even better. 
To conclude, the Arcam One happily justifies its 
price tag.

Forward characteristic response (Y‘ octave at 2m. 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)..................................... 47 x 27 x 33cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)...........(15)-1SOW 
Recommended placement.............................................open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres .... 60Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre........................55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Sohms at 1 metre..........................88dBIW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres .. .. 104dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)...................... very good
Forward response uniformity.................................................... good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT.....................................................£299

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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Audiostatic ES200
Presence Audio, Eastland House, Plummers Plain, Horsham, West Sussex RH13 6NY 
Tel (044485) 333

Built in Holland, this panel electrostatic 
speaker is a little larger than the Quad 63. 
While the latter has most of its area as 
radiating surface, the Audiostatic takes the 
form of a large wooden baffle flanking a 
central, fairly narrow electrostatic element 
running the full height of the enclosure. To 
some degree this provides a line source with 
the baffle augmenting the room drive at the 
lower frequencies. The effective width of the 
source reduces with increasing frequency, 
maintaining a good lateral off-axis response. 
This is achieved by the use of a sophisticated 
transformer step-up system, called 'Mirror
Drive'. A low voltage 'mains plug' power supply 
feeds power to the speakers, this stepped up 
internally to the high polarising voltage, Heavy 
and stable enough for floor mounting, these 
speakers benefit from use on low rigid frames, 
around 10-15cm high, and the agent also 
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recommends the use of floor spikes. 
Connections are via sturdy 4mm socket 
binding posts. As with all open-back systems, 
use well away from the rear room wall (at least 
1.5m) is mandatory and in fact large rooms are 
preferable. Overall constructional quality and 
finish are excellent, and Audiostatic also 
produce compatible sub woofer systems.

Sound quality
It was clear that a definite limitation was 
present in the bass power handling and on 
several of the rock tracks, powers over 50 watts 
were ruled out. The speaker was felt to sound 
imbalanced with a forward midrange plus a 
lack of richness and 'scale' in the upper 
bass/lower mid. However this response 
complemented some sources to an incredible 
degree. BBC announcers were unbelievably 
life-like, with their usual 'chestiness' perfectly 
controlled. Aside from the tonal imbalance, the 
sound was very pure, transparent and full of 
detail, and succeeded in sufficiently 
impressing the panel to achieve a respectable 
score. Bass was fairly extended, but a touch 
lumpy and muted, while the treble was 
generally very good if slightly prominent in the 
extreme upper range.

Stereo images were well focused and, given 
appropriate material, the depth effect was also 
substantial. Undoubtedly this is an analytical 
speaker.

Lab report
Pair matching was good over most of the range 
save for a 1.5dB difference in sensitivity, this 
averaging 80.5dB/W. With a peak power 
capacity of 50-75W, this speaker was not 
capable of high sound levels, the maximum 
being typically 93dB for a stereo pair at the 
listening position.

Taken at 1m, the frequency response is 
somewhat misleading due to microphone 
proximity to such a large baffle, this affecting 
the low frequency balance. A mild mid range 
plateau was followed by a dip at 1.5kHz and 
then a very smooth treble response disturbed 
by a mild prominence at 1.5kHz.

Anomalies in off-axis responses prompted 
us to take an additional 15° off-axis curve for 
this model. Even then, the output fell rapidly 
above 5kHz. The forward energy peaked at 
1 kHz. compftnsatino fnr thR mpasmprl Mi(ll 
dip. It was also very axis-sensitive in the 
vertical plane, with the 15° off-axis response 
collapsing above 1kHz, so the listener should



aim to be on axis. The light tonal character of 
this model can also be seen here.

Distortion at 96dB/1m was very good above 
200Hz, particularly as regards 3rd harmonic. 
Below 200Hz, the speaker was clearly working 
hard, distortion rising to 3% 3rd harmonic. At 
86dB, distortion fell below 0.1% above 150Hz; 
even at 50Hz neither 2nd or 3rd exceeded 1.5%, 
which is an excellent result. At moderate levels 
this is an outstandingly clean loudspeaker.

Barely dipping to 4.5 ohms at 20kHz, the 
impedance was typically 10 ohms, and is 
regarded as a relatively easy amplifier load.

The room response measurement correlated 
remarkably with the subjective reports - an 
uneven, depressed bass with prominent voice 
band mid range, and excellent treble but with a 
'string in the tail' around 12-16kHz, the isolated 
step visible on the graph.

Summary
This is a costly speaker with an idiosyncratic 
performance. The main mid and treble 
performance is superb but the tonal balance is 
'off'. The bass is weak in power as well as 
inadequate in level, and the speaker is also very 
insensitive. However it is definitely not a write
off, and with its audiophile pretensions it is 
well worth trying. It might suit some customers 
requirements - fabulous on piano and string 
quartets, and pretty good on non-rock bass.

Forward characteristic response (h octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30' lateral, long dash 
45" lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...........................129.5 x 53 x 23cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(see text).......................................................................... 100W
Recommended placement.........................well clear of rear wall
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres............. seet text 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre...................45Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre).........80^82dB/W 
Approximate max sound level (pair) at 2 metres..........93-95dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............................good
Forward response uniformity.............................................. fair
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................. £1397

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

, Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic dotted 2nd harmonic)
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b&w no
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex 
Tel (0903) 205611

Released since the publication of the last 
Loudspeakers issue, the 110 has been highly 
successful and was therefore an essential 
entry this time round. Built to a tried and tested 
formula, its success would seem due to a 
skilful balance of performance, engineering 
and fine value. A two-way model of some 22 
litres internal volume, it is reflex loaded by a 
fair-sized (5cm diameter) port, backed by a ?cm 
tube.

Bass and midrange frequencies are handled 
by a flared pulp cone 220mm unit, this built on 
a substantial diecast frame with six hole fixing. 
A B&W-built unit is also used for the treble, this 
a new series plastic foil unit with a 25mm soft 
dome and cast plate.

The enclosure is well finished in a 'walnut' 
vinyl material, wnile the grille and its thick non
rebated frame can be detached. 4mm 
socket/binding posts are fitted at the rear. The 
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crossover is said to be 4th order acoustic 
Butterworth, this achieved by a good quality 
2nd order internal network, in conjunction with 
the driver's acoustic responses. Acoustic foam 
is used to provide internal absorption.

Sound quality
Despite its budget price the 110 scored 'above 
average' — and remember that the average 
price among all speakers tested is double that 
of this model. A good midrange was solidly 
backed by a lively, articulate quality and the 
speaker showed a pleasing transparency with 
good rendition of fine detail. Tonally it was well 
balanced, with just a hint of untidiness at the 
response extremes; in the extreme treble, a 
touch if tizz was evident while the bass 
extreme sounded a little underdamped. Some 
box coloration was present despite the fine 
overall effect, and this occasionally made itself 
apparent. Stereo images, particularly with the 
grille detached, were well focused, and the 110 
made a surprisingly good attempt to recreate 
depth of image. High powers were also handled 
very well.

Lab report
An excellent pair match was shown, certainly 
within ±0.5dB limits over the whole range. The 
'grille on' reference response was very good 
indeed, marred by a ripple at 5kHz to 8kHz, this 
removed by the simple expedient of detaching 
the grille. Sensitivity was a high 89.5dB/W with 
a response of ±2dB, 65Hz to 19kHz —
remarkable. The -6dB LF point was typical for 
the type at 56Hz, and the system is well tuned.

A 350W peak programme signal was handled 
without damage but 100W peak would be a 
fairer rating, allowing a generous maximum 
sound level of around 104dBA for a stereo pair, 
near disco levels! Out at 2m the forward 
response family of curves was very good, bar 
the 15° vertical off-axis response. This 
suggests that fairly high stands should be 
used, with the treble units close to ear level. 
Good driver integration was shown here partic
ularly in the lateral axis.

Even at 96dB sound pressure level, the 
speaker produced only moderate distortion 
levels of under 0.3% midband, and generally 
more of the less harmful 2nd than the 
harmonic. At 86dB and above 200Hz 
averaged 0.2%, and 2nd still less. These 
very tine results.

The impedance curve gave no cause

3rd
3rd 
are

for
concern and essentially represents an 8 ohm



system of typically good behaviour; no decent 
amplifier should find this speaker a problem.

In the listening room, the computer averaged 
response was impressive too. Good output can 
be seen down to 40Hz with a notably even and 
well matched midband, while the treble rolloff 
also conformed to an even axial output.

Summary
This well engineered loudspeaker provides a 
good sensitivity with low distortion. The 
amplifier load is good, the responses even and 
the tonal balance most presentable. The sound 
quality is most competitive and the power 
handling exceptional, while its lively, 
transparent quality consistently pleases. 
Overall this is a clear candidate for Best Buy 
status.

1lOdB
l

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................... 49 x 26 x 25cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)......... (10)-200W 
Recommended placement..... ........... ................... open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........59Hz^20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....................56Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)...........89.5dBIW 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....107dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good
Forward response uniformity..............................................good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................. £105

20 Ht SO 100 200 500 1K 2K SK 10k 20k
Forward characteristic response (Vo octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30" lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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B&W 220
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, MooOow 'o" , Worth'"' , W^" '"""‘
Tel (0903) 205611

As the number suggests, the DM220 is a 
double-sized version of the 110. Its larger 50 
litre enclosure houses two 220mm bass/mid 
units is a sealed-box system, these built on 
strong diecast frames with six-point fixings. 
Their critically flared pulp cones have good 
excursion capability and are heavily doped on 
the rear faces. The treble unit is B&W's own 
ferrofluid damped 25mm soft plastic dome, 
with the main crossover at around 3kHz. The 
lower bass unit is electrically rolled off in the 
low midrange, to give a variant of three-way 
working. The 'walnut' vinyl finished enclosure 
is solidly made from 15mm chipboard, and the 
plain 15mm thick grille panel is unrebated. 
Electrical connection is via 4mm 
socket - binding posts and internal damping is 
provided by a generous volume filling of animal 
wuul. The goOd quamy erossover employs a 
total of six elements plus a resistor for 
sensitivity control.

Sound quality
Sometimes an extension of a basic system 
design can let the side down, but this was not 
the case with the 220. Building on the solid 
foundations established by the 110, the 220 
went on to add a smoother, slightly more 
extended bass, with a hint of extra detail in the 
upper mid, and extraordinary power handling. 
Stereo images showed good depth and 
atmosphere, and it also focused well especially 
with the grille removed. On occasion a hint of 
brightness in the treble was noted but the 
overall tonal balance was considered to be 
pretty neutral. 'Boxy' coloration was held to 
moderate levels and the midrange quality was 
to a high standard, and better than many 
traditional, so-called monitor speakers. The 
overall rating was slightly above the average.

Lab report
Mean sensitivity was high at 90dB/W, and very 
good pair matching was demonstrated. The 
grille produced some response irregularities, 
extending from 2kHz upwards and the output 
was certainly smoother with the grille 
detached. Then it met fine ±2dB limits from 
60Hz to 20kHz. The —6dB bass rolloff point 
was 52Hz, which was good for the size and 
sensitivity.

At 2m the response family was very tidy, with 
only the 15° above curve showing mild phase 
loss at crossover. Used on a stand of 20-30cm 
high the treble axis will be near ear level, and 
will cause no problems. The lateral off-axis 
responses were particularly good, and the 
overall response met ±2dB limits 60Hz to 
20kHz.

Accepting 400W peak without collapse, the 
220's maximum power rating for undistorted 
music is around 100-150W. High sound levels 
of 105dB were possible from a stereo pair in a 
typical room. Measured at 96dB spl, some 2nd 
harmonic distortion was present in the treble 
response, peaking at 1 %, 4kHz. The results for 
2nd harmonic were good, this also true at low 
frequencies. At 86dB spl the distortion was in 
general much improved though the 2nd 
harmonic was still apparent in the lower treble, 
now around 0.6%. For the compression signal, 
20W at 40Hz, the mid again dropped a modest 
1.1dB with -25dB 3rd harmonic and -41dB 
intermodulation. System resonance was at 
73Hz. Impedance was maintained at more than 
5 ohms with a smooth characteristic which jus
tified a 6 ohm designation and so the speaker 
presented a straightforward amplifier load.
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The room-averaged response showed a 
remarkable 'fit' with the room. Output was 
present, if a little attenuated, to below 30Hz 
while the open midrange was also evident, but 
was well controlled, and the overall effect near 
ideal.

Summary
While not quite offering the same value as the 
110, the 220 has done well. It improved on the 
110 without any drawbacks bar some probably 
unimportant second harmonic distortion in the 
treble. Its dynamic range was exceptional, 
stereo good and the bass both powerful and 
extended. The mid was very good too, and a 
strong recommendation is appropriate for this 
model.

dotted 15 vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...............................68 x 29 x 34cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair al 2 metres minimum).........(10)-200W 
Recommended placement...................................... open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........55Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....................52Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................90dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) al 2 metres ....W8dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............................ good
Forward response uniformity...................................... very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT....................................£189

100
Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF. dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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B&W LMl
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex
Tel (0903) 205611

B&W's LM1 micro speaker is an unusual fully- 
styled product intended for general purpose 
duty in a variety of environments - from shelf 
mounted domestic main systems, to kitchen or 
bathroom extensions, to mobile rigs on wheels 
or on the water. Full mounting kits are available 
for exposed or in-panel fixing to decent safety 
standards. The LM1 may be purchased in this 
alternative form, or retro-fitted. The speaker has 
a small front-panel switch with two settings, 'O' 
and '+', and as our initial trials indicated that 
the sound when set at 'O' was too recessed, the 
results here relate to the' + ' position when wall 
mounted.

Smallest of the enclosures in this issue, the 
LM1 has an internal volume of just 2.5 litres, 
giving sealed-box loading to a synthetic woven 
bass/mid unit of B&W design. B&W also make 
the tweeter, a 20mm soft dome. Generous 
magnets are used, and the design employs 
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several die-castings extensively, including the 
enclosure itself. This is finished in hardwearing 
Nextel 'suede', which comes in range of colours 
- charcoal, brown, beige, blue and red. It is 
intended to be corrosion-resistant, and to 
endure - 10° to 90°C temperature extremes, 
operating quite happily within a 10-80°C range. 
Overall constructional standards and finish 
were very good for a speaker in this price range.

The main crossover employs some 13 high- 
quality components, and in addition to its 
durable exterior, this model is practically indes- 
tructable through misuse, by virtue of its elec
tronic overload protection.

Sound quality
For its size, the LM1 was clearly trying hard, 
although in an absolute sense, its performance 
fits in the ‘satisfactory’ category - not a 
particularly good result for the price. Under
standably, low bass was notable by its absence, 
leaving the upper bass in relief, while tonally it 
sounded a trifle thin and forward, with an 
'articifical' quality noted by several listeners - 
possibly due to the unusually small size and 
construction. It provided a lively sound with 
good frontal detail and stereo focus, but depth 
effects were noticeably restricted. Some ‘cuppy’ 
coloration was also evident, perhaps not 
surprising since the space within the enclosure 
is about breakfast cup size!

Lab results
The Imetre reference response showed the 
difference between the 'O' and ' + ’ (preferred) 
upper response. On the former, the sensitivity 
was only 81dB/W with a lower-mid suckout, and 
for wall mounting the more 'forward' response 
at' +, with its 87dB sensitivity was preferred. A 
- 6dB rolloff at 80Hz was noted, a limitation of 
the small size. The speaker could accept up to 
100W inputs quite happily, generating up to 
101dBA sound levels which is quite loud 
enough. Pair matching was to a good standard.

Considering the 2metre forward response, the 
shelf above 50Hz averaged 5dB, which was 
probably too great, this accounting for the 'thin' 
tonal quality even when wall mounted. The 15° 
above-axis result was poorer than that taken 
below, so the system should be used with the 
tweeter aimed at or a little above ear level. 
Otherwise, the set of responses was well 
integrated.

At 96dB the distortion levels were moderate 
for such a small box at generally below 1 %, and 
rather better in the midrange. Worthwhile



reductions in percentage distortion were 
evident at 86dB where the results were better 
than average.

On ' + ' the impedance dipped to 5.4 ohms, 
?kHz, but typically read 6 ohms - a reasonably 
good amplifier load. It was noticeably easier to 
drive on 'O' but it then needed more power to 
fight the low sensitivity. The room-averaged 
curve confirmed the upper-mid plateau, and 
• 11 ust rated a smooth overall charactenistic w'th 
fair bass extension to 70Hz or so.

Summary
By basic Choice standards the LM1 does not 
qualify for a recommendation. However, if its 
unique qualities of very small size, first-rate 
engineering content and finish, environmental 
tolerance and power capacity are all taken into 
account, the LM1 becomes a special case well 
worth considering for special situations. If price 
is not a prime consideration, then the LM1 can 
probably be described as one of the best micros 
made, offering a most tolerable sound domes
tically, while at the same time remaining 
unobtrusive, hidden away on a bookcase.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).. ......... . .24 x 15.5 x 20cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)...............(15)-100W
Recommended placement..............................shelf/wall mounting
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a2metres............... .  see text 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point)at 1 metre...................... 80Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or1W into 8ohms at 1 metre...........  . 86.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.... 101dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) ... satisfactory, see text 
Forward response uniformity. ........................ good
Typical price perpair, inc VAT.....................................................£200

Forward characteristic response (Vj octave at 2m, 
dotted 150 vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 283 V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.

60 | -—i-ff-fiii  fi, r. mi iiiiii .. li-Tr-TTTr—i—i
lO Hl 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK IOK 20K

Impedance (modZ). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic dotted 2nd harmonic)
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This quality compact derives from the earlier 
DM12, which did well in previous issues. This 
new version continues the concept of full 
APOC driver protection and as such the 
speaker is near 'unburstable'. Two key devel
opments have been added; firstly, the tweeter 
has undergone refinement and the new 25mm 
soft plastic dome is ferro-fluid damped and 
possesses improved characteristics. Secondly, 
by the use of a passive time delay network in 
the crossover, the effective sound starting 
point for the tweeter has been aligned to fall 
back into place with the delayed bass output. 
Now both in phase and in time, an idealised 
24dB/octave acoustic Butterworth crossover 
may be used, conferring benefits to driver 
integration as well as the system polar 
response.

The 11 litre enclosure has a circumferential 
brace, and is strongly built, mainly from 20mm 
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West Sussex

board, bitumen damped and well finished 
externally in walnut veneer. The 180mm 
Bextrene coned bass unit is heavily damped 
and built on a diecast frame with a generous 
magnet. A good quality 10 element crossover 
divides the input at 3kHz with electrical con
nection made via 4mm socket/binding posts.

Sound quality
At the outset the panel results indicated a 
significantly above average performance but 
showed mixed feelings about the speaker. For 
example while it sounded quite open and 
neutral in tonal balance, on occasion it could 
sound somewhat muddled and lacking life. 
Conversely, it gave fine stereo images with a 
good depth impression and well placed left-to- 
right effects. Bass was tidy but lacked some 
attack, as well as extension. Some 'fizz' was 
apparent at times in the upper treble, this 
noticed on the rougher programme sections. It 
coped well with the high power input in 
mechanical terms but it did not get very loud 
nor did it excite the panel very much, tending to 
sound compressed as well as lacking in 
dynamics. The overall impression was that of a 
tidy, 'civilised' miniature.

Lab report
Pair matching was slightly out, as one system 
had a tweeter 1dB more sensitive than the 
other, which is a significant flaw at this price 
level. Despite the foam edge, the grille dis
turbed the treble, and the sound was better 
with the grille removed. Sensitivity was moder
ate at 86dB/W with a -6dB low frequency 
point at 60Hz also modest. At 1 metre the 70Hz 
to 20kHz range required ±3.5dB limits.

With 100W as a sensible power limit, 
maximum sound levels of 101dB were available 
from a pair in a room. Out at 2 metres the family 
of off-axis responses was quite respectable 
though not as tidy as one might have expected 
from the 'time-aligned' design. Note that at 30° 
off-axis, the treble 'sting' at 15kHz is almost 
gone, and this would be the preferred listening 
axis for many.

At 96dB level the 2nd and 3rd harmonics 
were average, distortion peaking at 3% at low 
frequencies and at 1% at 500Hz. By 86dB the 
distortion had considerably reduced and 3rd 
had descended to very low levels. Comp
ression at 40Hz, 20W, was 1.3dB with a low 
level of intermodulation at -54dB, this a fine 
result.

The impedance curve suggested a 10 ohm



rating, the trend indicating an, easy amplifier 
load. Sealed box system resonance was fairly 
high at 90Hz, this explaining the restricted 
bass response.

Finally, the room response gave some 
explanation of the mixed panel results. The 
presence energy loss around 2.5kHz is 
associated with the slightly 'dead' quality; the 
sharp 'corner' at 12.5kHz with the 'fizz', and the 
100Hz prominence allied to a premature rolloff 
below, with the bass quality. Compare this with 
the DM220, for example.

Summary
This neat little monitor has good stereo and 
low coloration on its side; conversely it does 
not get particularly loud, has restricted bass 
and shows some sound quality variations with 
different programmes. The overall build 
quality, technical standard and panel ratings 
indicate recommendation, but a careful 
audition is advised.

Forward characteristic response ('Y octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30" lateral long dash 
45° lateral).

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)................. ........... 36 x 22 x 28cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(15)-100W 
Recommended placement.......................................open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........ 70Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................60Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Sohms at 1 metre)..................86dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.... 101dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)......................excellent
Forward response uniformity......................................... good +
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £230

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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B&W 1400
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Meadow Road, Worthing, West Sussex
Tel (0903) 205611

Like the 1200, this new speaker is derived from 
a well established predecessor, in this case the 
OM14. A narrow fronted enclosure, this 
speaker is akin to a sort of stretched 1200 with 
an additional matched driver placed below the 
original two, essentially to augment the bass 
power handling. Built from 20mm thick board, 
the cabinet has added internal bracing and 
bituminous damping which both serve to 
improve the acoustics, and a fine external 
appearance is assured by the natural wood 
veneer.

The vertical driver line-up comprises one 
25mm B&W soft dome plastic tweeter plus two 
180mm diecast frame bass/midrange units; the 
bottom one is rolled off in the lower midrange 
so as to direct its action towards the bass. The 
mid to treble crossover is around 3kHz. 
Heavily-doped Bextrene cones are adopted for 
the main drivers, these equipped with 
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generous magnets. The complex, good quality 
crossover includes the ApOc overload pro
tection scheme with a muting relay and a time 
delay compensator to synchronise the treble 
and midrange outputs.

Like the earlier DM14 and the current 1200, 
this is a sealed box system. Electrical con
nection is via 4mm socket/binding posts. The 
OM14 also comes complete with a matching 
robust stand, this screwing to the speaker 
underside and supplied in the speaker pack.

Sound quality
Achieving a basically 'average' standard, the 
1400 was if anything liked a little less than the 
1200. It offered a little more bass power hand
ling and maximum level but was not 
considered to be very convincing when played 
loud — here it sounded a degree muddled and 
compressed.

Clean and uncoloured in the normal sense, 
the 1400's stereo image was well focused in 
the lateral plane, but panelists felt that a loss 
of stereo depth occurred. The bass lacked real 
extension and showed some upper range 
lumpiness while the mid had a hint of 'cuppy' 
coloration. The treble was fine in general but 
marred by a 'zing' at the extreme of its range. 
Strings sounded good however, though piano 
reproduction was somewhat 'thin' and boxy.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good, to within ±0.25dB 
except for a small area around crossover where 
a 1dB difference was noted. The axial response 
was surprisingly lumpy for such a highly 
developed speaker. Sensitivity was estimated 
at 86.5dB/W while ±2.5dB limits sufficed for a 
63Hz to 20kHz frequency range. Prominences 
were noted at 100Hz, 3.5kHz and 15kHz. The 
—6dB bass rolloff came at 50Hz, which is 
typical for the size. A peak programme capacity 
of 200W was measured, and maximum sound 
levels of around 105dB were possible from a 
pair. Out at 2 metres, the responses were a 
little smoother and showed a well balanced set 
of off-axis curves, illustrating good driver inte
gration. The response humps at the extremes 
of the frequency range still remained however.

Driven to a 96dB sound level, the distortion 
was low above 200Hz, at typically 0.3% for 2nd 
and 3rd harmonic; 2nd peaked around 100Hz at 
4%, which was a fairly harmless level. With a 
reduction in level to B6dB, the distortion 
quickly improved, with very low levels of 3rd 
harmonic and 2nd above 200Hz. On the inter-



modulation test, the compression at 40Hz was 
mild at 1.3dB.

The impedance averaged 12 ohms, and 
barely fell below 10 ohms above 400Hz, dipping 
only in the very low bass, and the speaker must 
therefore be classed as easy to drive. System 
resonance was 82Hz.

The room-averaged response confirmed the 
mildly 'lumpy' characteristic and the sudden 
treble rolloff caused by the upper treble 
prominence, but the general room balance 
remains quite good.

Summary
This competent design is placed in the 'worth 
considering' category. It has much to 
commend it including the supplied stands, but 
at the price it was felt to have fallen short of the 
required recommended standard, possibly due 
to the response unevenness. Of the two new 
B&W models, we felt the DM1200 was better 
value.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................60 x 25.5 x 30cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............(20)—200W
Recommended placement............................ on stands supplied
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........60Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre....................50Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre).............. 86.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....105dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)................... very good
Forward response uniformity... . ................... good +
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £395

Forward characteristic response (V, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 vertical small dash 30" lateral, long dash 45" lateral)

Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis. 2.83V

Impedance (modZ). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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REASSESSED

BBC LS3/5a ........... . _ _____
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd; Swisstone Ltd (Rogers); Spender Audio Systems Ltd

Three manufacturers are now making this BBC 
design, as always keeping to a strict recipe - 
all manufacturers licensed by the BBC to 
produce LS3!5As must stick to the 
Corporation's tight specifications. Goodmans 
and Spendor are newcomers to the craft, 
although Spendor's founder, Spencer Hughes, 
played a major part in the 3/5a development 
when he was at the BBC many years ago. 
Designed as a miniature broadcast monitor for 
cramped spaces, it has stood up to much larger 
competition for more than 10 years now, by 
offering a fine sound quality in its own right. It 
suits mounting on high stands well clear of 
room walls at approximately ear level.

A sealed plywood box of 5% litres volume, 
the 3/5a is a two way system Amnlnyino 
selected KEF drivers, which comprise a 110mm 
Bextrene cone bass/mid range and a 19mm 
plastic dome treble unit. An elaborate and 
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costly crossover is employed to equalise the 
drivers to a strict specification, this including 
sensitivity matching, while an absorbent felt 
ledge surrounding the treble unit minimises 
reflections from the closely fitting grille.

The boxes from all three companies were 
excellently finished in natural veneer, the multi
ply enclosures fully battened internally and 
lined with bituminous damping and foam.

Sound quality
The LS3/5a has consistently done well in 
previous live-versus-recorded sessions and 
fairly well on analogue programme sources. 
However, this time around it did not fare so well 
with the new digital master material.

Problems which were only hinted at when 
using stereo analogue material were now 
clearly apparent, making the design sound more 
dated than we had expected. Several areas 
attracted criticism - the bass lacked extension 
and sounded boomy in the upper bass register, 
while the mid had a noticeably hard, nasal 
quality and the treble seemed forward with a 
grainy, 'zitty' effect at the extreme top end. 
Some tubby, wooden and boxy colorations were 
also evident, while its only moderate rendition 
of stereo depth was apparent, as in the past, by 
comparison with certain less expensive 
designs.

11 continued however to provide good voice 
detail and articulation, with a reasonably 
accurate tonal balance. Comparison between 
the Goodmans and Spender versions showed 
great similarity while an original model from 
Audiomaster (no longer in production) used in 
previous tests sounded slightly dimmer by 
comparison, with less mid nasality. However the 
difference was small by speaker standards.

Lab results
Sensitivity was low with this design, here 
measuring 81.5dB/W, necessitating a minimum 
of 30W per channel. A 50W maximum is sugges
ted although with care 100W amps may be used. 
The bass rolloff -6dB point measured 57Hz, 
quite good for the size while pair matching was 
very good (all three current makes) and the 
impedance curve never dipped below 7.5 ohms, 
qualifying it as an easy 10 ohm load.

Modest 96dBA maximum sound levels are 
possible from a pair, but taking a 96dB distor
tion plot wai not thought adviiabhil. At 86d8, 
however, moderate 2% levels were seen at low 
frequencies improving to around 0.8% in the 
mid and treble, a satisfactory result.



Reference curves were taken for the 
Goodmans and Spendor samples and showed 
good agreement with the reference unit, though 
the 1.2kHz prominence seems to have become 
more pronounced over the years. This perhaps 
reflects a change in the B110, although it is still 
within specification. By modern standards the 
response looks a trifle lumpy, though in its time 
the system was regarded as a very smooth 
performer.

At 2metres the 1.2kHz prominence was rather 
obvious, and while the responses were clearly 
well integrated the speaker's 'lumpy' nature was 
evident. Computer averaged in the listening 
room, the low frequencies integrated well, but 
the mid prominence remained, and the upper 
treble was excessive. Measured in the room, a 
gentle rolloff is to be expected above 8kHz 
rather than the uniform results shown here.

Summary
At risk of offending the BBC, I feel that the 3/5a 
is due for a revision; as a working broadcast tool 
it no doubt does its job, but as a piece of value 
engineering it is beginning to fall behind. Other 
speakers have shown a progressive reduction in 
price as well as an improvement in sound 
quality, but the LS3/5a has steadily increased in 
price more or less in line with inflation. But this 
time, inconsistently perhaps, the LS3/5a’s 
scores just regained it a recommendation!

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)................................ 30 x 18.5 x 16cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).................(30)-50W
Recommended placement...........................................  open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres................. see text
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre.......................57Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Behrns at 1 metre...................... 81.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres 93dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).........................excellent
Forward response uniformity....................................................good
Typical price per pair inc VAT...................................................... £210

1
1DdB

I

10 " '° 100 100 500 " " " '°' '°'

Forward characteristic response (Vs octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° Intel al).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83 V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Bose 301
Bose (UKl Ltd, Unit G2, Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingbourne, Kent 
Tel (0795) 75341

This loudspeaker's predecessor employed a 
single treble unit with a small variable angle 
baffle plate in front, the latter providing some 
variation of the directional response. In the 
new model two treble units are used, fitted to 
an angled recess behind the grille sections. 
These two units are 75mm paper cone drivers, 
one facing forwards and one towards the rear. 
The object here is to improve the energy output 
into the room at higher frequencies and to 
encourage some rear wall reflections. The 
enclosure is reflex-tuned with a 12.5cm long 
port, 5cm in diameter, and the 15 litre box is 
driven by a pulp coned 200mm bass -mid 
driver, this built on a steel frame. Diffraction 
and multiple reflections seem to be 
encouraged by the complex grille work around 
Liu; Iweelern, and lniernai absorption is 
relegated to a small quantity of wadding. The 
crossover simply comprises a single 3^F 
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capacitor, augmented by a 10 ohm power 
resistor and the design presumably relies on 
intrinsic acoustic rolloffs on the part of the 
drive units.

The sturdy enclosure is built of 15mm thick 
particle board with a vinyl finish and spring 
clips are used to take the wire connections. 
This speaker is intended for shelf mounting, 
but also appeared to work pretty well on stands 
when operated in the horizontal position with 
the tweeters outermost.
Sound quality

This speaker produced some of the most 
mixed reactions I have ever encountered; some 
panelists thought very highly of it while others 
found it not to their taste at all.

11 offered a strange mixture of qualities and 
defects, impressing with its open, lively and 
‘gusty' character. Mid tonal balance was good, 
the treble surprisingly detailed and the bass 
powerful, if a touch heavy. It performed with 
good sense of scale, producing wide uncritical 
stereo images, but conversely it suffered from 
some boxy coloration, a noticeable lack of 
stereo depth plus various anomalies of frontal 
focus. These were noted by critical listeners as 
a 'notchy' or 'phasey' effect, while others failed 
to comment on this aspect at all.
Lab report

11 should be noted that the axial frequency 
responses effectively show a 3dB loss in the 
treble range as the second tweeter output, 
normally room integrated, does not register in 
the anechoic chamber. Sensitivity was about 
average at 87d8/W while power handling was 
around 200W although 100W is probably a 
more sensible maximum, allowing levels in 
rooms of up to 101dBA. Pair matching was 
about average and the -6dB pointcame in at a 
typical 50Hz. If anything, the response was 
more even with the grilles in place.

The approximate total response was slightly 
'rich' with a mildly depressed treble. Out at 2 
metres the responses were taken with the 
speaker treble uppermost; hence the ‘15° 
above' curve represents a position almost on 
axis with the treble showing a consequently 
stronger response. Overall the driver 
integration was fairly tidy at crossover, but 
treble interference and reflective patterns were 
evident in the trace crossing points. Driven to 
96dB, 3rd harmonic distortion was held below 
1% while 2nd reached 5% at 150Hz, probably



due to axial motor assymetry. The latter 
improved greatly at 86dB, though the 3rd 
harmonic showed little improvement remaining 
about the average level. A fair 1.43dB of power 
compression was shown, with —43dB 
intermodulation.

The impedance curve confirmed the easy-to- 
drive 8 ohm characteristic, impedance always 
remaining above 6.5 ohms. The system was 
tuned to 48Hz.

The room response curve was probably the 
most valid measurement for this dispersive 
system, and revealed that in energy terms at 
least, it had a slightly rich but even and well 
balanced character. Bass was extended to 
30Hz while the treble rolled away smoothly in 
the approved manner.

Summary
The results indicate that this speaker should 
be given some consideration. If you favour low 
coloration, and well focused stereo images, 
with coherent depth then the 301 will not 
satisfy; but despite all this, enough panelists 
liked it to make it worth trying and the overall 
character was indeed good. In terms of 
engineering quality versus price, though, it 
must be said that the 301 is a bit expensive by 
UK standards.

Forward characteristic response (Vs octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45' lateral)

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sme wave response ( 1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...............................43 x 27 x 23cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).. . .. (15)—100W 
Recommended placement...................................on high stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.............. see text 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6d6 point) at 1 metre....................50Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)..................87d6/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....102dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............. ...... very good 
Forward response uniformity..............................good (see text)
Typical price per pair, including VAT........................L...... £225

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an iridication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic)
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Bose 901
Bose (UK) Ltd, Unit G2, Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingbourne, Kent 
Tel (0795) 75341

Since the original 901 was first introduced 
around 10 years ago, it has evolved from a mod
erate efficiency sealed box design, to a higher 
sensitivity reflex type, but the basic format 
remains the same. A compact non-rectangular 
box, it employs nine series -parallel 
connected 105mm paper-cone drivers, these 
Bose manufactured. Four are mounted on each 
of the two rear facets while the remaining unit 
is placed offset on the front panel. Unfortun
ately there is insufficient space to cover the 
Bose 'direct/reflecting' philosophy in detail 
here; save to say that the manufacturers state 
that in a concert hall, eight-ninths of the sound 
reaching the listener is reflected and only one
ninth direct. The 901 is intended to recreate 
that proportion. (This ignores the difference in 
acoustics between a hall and a domestic 
situation, never mind a rock studio). The drivers 
are built on three-point-fixing plastic frames 
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and are wide range, but require heavy electrical 
equalisation, here provided by a control box 
fitted in a tape monitor loop or between pre- 
and power amplifier. The box also offers some 
variation in bass and tonal balance, but for the 
main tests it was was left at 'normal'. The ports 
use plastic mouldings to increase.the available 
air velocity and thus the bass output. True 
figures for sensitivity are difficult to specify in 
view of the equalisation, and the anechoic 
curves are only for guidance, since the 
anechoic room cannot integrate the total 
output; in fact the room curve will be better 
here.

Sound quality
Used as directed by the manufacturers, the 
901, on our blind behind-curtain tests, scored 
somewhat lower than the cheaper 301, this 
being below average and rather disappointing 
for the price. The objective comments centred 
around an obvious boxy coloration, poorer than 
the majority of the speakers tested, and which 
overlaid almost all sounds we tried, masking 
depth and seeming to concentrate the image 
into two left/right zones. Central focus was 
also comparatively weak. The bass was quite 
powerful but did not seem very even or 
articulate, while on occasion the treble had a 
grating 'speakerish' quality. One panelist 
commented that the sound was more like that 
of a public address system rather than a 
domestic hi-fi speaker. On the high level tests 
it could certainly play loud but was rather harsh 
and raucous. Later experiments with the 
equaliser settings failed to make much 
difference to the sound quality ratings.

Lab report
The results require careful interpretation. Fed 
1.5V at 1kHz, the 901 produced around 90dB, 
indicating a high sensitivity of approximately 
93dB/W. The axial reference response covered 
the output from the single forward-facing 
driver, the upper trace being the output from 
the rear array. Despite the use of an equaliser, 
the driver responses did not look very 
promising, the irregularities suggesting 
uncorrectable driver breakup. The direct sound 
from the frontal driver will of course of 
necessity be audible within the total sound 
field. At 2 metres on the frontal axis, the 
forward responses were well ordered as would 
be expected from a single small drive unit.

At 96dB spl,"the distortion was moderate in 
the midband although it rose to 8% of 2nd at



40Hz. At 86dB, 2nd harmonic improved, and 3rd 
did not change much. On the intermodulation 
test, the compression was very small at 0.3dB 
but at only 30dB down the intermodulation 
product was poorer than average.

The impedance characteristic dipped almost 
to 5 ohms, but was fairly non-reactive; 
conversely the low frequency region was 
subject to considerable bass boost, and was 
thus worsened with respect to amplifier drive. 
It cannot be considered an easy load under full 
drive. The system was tuned to 45Hz' but the 
driver cabinet resonarwe was up at 155Hz.

In the computer averaged room response the 
901 should have come into its own but in fact 
this was far from the case. Extreme treble was 
lacking and the lower midrange was both 
prominent and lumpy. The room match was 
poor at low frequencies with an isolated peak 
at 40Hz, the boosted cabinet port frequency.

Summary
Costing well over £1,000 the 901 was 
disappointing, and fell well below our accepted 
standards for response evenness and 
coloration levels. For the direct/reflecting 
principle to make a worthwhile attempt at 
convincing our listening panel, we feel the 901 
needs to be a better speaker than this and we 
are even uncertain as to its suitability for p.a. 
use, owning to the level of coloration that was 
evident on vocal material.
GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth)............................... 70 x 33 x 13cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(50)-200W 
Recommended placement.........on stands, away from rear wall 
Frequency response, within ±3d8 at 2 metres..............see text
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre... 30Hz (approx.) 
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)..................93d8/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.... 110dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)...................... difficult
Forward response uniformity...............................................good
Typical price per pair, including VAT..................................£1250

?O Ht 50 100 ?00 500 IK ?K 51': lOK ?Or

Forward characteristic response (VJ octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45" lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

?O H! 50 100 ?DO SOO IK ?K sk 1011 ?1111
Relerence sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Boston A40
Hi-Fi Markets, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road, Watford WD2 4SB 
Tel (0S23) 27737

Recently introduced into this country, Boston 
Acoustic speakers are made in the USA rela
tively close to the Acoustic Research facility, 
though the two companies are not linked in any 
way. The A40 is a compact two-way model of 
just 81itres internal capacity, a sealed box or 
'infinite baffle' design with a light fibre wadding 
filling.

Nicely finished in a vinyl hickory effect cover
ing, the A40 has a well-designed grille, with a 
narrow aspect, internally bevelled adjacent to 
the tweeter in order to minimise diffraction 
effects. The carcase itself is built of plaNn, 
undamped 14mm chipboard and electrical con
nection is via spring clips.

Bass and midrange frequencies are handled 
by a 165mm frame unit, with a thin steel chassis 
and muUeal feirlle maynet. The cone Is a light, 
straight-sided paper pulp type, which is part
nered by the Audax 12mm tweeter, a versatile 

and yet inexpensive ferro-fluid cooled model. 
The crossover is nominally a simple 6dB/octave 
type, using a single inductor, capacitor and 
resistor, these of moderate power capacity.

Sound quality
Scoring below average the panel results were 
not too promising for the A40 . A 'phasey' 
quality was commented on by several panelists 
and appeared to dilute the stereo image 
precision, while stereo effects in general were 
not as stable as usual, and depth was 
restricted.

The A40 also lacked bass extension, though 
what bass there was was reasonably 'quick' and 
articulate, if of restricted power handling. 
Colorations were noted, including hollow and 
boxy effects, although these were not too 
serious. On occasion however a metallic ringing 
quality was apparent in the lower treble.

Somehow the A40 just did not 'gel' and 
provided little inspiration for the panel. They felt 
it to be rather ordinary overall, although in 
fairness one panelist liked it a lot, so it could 
suit particular individuals.

Lab results
On axis at 1metre the reference responses 
showed that the grille worked well and changed 
the response little. Likewise, pair matching was 
shown to be pretty good. Sensitivity was as 
claimed at 88dB/W, somewhat compromised by 
the 4ohm impedance characteristic, and like the 
AR28, the response was lifted above 400Hz to 
equalise the output for 'shelf' mounting, this the 
optimum placement for the A40. Bass rolloff 
was a little high at -6d8, 65Hz.

A reasonable 100dBA maximum sound level 
should be possible, bearing in mind the power 
capacity of 10W mimimum to 50W maximum.

Examining the 2metre forward response, the 
15° above-axis trace showed evidence of a 
phase/crossover dip at 5kHz, this 7d8 deep and 
suggesting that the system be placed at ear 
level for the best results. At 4-5kHz the lateral 
falloff was greater than expected for the small 
size, suggesting some integration weakness 
here and possibly accounting for the stereo 
sound criticisms. Otherwise, the forward output 
was satisfactory.

At 96d8 the second harmonic distortion 
peaked to 7% at 20kHz, which was pretty 
harmless as it held to below 2% elsewhere. 
•1 hird harmonic remained at typically 0.3%, 
while things improved at 86dB with second now 
averaging 0.5%, a good result.
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Impedance dipped to below 4.5ohms at 
200Hz, this indicating a more difficult than 
average amplifier load. The room-averaged 
response shown is for stand mounting, and 
while the low frequency integration was 
fortuitously good, the balance was clearly mid
dominant and centred on 1 kHz, which will not 
be fully corrected by wall mounting.

Summary
A simple, medium-power two-way design such 
as this must try hard to succeed in the com
petitive UK market, and from these results the 
A40 just does not make the grade. While 
satisfactory in most respects, the performance 
versus value for money equation is not in its 
favour.

(Note: A revised version promising improved 
performance was unfortunately not available in 
time for this issue - Ed).

Forward characteristic response (V octave at 2m, 
dotted 15' vertical, small dash 30' lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)....................................34 x21x18cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).................. (10)-50W
Recommended placement........................................stand or shelf
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres . . 70Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre........................65Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre..........................88dBIW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres... . 100dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... satisfactory
Forward response uniformity ....................................... satisfactory
Typical price per pair, inc VAT.....................................................£100

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indrcation of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Castle Clyde
Castle Acoustics Ltd., Shortbank Road, Skipton, N. Yorks. Tel (0756) 5333

This diminutive speaker has a Richmond-like speci
fication, and at £80.(00 a pair, the price is even 
comparable with that of a Richmond some five 
years ago! Castle take a pride in building the 
majority of the components for their systems them
selves, the Clyde being no exception, and the 
Castle designer has shown great skill in tailoring 
his speakers to give relatively uniform frequency 
responses irrespective of size or cost.

Possessing a 9.8 litres internal volume, the 
system is reflex-loaded by a small ducted port, 
28mm long by 37mm in diameter, which does 
more for the power handling than the bass 
extension. Both drivers are made by Castle; the 
lightweight pulp-cone bass/mid unit is built on a 
130mm frame, and is partnered by a unique 
30mm plastic cone/dome tweeter using a phase- 
corrected diaphragm. The undamped chipboard 
oabinct is sl!o made Uy Castle themselves, 
having a fully finished teak veneered exterior 
with alloy trim,- plus an acoustically favourable 
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foam grille. A 4-element crossover is fitted with 
fuses for each driver, accessible through the 
bass unit aperture.

Flush-mounted spring clip terminals are used for 
electrical connection, and an acoustic foam 
lining provides absorption within the enclosure. 
If Castle are true to form, the system should be 
fairly sensitive as well as capable of decent 
sound levels for its size.
Lab performance
The test samples showed a good pair match, 
measuring typically +/-1 dB: a fine result for a 
speaker in this price category. Sensitivity was 
indeed high at89.5dB/W, and was uncompromised 
by the impedance/amplifier loading, the latter 
rated as 'good' and averaging 9 ohms. As 
expected the low frequency range was some
what curtailed with a -6dB point at 64Hz, but the 
axial reference response was inspiring, meeting 
fine +/-2.SdB limits overall, and showing a 
promisingly even balance.

Under %-octave analysis at a 2m measuring 
distance the output was excellently uniform and 
integrated; in this respect the system illustrated 
almost a textbook performance. However the 
tonal balance showed a gentle rise in output with 
increasing frequency, with a mild but discernible 
hump in the treble region centred on 15kHz.

The high sensitivity allowed steady state dis
tortion measurements to be carried out over the 
whole range at both 90 and 96dB. Above 150Hz, 
aside from isolated peaks at 1.8kHz and above 
10kHz, distortion held to below 0.3%. While a 
10OW pulse at 500 Hz was approaching overload, 
with 4% 2nd and 8.0% 3rd harmonics; this in fact 
represents some 108dB which is a very high 
sound level. At 5kHz th 1OOW pulse gave no 
trouble at all, with a typical value of 1% for both 
2nd and 3rd harmonic.

The averaged room response in energy terms 
did suggest some mid prominence between 
600Hz and 1.5kHz, but the overall trend above 
1.5 kHz was very good,and close to the theoreti
cally ideal characteristic. While the low frequency 
range had some depression coupled with an 
early rolloff below 50Hz, it was otherwise fairly 
uniform.

With comfortable sound levels achieved on as 
little as 1OW per channel, this speaker will 
happily accept SOW unclipped programme with
out blowing fuses, thus allowing up to 102dBA 
sound levels, which is quite loud considering the 
box size. At some penalty to the stereo imaging, it 
Wiii also in tact perform quite well on an open 
shelf or bookcase, and does not become too 
'rich' or 'boomy1 in such a location.



Sound quality
The Clyde achieved good scores on the live 
comparisons. Although it was felt to sound a little 
'small’ with a degree of 'forwardness' in the 
midband, negligible accompanying 'loudness' or 
' shout’ was apparent, and the general effect was 
smooth and well integrated with good detail and 
natural tone colour. On occasion the treble could 
sound a little 'sibilant' and 'edgy, while some 
coloration was also identified, mainly of the 
' boxy kind.

Promising scores were also obtained on the 
stereo tests, where the imaging was found to be 
clearly defined with some depth and good lateral 
precision over a wide listening angle. Low bass 
notes were lacking in power, but the balance was 
surprisingly good if tending to be slightly 'light' 
and 'middy in character, and the overall effect 
was almost as smooth as the remarkable 
responses indicate. Note however that the latter 
are of course unable to show the mild 'boxy 
coloration and slight upper treble 'tizziness' that 
we experienced.

Summary
Once again we find a Castle speaker in the Best 
Buy category. This tidy little box packs a surprising 
' punch' in terms of a clear even and lively sound, 
offering a high sensitivity, easy amplifier load, 
high dynamic range and moderate distortion, 
plus fine finish and engineering. At the price and 
size one can hardly quibble with the lack of 
deep bass, and the Clyde compares well with 
some of the best miniatures ever made at any 
price.

Update
A new full length grille has now been fitted, 
dispensing with the alloy trim.

Averaged forward characteristic response in room 
at listening position________________________
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Reference sinewave response (1 m on axis, 283 V

GENERAL DATA
Size (h x w x d) .....— 37 x 21.5 x 22cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)......... . (10)-S0W 
Recommended placement . ....................................... .  open stand
Frequency response within ± 3d8 (2 m)............. 75 Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1 m..................................... 64 Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref 2.83V, ie: 1 watt in 8 ohms) at 1 m.......................89.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2 m)..............102dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)......................... . good
Forward response uniformity......................................... . excellent
TypicalpriceperpairincVAT......£80 when reviewed, now £105

Harmonic distortions: solid3rd96dB, dotted2nd
96d8 dashed3rd90dB, chain-dashed2nd90dB,

Impedance (mod Z).
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Castle Trent
Castle Acoustics Ltd, Shortbank Road, Skipton, N Yorks
Tel (0756) 5333

A newly-developed Castle loudspeaker, this 
one was finally given its name during the 
course of this review. Selling for around £110, 
the Trent is in some respects a modern version 
of the Richmond, a model that was popular 
some years back. It comprises a two way sys
tem, finished in natural veneer, with the bass/ 
mid handled by a 130mm frame unit fitted 
with a light pulp cone and made by Castle 
themselves. The tweeter is another in-house 
product, their established 35mm annular 
plastic-coned design. The 9 litre enclosure is 
reflex tuned by a 5cm long port, 3.5cm in 
diameter, and the enclosure built from 15mm 
chipboard, is foam lined. There is a 2nd order 
four-element crossover with clip-in fuses for 
both drivers. A foam grille of good acoustic 
properties is fitted, while electrical connection 
is via plain ....... suukels. Tlie Tit:1iil Is small
enough for shelf mounting but could also be 
used on open stands.
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Sound quality
Scoring below average, the Trent suffered from 
a fairly consistent line of panel criticism over a 
wide range of programme. The bass was 
considered to lack extension or articulation, 
while the tonal balance in the midrange was 
' thinned' giving a lightweight, pinched 
impression. Finally the treble was considered 
to be a touch bright and untidy with more edge 
and 'zit' than from many recent tweeters. Its 
tonal quality in fact reinforced the impression 
that this was a small box.

On the other hand the traditional Castle 
virtues were in evidence; such as the smooth 
well integrated response, the excellent 
midrange clarity and transparency, stable 
stereo imaging with sharp central focus. In the 
depth plane a loss of space and ambience was 
evident, and it did not stand up too well to high 
level inputs, suggesting that 50W is the 
maximum rating.

Lab report
Tested for pair matching, the Trent showed 
good agreement for the bass and mid, with a 
moderate 0.75dB shift in the treble. Absolute 
sensitivity depends on where one draws the 
base line, but in this case 89dB is about right, 
which is an above average rating. The reference 
curve did ineed suggest that there was some 
upper-mid and treble left. Low frequencies 
extended to 73Hz, —6dB, which is quite 
restricted. Out at 2 metres the response trend 
was maintained, getting to a 2.5dB plateau 
above 1kHz, which is not conducive to a neutral 
tonal balance. As usual with Castle speakers, 
the driver integration was excellent with first
rate off axis responses.

Limited power capacity was noted in the 
subjective tests and this was confirmed by the 
distortion measurement sequences. The 
intermodulation signal produced complete 
overload at 20W, 40Hz, while the swept 
harmonic plots taken at 96dB (about 8 watts 
input) showed considerable distortion. The 3rd 
harmonic rose in the crossover region while 
2nd was poorer than the average overall; even 
at 86dB, the distortion results were below 
average with little improvement in the mid 
band.

Tuned to 75Hz, the speakers impedance 
characteristic approached 6 ohms at only one 
point, namely 300Hz, and elsewhere it 
remained at rne tu onrns average level. It 
should represent a fairly easy amplifier load.

Turning to the computer-averaged room



response, the speaker's main problem can be 
seen to be in the forward upper mid/treble 
range and in the slow, premature rolloff in the 
bass to lower midrange. Even at 63Hz the mean 
loss is 5dB relative to the upper mid, and the 
thin tonal quality is clearly shown as is the lack 
of bass extension in the room.

Summary
The results suggest that Castle have not 
balanced this new model as well as usual. 
Taken overall it scores a 'worth considering' 
rating, as some basic qualities are certainly 
present, although they could not win through. 
It might suit a dim cartridge and room, and 
would be helped by shelf rather than open 
stand mounting, but its thin sound emphasised 
its lack of bass and robbed the sound of a 
sense of balance, scale and weight.
GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth)......................... 33.5 x 10.5 x 21cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)...............(10)-50W
Recommended placement..............................on stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ±3d8 at 2 metres........ 80Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................73Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ....101dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............................ good
Forward response uniformity...................................... excellent
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £110

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

20 Ht 50 100 200 500 I K ?k SK \Ok ?Ok
Forward characteristic response (V, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30' lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

to H! 50 '00 ?00 500 1 K ?K 5K IOk ?0k
Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Castle Tyne
Castle Acoustics Ltd, Shortbank Road, Skipton, N Yorks
Tel (0756) 5333

Another recent introduction from Castle, the 
Tyne is bigger all round than the Trent with a 17 
litre internal volume, tuned by a sizeable 5cm 
diameter port. This time the bass/midrange 
unit frame size is 150mm, or 5V2 inches — still 
quite a small driver. Built on a steel pressing, 
this unit uses a light pulp cone driven by a fair
sized magnet energising a 25mm motor coil. 
Treble is handled by the usual 35mm plastic 
cone unit, representing an annular radiator. 
The enclosure is built of 15mm chipboard, 
finished in real wood veneer, and Castle have 
continued their practice of fitting foam grilles, 
which though at present unfashionable do 
confer good acoustic properties. The interior is 
foam lined while the small four-element 
crossover is of normal commercial quality. 
Cllp-un wlrlny 18 U8ed :mu the usual two Gastie 
fuses are present to protect the drivers. I have 
yet to blow the fuses on any HFC tests so they 
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must be set right at the damage limits, for 
conditions of severe abuse or amplifier fault. 
Plain 4mm sockets are used for electrical 
connection.

Sound quality
The Tyne received a mixed response from the 
panel. In tonal balance terms it was preferred 
to the Trent and was thought to be more 
natural, but the bass was on the dry and muted 
side, and some listeners complained of a 
'stingy' quality high in the treble register. 
Listening panels will suffer peaky-sounding 
treble no longer — once one has been 
accustomed to good treble the older standards 
become far less acceptable. A touch of 
midrange peakiness and box coloration were 
also in evidence.

On the plus side, it portrayed fine detail well, 
and gave sharp stereo focus. But depth and 
ambience effects were muted, and the speaker 
did not sound either very exciting or dynamic 
on the appropriate material. It overloaded 
above 150W and 100W would seem to be a 
sensible maximum input, though it was pretty 
loud at this level.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good for the two 
speakers, whose characteristic sensitivity 
avraged 88.5dB/W. The —6dB bass rolloff was 
measured at 55Hz, which was about average. 
The panel were right about the treble, with its 
rising peaky trend above 10kHz, but otherwise 
it was quite uniform. Out at 2 metres the off 
axis response family looked very tidy with the 
dipping output at 15° also off axis suggesting 
that the speaker should be on a fair sized stand 
to bring the cabinet top close to the listener's 
ear level. Close ±2dB limits were met from 
70Hz to 20kHz.

At 96dB sound pressure level, the harmonic 
distortion was about average though the peak 
in third harmonic in the midrange was unusual. 
Distortion at low frequencies was quite well 
controlled. At the lower 86dB spl, distortion 
improved greatly, to a 'good' level. But it could 
not however cope with the 40Hz 
intermodulation signal resulting in 4dB of mid 

. band compression. Tuned to 45Hz, the 
impedance curve showed an average of 10 
ohms, with no dip even to the B.S. lower limit, 
and it was therefore regarded as an easy load 
tor a normal amplifier.

The room curve was fortunate in that it 
clearly revealed the energy prominence in the



midrange, this less well shown in the anechoic 
traces. The bass was reasonably extended to 
50Hz, and somewhat depressed compared with 
the mid, while in the treble, the 20kHz third 
octave was in fact too high and should have 
rolled away more smoothly.

Summary
Although an improvement over the Trent, the 
Tyne does not set a particularly good standard 
either. At £120-130, the competition from the 
larger 200mm bass coned speakers is fierce 
and Castle have just not made the grade with 
this one. However, while the Tyne falls short of 
recommendation it is still worth considering. I 
suspect that perhaps a new soft dome tweeter 
would help matters here - perhaps Castle's 
design is beginning to show its age - and I 
feel sure our disappointment was heightened 
by the fact tht we have come to expect such 
good things from this manufacturer.

Forward characteristic response (Y, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45^ lateral)

Averaged forward characteristic response in room
GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................... 44 x 25 x 24cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)......... (12)-100W 
Recommended placement...............................on stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........65Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)............... 88.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....103dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)....................very good
Forward response uniformity....................................... very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £130 Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 

input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

A compact, finely finished loudspeaker, the 
Lincoln can be said loosely to inherit the 
position established but now vacated by the 
discontinued Richmond. In contrast to the vast 
majority of cheaper designs, which have gone 
for vinyl covering, the Lincoln retains a real 
wood-veneered cabinet, with an expanded 
reticulated foam grille of good acoustic 
properties.

The 151itre chipboard enclosure is reflex- 
tuned by a decently sized port, 55mm in 
diameter by ?Omm deep. This system loads the 
145mm diameter steel framed pulp cone 
bass/mid unit, while treble is handled by 
another Castle driver, this a 30mm plastic unit 
possessing annular radiating geometry. 
Operating at around 3.5kHz the high-quality 
crossover comprises eight elements plus two 
power resistors, and a decently large magnet 
energises the bass unit, promising a good 
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, North Yorkshire

sensitivity.
Interior box details include a cross brace and 

thin bituminous damping pads, the whole lined 
with a thick grade of polyurethane acoustic 
foam.

Castle specify a 50W power rating, in 
conformity with the Sohm impedance standard, 
and placement on open stands is also 
recommended, though at a pinch shelf 
mounting is possible, in view of its compact 
dimensions.

Sound quality
With an 'average' rating overall, the Lincoln can 
be seen to have achieved a fine result at a price 
which is about half the group average.

Plus points included a clear, open sound with 
lively, integrated detail, and although the bass 
lacked some definition, it was firm and free from 
boom. The treble was well extended and even.

However the speaker did demonstrate mild 
boxy and hard colorations, with some lispiness 
in the treble. Low bass was attenuated and 
some of the stereo depth impression was 
absent, although on the other hand, frontal 
stereo was well focused with good left-right 
stability.

Lab results
Remarkable pair matching was shown to within 
±0.5dB over the entire frequency range. An 
SSdB/W sensitivity was indicated, with a flat 
bass response extending to -6dB, 53Hz. Up to 
100dBA should be possible from a pair in a 
typical room.

From the 2metre forward response group the 
Lincoln can be seen to present a highly uniform 
characteristic with an axial response extending 
from 60Hz to 20kHz, within fine limits. In the 
lateral plane the 30° off-axis response showed 
more falloff than is usual for the speaker size, 
suggesting that the driver phase integration 
was not quite perfect at the crossover point, 
although the result is nonetheless good.

Happily meeting an Sohm specification, and 
with a minimum value above 6ohms, the Lincoln 
was classed as an easy amplifier load.

At 96dB, the speaker was in overload below 
50Hz (not surprising in view of its size), but 
above that frequency, distortion, both second 
and third harmonic, was moderate, averaging 
around 1 %. With the exception of the 2kHz 
region where third liarrnoniu was lalrly 
constant, a reduction in level to S6dB brought 
with it a substantial decline in distortion which 
measured typically around 0.2% over much of



the range, which was a good result.
Assessed by room averaging, the Lincoln 

maintained its uniformity. The treble rolloff was 
nicely rounded, the mid smooth and the low 
frequency integration well controlled down to 
the 45Hz working limit.

Summary
For some panelists the Lincoln did not quite 
'gel' as a total sound but it remains a fine, well 
balanced, well designed and well constructed 
system, offering good value for money. Other 
attributes include an easy amplifier loading, 
and an above average sensitivity, and is 
certainly well worth hearing. Castle continue to 
demonstrate their ability to produce fine 
speakers and the Lincoln is recommended.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................ 44 x 22 x 27cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).................il 51 50W
Recommended placement................... ........... open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres : -d ' > d: | 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre.......................53r-'z
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre..........................88dBIW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres. . . 100dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)...................... very pood
Forward response uniformity........................ pood
Typical price per pair, inc VAT .. L 135 when reviewed . now £ ‘ 69

Forward characteristic response (Vj octave at 2m. 
dotted 15" vertical. small dash 30 lateral. long dash

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Castle Pembroke _.................
Castle Acoustics Ltd. Shortbank Road. Skipton, North Yorkshire
Tel (0756) 5333

Although basically a compact design the 
Pembroke nonetheless encompasses a bass
reflex-loaded volume of some 321itres. Its design 
recipe is in fact derived from an earlier model, 
the successful Kendal, but with the application 
of Castle's continuing refinements plus a new 
style of cabinet. The enclosure has a shaded 
stain/varnish finish with the black foam grille 
flanked by horizontal veneered bars at the top 
and bottom of the cabinet.

A 200mm bass/mid unit is married in a vertical 
in-line arrangement to a 30mm plastic cone 
tweeter, both drivers being of Castle's own 
manufacture. The bass unit is constructed on 
an aluminium cast frame, with a substantial 
magnet. The good quality crossover operates at 
approximately 3kHz and is of 12dB/octave basic 
order, although this is adjusted to 'fine tune' the 
driver responses.

The heavy enclosure is braced a.nd damped, 

the interior lined with an acoustic absorbent. A 
conventional moulded rear connector panel is 
fitted with plain 4mm sockets - as opposed to 
the prefered 4mm socket/binding posts more 
suited to 'special' cables. Internal fuses, 
accessible behind the bass driver, protect 
against sustained amplifier overload - a 
system used on previous Castle models.

Sound quality
As we have come to expect from Castle, this 
speaker gave a good account of itself during the 
listening tests. Favoured by all the panelists it 
produced a consistently smooth sound, free 
from fatiguing effects. Tending to mild richness 
tonally, it was felt that the bass could have been 
a little drier while some boxiness and 
plumminess in the lower midrange was also 
noted, although this was not serious. The treble 
could also demonstrate a little 'breathiness' in 
the upper range.

Overall the sound was 'big', with good bass 
power and extension. Stereo images were quite 
well focused although they showed some loss 
of depth and transparency Frontal detail was 
however good with a pretty natural tonal 
balance. In fact, it sounded as smooth as the 
remarkable lab test results would indicate!

Lab results
Pair matching was good except around the 
14kHz area where significant 2dB errors were 
observed. The grille had no deleterious effect on 
the sound however. Sensitivity was rated as 
above average at 88dB/W, providing maximum 
sound levels of up to 103dBA, and a 10-100W 
amplifier power range is considered 
appropriate.

Bass was quite extended - to 44Hz, -6dB 
- and quite unfform in anechoic terms. Overall 
the response in the 70Hz to 12kHz range was 
quite remarkably smooth with only ± 1dB 
ripples apparent.

Out at 2metres, a very good forward output 
was demonstrated showing great consistency, 
phase control and integration. Can you believe a 
±1.5dB response from 60Hz to 20kHz here? 
John Collinson, Castle's designer improves his 
mastery of the response curve year by year!

At 96dB, second harmonic distortion typically 
measured 1-1.5%, with third rather lower than 
that except at 2kHz. Third harmonic was little 
altered at the lower 86dB level, but second wae 
much improved to 0.3% and better. With third 
harmonic often at the 0.15% level, the 
Pembroke essentially gave good results for
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distortion.
Impedance never fell below 6.4ohms, making 

it very easy to drive by any amp of good repute. 
The computer-averaged room response also 
looking very promising, with the low frequencies 
integrating well with the room, down to 40Hz. 
The mid register was also very smooth and 
while the lower treble seemed slightly 
depresse d ‘ the upper treb I e was in fact 
marginally too well extended, hinting at the 
upper 'edge’ heard on audition - a fine result 
however.

Summary
Comfortably 'recommended, this traditional- 
looking speaker offers a sweet, smooth sound 
with an excellent overall balance of engineering
based performance. For the size the bass is 
good, and the system will also play loud when 
required, being easy to drive. In fact some 
purchasers may prefer this speaker to others 
which come more highly recommended by the 
panel as a whole - this will depend on taste 
and to some extent the choice of programme as 
the Pembroke suited classical works slightly 
more than it did rock.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................. 55 x 27.5 x 30.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(tor 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)...........(10)-100W 
Recommended placement.............................................open stands
Frequency response, within ±3d8, a 2 metres .... 50Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6d8 point) at 1 metre...................... 46Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref.2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre......................... 88d8/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres. .. . 103dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)........................very good
Forward response uniformity.............................................very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT. £175 when reviewed, now £215

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Audiopower and Audious
- The Speaker Specialists
For all the highly recommended speakers

48LS

LSI and Rogers Studio 1

Recommended:
Diesis
Solitaire

Diesis

As well as thespeakers above we have ranges available and on ... |gjj| *
demonstration from the following manufacturers:-
Boston Acoustics, Castle Acoustics, Celestion, B+W, HarbetlrJPW, 
Marantz, Mordaunt Short, NAO, Omar, Wharfedale and Yamaha.

Audiopower Ltd 
68 High Street Watford Herts.

Tel: 0923 26169
Late night shopping every Wednesday until 8.30pm

Audious Ltd
18 King Street Maidenhead Berks. 

Tel: 0628 73420
Late night shopping every Thursday until 8.30pm
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106 VICTORIA STREET. CREWE. CHESHIRE. 
Tel: Crewe <02701 211091

A 03^0 Bedtime Story
by D. G. Perriam

Once upon a time there was a small 
loudspeaker called the Mission Baby 70. It 
tried very hard to sound like its bigger brother 
— the 700 but even though it was cheaper the 
reviewers didn't like it — they called it names 
like "honky and boomy" and this made Baby 
70 very sad. So one day it went to Uncle Farad 
and said, "Please Uncle Farad I want to play 
music and make people happy." Uncle Farad 
said, "But Baby 70 its not possible to make 
you sound as big as the other Mission loud
speakers — we haven't got the technology 
yet." But as Baby 70 didn't know what 
technology meant he_ started to cry. Now if 
there's one thing Uncle Farad can't stand it's 
seeing a loudspeaker cry, so he shut himself in 
the anechoic chamber for several weeks.
One day a man with a beard came out of the 
chamber and started handing out cigars — 
"We've got a new baby," he said proudly 
handing 70 mk 2 around for everyone to see. 
"But it's the same size as mk I" they all said, 
but Farad just grinned because he knew what 
was in the new cabinet. By this time mk 2 has 
been hooked up to the new 775 turntable and 
the new 778 amp while Farad was in the 
chamber he had some other ideas as well and 
they all sat down to listen to the first Mission 
Record Playing System.
When mk 2 had finished playing a selection of 
classics, pop and rock everyone agreed that he 
didn't sound like a small loudspeaker 
anymore — in fact when they closed their eyes 
he sounded as big as the 770s, well almost. Mk 
2 sat on top his rigid stand with a broad grin 
on his face and said proudly, "And I'm still 
less than a £100 a pair" and everyone cheered 
because now even the poor people could 
listen to music and live happily ever after.
If you like happy endings get the beginnings 
right, come and listen to the Mission System at 
Hightown Audio — I'll give you adive and 
personal service on all Mission products.

see you soon 
Derek Perriam

2 WESTGATE ROTHERHAM

The most open sounding 
speaker under £300

DIESIS SOLITAIRE

ALSO IN STOCK AND READY FOR 
DEMONSTRATION IN OUR SINGLE 
SPEAKER DEMO ROOM

ALLISON 
DEAN 
HEYBROOK 
REF 
SPENDOR

PLUS THE 
FABULOUS 
NEW RANGE 
FROM 
AMERICA BY

MONITOR AUDIO SNELL"
YORKSHIRE HI-FI 
MORDANT-SHORT

Electronics by, A&R-AR-Sondex-Musical 
Fidelity-Quad N. V.A.-QED-Rotel-Hafler, 
Yamaha

Ask for a home demo
Hire Purchase 

facilities
RING 0709 70666 FOR A DEMO
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Celestion 100
Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8JP. Tel (0473) 73131

The latest Celestion model, the 100 is an ultra
compact, sealed-box design,with a 7 litre internal
volume loading the 170mm bass/mid driver. This 
is built on a pressed steel frame using an 
unusual flared pulp cone of advanced design, 
which is light enough to offer a usefully high 
sensitivity even though only a modest magnet is 
involved. The treble register is covered by a new 
version of Celestion’s 2.5mm soft-fabric dome, 
which it is claimed has benefitted from laser 
analysis in improving its performance. A good 
quality 4-element crossover is employed, with 
spring-loaded clip terminals.

The enclosure is a conventional chipboard box 
constructed using the cost-effective mitrefold 
technique and finished in a good quality synthetic 
veneer. The driver panel looks good with the 
grille off, which is fortunate since the speaker 
sounds better that way. 12mm robatod board io 
used for the driver baffle but the proximity ofthe 
port to the treble unit can give rise to possible 
undesirable diffraction effects.

One would expect that boxes of this size would 
be suitable for shelf mounting, and the midrange 
characteristic of the 100 indicates that this 
should indeed be the case.

Lab performance
At 1m measured on the nominal mid/treble axis 
under anechoic or free field conditions, the 100 
showed a dip 6dB deep at 7kHz. However 
removal of the grille did wonders for the response, 
as shown by the dotted line, and clearly this is 
one speaker crying out for a sensible foam grille. 
With the grille removed, the response met 
+/-2.5dB limits 90Hz-18kHz, which is not bad 
at all for a budget model. The sensitivity checked 
out at slightly above the average at 88dB/W, 
though the bass response was restricted, 
measuring 6dB down at 76Hz.

At 2 m, the Ya-octave characteristic showed 
evidence of a loss in output around 6kHz, the 
overall curve having a 'humped' appearance with 
prominences located at 130Hz, 2 kHz and 14kHz. 
(In practice however the response is a little 
better than this, since these measurements were 
taken with the grille on.) The off-axis curves 
suggest that the speaKer output is well integrated 
and not over-critical of listener axis.

During the distortion tests, the 100 happily sur
vived a 1 OOW power input at 500 Hz and 5 kHz, with 
minimal amplitude compression and harmonic 
distortion levels of 5.0% 2nd and 0.8% 3rd at 
SOO Hz, 2.8% and 1.1% respectively at 5kHz. 
Moderate levels of distortion were present over 
much of the band at both 96 and 90dB sound 
levels steady state. Second harmonic was typically 
1.0% and third 0.4%, these increasing to 3.0% 
below 250 Hz.

The impedance curve demonstrates a rather 
high 100 Hz system resonance, and an average 
rating for amplifier loading which stems from a 
dip to just above 5 ohms, 6kHz, a region of high 
programme energy. However a satisfactory 
maximum sound level of 100dBA could be 
achieved in a listening environment with inputs 
up to 50/W channel.

Assessed by Ya-octave averaging in a listening 
room, the 100 was judged a trifle 'forward' in the 
midband, with the steep rise from 300Hz to 
600Hz part of this effect. Bass fell significantly 
below 80Hz. and the extreme treble was also 
deficient, though not seriously so.

Sound quality
The 100 fared quite well on the live comparisons. 
The bass output w.as clearly curtailed in the lower 
registers, with a slightly 'nasal' quality resulting 
from emphasis of the harmonics of the funda-
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mental notes. While the sound was quite lively 
with a good impression given on sharp transients, 
the midband was described as 'boxy with some 
'hardness'. Overall the effect could have been 
smoother.

On the stereo sessions ii was not so well 
regarded, although in view of its budget price the 
grading was reasonable. The upper treble was 
considered a trifle prominent, while the sound 
lacked 'weight'. Although ii gave a reasonable 
impression of ambience, and the stereo presen
tation was quite good, ii often sounded 'louder' 
than expected, which is not a good sign so far as 
mid smoothness and balance are concerned.

Summary
This small and inexpensive speaker is quite 
presentable, particularly when used without the 
grille. At £80.00 it justifies a recommendation on 
value grounds and is worth trying. On the debit 
side the frequency balance was none too even, 
distortion was poorer than average and the bass 
response was rather limited. But it possessed a 
lively character, was capable of good rendition of 
detail, and also worked quite well when wall
mounted.

GENERAL DATA
/•- 'e : w x 0; .........................................33x21 x 18.5cm

Weight.........................................................................................................4.4kg
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).................. (15)-50W
Recommended placement. .................................open shelf
Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m)............. 85Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m...................... .................76Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref 2.83V, ie: 1 watt in 8 ohms) at 1m........................... OEdB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m) iDOcBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive). . ................. average
Forward response uniformity............................. ............. very good
Typical price per pair inc VAT.................................................... . 30

Forward characteristic response {1/3-octave @
2 m, dotted 15° vert., small dash 30° Otteral, long 
dash 45° /ateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

input shows sensitivity) (dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without

96d8, dashed3rd90d8, chain-dashed 2nd90d8,

Impedance (mod Z).
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REASSESSED

Celestion SL6 and SL600.............. __
Celestion InternationalLtd.Dittoneorks. Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 BJP 

,Tel.i0473 73131_______________________________ _____ „ ,______________

Along with the established SL6, this review 
covers the more recently developed SL600 
model, which features a special alloy 
honeycomb enclosure and selected drivers. 
Both are of essentially identical peformance, 
but price and sound quality differ greatly due to 
the advanced cabinet used for the model 600.

A two-way miniature box sealed box design of 
121itres internal, volume, the design employs a 
die-cast, Kobex-coned 165mm bass/mid unit 
fitted with a generous magnet. The special 
37mm copper-dome tweeter has an integral 
motor coil former and offers a high power 
capacity. Both units are of excellent quality, 
having benefited from new design and con
structional techniques plus laser analysis.

A high power 12dB/octave crossover is fitted, 
till:; uii separale bass aMd treble boards in tne 
case of the SL600. Each crossover is matched 
to a specific tweeter to correctly align the 21kHz 
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compensation network.
The SL6 cabinet is of heavy 17mm MDF, this 

braced and bitu11en damped, with 4mm socket/ 
binding post connectors and a thick unrebated 
grille, which in our opinion is best discarded on 
acoustic grounds. By contrast the SL600 has an 
ultra-light, ultra-rigid alloy honeycomb box, with 
special multilayer graded acoustic absorption 
within. The very high material cost is in fact the 
main reason for the higher price. Plain 4mm 
sockets are provided for connection and the 
grille is omitted. The SL6 is covered in real 
veneer while the 600 is finished in a handsome 
charcoal colored Nextel with gold legends. 
Special stands are available, supplied as 
standard with the 600 and as extras in the case 
of the cheaper SL6.

Sound quality
The SL6 scored well above average. It provided 
a rich, slightly dulled sound (in fact our samples 
were duller than usual), with some boxiness and 
recession in the presence band. Stereo imaging 
was very good with fine central focus and fine 
impression of depth while the treble was 
outstandingly smooth and natural. The bass did 
not reach to the very lowest notes but was well 
balanced, detailed and articulate. It proved 
unfatiguing with a 'distant' presentation, and 
conveyed a good musical impressions.

The SL600 (with a correct, brighter balance) 
scored better still, with a remarkable, almost 
'holographic' stereo precision maintained over 
the entire spectrum. Coloration was very low, 
detail abundant, and the overall effect one of 
airy transparency and subtlety. The bass was 
reasonably extended, 'quick' and well differ
entiated, and high scores were awarded - 
clearly this speaker was an exceptional device.

Lab results
Both speakers results are shown at Imetre for 
comparison, the tighter balance and integration 
of the 600's selected components apparent 
here. Sensitivity was low at 82-83dB/W with a 
maximum sound level of 96dBA and a 30-150W 
power capacity range. The -6dB rolloff point 
was at 55Hz, good for the size.

At 96dB the SL6 was working hard, with 
second harmonic distortion at 2.5% even in the 
midband, but third harmonic rose quickly below 
100Hz. At 86dB the distortion levels were con
siderably reduced to a satisfactory level, with 
second and third at similar levels ot between 0.3 
and 1.0%.

Forward responses for the 600 show excel-



lent integration and good uniformity, with the 
15° above-axis result particularly good. A 
slightly below-ear-level listening position would 
be ideal. The balance was still slightly rich, with 
a full midrange.

Generally 8ohms, the impedance fell to 
4.5ohms at 15kHz but was still considered to be 
a fairly good amplifier load - low-resistance 
cable is recommended.

Room-averaged, the output showed a near 
perfect interface with the room at low 
frequencies, having a slight presence droop, a 
midly rich treble balance and a smooth rolloff.

Summary
Reassessed for this edition, the SL6 is still a 
remarkably musical, if slightly coloured, 
performer for the price. Tighter response 
tolerances in manufacture should prevent the 
appearance of the 'duller' examples encoun
tered in the past.

Arguably one of the finest speakers its size 
ever produced, the SL600 has also undergone 
manufacturing improvements, and despite a 
somewhat shaky start, the performance of 
production samples should now be fully up to 
standard. Compatible mass-loaded stands (Cliff 
Stone) are now available, and these enhance the 
performance, which is fully commensurate with 
the price!

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83 V 
input) Upper trace, SL600, lower trace SL6.GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth)............................. 37 x 20 x 25.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).......... (30)-150W 
Recommended placement......................open stands (Celestion)
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres .... 60Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre.................... 55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1 W into Bohms at 1 metre.....................82.5dBIW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.......98dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).....................fairly good
Forward response uniformity........................................very good
Typical price per pain inc VAT................. SL6, £260, stands extra

SL600, £599 inc. stands

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Diesis Solitaire
Diesis Loudspeakers, 5 Glebe Close, Rayleigh, Essex 
Tel (0268) 774035

Diesis is a small British company with cabinet 
making experience, which is reflected in the 
excellent natural wood finish of this product. A 
miniature design, the Solitaire is virtually hand 
made, and fits in the upper price territory for 
the type. Measuring 35 by 20.2 by 26cm deep, 
the sealed box has an internal volume 
estimated at 12 litres. In this two way design 
the treble is handled by an Elac 25mm 
polyamide dome, while the 165mm bass unit is 
made by SEAS, with a pulp cone that Diesis 
treat with a damping compound. The simple 
three element crossover has three additional 
resistors for attenuation and electrical 
damping purposes.

Strongly constructed of double skinned 
chipboard, the front panel is a thicker grade of 
Wmm MUI-; riut ttie Omm grille panel is 
unrebated and stands slightly proud of the 
panel. The interior is lined with two grades of 
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foam, and is hard-wired with good cable. 
Electrical connection is via 4mm 
socket/binding posts, and although this model 
is small enough for shelf mounting it will in 
fact perform best on open stands, probably not 
too far from a rear wall.

Sound quality
The Solitaire did well on test proving to be a 
tidy and civilised performer. Despite its small 
size, it coped with the maximum 350W 
programme input though it did begin to sound 
a little ragged at this level, and 100W is 
probably a sensible maximum.

This speaker possessed a clean midrange, if 
a touch lightweight, producing a well 
integrated sound with a natural tonal balance. 
All areas of the range proved unobtrusive and 
good stereo focus was evident with quite good 
depth. The only area of criticism, apart from a 
lack of really low bass, was a loss of the full 
dynamic impact of the material — at times it 
sounded just a little dry and over controlled.

Coloration appeared low on most 
programme, except on solo piano, where some 
mild boxiness was noted.

Lab report
At 1 metre the reference response described a 
uniform characteristic with a modest 85dBIW 
sensitivity. Maximum level was of the order of 
100dB for a stereo pair. Pair matching was 
good, except in the 5-12kHz range where 
tweeter sample differences amounted to 2dB, 
more than expected.

The grille was not beneficial to the response, 
imposing a dip at 3kHz as well as some upper 
range ripples; grille off was preferable. Bass 
rolloff was quite average, the —6dB point 
being at 57Hz.

At 2 metres, the forward response family- 
showed some driver overlap at the crossover 
region, with the best sound obtained on axis. A 
mild peak was present above 15kHz while the 
midrange showed mild forwardness. But ±3dB 
limits sufficed for a 65Hz to 20kHz response.

At 96dB sound pressure level, the Solitaire 
was clearly working hard, with a fair amount of 
2nd and 3rd harmonic distortion. At the 
reduced 86dB spl, distortion fell below 1 % over 
most of the range, which was a more 
satisfactory result.

It gave good intermodulation figures, with 
—40dB of side band tone and just under 1dB of 
mid band compression. System resonance was



82Hz, a bit high for the price. The impedance 
curve suggested a smooth 8 ohm load, meeting 
the B.S. standard.

I n the room the average response confirmed 
the lightweight balance, but only just. The mid 
was slightly prominent but the overall curve 
was quite well balanced.

Summary
This well-crafted miniature has a modest 
dynamic range. The sound is pleasantly 
neutral, with a generally good performance, if 
slightly lacking in bass power and extension. 
The quality control on tweeter matching needs 
watching but otherwise the performance of the 
Solitaire, the first Diesis model to appear in 
HFC, justifies a recommendation.

Forward characteristic response (Vh octave at 2m, 
dotted 15' vertical, small dash 30 lateral.long dash 
45° lateral).

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................... 35 x 26 x 20cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(20)-100W 
Recommended placement..............................on stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........65Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................57Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre).................. 85dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....100dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)....................very good
Forward response uniformity.. ............... ..........  .... ......good +
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £220

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2 nd harmonic)________  
-a |~ I I I I 1111 I I I I I 1111 II FF

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REASSESSED

Gale GS402a
DW Labs Ltd, PO Box 43, Dunstable, Beds LU6 2NZ 
Tel 0582 872138

The GS402 is the first new model to come from 
Gale for some years now and represents a de
velopment of the 401, incorporating a new 
tweeter. The latter comprises a well-respected 
25mm soft-dome unit from Philips, but many 
other details remain unaltered.

A sealed box enclosure of some 401itres, each 
402 employs two heavy coned long throw 
200mm bass drivers working in parallel, located 
towards each end of the cabinet. A 100mm 
doped pulp cone midrange (Peerless) and the 
tweeter are aligned horizontally in the central 
area of the front panel. Thus two methods of 
positioning the speakers suggest themselves. 
Standing the speakers in a conventional vertical 
position, with the treble units outermost, will 
give the best lateral dispersion in the mid- anO 
lower ranges, but at the expense of the mid
treble. Alternatively, the famous horizontal 
position can be adopted, resulting in rather a 

wide-looking box mounted on a high stand. In 
this case the stereo in the upper crossover 
range is improved to the detriment of the lower 
ranges (see forward output graph).

A new grille made of cloth tensioned by steel 
bars and set off by triangular corner plates also 
confers good acoustic properties. The corner 
plates come in a range of different colours. The 
crossover is well constructed and ventilated to 
the outside to minimise overheating, which is a 
good idea. The sturdy cabinet has internal 
bracing, is filled with mineral fibre and well 
finished externally, with 4mm binding posts 
used for electrical connection. The tweeter is 
separately fuse-protected, and has a phase
correcting front plate.

Sound quality
The new Gale scored well in the listening tests, 
and, surprisingly, it was not felt to differ 
appreciably in overall attainment whether 
horizontally or vertically disposed — while 
some sound quality differences were apparent, 
these did not alter the overall high scoring. 
However stereo was not its strongest point — 
images were a little wide and somewhat de
focused centrally, with only moderate depth.

Colorations were considered to be mild, 
comprising slight sibilance, boxiness and a 
subtle 'oddness' on human voice.

On the plus side however it was considered 
'big hearted', with a powerful large scale 
presentation and abundant clean bass (slightly 
excessive), reproducing a detailed acoustic of a 
lively nature and a well balanced tonal effect. 
The output was felt to be smooth, well con
trolled and of good quality.

Lab results
The samples supplied demonstrated a weak
ness in that the pair match was below par, with 
a 2dB imbalance above 1kHz, this capable of 
detracting from the stereo focus and general 
consistency. Sensitivity was above average at 
88dB/W, but was compromised by the low im
pedance. Bass was fairly well extended to 
-6dB, 48Hz with some overhang, but with a 
gentle rolloff to lower frequencies. The grille 
worked well, having no significant output effects.

Average impedance was 6ohms but there 
were several areas closer to 4ohms, and in view 
of the small reactive content, a 'just satisfac
tory' rntino was rlPPmed Appropriate for 
amplifier loading

With the speaker disposed horizontally, the 
2metre forward response set showed a weak-
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ened lateral output due to the breadth of the 
radiating area, this recovering well above 5kHz. 
The 15° above-axis response showed some 
loss, suggesting that the mid driver represents 
the optimum radiation axis. The response 
looked lumpy and yet the averaged output 
suggested a smoother sound - this should be 
confirmed by the room response. Sure enough, 
the room characteristic was quite promising 
with good bass extension, the output notably 
even over the range with a desirable gentle 
rolloff towards the highest frequencies.

At 96dB the distortion was average on second 
harmonic above 500 Hz but below this 
frequency very good results were obtained. At 
86dB the second harmonic improved greatly 
while third remained very low throughout - a 
fine performance here.
Summary
The latest 402a was checked both by full 
auditioning as well as a measurement of both 
room and axial responses. Overall, not much 
change was evident and the speaker continued 
to do pretty well in the listening tests where it 
scored rather above average, as ii should do, 
considering the price. Pair matching was also 
improved by comparison with last time. Its rich 
powerful bass, good clarity and generous 
power handling means that a recommendation 
is continued.
(Note: The 402A is now available, at extra cost, 
with '401 style' chrome ends).

Forward characteristic response (ft octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

?O Hl 50 I 00 2'10 500 I K ?K SK 10K ?OK

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)................................ 33.5 x 61 x 28cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)........... (25)-200W 
Recommended placement................................on matching stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres .... 50Hz to 18kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre.......................48Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Bohms at 1 metre.........................88dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres .... 106dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)................... satisfactory
Forward response uniformity...................................................... fair
Typical price per pair, inc VAT..................... £430

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Goodmans Mezzo
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd, Downley Road, Havant, Hanis 
Tel (0705) 486344

The Mezzo is the middle sized model in 
Goodmans new 'M' series of moderately priced 
speakers, and revives the name of a model 
popular many years ago.

Price may be on the low side, but the 
specification certainly is not, this model 
comprising a substantially built 37 litre bass
reflex enclosure with a three-way driver system. 
The design is striking with a horizontal bar 
across the upper third of the divided grille 
carrying level controls for the mid and treble, 
plus a line of LED lamps for the peak power level 
indication. The 80mm cone midrange unit and 
the 25mm soft dome tweeter are mounted side 
by side in the upper section — neither this 
arrangement nor the 15mm thick grille baffle 
edges are conducive to good lateral dispersion, 
or to low diffraction. A larger-than-usual 250mm 
pulp cone bass driver occupies the lower sec
tion of the enclosure, bass loaded by a small 
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reflex port.
Externally, the rigid chipboard enclosure is 

well finished in a synthetic vinyl print. The 
commercial-quality crossover is basically of 
12dB/octave form, employing eight elements 
plus power resistors. Thick foam blocks provide 
acoustic absorption for the interior, whose 
panels are otherwise undamped. Both 4mm 
sockets and DIN electrical connections are pro
vided on a moulded panel.

Sound quality
In spite of its dispersion handicap, the Mezzo 
acquitted itself well on the listering tests, 
comfortably achieving a score worthy of HFC 
recommendation. It was considered lively and 
well balanced, with good detail in some regions, 
while the bass was powerful with quite good 
extension if a little plummy. The treble was quite 
pleasant and free of obvious vices, and the mid^ 
range sounded open if trace boxy, while 'cuppy' 
coloration was also audible.

Opinions about this speaker did however vary 
a little, mainly due to the somewhat 
inconsistent stereo. Only moderate depth was 
portrayed, the central focus seeming rather 
diffuse by comparison with the group average. 
Despite this, the Mezzo had a pleasant 
character not usually encountered at its price 
level.

Lab results
On the median axis, measured at 1 metre, the 
output looked unpromising, but as we shall see 
the overall forward response was rather better. 
The dotted graph shows the effect of removing 
the upper grille and we in fact preferred the 
sound in this condition. Mean sensitivity was 
above average at 88dB/W, with a quite extended 
-6dB bass rolloff at 46Hz, and in conjunction 
with a 100W peak power handling, substantial 
104dBA sound levels were possible. Pair 
matching was fairly good.

Fine distortion results were obtained at 96dB; 
around 1.5% second harmonic at low fre
quencies and just 0.3% for both second and 
third above 200Hz. At 86dB both showed a 
further reduction to very good levels.

At 2metres, the off-axis responses were fairly 
well grouped apart from the 30° lateral, with the 
general characteristic slightly 'rich', possessing 
a gentle suckout at 3kHz.

Assessed by computer room averaqinq, the 
output was rather more consistent than 
anticipated, and correlated well with the 
smooth impression gained on the subjective



tests. Technically this model produced some 
confusion, this due to its anomalous dispersion.

Failing to meet the Bohms spec, the Mezzo 
showed an impedance dip to 5ohms, but it 
modest reactive content and average value of 
?ohms meant that it remained quite easy to 
drive.

Summary
This larger-than-average speaker is good value 
for money, offering a pleasant, uncritical 'big' 
sound. The bass extended deeper than usual 
while high sound levels with low distortion were 
possible. If stereo precision is not too important 
then the Mezzo would be a strong contender, 
and in any case at its realistic price level, it 
carries a firm Choice recommendation.

45° lateral).

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)..................................60 x 32 x 26cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).......... (12)-100W 
Recommended placement......................................... open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres............... see text
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre......................46Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Bohms at 1 metre...................... 88dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres .... 104dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)...............................good
Forward response uniformity...................................satisfactory
Typical price per pair, inc VAT.. ............................................. £130

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at

input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Harbeth ML
Harbeth Acoustics, 2a Nova Road, West Croydon CRO 2TL Tel 01-681 7676

Harbeth's new model the ML is a miniature twoway sealed-box system of some 9 litres internal volume - a little larger than an LS3/5A. It has a tidy appearance and is finished in a fine quality real walnut veneer. The front panel is constructed from 12mm multi-ply, but the remainder of the carcase appears to be of chipboard, and no panel damping is used (presumably working on the assumption that where such small and thick panels are involved, no benefit would accrue from applied damping). An acoustically absorbent foam lining is however present, and the grille is also made of a special black non-absorbent grade of foam, of good acoustic transparency.The front baffle was fixed in position using 8 screws, but no sealant was applied, resulting in mild air leaks with our samples. The two drive units comprise the ubiquitous 25mm fabric dome unit from Audax, and an exclusive 11Omm poly propylene conA hass/mid unit made by Chartwell to Harbeth's specification. It uses a steel frame and generous magnet plus a special nitrile- rubber surround.86

The high quality five-element crossover has laminated core inductors and plastic film capacitors; the treble inductor also doubles as a ratiomatching auto-transformer, allowing fine adjustment of tweeter sensitivity. No resistors are used.
Lab performanceGood pair matching was shown to within +/-1 dB over most of the range. However the axial reference curve showed a distinct prominence in the response at around 700 Hz, while the range below this was stepped down by a further4dBfrom 500Hz. In a slightly less extreme form such a characteristic might suggest a suitability for wall mounting. Furthermore the response above 4kHz is rather uneven. Based on the upper range level, the sensitivity averaged 84 to 85dB/W, which is below the mean for the group. The bass characteristic lacked extension, with the -6dB point charted at 70 Hz, and though this would be augmented by a wall position, Harbeth suggest the use of open adjustable stands clear of walls.The dip at4kHz was suspected to be a phasing problem, and on the 2m characteristic response both 15° above (A) and below (8) curves were taken. 'B' shows a significant improvement, suggesting that when the listener is above the speaker axis, the speaker should be inverted, but otherwise the system should be elevated slightly above ear level. The characteristic response nevertheless showed a distinctly •prominent region from 1.2kHz to4.5kHz, plus another hump at 15kHz, and neither looked promising for the subjective balance. In the optimum axis, the lateral uniformity was relatively good.The distortion results were unexceptional, remaining around 1% up to 2 kHz and reappearing above 6kHz, although below 100Hz the figures were better than average for such a small system. However on 100W peak input at500Hz it was not too happy, with 10% of 2nd harmonic and 1.5%of 3rd, though the compression at 0.2dB was slight. At 5kHz compression was reduced at 0.1 dB, with better figures of 1.2% for2nd and3rd harmonics. But as bass inputs in excess of 50W caused gross distortion on the listening tests, 50W has been set as the maximum realistic power input, with 20W as a recommended minimum.Fed 50W a modest 96dBA maximum sound level was possible in our listening room. The ML is rated as a very good amplifier load, with some of the sensitivity limitations attributable to a highioh impedance, which typically measureU 12 ohms with a 9.5 ohm minimum.Averaged over the listening room area, this speaker's output reflected an upper midrange



dominance extending from 400Hz to 2kHz, to
gether with a gently falling low frequency 
response below 400 Hz. The 50 Hz region was 6- 
8d8 below the midband, which is too low for full 
recovery by wall mounting, and in any case would 
result in poorer stereo and a less uniform overall 
response.

Sound quality
The results of the listening tests tended to 
confirm the measurements. On the recorded 
stereo programme the result was described as 
'thin', with an uneven treble giving 'sibilant' 
effects and a 'breathyness', for example on 
woodwind. Some 'boxy coloration was also 
evident, though partially disguised by the 'forward' 
upper-mid balance. Ambience rendition was poor, 
though some panelists felt the speaker provided 
goot detail. The bass register was both lacking in 
power and showed a restricted bandwidth.

On the live comparisons the 'light' balance 
proved an advantage on the dominant percussive 
solo material, as is often the case. Nevertheless 
criticisms of a 'boxy' quality coupled with a 'zingy' 
treble were made, and the system often showed 
'hardness' in the midrange.

Summary
The performance of this new Harbeth does not 
justify recommendation. The system is com
paratively expensive at£190.00 a pair, and does 
not compare favourably with the 3/5A, which is 
more accurate, and broadly comparable in terms 
of size, price, power handling and bandwidth.
GENERAL DATA
Size (h x w x d)...................................34.5 x 21.5 x 19.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)................... (20)-50W
Recommended placement....................... high stand or open shelf
Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m).............. 90Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (^dB) at 1m...........................................70Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref 2.83V. ie: 1 watt in B ohms) at 1m.............................84d8/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m)................ 96dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)........................very good
Forward response uniformity..................................good below axis
Typical price per pair inc VAT......................................................£190

Forward characteristic response (1/3-octave @ 
2 m, dotted 15° vert., small dash 30° lateral, long 
dash 45° lateral)

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

chamber LF, dotting shows response without 
grille).

Harmonic distortions: solid 3rd 96dB, dotted 2nd

Impedance (mod Z).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Harbeth HL1 III . ............................... .
Harbeth Acoustics, 1 a Birchanger Road, South Norwood, London SE25 5BA 
Tel 01-654 9549

Since its introduction the HLI has been subject to 
small detailed improvements culminating in the 
latest Mk III version reviewed here. We experi
enced some quality control and consistency prolr 
lems with earlier models, but happily these now 
seem to be behind the company, with current 
review samples showing good matching and agree
ment with the designer s target specification. In 
particular, recent improvements have concerned 
the need for greater low frequency power handling.

A 50 litre enclosure renex tuned by a large 
62mm diameter tunnel port, the cabinet is of thin 
wall high quality veneered plywood, with bitu
minous panel damping and extensive seam batten
ing. Front and back panels are well screwed down 
and a sculptured foam grille improves the cabinet 
diffraction. An exclusive polypropylene 200mm 
covers the bass/midrange, and a 25 mm Audax soft 
dome tweeter the high frequencies. with a good 

quality crossover dividing the input at approxi
mately 2kHz. Provision has been made lor 
sensible matching of mid and HF using an auto 
transformer to aid consistent frequency balance.

Lab results
A useful above average sensitivity of 87.5dB was 
recorded which is on target and not compromised 
by the impedance. which was judged to be a good 
amplifier load. Typically of the order of 8 ohms. a 
6.6 minimum was recorded. and while some high 
phase angles were apparent (for example 70 at 
2kHz) the impedance was substantial enough at 
these points to avoid censure. The -6dB rollofT 
point was noted at 46Hz. and with a IOOW per 
channel amplifier limit a good maximum sound level 
of I02dBA should be possible in a typical room.

The axial response at Im was fairly uniform and 
ignoring the 5kHz notch. met ±3d8 limits. 55 Hz- 
l 8kHz. Third harmonic distortion levels were also 
very well controlled at 96d8. typically measuring 
0.5% or better above l 50Hz. The less annoying 
second harmonic content peaked at 8% around 
I00Hz. and this might be audible on sustained 
bass notes. The system fared less well on a diet of 
100W pulses despite the low 2 Hz repetition rate. 
Although perfect at 500Hz. a +0.3d8 expansion 
occurred at 5 kHz generating 5% of second and 
1.8% of third harmonic distortion. Crossover 
saturation is the probable cause at this equivalent 
IOOW programme level.

Examining the forward '/j-octave responses at 
2 m, distinct trends were apparent The bass region 
was mildly humped around 100Hz, above which 
the output rose gently to 700Hz before a trough 
2dB deep appeared to 2kHz, the latter an intended 
design feature. The treble range was more or less 
level and matched to the midrange, while the off- 
axis curves can be seen to be very uniform. 
indicating excellent forward dispersion.

Sound quality
Designed as a monitor, the HLJ gave a very good 
performance when compared with live sounds. In 
general terms it was clear and low in coloration, 
and sustained a modest 20W average ( IOOW 
peak) of bass guitar, providing a fairly even and 
deep bass register.

On the stereo sessions it was not quite as highly 
favoured, though it still did well. Vocal lines were 
clear if slightly 'chesty' and exhibited some 
sibilance, with an apparent emphasis in the treble
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occasionally lending a slightly 'metallic' effect. 
The bass was also judged a trifle •soft'.Stereo 
imaging was quite good with promising depth 
ambience, but sometimes the trebie region 
sounded displaced from the midrange - a function 
of the system's frequency balance perhaps"

Top: Frequency response. Im sinen'ave, plus 2 nd (solid) and
Jrd (dashed) harmonic distortion <a 96dB
Middle: Impedance (modulus)
Bottom: Frequency response, 2m '.i-octave averaged (solid, 
axial: thick dashed, JO horizontal: thin dashed, 45 hori
zontal; dotted, 15 vertical).

Summary
The standards of clarity and workmanship together 
with low coloration still set this speaker apart from 
the common crowd. It has been a couple of issues 
since we reviewed the HL 1 - then it was considered 
good enough for recommended listing. In view of 
rising standards, the HL 1 cannot necessarily be 
expected to hold its place indefinitely, but we siill 
hold the design in favourable regard and feel it well 
worth trying.
(Note: We have been informed that a Mk IV 
version will shortly be available and the 
manufacturer's aim is to continue the existing 
high HL 1 standards with this his new model.)

Weight..........................................................................
RccommcnJcd amplifier power per danncl (for 
96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum) 
Recommended placement
Frequency response within ± JdB i 2m}

Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB) at (Im) . .

63.5(25) H: 32.5( 13) W; 30.5( I 2) d: cm(inchesj
13.5(30) kg(lbs)

15-IOOW 
on stands away from walls 

6JHz to 18kHz

Voltage scnsiti\ ity (ref 2.8JV. ic: l wait in 8 ohms)
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2 metres). 
Third harmonic distortion (%dB at I metre)

good • v. gopd 
£.395 when reviewed. now (Jt.

bSHz-2%. I OOHz-! %. 200Hz-0.2V 
SOOHz--O.35%. typically O.J%

.......... 46 Hz
87dB/W at Im 

I OldBA 
v. good

Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) 
Forwnrd response uniformit) 
typical price per pair......................
*Check text

20 Hz 50 100 200 500
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Harman T3000
Marman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD 
Tel (0753) 76911

Custom-built for Harman in the UK, this 
loudspeaker is a budget three-way model 
reckoned to be one of the best 'music centre' 
components. Somehow it found its way into 
this issue, and we were interested to see how it 
fared against far more costly and august 
competition. Its 25 litre box is reflex tuned to a 
high 80Hz by two ducted ports, 5cm deep by 
4.5cm diameter. The enclosure is vinyl 
surfaced and comprises a plain light chipboard 
construction, rather resonant as a result. The 
drive units are also lightweight in construction, 
and include a 200mm paper cone bass, a 
100mm paper cone mid and the Audax 12mm 
plastic cone tweeter. The crossover network 
simply comprises two capacitors — a 4.7pF for 
the mid, really 'low treble', and a 2.2pF for the 
high frequencies. The bass driver even lacks a 
proper surround for suspending the cone. 
I nternal absorption is by a single layer of fibre 
90

at the rear and the unrebated grille is 25mm 
thick. Spring clip terminals are provided for 
electrical connection and most of the money 
seems to have been spent on the plastic 
decoration for the drivers.

Sound quality
I n so far as its performance was disappointing, 
the T3000 proved a useful reference for setting 
the lower 'limit', helping to order and scale the 
results from the blind listening tests, but 
otherwise, its poor rating was consistently 
confirmed by all the panelists.

Its plus point was that it could get pretty 
loud, and it also had a lively, open balance, but 
the minus points included poor bass with 
negligible extension, a megaphonic coloration 
on voice plus serious boxy, wooden and nasal 
colorations and tizz in the treble.

Almost no stereo depth was heard, though 
image focusing was not too bad. One 
perceptive listener even commented that it was 
more like hearing a collection of noises than 
the separate strands of a piece of music. Its 
also proved fatiguing, and was quite 
aggressive when played loud.

Lab report
This speaker was very sensitive, typically 
measuring 94dB/W. Pair matching was 
acceptable, while the -6dB bass rolloff was 
rather high at 76Hz. The axial response was 
sufficiently ragged for the removal of the thick 
grille to make little difference to the output, 
±5dB limits sufficing for a 75Hz to 20kHz 
range, this rather light in balance with a bass 
' boom' at 130Hz.

Out at 2 metres the forward response family 
was poor with wide deviations on the various 
axes. At 15° above it showed serious phase 
loss over several octaves of treble. Distortion 
was poorer than average at 96dB sound 
pressure level, but reduced to acceptable 
levels at 86dS. spl. On the intermodulation and 
compression tests, a significant 2.2dB of 
compression was measured.

The impedance curve dipped close to 5 ohms 
in the treble range but otherwise was quite 
uniform, and with its high sensitivity it should 
prove an easy amplifier load.

From the room response, the deficient bass 
was clear enough as was the 100-125Hz boom, 
the speaker thereafter appearing fairly tidy, in 
energy terms at least.



Summary
The standard set by this speaker illustrates 
what real audio is all about. It may be at the top 
of the music centre ladder but the gulf between 
it and the recommended £80-plus hi-fi speakers 
in Choice is considerable, and in my opinion, it 
would be false economy to try and save £10 or 
£20 if this is what you wind up with. 
Unfortunately no HFC recommendation of any 
kind is possible for this model.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)................................56 x 27 x 23cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).......... .(10)-50W 
Recommended placement....................................................shelf
Frequency response, within ±3d8 at 2 metres...............see text
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre...... ......... 76Hz 
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre).................. 94dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....105dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)........................... good
Forward response uniformity............................................... poor
Typical price per pair, including VAT................................... £80

Forward characteristic response ('h octave at 2m, 
dotted 7 5° vertical, small dash 30 " lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

HeybrookHBl........ _ _
Mecom Acoustics Ltd, Knighton Hill, Wembury, Plymouth, Devon
Tel (0752) 863188

This low-cost speaker is rather better made than 
usual. The exterior of its rigid chipboard cabinet 
in vinyl 'walnut’, while internally it is damped by 
bituminous cladding plus acoustic foam ab
sorption. A superior reticulated foam grille is 
fitted and electrical connection is via binding 
posts/4mm sockets of good quality.

Internal volume is 221itres, and two drivers are 
used, both of Danish ‘VIFA’ origin. The 200mm 
doped pulp cone bass/midrange is fitted with a 
decent magnet and a superior frame, and the 
high frequencies are handled by a 25mm soft 
plastic dome tweeter, whose chassis is 
reinforced inside the cabinet, this also serving 
to brace the front panel. A 12dB/octave cross
over of superior quality integrates the two units 
at 3.7kHz.

Appearances response-wise suggested a 
character which might suit shelf mounting 
against the wall, and in fact the HB1 did work 

quite well in this position, but for the listening 
tests the cleanest results were felt to come from 
positioning on rigid open stands.

Sound quality
Personally I had some reservations concerning 
this model’s sound quality, these based on the 
results of an earlier audition, but under blind 
conditions, the panel (myself included) thought 
highly of the HB1. Consistently good marks 
were awarded, placing it high in the field 
irrespective of price.

Good qualities included a highly revealing 
transparency which was truthful to the 
programme character. Stereo images showed 
quite good depth with a realistic acoustic and 
decent frontal focus; in fact it sounded almost 
too ‘clean’ in the ‘open’ sense, as opposed to 
‘shut-in’ or enclosed. The bass was articulate, 
with fair extension if a mite too ‘dry', although 
this helped on percussion.

On the minus side, the sound showed some 
boxy colorations plus mild tizz and hiss 
emphasis in the upper treble. The mid could 
also appear somewhat hard and toward. Using 
first-rate programme, these effects were 
somewhat less serious than when juxtaposed 
with the more distorted output of a brighter and 
less expensive analogue disc player. Tonally 
speaking, the HB1 was balanced on the bright 
side.

Lab results
Excellent pair matching was demonstrated, 
with a high 90dB/W sensitivity, and despite this 
the bass was reasonably extended to 55Hz, 
-6dB, on the anechoic response, as well as 
being free of overshoot.

In the view of the SOW maximum power 
handling, decently loud 104dBA sound levels 
were possible, while a little as a 10W input 
raised pretty good levels of around 95dB in a 
typical room.

Out at 2metres the general trends can be 
seen and the speaker only just scraped into the 
nominal ±3dB response limits for axial output. 
The upper mid was indeed forward by 2-3dB 
while an energy suckout occurred at ?kHz, high 
enough not to be felt subjectively as a loss of 
presence or ‘air. The treble recovered soon 
after, with a broad hump centred on 14kHz. Both 
plus and minus 15° vertical off-axis responses 
were run, showing tho HB1 wac axic critical and 
should be directed straight at the listener in the 
vertical plane.Crossing the axes in front of the 
listener for 10°-15° lateral angle also improved
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the tonal balance.
Measured at 96dB the distortion was moder

ate at 0.8% to 1.5%, with a further improvement 
noted on reducing the signal level to 86dB.

Occasionally the HB1 impedance almost 
approached 5ohms, but it represents a simple 
amplifier load reactively and should prove fairly 
easy to drive. System resonance was noted as 
65Hz.

Room averaged, the bass was smooth but 
somewhat deficient, being a few dB down in the 
fundamental midrange. Consequently, the mid 
remained forward although the integrated treble 
works better than the axial responses might 
otherwise suggest.

Summary
The HB1 offers a distinctly bright character plus 
an above average build quality. Moderate 
distortion levels, high sensitivity as well as good 
maximum acoustic power are also all apparent, 
while the sound is strikingly clear with a fine 
transient performance. On the basis of its 
sound quality ratings as well as its modest 
price, the HB1 attains 'Best Buy' status.

Forward characteristic response (Vj octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)..................................... 47 x 29 x 23cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).................. (10)-BOW
Recommended placement........... ................ ......... open stands
Frequency response, within "3dB, a 2 metres .... 65Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre........................55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.813V, or 1W into Behrns at 1 metre..........................90dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres .... 104dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)................................. good
Forward response uniformity..........................................fairly good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT..................................................£139

/0 Hi 50 100 ?00 500 I K 2K SK 10K ?OK

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Heybrook HB2
Mecom Acoustics. Knighton Hill. Wembury. Plymouth. Devon
Tel (0752) 863188______ ____________________________

British made and designed using French Audax 
units. the compact H82 speaker is intended to be 
unobtrusive when mounted on light stands about 
0.5 m away from the back wall of a listening room. 
This is a design showing great attention to detail: 
for example. the reflex port - a tube I05 mm Jong 
by 28mm diameter - would be expected to suffer 
from audible distortion due to its small size. but by 
locating it on the cabinet rear and damping the exit 
with a soft foam ring. this is in fact kept to a 
minimum. The 12 litre braced chipboard cabinet is 
heavily damped by bituminous pads as well as a 
thick foam lining. The 25 mm soft dome and 
I60mm bextrene cone drivers are mounted verti 
cally in line behind the acoustically transparent 
low diffraction grille.

Tbc good qunlity .rnd complex uussuvei com
prises some 13 elements including resistors. and is 
described as including phase compensation for the 
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drivers to provide a smooth amplifier load.

Lab results
Very good pair matching was exhibited with the 
discrepancies barely greater than the linewidth on 
a B& K chart. The lab sensitivity was rather low at 
84d8/W suggesting a minimum of 30W/channel: 
with a IOOW ceiling. a modest maximum sound 
level of 96dBA is possible in a typical room. The 
low frequency rolloff was nominally at 60Hz. 
-6d8. but some extension to 40Hz was apparent 
on the axial sinewave curve and this would be 
present in normal room conditions. Limits of 
±4d8 were required to contain the sinewave 
response which was otherwise reasonably uniform.

Subjected to ‘«-octave analysis the response 
may be seen to elevate by 2d8 or so above 500Hz: 
if referred to the lower level. the bass extension is 
good for the box size. Around the 3kHz crossover 
point the same unevenness was present, and the 
tendency to a loss in output here was exaggerated 
on the^ 15 above^ vertical response. This speaker 
should be more or less at ear level for the best 
results. On the lateral axis the responses were 
good and furthermore showed that the most neutral 
subjective balance will be obtained with the 
speakers over-angled inwards.

96dB was quite a high level for this box size. and 
yet the crucial third harmonic distortion was 
reasonably low until below 90Hz. Second 
harmonic values were also acceptable at 2.5%. 
400Hz and around 2%. 5-IOkHz. However the 
IOOW pulsed input caused some problems. for 
while the 0.2d8 compression was slight at 500Hz. 
4% of second harmonic distortion was also 
recorded: fortunately at 5 kHz the behaviour was 
near perfect. With an average value of I0 ohms. 
the HB2 was considered a good amplifier load 
despite the rapidly falling impedance above I OkHz 
(tapering to below 4 ohms. 30kHz).

Sound quality
Rated consistently at’good throughout the listen
ing tests. ihe H82 clearly did well for its price. The 
bass was plausible if lacking in power on the live 
comparisons: 60-SOW of peak bass guitar could 
occasionally •crack' it. The light and open balance 
suited live percussion sounds. and coloration was 
low.Oii C(mnnercial programme stereo imaging was 
good. with a line representation of space and 
depth. Again the bass was more than satisfactory if



but in a smooth and acceptable manner.

Size I h. w. D) . .

30 IOOW

A

the speaker was not driven too hard. and the 
balance tended to openness with light sibilance,

a restricted maximum level 
the HB2 was a refined low

Weight.................................................................
Recommended amplifier power per channel 

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)

Summary
Although possessing 
and power handling,

Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m) 
Distortion (96dB at I m) .
Distortion (IOOW peak)..........
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............

96dBA 
....... gixxi 

acceptable 
gimd

. 41. 23. 23 (16. 9. Y j cm( tnchcs) 
8 I I 8) kgilbs)

Recommended placement. . . open shelf or stand
Frequency response within ±3dB (2m).............. 65 Hz 20kHz
Low frequency rolloff (—6dB) at I m..............................................60Hz
Voltage sensitivity (ref 2.83V. ie: I watt in 8 ohms) at I m.......... 84dB

t]i)^)

- ■ —I
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20 200100 500 Ik 10k 20k
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coloration performer of compact dimensions. It 
gave a good overall sound quality as well as a 
consistent character throughout the frequency 
range, and is undoubtedly worthy of recommenda
tion. This was Heybook's first venture into the 
commercial world and it represents a welcome 
addition to the market

1\

l 
lOdB 

l
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MONDAY-SUNDAY 9.00-6.00

LATE NIGHT FRIDAY TILL 8.00

^^

"f\

HEYBROOK HBI

BESTBUY
HifichoicF

BESTBUY
HifichoicF

CASTLE CLYDE

Bonsai is a Japanese technique for 
miniaturising trees whilst preserving all 
their natural characteristics. This is 
exactly what we have done with our 
new British invented and manufactured 
loudspeaker.
Based on a newly developed single full 
range driver the diminitive "Musician 
Bonsai" has all the qualities of the best, 
large multi way systems without some 
of their vices.
For details write or phone 
051.709.0427
Merseyside Acoustic Developments, 
Merseyside Innovation Centre, 
131 Mount Pleasant, 
Liverpool, L3 5TF.

MONITOR AUDIO 
R352

BESTBUY
HifichoicF

Hi-fi for the discerning

Basically Sound

f BESTBUY \
HifichoicF

SPENDOR PRELUDE

PLEASE CALL IN FOR DEMONSTRATION
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, B&N, BOSE, CASTLE, 
CELESTION, GOODMANS, HEYBROOK, !AS, JBL, 
MARANTZ, MISSION, MONITOR AUDIO, 
MORDAUNT SHORT, QUAD, ROTEL, SPENDOR, 
TANNOY WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA
244-256 STATION ROAO, 
ADDLESTONE, SURREY, 
WEYBRIDGE (0932) 54522/51753/43769

THE SOUND 
IMPROVEMENT 

COMPANY

OF NORFOLK
OLD SCHOOL, SCHOOL RD, tRACONASH 

NR. NORWICH. TEL: 0508 70829
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All Motorways Lead to The Best 
2studios 

in Greater 

MANCHESTER

FORGET THE AMATEURS 
COME TO THE PROFESSIONALS

<—> LLOYD PATON (LPM) LTD.,
J\ URMSTON SHOPPING PRECINCT, 

ml (Opposite Cordon Bleu), „nARK
URMSTON, MANCHESTER.iCAF ORoC \
TELEPHONE061-747 9722 \ 40Ctt.P.Sj

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 9am-5.30pm
TUESDAY & THURSDAY9am-7.30pm

ALL USUAL CREDIT & INSTANT FINANCE FACILITIES
THE LEADING NAME FOR 21 YEARS. J
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IAS 808
Integrated Audio Systems, 18 High Road, Swaythling, Southampton, S02 2JH 
Tel (0703) 553473

A compact 'walnut' vinyl covered speaker with 
an acoustically sound foam grille, the BOB is the 
smallest speaker IAS make, with an internal 
volume of approximately 9 litres. Despite this, 
the interior is complex, comprising a folded 
closed line design, supplemented by a rear 
slotted port. This is quite large, tuning the 
system to a bass resonance at 100Hz, and thus 
curtailing the response below that point.

A 100mm frame SEAS driver with a doped 
pulp cone serves for the bass/midrange, while 
a Philips tweeter covers the remainder, this a 
modified 25mm fabric dome unit. A hole is 
present in the apex into which some wadding 
has been stuffed, presumably to control the 
upper breakup modes. The internal wiring is 
hand soldered, though the crossover is a bit 
frail, boing built on perforated board. A pair of 
4mm sockets are provided on the rear for 
amplifier connection, and the enclosure is 
98 

highly rigid, owing to the internal bracing 
introduced by the labyrinth construction.

Sound quality
While rated rather below average, the listening 
tests results were not a disaster for the 808. It 
did sound a bit 'thin' with a lightweight tonal 
balance but was quite well controlled. Bass as 
we know it was lacking yet upper bass detail 
was quite well presented, although the mid was 
rather boxy and also had a tendency to 
nasality.

Panelists described a 'hazy' quality, showing 
as a lack of fine detail and furthermore stereo 
depth was rather restricted. Overall it sounded 
rather like a small box design, something other 
miniatures do manage to disguise — take for 
example the 3/5a or the Solitaire.

Lab report
Pair matching was fine over the whole range 
with only minor 0.75dB deviations. The axial 
reference response suggested a 87dB/W 
average sensitivity and a lumpy characteristic. 
Mid and treble prominences were apparent 
while ±5dB limits were required for a 80Hz to 
20kHz range. Against the 87dB reference, the 
—6dB rolloff was at a high 86Hz.

Out at a 2 metre microphone spacing, the 
forward response family showed a tidy well 
integrated set of traces. The mid treble plateau 
was clearly shown, amounting to 3dB relative 
to the reference 200Hz point.

At a 96dB spl level the 808 was clearly 
working very hard with second harmonic 
distortion at 3% mid band and with a peak in 
third at 2kHz. At 50Hz the true distortion 
percentage approached 30% for third 
harmonic, so the speaker does not like to be 
driven hard (ie, with more than 10W sinewave).

Some distortion improvement was noted at 
86dB spl, but it was still higher than average. 
The intermodulation result was also poorer 
than usual at —33dB and the mid band 
compression registered a considerable 2.2dB.

The impedance curve was most uniform and 
almost flat at 7 ohms, over most of the range. 
As a load this speaker was straightforward, and 
with a 50W power handling, (with care!) it 
should be capable of around 99dB in a typical 
room.

Computer averaged the room response 
3howed the mid and treble peaks, as w*ll ai, Il no: 
significantly depressed mid range, while the 
bass falls awcry below 80Hz.



Summary
Considering its poor bass range, forward mid 
range and lumpy response, the 808 has not 
actually done too badly. However the 
significant level of coloration as well as 
restricted dynamic range do also tell against it, 
together with its poor bass power handling, 
and these characteristics together combine to 
rule out any recommendation here, bearing in 
mind a retail price approaching £200 a pair.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................... 33 x 20 x 22cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............. (15)-50W
Recommended placement....................................................shelf
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.............. see text 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre....................86Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................87dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.....99dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good
Forward response uniformity..........................................good +
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £199

Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis. 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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^JBL L46
'/ Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks

Tel (0753) 76911
SL2 500

This two-way JBL compact encloses a 35 litre 
volume and is best suited to free space stand 
mounting, though at a pinch a shelf could be 
used. The system is reflex-tuned to 35Hz by a 
5cm diameter port, backed by a 13cm tube. 
Both the drivers are made by JBL, and 
comprise a 25mm hard fabric dome tweeter, 
with a 220mm high power reinforced pulp cone 
bass unit. The latter is built on a die cast 
chassis with a generous magnet. The rigid 
enclosure is built from 20mm thick chipboard, 
and is excellently veneered in walnut. The 
20mm thick grille panel is unrebated and this 
will cause treble reflections. The interior is 
lined with bonded mineral fibre and the six 
element plus one resistor •crossover is of 
exaP.llP.nt quality RAm r:nnnP.r:tinn is viri thR 
usual JBL recessed screw lock binding posts, 
and for the price the workmanship is very good, 
particularly so bearing in mind the cost 

penalties for an imported model.

Sound quality
The L46 did well scoring a 'good' overall rating, 
which is a fine result for the price. The panel's 
comments were most interesting as they 
appeared to find a number of points to criticise 
and yet at the same time, they liked the overall 
result enough to score it well.

The speaker demonstrated power, impact 
and truthfulness in the bass though with some 
overhang in the extreme registers. The mid was 
clear and articulate but had a touch of 'edge' 
and hardness — fine for bass percussion but a 
bit wearing on voice and piano. The treble also 
gave good detail but could sound slightly 
metallic and brash. Stereo focusing was good, 
particularly with the grille detached, and both 
stereo depth and the recording acoustic were 
well presented. Dynamics were excellently 
portrayed, and it cold also play very loud, 
handling the 400W peak input with full control. 
However 150W is probably a sensible 
maximum for normal use.

Lab report
Pair matching was not outstanding, with ±1dB 
variations cropping up at various points in the 
range. Sensitivity was noted at 87dB/W which 
was about average, with a -6dB bass rolloff 
point at 48Hz showing good low frequency 
extension. The rolloff below this was also quite 
shallow. Axial response was pretty uniform 
with or without the grille, and ±2.5dB limits 
sufficed for 55Hz to 20kHz, a far cry from the 
older 'roller coaster' curves this company 
produced! With a 200W power capacity, decent 
105dBA sound levels can be produced by a pair 
in a room.

Out at 2 metres the family of responses was 
tidy in the lateral plane but at l5° above, a 
crossover phase dip occurred at 3kHz. The 
suggestion is therefore to mount it so that the 
top of the cabinet is close to ear level, or 
alternatively tilt the speaker to get the same 
result. At 96dB a fair amount of second 
harmonic was produced and third rose to 1% in 
the midrange while holding below this level at 
100Hz. At the lower 86dB sound level the 
distortions were improved though third 
remained high at 1kHz, 0.8%. On the 
intmmoniilntion nnfl r.omnrnRRion IP.Rt thA 
former read -44dB, the latter 0.7dB, both fine 
results. The impedance curve suggested that 
this was essentially an 8 ohm model, though it
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does dip to 5 ohms at 4.5kHz, so really weak 
amplifier models should be avoided.

The room curve showed a well-balanced 
response above 60Hz, though with some 
presence excess at 3-4kHz — perhaps this is 
the edge or 'hardness' we noted on audition. 
The low bass was excessive but welcome 
nonetheless, with its extension to 25Hz.

Summary
This JBL has a lot to offer for the price. It has a 
deep powerful bass, a sharp clear midband and 
good dynamics, and is also faithful to recorded 
acoustics suiting both rock and classical 
material. Despite its faults the panel liked it a 
lot. Its technical data is also pretty good, while 
build quality is excellent, and the L46therefore 
becomes the first JBL speaker to win a Best 
Buy rating in HFC!

Forward characteristic response (VJ octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30" lateral, tong dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in roomGENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................ 52.5 x 32 x 29cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............ (15)-150W
Recommended placement.................................. on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3d8 at 2 metres.........52Hz^20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( — 6d8 point) at 1 metre....................48Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................87d8/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ,...105dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).............................good
Forward response uniformity...............................................good
Typical price per pair, including VAT................................... £240 Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 

input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK 10K 20K

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic)

20 Hz SO 100 200 500 IK 2K SK 10K 20K

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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JBL L86
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD 
Tel (0753) 76911

The L86can be regarded as a three-way version 
of the L46 also reviewed in this issue. Since 
the '46works so well, one wonders at the need 
for the '86particularly since the cost penalty is 
quite severe.

Fractionally larger than the '46 at 37 litres 
this speaker is tuned to a low 32Hz by a 5cm 
port 15cm long, which is too long in my view. 
Bass is handled by a 220mm reinforced pulp 
cone driver, with mid frequencies allocated to a 
light pulp cone 115mm unit and the treble to a 
22mm aluminised fabric dome tweeter. The box 
is plain 20mm thick chipboard, finished in 
natural walnut veneer, with a reflective 20mm 
thick unrebated grille frame. Internal 
construction was good, with a hard-wired, top 
quality crossover using special 'speed up' 
nananitnrn SAVPn mriin p|pmpnt5 i\rlw involved, 
plus five power resistors. Screw wire clamps 
are used for rear electrical connection and, in 
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contrast to previous JBL models, no controls 
are present on the fascia. The L86 performed 
best when stand mounted, well clear of local 
boundaries; we used a heavy grade, 42cm high 
stand with integral floor spikes.

Sound quality
While the LB6 performed well on the panel 
listening test, its absolute merit expressed as a 
numerical score was almost the same as for 
the L46, the difference being, statistically, well 
within the error deviation. Its obvious qualities 
included a detailed clear projections, good 
stereo focus fairly good depth and an ability to 
'read' the recording acoustic. It also 
demonstrated a wide range, powerful output.

On the minus side, the low bass was a trifle 
overpowering at times though the upper bass 
remained tuneful and articulate. The mid could 
sound somewhat metallic and hard, a familiar 
characteristic of this series of JBL mid range 
units, while the treble was a touch forward and 
'zippy'.

Power handling was very good, and it could 
produce excitingly high sound pressure levels.

Lab report
The reference sensitivity measured 87.5dB 
which was about average, with the axial 
response meeting ±2.5dB limits 50Hz to 20kHz. 
The —6dB bass point showed good extension 
to 40Hz. Pair matching was fairly good with 
minor ±0.75dB variations at a few points, the 
dotted line suggesting that the grille did not 
impose too greatly on the frequency response. 
Out at 2 metres, the forward response family 
suggested some forwardness in the mid and 
treble, with a slightly 'lightweight' overall 
balance. The family of curves indicated very 
good lateral performance but phase loss was 
clear in the vertical plane, 15° above; this 
speaker should be used with the treble 
directed at the listener's head.

Impedance did not fall below 6.4 ohms, and 
an 8 ohm rating is thus appropriate. Drive to a 
96dB spl, both second and third harmonic 
distortion were fairly low, and improved still 
further at 86dB. Low frequency distortion was 
particularly fine with good compression at 
0.9dB; the intermodulation product was a trifle 
high however at -33dB.

Examining the room rocponco, tho opoolrnr 
showed some mild forwardness, with a 
'sharpness' at the extreme treble and the bass



rose excessively below 50Hz, a feature also 
noted on audition. In theory this system could 
be run at a higher electromagnetic damping 
level to trim the bass lift and improve system 
efficiency.

Summary
The L86 is another fine JBL speaker but in 
some respects is not quite as tidy as the L46, 
while at the same time costing rather more. It 
offers a wide dynamic range, with low 
distortion, and despite the heavy level of low 
bass, this speaker is clearly a contender for 
recommendation.

Forward characteristic response (Yi octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).................................. 54 x 33 x 27cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)..........(15)-200W 
Recommended placement......................................on. open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres......... 45Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre......................40Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Behrns at 1 metre)............87.5dB/W 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....106d8A 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive).......................very good
Forward response uniformity...................................................good
Typical price per pair, including VAT......................................£375

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

20 Hz 51) UN) )1M\ MM) )K ?k 5k )0k ?0k
Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

?o T- -

?0 Hz 50 100 200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

JBL 196
Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 5DD 
Tel (0753) 76911

The L96 is a derivative of the JBL L110, reviewed 
in the last edition. But in contrast to the 110 
with its staggered drive unit mounting and 
310mm bass unit, the 96 is a true vertical-in-line 
system, employing a 250mm reflex-loaded bass 
driver.

JBL have an acknowledged ability to craft 
bass drivers and the standard achieved with the 
unit in the L96 is exemplary. The large SGF high- 
linearity ventilated magnet is fitted on a 
massive 75mm pole motor system, built on a 
die-cast aluminium frame. The rigid, slightly 
concave, doped cone has a foam surround.

Reflex-tuned to a low 26Hz the 40 litre 
enclosure is fitted with a rather long cranked 
ducted port 230mm by 75mm in diameter. JBL's 
usual pulp cone 100mm driver is used for the 
midrange, while a further developed version of 
their 25mm hard fabric aluminised dome unit 
covers the treble.
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A fine-quality high-power crossover marries 
the output of the three units, electrical 
connection being made via the bare wire 
clamping posts. Surprisingly, though, the 
internal wiring was joined up by spring clip 
push-on terminals, rather than being hard 
soldered.

Superbly veneered, the enclosure is rigidly 
built in extra high-density chipboard but is not 
damped internally. The grille design also leaves 
something to be desired, in presenting a 
reflective step near to the tweeter (see graphs).

Sound quality
Opinions on this speaker showed some 
variation from panelist to panelist, some finding 
a few problems while others thought it lively and 
powerful. However on balance an average score 
was attained, which was not too inspiring.

Some coloration was evident — a midrange 
sharpness and hardness plus a trace of metallic 
sound and a mild treble roughness and dull
ness; all in all an odd combination. At times it 
sounded a trifle 'wooden', and the low bass 
could appear excessive although the upper 
bass registers were pleasingly well 
differentiated with fine 'attack'.

Stereo focusing was quite good, with gener
ally satisfactory instrumental detail as well as 
moderate depth effects. Overall we felt digital 
master programme gave better results than 
analogue.

Lab results
Sensitivity was well above average at 89dB/W 
but our samples showed a 1dB pair imbalance 
in the bass and midrange, with an instance of 
2dB imbalance in the treble — in practice 
adjustment of the level control could help 
matters here. The grille definitely has a 
deleterious effect on the response (dotted line 
for grille removed) and is responsible for many 
of the treble aberrations. The - 6dB rolloff was 
quite low at 40Hz due to the extra-low-frequency 
tuning, with good extension still present to still 
lower frequencies.

At 2metres several factors were revealed. 
First, the mid was generally dominant by a 
couple of dB, this tendency emphasised by the 
upper-treble suckout and the poor mid-through- 
treble integration, while the treble peaked up 
towards the end of its range and was none too 
even. The lateral nff-axiR r.urve.R wwa fin a hut 
the 15° above-axis response showed a stereo 
loss, indicating a listening axis well onto the 
midrange driver. The output only just fitted the



nominal ±3dB limits from 50Hz to 18kHz.
Room-averaged, the mid-dominance was 

again demonstrated and the treble was too flat; 
a gentle rolloff above 6kHz is needed for a 
correct sound with this curve. The extreme bass 
also showed the excess heard on test.

Measured at 96dB, distortion was low and 
averaged 0.3% second harmonic with rather 
less third. At 86dB distortion was exemplary 
throughout and well ahead of the field.

At a couple of points the impedance dipped 
to 5ohms, and demonstrated and average of 
7ohms, a result below the 8ohm standard but 
still reasonably easy to drive.

Summary
This is a speaker worthy of consideration on the 
basis of its reasonable scoring and the fact that 
some panelists favoured it quite strongly. It 
provides very low distortion, extended bass and 
a wide dynamic range plus a good transient 
performance especially on percussion. Stereo 
presentation is also above average. The mid and 
treble level controls might be considered to help 
or hinder, depending on taste. The L96 did 
sound better with the grille off, and fortunately 
looked presentable used this way. This model 
will certainly be some men's meat, but could 
prove another's poison — an idiosyncratic 
speaker.

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83 V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth). .................  60 x 36 x 30cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)...........(10)-200W 
Recommended placement............................................open stands
Frequency response, within ± 3d8, a 2 metres.................see text
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................... 40Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Bohms at 1 metre   ..................... 89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres. , .. 107dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............. ......... fairly good 
Forward response uniformity....................  fair
Typical price per pair inc VAT..................................................... £5 80

Impeqance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

IBLL1SOA ______________
Harman Audio UK Ltd., Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 500. Tel (07 53) 7691 1

Previously reviewed and recommended, the L150 
now carries an A suffix denoting the substitution 
of a new and improved treble unit, distinguished 
by a protection grille, and further crossover refine
ments. An imposing structure just over a meter 
high, the vertical-in-line driver array comprises a 
305 mm auxiliary low frequency radiator of 
exceptional throw, plus a high power 305mm 
bass unit fitted with a rigid coated-pulp cone and 
built on a die-cast frame. A high linearity ceramic 
magnet system is employed. The traditional 
1OOmm pulp cone mid unit is positioned above 
the bass driver and is followed by a 25mm 
aluminised dome tweeter, the latter a hardened 
phenolic linen structure. The crossover possesses 
good power handling with low loss components, 
and the mid and treble level controls are now 
marked with an ‘O’ ‘flat’ position in addition to 
boost or cut. (JBL used to deny the existence of a 
flat curve, preferring to let the customer choose it 
for himself in the final listening position).
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The internal volume is large at 110 litres, with 
the massive and rigid enclosure built from high 
density chipboard fitted with extensive bracing 
and a fibreglass acoustic absorption fill. Externally 
the American walnut veneer was of the highest 
quality.

For the new review the speaker was fully 
auditioned and substantially re-measured. While 
the 2 metre and distortion curves refer to the 
previous version, they are still relevant, the only 
exception being the treble lift above 15kHz 
which on the new version is now replaced by a 
gentle rolloff.

Lab performance
The new axial reference curve was remarkably 
similar to the previous samples right up to 6kHz, 
beyond which the slightly ragged character plus 
oft-criticised peak at 19 kHz has been replaced 
by a smoother trend, plus a gentle hump at 
15kHz, rolling off thereafter. The sensitivity 
remains high at 89dB/W, and the drive charac
teristic with a minimum impedance of 5.5 ohms 
was rated as average, and should embarrass very 
few amplifiers.

As the existing forward characteristic shows, 
the L 150A is a very well integrated system, 
especially considering its size. The low frequency 
response was superbly extended to a -6dB point 
at 32 Hz, gently tapering below 200 Hz to improve 
the room energy balance(which tends to augment 
the lower frequencies by a few dB or so). It is 
essentially well balanced as the reference 
response indicates, +/-3dB limits sufficing for a 
33 Hz to 19 kHz range, even sinewave measured.

At 96dB distortion levels were very low through
out the range, typically around 0.4% and re
maining well below 0.3% at 90dB. Fed 100W 
peak power pulses the system exhibited negligible 
compression at both 500Hz and 5kHz, while a 
mild 3.10°% 3rd harmonic was recorded at the 
lower frequency; elsewhere the remaining 
measured harmonics were consistently low, which 
is indicative of a fine dynamic range.

With 500W peak power handling, the 150A is 
capable of a hall-filling 111dBA and should 
satisfy all but the most insensitive disco fan. 
Room averaging showed an interesting inter
action, with the 1OOHz to 5kHz range exemplary 
at +/-2dB although above 5kHz the rolloff 
should have been smoother and slower. Below 
100 Hz the strong low frequency output of this 
model produced an elevated response right 
down to 40Hz, and by implication a touch of low 
bass cut on an accompanying amplifier may be 
necessary in some situations.



Sound quality
The L150A continued to set a high subjective 
standard throughout the listening tests. On the 
live comparisons it showed some mild colorations, 
and was inferior in this respect to the smaller 
classic BBC designs; 'boxiness', 'nasality', slight 
'sibilance’ and 'hollowness' were all noted. But on 
the plus side the frequency balance was highly 
neutral, with a well-defined and crisp, clear 
rendition.

On stereo programme the speaker gave a 'big' 
sound, partly as a result of its physical height and 
its wide bandwidth. The bass was superbly clear 
and unusually extended, if slightly excessive, 
while 1 OOOW of electric bass guitar was handled 
without knocking or distortion. Stereo imaging 
was to a good standard, with fine detail, well 
articulated vocals, and promising depth. Overall 
the effect was a trifle 'hard', which suited rock 
programme best, but results were impressive on 
all material, with plenty of information reproduced.

Summary
Continued refinements have helped to maintain 
the competitiveness of this model, and despite 
its high UK price it provides a sufficiently good 
standard of sound quality to deserve continued 
recommendation. Its particular merits include 
low distortion, a wide dynamic range and ex
ceptional power handling, plus above average 
sensitivity, clear articulate sound with great bass 
extension, and an essentially neutral frequency 
balance. Finally the system is relatively easy to 
drive, and is superbly engineered and finished.

chamber LF, dotting shows response without

GENERAL DATA

Size (h x w x di.....................................................  105.4 x 43 x 33cm
Weight..................................................................................................36kg
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)........... (10}-500W 
Recommended placement.............................on floor clear of walls
Frequency response within ± 3d8 (2m)...............35Hz to 18kHz
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m........................................... 32Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref 2.83V. ie: 1 watt in 8 ohms) at 1m............................89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m)...............111 dBA
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive).............................average
Forward response uniformity....................     . very good
Typical priceperpairincVAT £1000when reviewed. now £1350

ZO Ht 50 100 200 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 201'.

Frequency response, 1 m sinewave, plus 2nd 
(solid) and 3rd (dashed) harmonic distortion at 
96dS
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JPW JP1
JPW Loudspeakers Ltd, PO Box 31, Plymouth, Devon PL1 1YH 
Tel (0752) 784284

Least expensive of a range of speakers 
designed and produced by a small UK 
company, the JP1 is a standard-formula budget 
two way design. Selling for a modest £90, it is 
distinguished by a real wood veneer in a price 
category where most are vinyl coated. The 
cabinet is a 19 litre sealed-box enclosure, 
solidly constructed from 19mm chipboard, its 
interior lined with acoustic fibre. The 9mm 
thick grille panel is unrebated.

Bass is covered by a 200mm VI.FA unit with a 
modest magnet, this fitted with a straight sided 
pulp cone. Treble is allotted to a second VIFA 
unit, this a 19mm polyamide soft dome, and a 
standard four element 12dB/octave crossover 
divides the signal electrically.

External finish is very good while the general 
specification suggests shelf or stand 
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mounting, the latter arrangement probably 
giving the best results in practice.

Sound quality
The JP1 scored below average on the tests but 
not too seriously so, in view of the modest 
price. Panel comments were mixed. Over and 
above a basically satisfactory sound, 
criticisms of a boxy and thickened effect were 
made, and while the bass was respectable it 
lacked real extension. The tonal balance was 
lightweight and the upper range showed some 
uneveness, varying in effect according to 
programme. Both a sharpness and a 'wirey' 
coloration were evident, and the upper treble 
was sometimes rather prominent. Stereo 
images were quite well focused but again, the 
depth effect was variable, with different 
programme. Sometimes it sounded OK, but on 
occasion, the sound was best described as 
more two dimensional.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good, within ±0.3dB 
over the whole range. Reference sensitivity 
was high at a mean 90dB/W, and with a 10GW 
power handling, a pair will be capable of 
105dBA; even 15W amps will give quite decent 
sound levels. The —6dB bass rolloff came in at 
a typical 60Hz and despite the grille rebating, 
the dotted trace showed the significantly 
smoother response obtainable with grille 
removed.

Out at 2 metres, the smoothed output still 
showed some tendency to lumpiness, with a 
plateau around 1kHz and minor peaks at 15kHz. 
Nevertheless ±2dB limits sufficed for an 80Hz 
to 20kHz response. Driven to the 96dB sound 
level, requiring only a modest 4W input, the 
J PW distortion was about average at around 
1% over most of the range. At the lower 86dB 
spl, third harmonic distortion reduced to the 
0.3% level, while second remained much the 
same. Compression measured —1.4dB, poorer 
than average, but intermodulation was rather 
better, at —44dB.

From the impedance graph, the system 
resonance was seen at 88Hz. The impedance 
variation was small, averaging 7 ohms, with a 
small dip to 6 at 15kHz, which is pretty 
harmless. In view of the high sensitivity, this 
loudspeaker should not present any problems 
for any modern amplifiers.

The room-integrated response illustrated the



'lumpy' nature more clearly, with almost a 
three-humped response present with a forward 
midrange. The treble 'bites' a little at 5kHz and 
while the bass was fairly extended, it rolled 
away a little too soon. Realignment to 88dB 
plus better driver integration at crossover 
would help matters a lot here.

Summary
Despite the above discussion of its various 
character quirks, the JP1 remains a well- 
crafted, well-finished speaker offering a good 
general performance, and the subjectiv ratings 
also suggest good value. It is both sensitive 
and easy to drive, thus qualifying for 
recommendation, though a personal audition is 
advisable, to see whether its tonal quality 
appeals to you.

Forward characteristic response (V3 octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30" lateral, long dash 
45' lateral).

GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth)............................ 44 x 26 x 26.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(10)-100W 
Recommended placement.............................. on stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........65Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre.......... .....60Hz 
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre).................. 90dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ....105dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good
Forward response uniformity.. ............   good
Typical price per pair, including VAT...................................... £90

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

This miniature speaker has been available for 
some years now and is still popular. We felt that 
it was time to look at a current pair again, and in 
the event, this proved a highly worthwhile 
exercise.

Apparently best suited to wall mounting, the 
Kub is rigidly constructed in chipboard and is 
well finished in real wood veneer on all surfaces. 
The internal volume is a diminutive 51itres, 
(LS3/5a size), reflex tuned to 40Hz by a rather 
too-small 35mm diameter port, whose duct runs 
to a 120mm length (not the preferred ratio). The 
grille is unrebated, but this does not upset the 
output, due to the large treble unit employed — 
an unlikely-looking 87mm flared paper/pulp 
cone tweeter. Bass and midrange are handled 
by an above-averaoe lona-throw 130mm pulp 
cone unit built on a die-cast chassis.

The crossover comprises seven elements, 
including two power resistors, and is of good 

commercial quality, electrical connection for 
this speaker being via 4mm sockets on the 
back.

No panel damping is used or felt to be 
necessary but the cabinet interior is lined with 
acoustically absorbent plastic foam plus a 
volume filling of long-haired wool. Over the 
years the price has changed very little and the 
system is still available at around £82 a pair.

Sound quality
Wall-mounted, facing ahead, that is not directed 
inwards (see axial and off axis curves) the Kub 
proved remarkably successful in pleasing the 
listening panel. It scored 'above average' which 
is very good for the price. Positive qualities 
included a fine level of clarity, transparency and 
detail, and it also sounded open and lively. 
Positioning inevitably affected the stereo 
presentation, but the image was still quite well 
focused with some depth.

Low bass was clearly missing, but the upper 
bass was present in good balance and could 
produce surprising levels on bass percussion. 
Upper-bass notes were felt to be sufficiently 
articulate and actually better than average.

On the minus side the treble had a distinctly 
breathy zingy quality — even a scratchy effect 
— which was emphasised on poor programme. 
Nonetheless the panel score sheets clearly 
showed that some listeners were fooled into 
thinking that the Kub was much larger than it 
really was.

Lab results
Examined for pair matching the treble level on 
one speaker was 1.5dB more than the other — a 
greater difference than I would like but still 
satisfactory at the price. Average sensitivity 
was a little below the norm at 85dB/W, but it 
proved capable of withstanding considerable 
power inputs with a sensible 75W maximum 
allowing quite good sound levels of up to 99dBA 
from a pair. The reference response gave a 
-6dB rolloff at a modest 63Hz.

At 2metres, the response showed some 
lumpiness notably a 3-4dB treble upward shelf, 
also heard on the auditioning. Forward 
integration was quite good at angles up to 30° 
off-axis and began to fail more quickly in the 
treble at 45°. A 30° off-axis listening position 
gave the best overall result, typified in use by 
snmpwhat nver-wirlp wall-mounted positioning, 
beaming straight ahead.

Measured at 96dB the Kub (not unexpectedly) 
produced some distortion peaking at 9%
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second harmonic at 150Hz and 3% at 10kHz, 
with third harmonic somewhat better. 
Fortunately a reduction in level to 86d8 resulted 
in a major improvement and so overall, the 
distortion performance here was quite 
satisfactory.

Room averaged, the response showed some 
lumpiness but a tolerably good balance. The 
treble should not rise as it does here towards 
12kHz, and it also falls away too suddenly 
above this. Reasonable bass was available 
down to 50Hz in the room, the low frequency 
irregularity being typical of wall mounting.

The Kub's impedance averaged 10ohms with 
a minor dip to 5.6ohms at 14kHz, thus rating as 
a good amplifier load.

Summary
Against the latest introductions, the Kub faces 
some strong competition, but is still recom
mended in this issue. It packs a surprisingly 
clean and detailed punch, with a pleasing tonal 
quality, and it offers unobtrusive wall mounting. 
The treble is its weak area, and bright pickup 
cartridges should be avoided with this speaker. 
With a 'rounded' cartridge characteristic and a 
clean tuner or digital programme, this small 
loudspeaker can perform surprisingly well.

20 Hj '50’"" 100'”" ’?00’ r~QQ ” ?k " 5k 10k ?Ok
Forward characteristic response (Vj octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral. long dash 

‘45 lateral).

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)..................................... 29 x18 x21cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).................— 75W
Recommended placement . ......................... / : ,
Frequency response, within :!: 3dB, a 2 metres
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre........................ 69Hz-
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre....................... 85dlAW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres 99c RA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)................................. good
Forward response uniformity...................................................fair

?ii Ht io 1 on ?on \oo ■ ■: *
Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.

Typical price per pair, inc VAT...........£82 when reviewed, now £89

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at B6dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic)
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KEF Chorale III
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP 
Tel (0622) 672261

This miniature system is a sealed box design of 
just 9.5 litres internal volume. The 170mm 
steel-framed bass unit has a doped pulp cone 
with a critical flare, energised by a substantial 
magnet. A total of five elements are used in the 
good-quality crossover, this also using two 
attenuating resistors. Treble is handled by the 
KEF-Matsushita 25mm fabric dome.

Rigidly constructed in 15mm chipboard, the 
cabinet is finished in a restrained 'walnut' 
vinyl. Internally, the panels are double grooved 
to disperse the dominant resonant modes, and 
clip-on internal wiring is used. However, good 
quality 4mm socket/binding posts are 
employed for electrical connection to the 
system amplifier at the rear.

The grille is built using a 12mm thick 
unrebated panel, and Is probably better left off 
for critical listening, a finding which indeed 
was confirmed by the lab results.

Sound quality
The Chorale did comparatively well in the 
listening tests, scoring a little below average, 
this a fine result for its price category.

The marks were decent, but the panel was 
nonetheless fairly critical of certain aspects of 
the sound. They correctly identified it as a 
small box with a lack of real bass as well as a 
rather lightweight acoustic. Some 'boxy' and 
'nasal' coloration was evident, and it was not 
very successful in conveying space or depth 
ambience in the stereo image; conversely, 
frontal focus was good and the speaker 
sounded open and clear.

Driven to high levels, the sound hardened, 
while the bass, none too explicit anyway, 
became softer, attenuated and without detail. 
Hard rock did not really suit it and 40-50W is 
probably a realistic maximum input.

Lab report
The reference response indicated a 86.5dB 
sensitivity, which was just average. The -6dB 
bass rolloff was at 66Hz, again about average 
for the size. The dotted line on the reference 
response clearly shows the improvement to be 
gained by removing the grille, in particular as 
regards the 2kHz to 10kHz range. Grille off, it 
met ±2dB limits from 90Hz to 20kHz but with 
evidence of a premature rolloff at low 
frequencies. Pair matching was extraordinary, 
to within ±0.3dB overall!

Out at 2 metres, the speaker displayed an 
excellent set of off-axis responses, a model for 
any competent two way design. The output was 
highly uniform, and defied criticism, except in 
respect of the bass rolloff.

Working hard at a 96dB sound pressure level, 
the low frquency distortion averaged 2% but 
was pretty good at around 0.3%, mid to treble. 
By 86dB it had improved considerably and the 
speaker was quite clean when not overloaded. 
The 20W at 40Hz test clearly did overload it, 
with a 3.3dB compression, though the 
intermodulation product remained good at 
-40dB.

I mpedance did not fall below 6.6 ohms, and 
the Chorale therefore offers a straightforward 8 
ohm amplifier loading. System resonance was 
shown at 84Hz with the room averaged 
response confirming the shy bass, where a 
:wu-OOUHz plateau added to the 'boxiness' we 
noted. Above 1.6kHz, the output was well 
controlled, however.
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Summary
This neat little speaker cannot quite overcome 
its small dimensions and yet it manages to 
provide a smooth uniform sound of respectable 
quality. It suited classical programme more 
than it did rock, though its clear and open 
character was evident on both types of 
material.

The moderate sensitivity and power handling 
both suggest maximum levels of 98dB, which 
is enough for many purposes, and this together 
with the modest price and good build quality, 
means that the Chorale qualifies as a Best Buy.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...................../......37 x 22 x 18.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)...........(15)-50W 
Recommended placement.....................on open stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........ 80Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (- 6dB point) at 1 metre....................66Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)...............86.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.....98dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good

Forward characteristic response (VJ octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45 lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Forward response uniformity........................................ excellent
Typical price per pair, including VAT..... .................. £85

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

20 H/ 50 •oo ?00 )00 1 K ?K 5K WK 20k
Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading_
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KEF Coda III
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil; Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP
Tel (0622) 672261

Just squeezed into the last issue on the basis 
of a late audition, the current Coda is here 
given a full review. This popular budget 
speaker has a 19 litre enclosure and comprises 
a compact two way built from plain 15mm 
chipboard, vinyl finished. The interior panels 
are vertically grooved to about 112 the panel 
thickness which helps to distribute the main 
resonance, reducing its ‘Q‘ value.

The bass unit is a 210mm steel-frame driver 
fitted with a flared, doped pulp cone, energised 
by a moderate magnet. Made especially for 
KEF by Matsushita, the tweeter has a 25mm 
soft fabric dome impregnated with a damping 
compound, and a 12dB/octave four element 
crossover marries the two drivers at 3kHz. A 
series 450^F capacitor is also used to tune the 
hrtRR tn rt third nrrler 5ealed box low frequency 
alignment.

The grille baffle is an unrebated 12mm thick 

panel, and from critical listening it is better 
detached, while use on open stands will also 
improve matters. Electrical connection is by 
means of 4mm socket/binding posts.

Sound quality
The Coda Ill did well, scoring above average 
despite its modest price. Indeed the 
consistently good Coda results would seem to 
be something of an embarrassment for KEF's 
other product here reviewed!

First of all, it sounded smooth and well 
balanced, which is a good start. Fair bass 
extension was present and the bass was also 
quite detailed, if lacking in ultimate 
articulation. The mid was sweet enough with 
some boxiness and a 'paper' quality noted on 
occasion, with certain vocal tracks. Treble was 
unobtrusive, but could ring clearly on cymbals 
and triangle. Here the output emphasised the 
extreme treble, with less of the fundamental.

Stereo focus was fine with fair depth, this 
apparently limited by a degree of hollow and 
boxy coloration — by no means serious at the 
price. Up to 150W was handled well, with 100W 
representing a fair maximum power rating.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good, ±0.5dB or better 
over the frequency range. Reference sensitivity 
averaged 88dB/W, which was a little above 
average and with a 100W maximum capacity, 
sound levels of 103dB were provided from a 
stereo pair.

Out at 2 metres the family of forward 
responses looked very tidy, while the axial 
curve was most uniform. In fact, ±1.5dB 
sufficed for a 75Hz to 20kHz frequency range 
(grille off). A good tonal balance was shown.

Driven to 96dB sound pressure level, the 
distortion results were respectable with third 
harmonic under good control, and were at 1% 
or less above 100Hz. At 86dB, the distortion 
levels were improved, especially third 
harmonic which showed only a mild peak 
around 1-2kHz. 1.5dB of compression was 
apparent at 20W - 40Hz, which was mild, while 
the intermodulation product was better than 
—40dB. There was no problem with the load 
characteristic; never falling below 6 ohms, the 
impedance essentially met an 8 ohm standard, 
and will not upoct a modern amplifier.

The computed room response showed the 
fine balance of this design, really good for 40Hz
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to 1.6kHz, and depressed a little in the 
presence range; a characteristic which was 
noted on audition. It was fairly tidy at higher 
frequencies. The bass rolled off below 40Hz 
and, interestingly, I believe the panel were 
aware of this during the aud1t1onmg.

Summary
KEF have clearly maintained the Coda's 
performance standard and have continued to 
build a neutral well balanced speaker, which is 
easy on the ears and on the pocket. Distortion 
is moderate, loading easy and the sensitivity a 
little above average. It represents fine value for 
money and is confidently awarded Best Buy 
status.

GENERAL DATA

Forward characteristic response (Y octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 • vertical, small dash 30 lateral long dash 
45" lateral).

first first

Size (height x width x depth)............................... 47 x 28 x 21cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............ (15)-150W
Recommended placement.......................................open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........ 63Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....................55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)..................BBdBIW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....103dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)....................very good
Forward response uniformity........... ...........................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT................................ £105

Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.
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KEF 103.2
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP
Tel (0622) 672261

When originally reviewed some four years ago, 
the KEF 103 was priced at around £255, and 
even now sells at under £300. This compact 
member of KEF's 'Reference Series' was a 
'Best Buy' in 1980, but the passage of time has 
now made the earlier review obsolete.

The R103.2 comprises a 19 litre two way 
compact, equipped with the S-STOP electronic 
overload protection system. Bass is handled by 
a Bextrene-coned KEF driver of 210mm frame 
size, the latter a pressed steel trochoid, 
allowing a balanced three point mounting to be 
used. A decoupling system is employed in the 
mounting, to reduce driver-induced cabinet 
resonances. Treble is handled by a KEF 25mm 
fabric dome, treated with a damping 
compound.

A complex 14 element crossover is 
employed, with high quality components, 
including a series tuning capacitor for the bass 
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alignment, which is third order sealed box. The 
enclosure includes treatment to reduce 
coloration and to some degree this speaker can 
be seen as occupying the same position in the 
KEF range as the SL6 does in Celestion's.

Sound quality
Scoring around the average mark on the panel 
listening tests, the 103displayed the hallmarks 
of a 'reference' model in that the tonal quality 
was natural and well balanced, proving even
handed on all the programme we tried. The 
sound was essentially 'open' and free from 
coloration, and it appeared quite detailed, with 
pretty good extension at the frequency 
extremes. It handled high power inputs very 
gracefully, and a 200W rating is not 
unreasonable, in view of this.

In the end, though, the speaker did prove a 
little frustrating, as the panelists struggled to 
put into words at certain aspects of the sound. 
It seemed to blur transient edges and mask fine 
detail, while the bass lacked true attack and 
tune-playing ability. The treble was also a 
touch 'lispy' and 'wispy', lacking a clear sharp 
ringing on the right instruments. These 
aspects more than anything else depressed the 
scoring; its reproduction appeared 'soft' 
though 'hardness' is not what was required to 
remedy the problem.

Lab report
Reference sensitivity was much as before at a 
mean of 86dB/W which is a little below average. 
Pair matching was pretty good but not as good 
as previously; in the crossover region, ±3dB 
variations were noted. The grille was a good 
one, as it only marginally affected the axial 
response. Interestingly, it had a mild effect 
down to 500Hz. The bass extreme was fine, 
—6dB at 46Hz which is good for the size. The 
response is a touch 'rich' and was gently 
downtilted much like the SL6. With the 103, 
±3dB limits sufficed for a 50Hz to 20kHz range. 
Out at 2 metres, a tidy set of off-axis traces 
were obtained. The above axis dip was mild, 
near the crossover point but suggests that the 
speaker should aim at the listener, preferably 
on a high stand.

Driven to 96dB sound level, the distortion 
was well controlled, typically 0.3% at mid and 
high frequencies and it was also good in the 
bass. Bar a little 3rd harmonic at 1kHz, 
distortion at the 86dB sound level was very



good throughout. The speaker also coped well 
on compression, with 1.3dB loss while the 
intermodulation product was fine at -40dB.

Conforming comfortably to the 8 ohms 
standard the 103 was considered an easy 
amplifier load. Sound levels of up to 104dB 
should be possible from a stereo pair. When 
room averaged the speaker's output was well 
extended, if slightly 'rich' at 50Hz, and showed 
a mild energy peak at 14kHz. However the 
balance was good and the mid particularly 
smooth.

Summary
The 103 remains a competent, neutral 
performer possessing an extended response, 
low distortion and fine power handling. It 
works well on all types of programme, and is 
both well constructed and finished. Newly 
assessed for this issue, it lacked some of the 
'see through' quality, as well as the attack and 
precision, of more recent speaker designs, and 
for the majority of the panelists, it proved 
rather 'bland' and 'uninvolving'. It is certainly 
one of the better examples in its price ctegory, 
but this is not enough for recommendation.

GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth).........................50.5 x 26.5 x 25cm

Forward characteristic response (Vj octave at 2m, 
dotted 15' vertical, small dash 30" lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Recommended amplifier power per channel
(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(20)-200W 

Recommended placement.......................................open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........50Hz^20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre................... 46Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Sohms at 1 metre)..................86dBIW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.... 104dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good
Forward response uniformity................................ very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT....................................£299

20 Hi 50 100 ?00 500 IK ?k 5k 10k ?Ok
Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

?0 hi 50 1QQ ?00 500 IK 2K Sk 10k ?Ok

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd
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KEF 104.2
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP
Tel (0622) 672261

Nearly ten years ago, the original KEF 104 was 
a runaway success, and it was first favourably 
reviewed in 104 AB form by HFC in 1976. The 
new 104, though, is radically different to the 
old — even if, bearing inflation in mind, the 
present price of around £600 is not all that 
different.

A complex new speaker of very advanced 
design, the 104.2 uses a total of five drivers. 
Within the enclosure are located two 200mm 
pulp cone bass units, these back loaded by 
sealed chambers. Their frontal output feeds a 
damped central chamber, which is fitted with a 
large diameter, high velocity port, the effect 
being that of a second-order resonant circuit 
with a 12dB/octave rolloff below bass 
resonance. The port continues to transmit 
output above resonancOi right up to the lower 
crossover frequency of 150Hz. From 150Hz to 
3kHz or so, two 110mm Bextrene cone 

midrange units operate in parallel, these 
mounfed above and below the 25mm soft dome 
treble unit, which is ferro-fluid damped.

The enclosure is extremely rigid and well 
damped, with a low acoustic output and the 
system employs a very complex crossover with 
full compensation for input impedance. The 
assembly reflects a 4 ohm resistive lodd, 
optimally matched to modern amplifiers. Floor 
mounted, ideally on the piercing spikes 
provided, the slim Boothroyd styled cabinet is 
finished in natural veneer.

Sound quality
While the design promised much, the 
particular exposition and balance offered by 
the 104 did not seem to appeal to the listening 
panel. Designed to play loud, it could handle 
up to 200W programme, beyond which it 
sounded painfully loud, as well as somewhat 
hard and aggressive.

It showed many good qualities, among them 
dry quick transients, very good stereo focus 
with fairly good depth, much fine instrumental 
detail and considerable clarity in the midrange. 
Conversely, it had a slightly odd bass quality 
which reduced its ability to differentiate 
between bass sounds, nor was the bass 
subjectively well extended. The treble was of 
generally good quality but the mid showed a 
significant forwardness, which compressed 
depth and gave a hardened, thinned quality to 
the tonal balance. Ultimately the panel found 
this wearing, despite the explicit detail and 
exciting 'punch' offered overall.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good at better than 
±0.75dB while the reference mid band 
sensitivity met the high specification at ' 
92dB/W, albeit for a 4 ohm system on an 8 ohm 
'watt'_ The grille is best left on and is properly 
integrated acoustically. The main mid octave 
showed a 2dB lift over the lower frequency 
range while the -6dB point registered a 
modest 50Hz. Out at 2 metres the forward 
response family looked very tidy, while the '15° 
above' response indicated the the cabient axis 
should be directed at the listener. Tight ±2dB 
limits sufficed for a 65Hz to 20kHz axial 
response, though some band to band 
imbalances were •suggested. KEF's distortion 
qpecificaition was a touch optimiotie in 
extending to 20Hz, but actually the 104 did 
offer low levels of distortion over the entire
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range. On compression, we noted an excellent 
0.11dB while the intermodulation product was 
negligible, since the 400Hz signature tone 
appeared above the crossover point.

The room-averaged curve showed agreement 
with the panel comments, and suggested a 
mild 'three humped' characteristic at 50Hz, 
500Hz and 4kHz. Overall it was quite well 
integrated with the room, showing better bass 
extension than the panel noted, this perhaps 
due to the tonal balance of the design. The 
energy output certainly was on the forward 
side in the upper midrange.

As claimed, the impedance was almost 
perfectly flat reflecting a uniform 4 ohm 
resistance, and uncritical of most amplifiers or 
cable type. For extended high power drive, 4 
ohm rated amplifiers are a sensible choice.

Summary
There is no question that, for us at least, the 
new 104 was a subjective disappointment. The 
scores do not justify recommendation despite 
the obvious and substantial design and 
engineering effort which has gone into the 
product. A 'different' KEF, the 104 is very 
sensitive, plays tight and loud and also offers 
low distortion was well as good stereo focus. If 
an 'upfront' immediate clarity is high on your 
list it could be worth trying, but if classic 
perspectives, good stereo depth and a neutral 
tonal balance are required, on a wide range of 
programme, then possibly it will fail to satisfy.

Forward characteristic response (Y, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30 " lateral, long dash
45° lateral). „

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................ 90 x 28 x 41.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)......... (10)—200W 
Recommended placement................floor, away from side walls
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres......... 60Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................50Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)..................92dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....110dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)......an easy 4 ohm load 
Forward response uniformity......................................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £599

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Linn Kan
Linn Products Ltd., 235 Drakemire Drive, Casllemilk, Glasgow G45 9SZ. Tel 041-634 0371

Originally designed using LS3/5A enclosure 
dimensions, the Kan looks superficially similar to 
this model, and in fact uses a Linn-modified 
version of the same long established 8110 
bass/mid driver, together with Linn's choice of 
tweeter, in this case a version of the Scan 19mm 
fabric dome unit.

Once inside the enclosure, the differences 
between this and the LS3/5A become more 
apparent. The Kan cabinet is made of high 
density chipboard containing about 5 litres of air, 
tuning the system to a low frequency resonance 
at 74 Hz (rather high for a full-range system). The 
8110 has small damping pads on its frame, and 
the enclosure is also clad in bituminous panels 
as well as fibreboard. Extensive sealing on frames 
and panels ensures an airtight fit, and to avoid 
interference by owners (or indeed reviewers) 
even the front grilles are tightly glued into 
position. A high power six-element crossover 
completes the system.

With product as musical and as contentious as 
Linn's, it is necessary to try to come to terms with 
the system's philosophy, as well as the individual 
product. Their disc-centred approach excludes 
tape, broadcast or digital replay, but they 
justifiably argue that the analogue LP disc will 
remain the prime source of programme for the 
domestic market for some time to come, and that 
its reproduction should be optimised before all 
else. Accordingly, as the Kan has in the main 
been designed to complement the Linn record 
playing system, so its priorities may be expected 
to conflict somewhat with our objectives of 
natural stereo and a highly neutral tonal balance. 
This review therefore follows two paths: first the 
Kan was fully tested and auditioned just like any 
other model, including blind trials in both stand 
and wall mounted locations; secondly, its ability 
to reproduce records was subjectively assessed 
using some of the key elements of a Linn system 
(lttok/Asak/LP12/mat).

Lab performance
Nominally designed for wall location like the Sara 
and the Jsobarik, the reference curve at 1 m 
showed this clearly, with a step of some 5dB 
between the bass and the upper range, which is 
somewhat in excess of what is theoretically 
required. It was difficult to pin down the sensitivity 
but the curve shape suggested that a surprisingly 
high 87dB/W corresponded to the aural effect; 
this is 6dB greater than for the LS3/5A, which is 
equalised to flatness from 100 Hz. The response 
was smooth but not uniform, the mid being 
elevated by2-3dBfrom 600 Hz-2.5 kHz, whereas 
the —6dBrolloff between70 and 90Hz(depending 
on location) means that low bass was entirely 
absent.

With an approximate wall correction shaded in 
(the greatest lift occurring with positioning near 
the side walls) the characteristic response 
looked very uniform, although the mid was still 
prominent. The 15° above response was superior 
to the axial curve, so the system should be 
mounted a little below ear level. As the off-axis 
curves were free field generated, they will not 
fully represent the equivalent response against a 
wall. The room averaged response brought us 
closer to the truth, and was plotted for both wall 
and stand mounting. Fine above 1.5kHz, the 
curves showed a potentially serious prominence 
400Hz-1 kHz, plus a deficient low-mid to bass 
region, which was unacceptably poor in the 
stand position. Even on the wall the 1OOHz 
region was8dB below the midrange and it will be 
very difficult for any perceptive listener to fail to
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GENERAL DATA
Size Ih x w x d)................................................30.5 x 19 x 16.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)..............(15)-100W
Recommended placement........... ...... .... against clear wall,

at or below listener axis

notice such a serious balance problem. Rated as 
an 'average' load, the impedance dipped to 4.5 
ohms, 3.6kHz, and may need some care in 
amplifier choice.

On distortion the Kan proved outstanding for 
its size. Just showing overload at 500 Hz, 10OW, 
the compression was satisfactory at 0.4dB, with 
10.0%2nd, 1.0% 3rd and0.3%5th. At5kHz it was 
fine, giving 0.2dB loss with 2.6% 2nd and 0.3% 
3rd. Steady state distortion was low even at 
96d8, where it was mainly second harmonic. The 
genuine 100W power capacity meant that high 
sound levels of 103dBA can be achieved from a 
pair, and the dynamic range was certainly very 
good on technical grounds.

Sound quality
Discussing the standard tests first, the system 
was unacceptable when stand-mounted, as the 
lab tests indicated. Wall-mounted (no bookcase) 
it showed more promise, but was still strongly 
criticised for its unusual balance, the midrange 
prominence dominating the reproduction of 
nearly all material. On the live comparisons it was 
described as 'cuppy', 'thin’, 'hard’, with a ‘ringing' 
midrange and a slight lack of treble. On the plus 
side, it sounded 'sharp' and 'lively' on mid 
transients, which was not unexpected.

Results were also disappointing on the stereo 
sessions. Grand piano took on a 'tinkly' 'bar room' 
character, bass was sadly deficient, and the 
stereo image lacked depth, being spread wide 
with much less focus than usual on programmes 
we knew well. It did however withstand surprising 
amounts of power without distortion, and gave a 
high level of musical detail, as well as sounding 
very 'transparent'.

On the special tests with Linn sources the 
balance did improve a little, and I suspect that a 
listener impressed by the loudness and clarity of 
such a small box might well like it enough to buy. 
With careful choice of programme one can 
achieve an exciting effect, but the panel still felt 
that the Kan deviated too far from accepted 
standards of tonal and balance accuracy.

Summary
Activation of the Kan is now possible (for example 
using A&R units) and the speaker has undergone 
some further development since the original review 
was carried out. Essentially however the perform
ance and design is unchanged, but a small, 
beneficial improvement has been made to the 
midrange which is now somewhat 'fuller' and better 
balanced than before. While still not recommended 
by HFC, the Kan is worth considering as an 
ultra-compact design capable of surprising clarity, 
loudness and dynamic range, together with reason
able bass, and if excitement matters more than 
absolute accuracy then this could be the speaker for 
you.

Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m)..........130Hz to 16kHZ"
Low frequency rolloff (^dB) at 1m........................ approx 70Hz*
Voltage sensitivity - 

(ref 2.83 V, ie: 1 watt in 8 ohms) at 1m.. .......... BBdB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m)......... 103dBA
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).......................... average
Forward response uniformity.. ..........    very good

Forward characteristic response (113-octave @ 
2 m, dotted 15' vert, small dash 30' lateral, long
dash 45' lateral) Shading shows possible LF

Averaged forward characteristic responses in 
room at listening position. Above against wall, 
below clear of boundaries.

Harmonic distortions: solid 3rd 96dB, dotted 2nd
96dB, dashed 3rd 90dB, chain-dashed 2nd 90dB,
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Linn Sara
Linn Products Ltd, 235 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk, Glasgow G45 9SZ 
Tel 041-634 0371

Since its release a few years ago, the Linn Sara 
has been subject to a certain amount of internal 
revision and updating and is reviewed here in its 
latest form.

Almost 'miniature' sized and just 24cm deep, 
the Sara is a compact 20 litre sealed box 
speaker with two normally-mounted drivers. 
These comprise a modified KEF 8200 200mm 
Bextrene coned unit working from bass to 
midrange, partnered by Linn's favourite tweeter, 
a version of the 19mm doped fabric dome Scan 
unit. In addition to these two units each 
enclosure contains a second 8200 mounted in a 
rigid frame immediately behind the first 
operating electrically in parallel; in simple terms 
the assembly forms a higher mass, lower- 
SYlltAm-mRnnanr.R haRR unit For a given 
enclosure size, deeper bass and lower distortion 
can be expected, but at the expense the 
impedance, which is halved in value.
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As befits a speaker at this price level the Sara 
is excellently constructed. The enclosure is built 
from teak-veneered MDF which is damped, 
lined, braced and volume filled. A good-quality 
crossover comprising 16 elements, this 
including some resistors, is used to marry the 
drivers at approximately 3kHz.

This speaker is intended to be used on rigid 
steel-framed stands as close to the rear wall as 
the normal depth XLR connector plugs will 
allow, and the sound is generally adjusted for 
that position. A sensible foam grille is used.

Sound quality
11 was believed, as it turned out with good 
reason, that the Sara is at least partially 
optimised for analogue disc playing systems 
and it certainly proved worthwhile running 
separate auditioning sessions using a Linn 
based disc player.

On digital material the Sara achieved an 
' average' score which was nothing very special 
in view of its price - this being double the ‘ 
group average. The bass sounded too heavy, 
particularly in the upper range, although good 
extension was apparent. The mid portrayed 
percussion and transients well, but lent a 
thinned quality to some sounds notably piano 
and voice. Treble quality was generally good, 
with fine detail and harmonic shaping evident. 
Stereo also showed an above average depth for 
a wall mounting model while central focus and 
staging were also better than we expected.

Nonetheless, the Sara improved noticeably 
when used with the Linn-based disc system, 
providing a more musical and realistic effect, 
although elements of its basic character were 
still apparent on occasion.

Lab results
Measured at 1 metre the Sara demonstrated 
good pair matching showing a mean sensitivity 
of 87.5dB/W which was a little above average - 
but this result was a trifle prejudiced by the 
lower than average impedance. The Sara is 
essentially a 4ohm design with dips to 3.2ohms 
noted in several places, making the speaker 
quite a severe amplifier load. This does however 
represent a significant improvement over earlier 
Saras. Bass rolloff, -6dB, measured 42Hz 
which was well extended for the size.

Maximum power capacity is 100W and level 
of up to 103dBA were pocciblo, with 26W 
representing a realistic minimum input power 
per channel.

At 2metres the characteristic midrange



response problem was clearly seen, some 2-3dB 
above the general level. Below axis it was better 
than above (4kHz dotted line notch corresponds 
to 15° above) so Linn's high stand design makes 
sense with this model. Overall the forward 
responses were quite good, though somewhat 
uneven.

Measured at 96dB sound level, the third 
harmonic distortion rose quite rapidly at the 
lower frequencies but was satisfactory else
where. Second harmonic remained at fairly low 
levels, peaking at 3%, 450Hz and 10kHz.

For interest's sake the computed room curve 
was run with open space as well near-to-wall 
positioning, the former giving the smoother 
result, although the latter was in fact better 
balanced especially around 100Hz.

Summary
This speaker is an unusual blend of strengths 
and idiosyncracies. It does not present very 
good value, and cannot be recommended in the 
HFC context, particularly if predominantly 
digital programme is to be used. Conversely it 
provided a most interesting and generally 
'involving' performance with vinyl disc sources, 
especially when these were Linn derived, and 
hence it cannot be dismissed out of hand. It is 
certainly worthy of trial but considerable care 
will be needed in the choice of matching 
amplifier source and in room location.

Forward characteristic response (V octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45' lateral)

20 Ml 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK lOK 20K

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

20 Ht 50 100 200 5(10 1K 2K SK 10K 20K

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth).. .............   43 x 34 x 24cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)...........(25)-100W 
Recommended placement.............................................wall stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB, a 2 metres . . 60Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre. .......................42Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V. or 1W into Bohms at 1 metre. ................. 87.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres. . .. 105dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)........... ............. severe 
Forward response uniformity........................................... very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT..........................................  £552

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Magneplanar MG3
Absolute Sounds Ltd, 42 Parkside, London SW19 
Tel 01-947 5047

Quite the largest and most expensive model in 
this survey, the MG3 is a recent, high level 
introduction to the US-made Magneplanar 
range of open-back planar speakers. Its recent 
claim to distinction is the incorporation of a 
tweeter forming a line source almost the full 
height of the speaker, nearly two metres. The 
tweeter and the other panel elements are 1.5 
metres high.

As the name 'Magneplanar' implies, the 
speakers are magnetically driven (not electro
static) and have voice coil windings laid out 
over the entire surface area of the thin plastic 
film driver diaphragms.

In this three-way model, the mid is handled 
by a high definition film element covering 
approximately 30Hz to 6kHz. Below 300Hz, the 
bass radiator takes over, this more rubusl film 
element occupying more than 50% of the 
considerable radiating area. Being bi

directional, like the panel electrostatics, it is 
also very sensitive and wil! benefit from a large 
room, standing well clear of the rear wall - 1.5 
to 2.0 metres is a starting point.

The mid and treble units’ are fused 
separately while the crossover used very high 
quality components. During tests I found the 
system a little bright and replaced the treble 
fuse with a 1.8ohm 10 watt resistor, an 
alternative now approved by the 
manufacturers.

Sound quality
Auditioned (using the 1.8 ohm resistors) the 
MG3 excelled on our tests. With a fine sense of 
scale and perspective, it also handled dynamic 
contrasts well, and was liked on both simple 
and complex material. Detail was extremely 
good, the treble clear and open, the mid sweet 
and natural, while the bass was articulate, 
informative and almost tactile on percussion. 
Low bass was pretty good if not really 
outstanding. Stereo focus was surprisingly 
good for a large panel and it seemed uncritical 
of either listening position or vertical axis. It 
gave a spacious, relaxed impression, free from 
the usual wooden, horny or other speaker 
colorations. Tonally it was considered a touch 
heavy in the upper bass, but remained very 
tuneful even here. It was consistently faithful 
to a wide variety of source and made even 
buget amplifiers sound good!

Lab report
The MG3, like other large panel speakers, does 
not obey the inverse square law and hence the 
1 metre sensitivity was not too helpful, here 
averaging around 85dB. At a 3 metre position it 
sounds more like 86dB/W, an average 
sensitivity. Power handling was up to 300W 
programme allowing levels for a stereo pair of 
up to 105dB, a substantial if not deafening 
level. Pair matching was very good, with the 
-6dB point estimated at 35Hz.

The axial frequency response suggested a 
gently falling output with rising frequency, 
though this did not fairly represent the 
perceived output at the listening distance. 
±2.5dB sufficed for 80Hz to 18kHz, a pretty 
smooth result. Out at 2 metres the family of off- 
axis responses were surprisingly good, and 
while some variation appeared at each axis, a 
fair representation of the speaker's overall 
output was still output. The treble dispersion
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was particularly good from the narrow ribbon 
tweeter.

Moderate distortion was evident at low 
frequencies, but above 150Hz distortion was 
particularly good, especially third harmonic, 
and it was quite exceptional at 86dB. 
Compression measured a very low 0.03dB, with 
negligible intermodulation, while the 
impedance was uniformly low. With 1.8 ohms 
added in place of the treble fuses, it did not fall 
below 4 ohms, and averaged a 5 ohm load, 
mainly of a resistive nature.

Room averaged, the MG3 demonstrated a 
fine overall balance though the bass was not as 
uniform as some box systems, partly due to 
room reflection. The treble rolloff was smooth 
and gradual, as it should be.

Summary
The MG3 is a true audiophile loudspeaker, of 
excellent sound quality. It sets new standards 
for stereo performance, clarity and depth for 
the price, while its generous acoustic scale 
and dynamic range helps to convey much of 
the original character of the recorded 
performances it reproduced. A purchaser in 
this elevated price range should seriously 
investigate the MG3, and despite the cost, I am 
prepared to recommend it on sound quality 
grounds alone.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...........  ........... 180 x 62 x 38cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(25)-300W 
Recommended placement.............................. well clear of walls
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........70Hz-19kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre...................35Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre).........84-86d8/W 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....106dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive) an easy 4 ohm load 
Forward response uniformity.......................................very good 
Typical price per pair, including VAT.. .....................  £2500

Forward characteristic response (\1 octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45" lateral).

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd
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Marantz LD20
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW 
Tel 01-897 6633

We first covered the Marantz LD30 in the last 
issue, and this has since been joined by a 
smaller model called the LD20. Its dimensions 
nonetheless do encompass a fair 16 litre 
internal volume, reflex tuned by a usefully- 
sized 5.4cm diameter port, 16cm long.

In this two way design, bass and midrange 
are handled by a 170mm steel-framed driver 
using a fabricated cone made from special 
paper. A 25mm soft fabric dome tweeter covers 
the treble range, while the electrical input is 
divided by a complex six element crossover of 
above average quality.

Solidly built from 20mm chipboard, the 
enclosure is well finished in vinyl print 
'veneer', with satin alloy trim for the drivers, 
hnth of which are flush mounted to minimi3e 
baffle reflections. However this good work is to 
some degree undermined by the 15mm thick, 
plain unrebated grille, which should be left off 

to get the best results Spring clip connections 
are fitted to the rear panel.

Sound quality
Scoring a little below average, the LD20 
nonetheless did well considering its budget 
price. It delivered a well-focused stereo image, 
together with some of the atmosphere and 
acoustic of the original recordings. Depth, in 
the real sense, was moderate and the speaker 
also showed a touch of tonal balance 
'lightness', together with some boxy effects, 
though it was not too bright in the treble — if 
anything it seemed a trifle depressed here. The 
bass was of average tu neful ness and 
articulation, but seemed to lack extension. 
Several panelists indicated that more weight in 
the bass would be a good thing, and they were 
not referring here to the extreme bass.

In general it sounded clear and crisp, but at 
times it hinted at presence loss as well as 
some upper midrange muddle.

Lab report
Pair matching in the bass-mid was fine, but 
much of the treble range showed a significant 
2dB difference between the two speakers. The 
grille did affect the measured response as the 
ripples on the reference curve testify. 
Sensitivity averaged 85.5dB, which was about 
the group mean, but the treble range looked 
depressed by 2dB, leaving the midrange 
exposed.

The low frequency -6dB point was at 60Hz, 
which was about average, and with a comfort
able 100W power handling, this speaker should 
be capable of 102dB maximum levels in a 
room. Out at 2 metres, the response showed 
clearer evidence of a presence-band loss, 
shown by the trend of off-axis responses 
around 2kHz. Limits of ±3dB sufficed for a 
75Hz to 20kHz range. In particular the speaker 
axis should be directed at the listener to avoid 
the treble loss above axis. At 96dB sound 
pressure level, second harmonic approached 
3% in the lower mid, but third was 10dB less, 
and by 86dB second harmonic had improved to 
a similar level both averaging 0.5%, which is 
not to impressive. On the compression test, a 
significant 2.2dB loss occurred, though the 
intermodulation product was fine at - 43dB.

Then room curve proved revealiiiy, shawing 
a fair bass but shelving gently away relative to 
the mid band. The energy loss at 1.6kHz was 
clearly shown, as was the steep nature of the
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mid treble transition. The impedance dipped 
below the 6.4 ohm IEC minimum but not 
seriously so, and a 6-7 ohm rating is 
appropriate. This speaker should not pose any 
problems for an amplifier.

Summary
This speaker produced a pleasant relaxed 
sound with good stereo imaging. The bass, 
though 'dry', was reasonably extended, and the 
treble unobtrusive. It was well finished and the 
engineering was good - as was the overall 
value for money, at around £79. Best Buy 
status is appropriate here.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x widtb x depth)........................ 36.5 x 23 x 25.5cm

Forward characteristic response (V, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30' lateral, long dash

Recommended amplifier power per channel
(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(15)-100W 

Recommended placement.........on open stands, possibly shelf 
Frequency response, within ±3d8 at 2 metres........75Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....................60Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)...........87.5dB/W 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ,...102dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............................good
Forward response uniformity.............................................. good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.......................................... £79

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

•20

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Marantz LD30
Marantz (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex UB7 OLW Tel 01-897 6633

Inexpensive Marantz speakers have in the past 
often been best regarded as sensitive 'noise 
generators'. But with their new offerings this 
view may need to be revised! Designed in a 
classical framework, the LD30 sports an 
impressive list of optimum design features 
many of which have never appeared before in 
speakers from this company. The chipboard 
enclosure is surfaced all over in vinyl walnut 
and is quite strongly built, with a loose fibre 
blanket fill. The internal volume of 23 litres is 
reflex tuned by a 53mm diameter by 170mm long 
ducted port, possessing a larger than ideal 
length to breadth ratio.

Two vertically in-line drivers are used, namely 
a 200mm bass/midrange and a 25mm soft dome 
tweeter, the latter a ferro-fluid damped type. The 
bass unit Is built on a substantial steel frame 
with a cone fabricated from sheet material and 
a generous 45mm diameter motor coil is 
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coupled with a decently large ceramic magnet.
Crossing over at 1.?kHz, the electrical 

network is quite complex (especially for 
Marantz) and comprises ten hard-wired com
ponents of good quality. Rear connection is by 
means of spring clamps.

Great attention to detail is evidenced by the 
instruction manual, which suggests that the 
grille might be removed for optimum results. 
The speakers should be used on open stands 
some 30-40cm high and spaced well clear of the 
walls.

Sound quality
Scoring a little above average the LD30 has 
done well for its price. Major criticisms were 
centred around its rather rich tonal balance, 
with some boxiness and related coloration in 
the low mid as well as a mild boominess in the 
bass.

Conversely it sounded civilised and relaxed, 
offering reasonable detail, as well as pleasing 
transparency. Stereo images showed good 
depth and frontal focus, although heavy bass 
transients were felt to be a little 'slow', while 
tympani and the like were not 'sharp' enough, 
the speaker showing some coloration and 
hollowness on these sounds.

The overwhelming impression was one of a 
smooth relaxed sound with good bass 
extension particularly in view of the price, with 
above average stereo staging.

Lab results
Fractionally below average, the LD30 voltage 
sensitivity worked out at 85.5dB/W which was 
sufficient to produce a pretty loud 100dBA from 
a pair in a typical room. A 20W to 100W 
maximum amplifier power range seems appro
priate, on the basis of the distortion and power 
handling results.

Bass extension reached 47Hz, -6dB, which 
was good for size and price, and pair matching 
was fine. With the grille removed (dotted line on 
1metre reference graph) a mild improvement 
was observed, this backed by subjective trial. 
Out at 2metres on the smoothed response the 
trends were clear. The speaker possessed a 
gentle downtilt of 3dB from 100Hz to 10kHz, the 
main explanation of its rich tonal balance. In 
general the forward set of responses was good, 
a mild dip at 15° above-axis suggesting a 
reasonable stand height for optimum sound 
quality L1m1ts ot ±3dB were met over a b2Hz to 
14kHz range.

Distortion was higher than average at 96dB



sound level, second harmonic reaching 8% at 
150Hz, typically 1 % while, Third harmonic 
ranged from 1 % to 0.2%. An improvement was 
noted at 86dB sound level but the result was 
still poorer than average, ranging from 2% to 
0.3% distortion.

Assessed by room integration, the output 
was as smooth and extended as the speaker 
sounded, which was a good result for this type 
of system.

Impedance dipped to 6ohms, at 150Hz, with 
the typical value nearer 10ohms, and the LD30 
was thus quite an easy amplifier load.

Summary
The LD30 is not an entirely neutral sounding 
speaker and yet is has a character which can 
make less expensive turntables and amplifiers 
sound rich and spacious with a relaxed, musical 
stereo. Digital programme revealed some color
ations but none were too serious, and having 
demonstrated a good standard in most re
spects, the LD30 can be comfortably recom
mended.

Forward characteristic response (V octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral. long dash 
45° lateral)

20 Hl 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK lOK 20K

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)..................................... 42 x 27 x 28cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)................(20)-100W
Recommended placement.............................................open stands
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, a 2 metres .... 52Hz to 14kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre........................47Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre....................... 85.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.... 100dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................. good
Forward response uniformity............................................very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT....................................................... £99

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Update
A Mkll version of the LD30 is now on sale with 
revised tweeter and cosmetics - rosewood 
vinyl cabinet finished and chromed trim 
rings.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic)
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Marantz LD50
Marantz Audio (UK) Ltd, 15-16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth, Middlesex UB7 OLW 
Tel 01-897 6633 .

The largest of the recent newcomers from 
Marantz, the LOSO is a reflex loaded two way 
system, finished in a vinyl 'walnut'. The front 
baffle is a substantial stepped construction 
and the grille fits over this, with no resulting 
acoustic obstruction. The 210mm bass/mid 
unit is built on a steel frame, but fitted with a 
generous 50mm motor coil, energised by a 
large magnet. The cone is of a special paper, 
and is fabricated from sheet. The 19mm thick 
board enclosure has a substantial fibre filling 
for internal absorption, with its 23 litre internal 
volume, reflex tuned to 36Hz, this promising 
good bass extension.

A surprisingly complex crossover is used, 
with no less than four inductors, six capacitors 
and three power resistors. Internal wiring is 
effected using spring clips. Stand mounting in 
free space is optimum for this compact 
system.

Sound quality
The LOSO scored a convincing 'good' on the 
listening tests; most panelists liked it despite 
a noted ‘richness' and 'dullness' in the tonal 
balance.

I ts stereo presentation showed fair balance, 
as well as good focus, images having some 
sense of scale and weight, particularly on the 
classical programme. The bass was also quite 
tuneful, as well as articulate, and also showed 
good extension to the lower frequencies.

Overall, the standard of clarity was high and 
the output free from 'rough edges' or 
prominences in the perceived frequency 
response_ It could play quite loud, accepting 
up to 200W of programme peaks.

On the debit side, some mild boxiness and 
muddle were noted, while a touch more sparkle 
could possibly have further improved the 
marks. It was felt to be a trifle 'laid back', 
although big-hearted and civilised.

Lab report
With an average sensitivity of 86dB/W, the 
reference curve showed a treble band 
depression of 2-3dB and this was audible on 
audition. With the grille removed, the response 
deteriorated, so in this case, it should always 
be kept on. The -6dB bass point was 43Hz, 
good for the size.

Given the power handling, maximum levels 
of around 104dB should be possible for a pair 
at 1 metre. Out at 2 metres, the clear nature of 
the stepped response may be seen; the 
response is smooth, but unbalanced by the 
depressed treble. However, ±3dB limits still 
sufficed for a wide 50Hz to 20kHz range.

Driven to 96dB sound pressure level, third 
harmonic distortion proved to be well 
controlled, while the less aurally-offensive 
second harmonic did rise to 5% at 150Hz. With 
sound level reduced to 86d8, at 1 metre, third 
harmonic reduced significantly, while the 
second harmonic showed a still greater 
reduction to normal levels. High level 
compression measured poorer than average at 
1.9dB, with the intermodulation product at 
-35dB.

11 was in the room response that the LOSO 
showed its strength. Its alignment almost 
perfectly matched the room, developing 
uniform bass down to 25Hz, while the mid was 
slightly peaky, emphasised by the treble 
depression which was otherwise very 
smooth.
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The impedance reflected a load slightly 
below 8 ohms nominal value, but not low 
enough to bother any modern amplifier.

Summary
I rrespective of its particular idiosyncracies, the 
LOSO did well enough to merit Best Buy status. 
I ts virtues lie in its civilised, ‘laid back' quality 
which helps to put perspective back into much 
CD programme. Furthermore its bass is 
particularly good for the size and price, while 
the mid/treble range is even and detailed. This 
is one of those products which it is easy to live 
with, and it should wear well as a result.

dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 45" lateral)

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................... 42 x 26 x 29cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(15)-100W 
Recommended placement..................................on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........ 50Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....................43Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................86dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres. ..101dB/A 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).............................good
Forward response uniformity.......................................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £140

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

?0 Hi 50 1010 200 *’n0 IK ?K 5K 10K ?Ok
Reference sine wave response {Im on axis, 2.83V

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Meridian M2
Boothroyd-Stuart, 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE18 ?EJ 
Tel (0480) 57339

Now well established, the M2 from Meridian is 
perhaps the leading UK active loudspeaker 
system, consisting of a slim compact enclosure 
mounted on a new heavyweight (and how!) rigid 
stand.

The box is well packed with electronics and 
drivers, the latter all being KEF units - two 
110mm Bextrene-cone bass/mid drivers, one 
mounted above and one below a fairly large 
38mm plastic dome tweeter. As a group this 
array approximates in effect to a 300 x 120mm 
bass unit with a concentric treble driver. The 17 
litre enclosure is reflex tuned by a ducted port, 
which has a multi-hole aperture to improve air 
flow linearity as well as enclosure coloration. 
The box itself is superbly built in 14mm thick 
top-grade multi-ply and finely veneered, the 
back panel consisting of a metal plate which 
acts as a heat disspator for the electronics. In 
addition to providing the electrical crossover at 

2kHz, the latter realigns the bass system to a 
sixth order, and extended bass can be expected 
possibly at the expense of a rapid final rolloff as 
well as a possible low-frequency hangover.

DIN and phono inputs are provided at nomin
ally 1V sensitivity and the system may be driven 
by a balanced output preamplifier for optimum 
performance — for example a Meridian 1018).

The grille components are rather close to the 
drivers on the narrow front panel, so measure
ments were taken with the grille removed and in 
place to assess its effects.

Sound quality
In general the M2 sound was floured by the 
panel. It portrayed dynamics well and was felt 
to have a clean, punchy and controlled 
character throughout the range. Good stereo 
images were developed, being well focused and 
showing reasonable depth. However, its slightly 
forward, hard and bright tonal balance was felt 
by some panellists to mildly flatten some stereo 
images.

Bass was considered well controlled with fine 
articulation in the upper registers and a very 
slight extreme low frequency hangover, the 
latter almost a mild 'thundery' effect. In presen
tation the M2 was clear as well as detailed, with 
a slightly cold and clinical ambience; possibly 
the presence band was indeed a little too 
forward.

Lab results
Considering the small size of the box, quite loud 
102dBA sound levels were possible and the 
bass power handling was satisfactory at this 
level. The axial frequency response was of the 
'stepped' variety, which placed the bass rolloff 
-6dB at 45Hz referred to the mid band. 
Conversely if referenced to the upper bass level, 
the cutoff improved to 38Hz — remarkable for 
the cabinet volume.

Some pair matching imbalance was apparent 
(solid and dashed lines above 500Hz), this 
amounting in places to a significant 2dB or so, 
and stereo focus could well have been better 
with a tighter match. The grille was also found 
to disturb the 2.5 and 8.0kHz range though it is 
hard to say which response was better.

At 2 metres the trend suggested upper-mid 
forwardness with the main range shelf-lifted 

. above the 80-300Hz bass range. The 15° above
axis frequency response was poor, flawed by a 
dip at 2.2kHz, but on axis and 15° below it was 
perfect. Here the wisdom of Meridian's 
adjustable-tilt stand can be seen in bringing up
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the main radiating area to the listener. The 
lateral off-axis curves were good except above 
10kHz where the falloff was too rapid.

Room-averaged response showed a 'lumpy' 
bass at 30-50Hz which, however, did not 
subjectively prove as audible as you might 
expect. The mid was thin in balance terms, 
while the treble was sweet, though rolled off 
somewhat prematurely.

At 96dB distortion was fairly low, in fact 
surprisingly so at low frequencies. Interestingly 
the picture did not change at the lower 86dB 
level where the result was about average.

Summary
On the basis that the amplifier section of these 
active speakers is worth about £400, the actual 
speaker contribution (about £300) is what we 
have to consider.

While not entirely neutral, the M2 had many 
likeable qualities, and gave a 'big speaker per
formance' from a tidy attractive package, 
including the sturdy integral stand. Personal 
audition is recommend, preferably in your own 
home, but with its sound quality rated in the 
'good plus' category the M2 nonetheless 
achieves recommended status.

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK 10K ?OK
Forward characteristic response (V octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

20 Hi 50 100 200 500 IK 2K 5K 10K 20K

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).................................. 50^ x 18 x 38cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)...........................active
Recommended placement............. open space, on integral stand 
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres.....60Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre........................ 45Hz
Voltage sensitivity.......................................active, 1V for full power
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres...... 102dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).............active/balanced
Forward response uniformity.......................................... fairly good

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at

Typical price per pair, inc VAT.......... ........ including stands £899 
•83cm including stand

input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.
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Mission 70 II
Mission Electronics, Stonehill, Huntingdon PE18 6ED ' 
Tel (0480 57477

Now officially in Mark II form, the 70 is 
Mission's least expensive speaker, but whose 
performance in several areas nonetheless 
threatens that of several of its larger brothers 
in the Mission range.

A two way miniature, the 70 has a sealed box 
volume of 13 litres, which loads the custom 
1?0mm pulp cone bass mid unit. Both this and 
the tweeter are Danish, the latter comprising a 
19mm polyamide dome, ferro-fluid damped and 
built by Vita. The crossover of of good quality, 
12dB/octave acoustic, and uses three 
electrical elements.

The cabinet is nicely finished in vinyl 'black 
ash', with a deep grille which is integral with 
the enclosure. In fact the cabinet comes apart 
as two shells, locked together by four capped 
screws at the rear. A fibre wad provides for the 
internal absorption, while electrical connec
tion is made by sturdy 4mm socket/binding 

posts. Overall construction quality is good.

Sound quality
While use on a shelf or bookcase is likely, this 
speaker actually gave a good account of itself 
on 42cm high stands, not too far from the rear 
wall. The mark was a strong 'average plus', 
great for the price.

There are however several criticisms, 
namely the sound could show some 'sibilance' 
and 'edge', with a mildly thin tonal balance, 
some boxiness and a rather dry bass.

Conversely it was favoured for its lively, 
'quick' nature, revealing detail throughout the 
frequency range, and preserving the 
excitement of the performances. The bass was 
articulate and tuneful while the stereo focus 
was good, with a fair reproduction of the 
natural recorded acoustic around the 
performer.

Lab report
The axial reference response showed a 
smooth, slightly uptilted character, on spec at 
a sensitivity of 89d8/W. The bass -6d8 point 
was a modest 84Hz which is average for the 
type, with a system resonance at 97Hz. Pair 
matching was very good, to within ±0.5d8, and 
at 1 metre the speaker met fine ±2d8 limits 
from 95Hz to 17kHz.

Out at two metres the forward response 
family showed an exemplary set of forward 
responses. The variation over the 15° vertical 
axis from straight in front was minimal, and the 
blending was very good in the lateral plane. 
The forward yet uniform nature of this design 
was clear enough.

Working hard at 96d8, the speaker neverthe
less showed well controlled distortion, 
generally less than 1% . Down at 86d8, still a 
fair level, the distortions had improved to the 
0.4% level, with the low frequency range rather 
beter than average. Compression measured an 
average 1.9d8 while the bass-mid 
intermodulation was fine at -42d8.

At low frequencies the impedance dipped to 
just under 5 ohms, and a fair rating would be 6 
ohms, although most amps should have no 
problems.

Computer averaged in the listening room, 
the 70 II response was less even than 
expected. The mid was clearly forward, (noted 
on audition) while the bass was rather shy, and 
the upper treble was a trifle exposed.
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Summary
Despite the measured and auditioned tonal imbalance in the energy response, the panel liked the 70 for its lively, transparent quality, and here its subjective appeal served to outweigh its problems. The ratings suggest Best Buy status, but nonetheless, I still feel that it should be carefully auditioned before purchase. Forward characteristic response (Y, octave at 2m,
GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth).............................. 35 x 21 x 21cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(10)-100W 
Reommended placement.............. on stands or shelf, near wall 
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres............85^20kHz
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre....................68Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ,...104dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............................ good
Forward response uniformity......................... ..........very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT......................................£99

dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30" lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

20 Hi 50 100 200 500 1K 2K SK 10K 20K

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Mission 770 Freedom
Mission Electronics, Stonehill, Huntingdon PE18 6ED 
Tel (0480) 57477

Latest in a long line of 770 models, the 
'Freedom' uses newly designed drivers. The 
enclosure volume remains unchanged at 35 
litres, bass reflex tuned by a moulded multi
apertUre port of 55mm effective diameter and 
23mm deep. The custom-built polypropylene 
bass driver is 210mm in diameter and has a 
hard centre cap, with a cone flare changing to 
straight-sided as the perimeter is approached. 
A die cast frame and generous magnet are 
used. The treble range is covered by a version 
of the SEAS 25mm polyamide soft dome which 
is ferro-fluid damped, and the crossover is a 
12dB/octave design, with four good quality 
elements plus ooe resistor. The system is hard
wired with good quality cable, and 4mm socket 
binding posts are fitted for rear connection.

excellently finiahed i" wAlnul llie
enclosure is well built, and fitted with a single 
large foam block for absorption, with bitumen 

pads applied to control the panel resonances. 
20mm thick medite is used for the front panel, 
and the grille has a low acoustic profile. The 
system is designed for use on matching low 
stands.

Sound quality
We tried the low stands with the speaker 
backed to the wall but felt the coloration was 
more severe in the lower midband. Good 
results were however obtained using our 42cm 
high stands when the 770scored average in the 
auditioning. Mixed reactions were obtained; 
this speaker appears to have a distinctive 
character which can appeal. It sounds highly 
transparent, crisp and clear, revealing much 
detail and the natural acoustic of recordings, 
and brings the performers closer to the 
listeners.

Bass was dry, with the midrange somewhat 
forward, which produced for example, a 
'clangy' piano sound. Treble was just average. 
Tonally, it was a bit small and 'thin' sounding 
and when driven really hard above 200W, the 
sound was 'abrasive' suggestive of crossover 
saturation. However, at decent levels it suited 
rock programmes very well, with a punchy beat 
and as one panelist put it, 'plenty of go'.

Lab report
The-axialfeterence response showed a high 
91dB/W sensitivity with a slightly restricted 
bass, reading -6dB at 55Hz. The grille has 
little effect, which was good, while the pair 
matching was also good, at within ±0.75dB.

Out at 2 metres the forward response family 
further helped to classify the output. Here 
±2dB limits sufficed for a 70Hz to 20kHz 
frequency range, while the drivers seemed well 
integrated, with consistent off-axis responses. 
Both axial traces did indicate an upper mid 
plateau, 600Hz to l.6kHz, and the overall 
balance was a touch 'forward'. Driven to 96dB 
sound pressure level, third harmonic distortion 
was excellent while second remained 
satisfactory — up to 1% at 35Hz and 300Hz, 
3% at 100Hz. At 86dB third was even better 
while second harmonic evened out at a good 
level. A moderate 1.5dB of compression was 
recorded with -40dB intermodulation.

In theilistening room, the computer analyser 
confirmed the panel results — for example, the 
'dry' bass, llle prujected 'forward' upper and 
mid and the 'exposed' but not excessive treble. 
In absolute terms the room balance was not
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too bad.
Dipping below 6 ohms in the treble range, 

the speaker in other respects averaged an 8 
ohm impedance, and should not present any 
load problems to an amplifier. Its 150W power 
handling means that a pair of 770s will 
produced upwards of 107dB in a room and they 
will probably actually sound louder than that!

Summary
The 770has its own virtues - dynamic impact, 
an up-front clarity, and an ability to be used 
close to the wall. Good engineering plus a 
fairly good panel rating also apply here. It 
manages a recommendation with the qualifica
tion that it should be carefully auditioned to 
ensure that it is the 'right one' for you and your 
system; classical music enthusiasts are likely 
to favour the 770 less than rock specialists
GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................... 61 x 27 x 30cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(10)-150W 
Recommended placement................................... on high stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres......60Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................91dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....107dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)............................ good
Forward response uniformity.......................................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £399

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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REASSESSED

Monitor Audio R252
Monitor Audio Ltd, 347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB1 4DJ 
Tel (0223) 42898

The R252 is an inexpensive, two-way sealed box 
speaker of 171itres internal volume, employing a 
200mm steel-framed pulp cone bass/midrange 
driver plus a 19mm soft plastic dome tweeter. It 
is hard-wired internally including the high-power 
capacity, good-quality crossover network.

During the progress of this review, the bass 
unit was fitted with an improved chassis which 
significantly altered the subjective perform^ 
ance, and while these effects have been 
accounted for on audition, the measurements 
relate to the unmodified unit, which was 
otherwise pretty similar.

Unusually for this price level, the solid en 
closure is finished in real wood veneer to a high 
standard, the panels built of 12 and 15mm 
board. The grille is a low profile component, 
made from fully-rebated plywood.

No box panel damping is used, but the 
interior has been lined with acoustic foam to 
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suppress internal resonances, while electrical 
connection is by means of 4mm socket binding 
posts.

Sound quality
Initially the R252 sounded rather below average 
on audition, appearing aggressively forward as 
well as brash. However with the bass/mid unit 
revision, a significant improvement occurred in 
tonal balance as well as general character, 
which was sufficient to move it up to an average 
score, this good for the price.

Some colorations did remain, notably a 
residual upper mid-hardness, some lower-mid 
boxiness and a rather dry character to the 
sound. Low bass was rather curtailed, though 
upper bass was quite detailed, and the treble 
was also much better than before, due to the 
improved balance. However the treble was still 
felt to be mildly rough and forward.

Stereo images were quite well focused with 
moderate depth and quite clear spatial effects, 
and the speaker also showed a good level of 
instrumental detail

Lab results
Sensitivity was 89dB/W which was well above 
average, and in conjunction with a 10 to 75W 
power range, sound levels of up to 102dBA were 
possible. Pair matching was very good, while 
the bass register was very uniform and well 
damped, measuring 62Hz, -6dB, but rolling off 
quickly below this point. Note that this and 
other measurements here are for the unmodF 
lied speaker.

At 2metres the axial response was fairly 
smooth meeting ±3dB limits from 80Hz to 
30kHz, and dispersion was excellent in the 
lateral, plane. However 15° above-axis a 
noticeable 4kHz notch appeared and we recom
mend using this speaker directed at ear level. In 
fact Monitor Audio's matching stands and 
designed for exactly that purpose. The forward 
responses were good for the type.

Room-integrated response evidenced the 
'dry' nature of this speaker, with a fairly 
extended but shallow bass plus a slightly 
prominent midrange. Overall however the effect 
was pretty smooth.

Distortion at 96dB sound level was moderate 
at around 1% second and third harmonic even 
at low frequencies, while higher in the range 
third harmonic was particularly good. Further 
improvement was apparent at an 06dB level, 
with an average of 0.3% recorded here.

Bar a mild dip to 5.5ohms at 10kHz, the 



impedance was well behaved over the range, 
and the R252 was classed as a good amplifier 
load.

Summary
For the price, this powerful two-way design is 
unusually well-finished and constructed, and 
the version tested in the previous edition 
comfortably won a recommendation, with low 
distortion, high sensitivity and a good rating 
for sound quality. In view of subsequent design 
changes, the axial frequency response was 
rechecked on a current sample, and found less 
‘ tidy' and also brighter than before, this latter a 
negative characteristic already noted 
previously. Accordingly, we arranged a full 
audition, and the new version did not find 
favour with the panel, scoring rather below 
average. Main criticisms were of a hard and 
bright quality, with insufficient output in the 
bass. Regrettably, we cannot continue a 
recommendation for the R252.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)....................................47 x 25 x 24cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).................. (10)-75W
Recommended placement....
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres BOHz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (- 6dB point) at 1 metre........................62Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Behrns at 1 metre).............................. 89dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres 102dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)................................ good
Forward response uniformity.....................................................good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT............................wood veneer, £115

R252, vinyl finish, £99

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Forward characteristic response {Yo octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

OdB
1

10K 20K20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK 2K

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

20 Hz 50 1OO 200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20K

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Monitor Audio R352
Monitor Audio Ltd, 347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB1 4DJ 
Tel (0223) 42898

This speaker is larger than usual for its price 
range and consists of an excellently-veneered 
361itre enclosure that has been rigidly con 
structed from 18mm4hick heavy chipboard. 
Internal bracing has been used to raise the 
frequency and also to moderate the amplitude 
of the panel resonances. A fine rebated grille is 
also fitted. Foam absorbent blocks line the 
interior, and the system is bass-reflex tuned to 
50Hz by a realistically-dimensioned tunnel port.

The interestingly-designed 200mm flared pulp 
cone bass unit uses a special magnet system 
which provides a better flux distribution at the 
pole tip, while the controlled local pole 
saturation should also reduce second harmonic 
distortion due to improved motor coil flux 
modulation.

A 20mm soft plastic dome tweeter (not ferro 
fluid damped) completes the lineup and this 
crosses over at around 3kHz. A high-power hard^ 
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wired crossover is fitted showing heavy duty 
wiring, and 4mm socket/binding posts for rear 
connection. Both this model and the companion 
252 come with very helpful and well written 
instruction manuals.

Sound quality
The 352 scored well up the field, achieving a 
good overall rating which was impressive for its 
price category. It was liked for its well con
trolled, smooth and yet lively character, the bass 
appearing articulate but gutsy and demonstrat
ing reasonable extension. The mid sounded 
clear and showed less boxiness than usual 
while the slightly bright treble was even and well 
detailed.

Stereo effects were sharply focused, with 
presentable depth effects where appropriate, 
and the speaker also proved itself capable of 
revealing the different ambience and acoustics 
present on a variety of recordings.

Rock programme was reproduced with a 
lively, tuneful beat and some panelists remarked 
that the sound 'grew on them' as the tests 
proceeded.

A slight muddiness and graininess was how^ 
ever present in the reproduction, as well as a 
touch of fundamental bass overhang, but none 
of these effects were at all serious.

Lab results
Pair matching was .good, as judged by the 
Imetre responses. A narrow notch was present 
at 5kHz but did not appear to affect the results, 
and overall the response was pretty flat with a 
well tuned bass extending to 50Hz, -6dB, 
which is average for the type but with a well 
damped and slow rolloff. Sensitivity was high at 
90dB/W, providing good levels from as little as 
10W and a rather loud 105dBA from the 100W 
per channel maximum input power. Grille 
effects were negligible.

At 2metres the lateral off-axis responses were 
fine but the speaker was clearly a mite critical in 
the vertical plane. Dips were recorded at and 
15° above and below so accurate beaming to 
the listener would be important with this model. 
±3dB limits comfortably held a 50Hz to 15kHz 
range.

Room averaged, the speaker's fine overall 
balance could be appreciated. The bass was 
uniform to 45Hz and well integrated while the 
treble showed a correct and gentle rolloff 
towards the extreme frequencies.

At the 96dB sound level distortion was quite 
low, particularly above 500Hz, and at 86dB the
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results were especially good, averaging 01. % (!) 
over most of the range for both second and third 
harmonic.

Impedance averaged 12ohms and possessed 
no injurious low levels at any frequency, so the 
352 should be particularly easy to drive, and as 
such presents a 'kind' amplifier load.

Summary
This well-finished and constructed speaker 
provides a sound quality and engineering 
performance that only a few years ago was 
expected of models costing twice as much. It is 
sensitive, low in distortion, accurate in balance 
and predominantly faithful to the programme 
fed it, and it will also provide good stereo 
effects. It is tonally well balanced and can 
provide high sound levels, being easy to drive 
and capable of extracting the most from any 
decent amplifier. All in all, the R352, one of the 
designer Robin Marshall's best efforts yet, 
comfortably scores a Best Buy rating.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).....................................64 x 25 x 32cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)................. (10)-100W
Recommended placement.......... stands (Monitor Audio optional) 
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres 55 Hz to 15kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre........... ............50Hz 
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Bohms at 1 metre)..............................90dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres...... 105dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)......................... very good
Forward response uniformity.. .. .............................average

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give an indication of amplifier loading.
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Forward characteristic response ('13 octave at 2m, dotted 15' vertical, small dash 30' lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

1IOdB

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83 V input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for chamber LF.

?0 Hl 50 100 200 500 1K 2K 5K 10K 20KHarmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Monitor Audio RI52
Montior Audio Ltd, 347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB1 4DJ 
Tel (0223) 42898

The R152 occupies a senior position in the 
Monitor Audio range, selling for £200 or so a 
pair. Finished in a top class natural veneer, this 
speaker was designed by Robin Marshall, and 
uses a special 170mm Cobex coned bass unit 
fitted with a large motor coil and generous 
magnet. The 20 litre reflex enclosure if reflex 
tuned at low frequencies by a long throw ABR 
or slave diaphragm, also built on a 170mm 
frame. Treble is covered by the SEAS 25mm 
polyamide dome while the division of the 
frequency range is carried out by a good 
quality four-element, 12d8/octave crossover, 
which has three additional resistors for 
damping and attenuation. All connections are 
hardwired using good cable. The slim 
enclosure is braced in the vertical direction 
and titted with a rebated grille of shallow 
profile. 4mm socket/binding posts are used for 
electrical connection, while the enclosure 
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floor is fitted with threaded studs to take a 
matching veneered stand. Finish and 
workmanship were both very good.

Sound quality
The overall score was a straight 'average' 
which was fair enough for the price if 
unexceptional. It created a mixed impression 
among the panel, some liking it and others 
turning increasingly against it. The comments 
suggests some 'unevenness' of tonal balance, 
and some specific mild colorations. String 
tone was a touch 'acid' while the mid seemed 
open and clear, but nonetheless hiding some 
inner boxiness. The bass was reasonably 
balanced and extended but lacked real attack 
and tunefulness.

Conversely, the R152did produce quite good 
stereo images, with good depth and quite good 
perspectives. It handled high powers well, 
even up to 300W peak, but lost definition above 
the 150W level.

Lab report
With a below-average 85.5dBW sensitivity, 
though uncompromised by load impedance 
discrepancies, the R152 had a moderate 
capacity to generate high sound levels, and a 
stereo pair should be capable of 101dB in the 
listening room. The midband was commend
ably uniform to 3kHz but the treble was 
unbalanced on axis. The 15kHz range was also 
prominent while the lower treble was rather 
depressed. In fact ±3dB limits were needed to 
contain a 58Hz to 20kHz response and the 
- 6dB point was noted at 55Hz, not particularly 
good for the price.

Out at 2 metres the averaged response 
showed a similar result, with an isolated treble 
range and ane energy 'hole' at 4-5kHz; a cross
over effect. Driven to 96d8 spl, the R152 was 
working hard, showing 1% third harmonic, 
midband, with second harmonic at 5%, 130Hz. 
At a reduced 86dB level, it showed an improve
ment but the distortion was still higher than 
average. However compression was moderate 
at 1.3d8 with a low intermodulation product.

In the room, it performed more as the panel 
heard it; low bass was absent, but from 50Hz to 
3kHz it was fine and the loss at 4kHz was not 
that serious in forward energy terms. The 
treble was nonetheless a trifle exposed. As 
regards impedance, the R152 remained above 
6.4 ohms at all times and therefore represents 
a straightforward 8 ohm amplifier loading.



Summary
A bit off the mainstream, this attractive and 
well finished speaker has some appealing 
qualities, and did fairly well on the panel tests. 
Its dynamic capability is somewhat restricted 
however, and more definition at frequency 
extremes would also be an advantage. Not a 
strong performer, the value for money is how
ever sufficient to qualify it for recommenda
tion, with a bias towards classical rather than 
rock programme.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...............................51 x 20 x 28cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(15)-150W 
Recommended placement...........................on matching stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........57Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre....................55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)...............85.SdB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres. ..101dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good
Forward response uniformity..........................................good +
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £220

?O HI 50 100 ?00 500 1 K ?K SK 1OK 20K

Forward characteristic response (Vs octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30" lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects /or 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

?O Ht 50 •oo ?00 500 IK iK SK 10K 20K

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK 2K 5K 10K 20K

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd
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Monitor Audio R552
Monitor Audio Ltd, 347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge CB1 4DJ 
Tel (0223) 42898

Monitor's managing director was at pains to 
point out that the 552 speaker comes with 
matching stands, the whole assembly, stands 
included, finished in one of several high quality 
veneers, including the best Rosewood. In 
detail terms, this exterior finish could be worth 
as much as 25% of the final cost, and this 
should be borne in mind when considering this 
speaker; certainly the appearance can be 
spectacular with some veneer choices.

The 552 is a compact two way sealed box of 
25 litres internal volume. Bass and midrange 
are handled by a Cobex-coned 175mm driver 
with a custom cast chassis. Treble is allocated 
to the usual 25mm polyamide SEAS tweeter, 
and the crossover operates at around 5kHz, 
using four main elements plus three resistors, 
although it is of normal commercial quality. 
Internal construction was good, with bracing 
and bitumen pad damping while the units are 
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hardwired with 'sound cable'. Electrical 
connection is by means of 4mm sockets.

Sound quality
The panel found this speaker to be a dis
appointment. It scored well below average 
which does not begin to justify the price, 
despite the fine finish. The panelists were 
aware of a general tendency to thinness in the 
tonal balance, with a bright, 'obvious' treble. 
Bass seemed too dry and restrained, lacking 
extension, and overall it sounded rather 
'small', failing to convey the space and 
atmosphere of much programme. However, in 
stereo terms it did focus fairly well, and the 
coloration level was evidently fairly low; 
however this was not sufficient to redeem it in 
the ears of the panel.

The 552 coped well when driven hard, and 
survived 200W peak programme despite the 
relatively small bass driver size. At high levels, 
increasing hardness became apparent in the 
upper midrange.

Lab report
This speaker demonstrated an average 
sensitivity of 86dB/W and in conjunction with a 
150W power handling, a stereo pair could 
provide up to 103dB in a listening room.

The axial response was quite uniform; 
indeed ±2.5dB limits were sufficient for an 
85Hz to 20kHz response though the treble was 
a bit lumpy. The bass however rolled off early, 
with -6dB at 65Hz, which is rather high for a 
speaker in this price category. The grille was 
seen to have little effect on the response.

At 2 metres, the treble had smoothed out 
and the family of off-axis responses suggested 
a well integrated output from the two drivers. 
The 30° off axis curve was one of the best in 
the issue, so these speakers could be left in a 
neat 'straight head' position. The 'lightweight' 
quality was seen in the overdamped bass, 
rolling away from 150Hz.

For a speaker of this average sensitivity, the 
96dB distortion results were very creditable, 
even at low frequencies. At 86dB spl, third 
harmonic improved markedly to a 'good' level, 
and while it was poorer than average on 
compressioin, measuring 2.2dB, the inter
modulation was rather better at -44dB.

EdQinQ a fraction below 6 ohms in the trnhlA, 
this speaker was otherwise easy to drive and 
would qualify as a straightforward 8 ohm load, 
uncritical of amplifier choice.



As with the similar 152, the room response 
proved most revealing. While some extreme 
bass was evident the main bass range was 
surprisingly deficient, leaving the midrange 
exposed and ‘forward'. From then on, however, 
the output was pretty good. In design terms, I 
would say that the sensitivity target was too 
high, and that a smaller magnet, providing a 
realignment to 84dBW, would possibly to the 
trick - unhingeing the bass and bring the rest 
into balance.

Summary
Despite considerations of excellent finish, 
good build quality and the inclusion of stands 
in the price, in HFC sound quality comes first. 
The panel clearly heard faults, which were also 
revealed in the computer averaged room 
response, and consequently the scores were 
insufficient for recommendation.

Forward characteristic response (Y, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45" lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room
GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...............................51 x 20 x 28cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............(15)-150W
Recommended placement............................ on stands supplied
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........ 80Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....................65Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Sohms at 1 metre)..................86dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....103dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)............................ good
Forward response uniformity.................. ..... ................. ...good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.........  ................ ...£299 Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 

input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF. dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

?O Hl SO 100 200 SOO IK 2K SK lOK ?OK
Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic dotted 2nd harmonic).
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THE IRtmui teRoom '
(ask for Neil Hollings or Dean Ralphson)

Phone TERRY LESSE on WEYBRIDGE (0932) 57960 to arrange an appointment 
to listen to some of the loudspeakers under one roof

AGENCIES INCLUDE 
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 
B&W 
CASTLE 
CELESTION 
HEYBROOK 
IAS 
MISSION 
MONITOR AUDIO 
MORDAUNT SHORT 
QUAD 
SD ACOUSTICS 
SPENDOR 
TANDY, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA

250 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE, SURREY OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Demonstrations by Appointment. Part Exchange and Credit Facilities Agencies include AR Audio Technica Bose 
Beard Audio . B&W . Castle, Celestion. Clearwater Dais. Dual. Dynavector . E.A.R., Elite Townshend (The Rock) 
Excalibur Grace, The Grall. Harman/Kardon . Hatler . Helius . Heybrock . I AS.. JBL. Logic . Luxman . Lentek . Mission . 
Moniter Audio. Mordaunt Short . Munro Electronics . Oak . Quad . OED . Quantum . Pink Triangle . The Pip . Royce . Revox , 
Ratel. Spendor . SO Acoustics. Syrinx . Supex . Svstemdecks . Stax . Yamaha . Walker.

REM HkFI II IRELAID
^HSlJÍ^O -ANOS^31 no ~- —W_ Hl'ñ CONSULTANTS

REAL HI-FI MOVES TO 
BLACKROCK!
• NEW SHOWROOMS - OPEN TUESDAY TO 
SATURDAY - NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY.

• TWO SINGLE SPEAKER DEM ROOM'S - 
DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

• LATE OPENING UNTIL EVERY THURSDAY 
AND FRIDAY UNTIL 9PM

• HEAR THE "BEST BUYS" BY CALLING 
TODAY

34A MAIN STREET 
BLACKROCK CO. DUBLIN 
PHONE 889 ^9

* All major 
credit cards accepted

CLONjY
i> t^eresf crtárxherne Incasto recourse/

229 Ombersley Road 
Worcester WR3 7BY 

Tel: 10905) 58046
(opposite Checketts Lane)

Linn Products, Rega Research, Naim Audio, 
Heybrook, Nytech, Supex, Monitor Audio, Ke{, 
A&R Cambridge, Meridian, Creek, Nakamichi, 

Yamaha, Mordaunt-Short, NVA

* Demonstrations by Appointment
* Delivery and installation
* Open Mon-Sat 9am-8.30pm
* Credit Facilities
* Part Exchange
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QUAD 
for the closest approach 

totheoriginal sound

the original sound.
The Quad ESL-63 sets 

new standards in three 
important areas of loudspeaker 
technology, low distortion, low 
colouration and controlled 
directivity, resulting in a level of 
performance limited solely by 
the quality of programme 
source.

WithQuadESL-63’sanda 
compact disc player less than 
0.1% total harmonic distortion* 
intrudes between the listener 
and the studio master tape, 
reproducing exactly what was 
recorded, nothing added, 
nothing taken away and 
bringing the listener that much 
closer to the original sound.

For full details of the Quad 
range of products and the name 
ana address of your nearest 
dealer contact;
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, 
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE18 7DB, 
Telephone: (0480) 52561.



REASSESSED

Mordaunt-Short MS20
Mordaunt Short Ltd, Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hants GU31 5AZ 
Tel (0730) 80721

Already acquiring a good reputation, the MS20 
could possibly be regarded as an economy 
version of the Carnival — with its vinyl-wrap 
cabinet, it offers a substantial cost saving. 
Fortunately for the consumer, things do not 
always turn out exactly as the manufacturer 
intends, and this is just one of those instances 
of an 'economy' model where the end result 
turns out to be embarassingly good!

A slim, two-way 141itre box enclosure, the 
MS20 is well finished in a convincing black ash 
vinyl with an unrebated grille, which as the tests 
show is best discarded.

Bass is provided by the wide-range Mordaunt 
Short doped pulp-cone 200mm driver, comple
mented by a diminutive plastic-dome Audax 
tweeter, the latter ferro-fluid cooled.

Working at around 3.5kHz, the crossover uses 
five medium power components and rear con
nection is by means of plain 4mm sockets. The 
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enclosure is made of 15mm rigid chipboard, 
with a volume filling of polyester wadding. 
While it probably will work best on open stands, 
the MS20 will also survive shelf mounting if 
such a location is deemed essential.

Sound quality
Rated at the upper end of the 'good' category, 
the MS20 sound is quite exceptional at the 
price. When re-entered several times in the 
'blind' listening tests, as one of the 'repeat' 
references, its performance was judged con
sistently good.

Bass, although of moderate depth was felt to 
be well balanced, tight and tuneful, while the 
midrange was relatively uncolored, detailed and 
possessed of good transient definition. The 
treble was slightly recessed, but pleasantly so, 
with only mild fizziness and sibilance in 
evidence. The lower-mid did however show 
some moderate boxiness.

The overall effect was tidy and civilised with 
good control over the whole frequency range. 
Stereo images were well focused and revealing 
of recording acoustics, possessing fine depth 
and fairly good transparency was also evident, 
these results fine at the price.

Lab results
Marginally above-average, the sensitivity meas
ured 87dB/W and with a 15 to 75W amp power 
range, up to 102dBA could be obtained from a 
pair. The bass rolloff was typical at 55Hz, - 6dB, 
while pair matching was fine. As can be seen 
from the dotted response on the one metre 
measurement, the output was rather smoother 
with the grille detached, this also confirmed by 
the listening tests.

At 2metres a mild mid plateau was evident 
but otherwise the output was quite uniform on 
all measured axes. At 15° above-axis a mild dip 
was evident, suggesting that the speaker 
should not be positioned below the listener's 
head level. Conversely the 30° off-axis lateral 
position looked to provide a fine result, and, so 
the speakers do not need to directly face the 
listener in the lateral plane.

At 96d8 distortions were about average, at 
typically 2% second harmonic and 0.8% third, 
with a worthwhile improvement at 86d8 spl. The 
tweeter showed a distinct distortion peak at 
20kHz, but this was not considered too 
important.

With the impedance close to the Sohm
standard, the MS20 was classed as a very good
amplifier load, and so can make the most of its



available sensitivity
The integrated room response was most re

vealing, showing the midrange forwardness, 
plus a surprisingly extended, slightly 'shy' bass 
as well as a treble which uniformly decayed with 
the right curvature.

Summary
This speaker produced a remarkably good per
formance for the price. Slightly upper-mid for
ward, in all other respects it offers a finely-bal
anced array of subjective and objective quali
ties, which made Best Buy classification 
mandatory Subsequent experiments with the 
MS20 have shown that if well positioned it can 
do justice to very costly ancilliary equipment. 
Re-auditioned for this issue, comments from 
the panel were much as before and the 'Best 
Buy' rating still well justified.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).....................................42 x 25 x 20cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres')...................(15)-75W
Recommended placement..............................open stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres.....65Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....,................... 55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Sohms at 1 metre)..............................87dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres.......102dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)......................... very good
Forward response uniformity....................................................good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT...................................... £98

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

20 H< 50 100 200 500 1K 2k 5k IOk 20k
Forward characteristic response (V, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Mordaunt-Short Carnival 3
Mordaunt Short Ltd, Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hants GU31 5AZ 
Tel (0730) 80721

Such are the vagaries of speaker design, that 
the Carnival did not do as well on test as its 
close but cheaper relative the MS20, even 
though it offers an apparently better technical 
performance.

Fitted with real wood end caps, the main 
body of the speaker is wrapped in good quality 
cloth. A two-way sealed-box, the Carnival uses 
the same drivers as the MS20 — bass and 
midrange are covered by a 200mm doped cone 
unit, the MS D208BB, and the treble is allocated 
to the 20mm cone/dome Audax tweeter. The 
latter is inexpensive but can sound surprisingly 
good if skillfully handled by the system 
designer.

A good-quality crossover is used to marry the 
units, with 4mm sockets for electrical connec
tion, plus a small fuse to protect tne high 
frequency unit.

Matching slim pillar stands with four-spoke 
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bases ,are available as an optional extra. The 
system carries a five year warranty.

Sound quality
The Carnival was rated as 'above average' by 
the listeRing panel, which is good for the price 
and indicative of recommendation. The sound 
appeared open and lively with good clarity, able 
to reveal more than just a hint of the different 
recorded acoustics. Stereo quality was quite 
good with some depth effects.

Colorations included mild mid 'boxiness' plus 
some nasality, and a sibilant, rather 'obvious' 
treble register. It was definitely a little too bright 
and open, and in consequence did not present a 
well balanced tone. As regards its bass, it was 
quite tight and articulate if lacking in final 
extension.

Lab results
The Carnival's sensitivity measured 87.5dB/W, a 
little above average, and with its 100W 
maximum power handling capacity it could 
provide up to 103dBA for a pair in a typical 
room.

Closely toleranced, pair matching was almost 
perfect, while bass rolloff measured 54Hz, 
- 6dB, and was quite uniform. Overall the 
frequency response at Imetre was slightly 
uptilted but it was remarkably smooth. At 
2metres the upwards tilt effect with frequency 
was a little more obvious but the speaker 
nonetheless illustrated a very good set of 
forward responses of good uniformity.

Measured at a 96dB sound pressure level, the 
distortion was unexceptional averaging 2% 
second and with third harmonic rather better at 
0.3%. Some improvement in both harmonics 
was evident at 86dB, at which distortion now 
measured around average or marginally poorer.

Room integrated by the computer analyser, 
the result was rather good, showing a very well- 
integrated lower frequency range plus a smooth 
mid but a marginally humped treble. Correct 
subjective balance remains a very subtle aspect 
of speaker 'voicing.'

The impedance curve showed a simple, easy- 
to-drive characteristics, and the Carnival thus 
rated as a very good amplifier load.

Summary
The Carnival is a good all rounder possesssed 
of many qualities, including a very even 
response, and it deserves to be taken seriously. 
Its main weakness appears to be one of tonal 
lightness, with its mildly sibilant and excessive



treble register, and how this affects the end 
result may well depend on the programme 
source — a ‘duller’ sounding moving magnet 
cartridge could also be beneficial here. However 
despite our reservations, the speaker has 
nonetheless done well enough to merit recom
mendation.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)..................................... 42 x 25 x 20cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)................. (20)-100W
Recommended placement.............................................open stands
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres..... 65Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre.........................54Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Sohms at 1 metre)........................... .87.5dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres...... 103dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive).........................very good
Forward response uniformity.............................................very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT....................................................C 138

Forward characteristic response {Vo octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis 283 V

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic)
-2° p- | | | | | | | || I I H I I 11 it “t--b-

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic)
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Mordaunt-Short MS40
Mordaunt Short Ltd, Durtord Mill, Petersfield, Hants GU31 5AZ .
Tel (0730) 80721

Mordaunt Short designer Mike Deadman took a 
crucial step some years ago when the MS 
200mm bass/mid unit was developed. This pulp 
cone, with its critical flare, applied damping 
and sensible sensitivity, has since proved to be 
the foundation of a whole range of designs, 
which are still continuing to emerge. The latest 
is the MS40, a middle-category compact of 
some 22 litres internal volume, reflex loaded at 
low frequencies. The port, which is 35mm in 
diameter by 18cm deep, is highly damped, yet 
serves to tune the low frequency range and 
load the bass unit in the main power range. In 
this two-way system, the treble is handled by a 
25mm dome/cone tweeter, with integral phase 
plate.

The chipboard cabinet is strongly 
constructed with deep, well-glued corners and 
circumferential bracing. Mainly in 15mm grade, 
the front and back panels are MDF and the 

cabinet has fittings on the underside to take a 
matching stand. Electrical connection is by 
4mm sockets. A good quality crossover is 
fitted, with six elements plus two special 
protection devices, the latter thermally 
operated and changing from very low to high 
resistance under overload, thereby protecting 
the drivers. Their influence, if any, on sound 
quality is not known at present, but we can 
state that no untoward effects were noted.,

Sound quality
Scoring a straight 'good', which was a fine 
result for the price, the MS40 proved to be a 
well designed model. Panelists found little to 
criticise on grounds of coloration or balance, 
and it proved consistent over a wide range of 
material. The bass was quite well extended if a 
mite 'softened', while^the mid was even and 
clear with an open qulaity. Both mid and treble 
showed good detail, and the treble was 
generally rated above average.

Stereo images were well focused, and a fair 
representation of image depth was obtained, 
including a sense of the recorded acoustic.

Coloration included a hint of boxiness allied 
to some 'cone' sound — evident, for example, 
on male voice, but not felt to be serious. It 
sounded very well controlled, too much so for 
one panelist who felt a littl more life and attack 
were required; he considered it a touch 
bland.

Lab report
Pair matching was good, meeting 0.5dB. limits 
except at 400-500Hz where a minor 1.3dB 
difference was noted. The grille did have some 
effect and was considered better detached 
(dotted line on the reference response). 
Sensitivity was about average at 86.5dB/W, 
while the bass cut-off was typical at 50Hz. With 
its excellent power handling of up to 200W 
programme, the MS40 will be capable of up to 
105dB in a typical room in stereo. The response 
showed a mild mid forwardness but met 
±2.5dB limits from 60Hz to 20kHz 
nonetheless.

Out at 2 metres, the forward response family 
showed very good control with fine lateral off- 
axis results. The mild dip in the vertical plane 
at 15° suggested the speaker should face the 
listener, preferably on a good stand, 30-50cm 
high. Driven to 96dB, the distortion harmonics 
were well controlled particularly at low 
frequencies, and it improved generally at 86dB,
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where third harmonic was low except at 2kHz, 
where it remained close to 1 % — a little on the 
high side. The compression test was handled 
well, with -1.1dB Joss and a -40dB 
intermodulation.

The reflex tuning did not show on the 
impedance curve since it was so highly 
damped, while the characteristic 
demonstrated a straightforward 8 ohm 
amplifier load. The room averaged response 
held no surprises with the speaker maintaining 
a fair output to 30Hz, and reasonably balanced 
to the smooth midrange. The interchange to 
the treble looked well controlled while the 
treble rolloff was almost as it should be.

Summary
The MS40 is yet another well balanced and 
civilised Mordaunt Short system. Its fine 
control and open, even-handed sound attracted 
good marks from the panel and it should fit 
unobtrusively in a number of good audio 
systems. Both rock and classical were handled

Forward characteristic response (V3 octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 • vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45" lateral).

well and the MS40 wins Best Buy rating.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................ 52 x 25.5 x 24cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)......... (15)-200W 
Recommended placement..................................on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........55Hz^20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre....................50Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)..........86.5 dB/W 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....105dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good
Forward response uniformity.......................................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £170

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

O'

SK 10K 20K20 Hz 50 HlO 200 500 tK 2K

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (modZ). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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REASSESSED

QuadESL-63 _____  . ......... _
The A con stical Manufa during Co Ltd. St Peters Road. Huntingdon PE18 7DB 
Tel (0480) 52561

This new design was very long awaited, and we 
received our samples just in time for inclusion in the 
1981 issue. The original Electrostatic was reviewed 
some years back by a different author in Choice, and 
certain of the problem areas which emerged, namely 
directivity, bandwidth sensitivity, power handling 
and amplifier loading have all found partial solutions 
in the new model, albeit at a high price

A single large-area damped plastic rilm 
diaphragm has been electrostatically energised 
to operate as a phased array of eight concentric 
elements, and the emerging wavefront is an 
approximate simulation of the radiation from a 
theoretical point source 30cm behind the centre 
of the panel. A high voltage delay line feeding the 
multiple elements incorporates compensation 
for the clamped boundary of the diaphragm, and 
also equalisation for the axial frequency 
response. The size and apportionment of fre
quency range and delay to the elements allows 
control of directivity, which is adjusted to give a 
smooth and uniform decay at increasing off-axis 
angles. But it should still be borne in mind that 
the directivity of the 63 is poor by comparison 
with the best moving-coil designs, and that the 
speaker remains rather critical of listening angle.

The latter characteristic presented a problem 
on tests, since in the modest confines of my 
listening room only two of the six Quad panelists 
could be in the optimum zone, and when used as 
suggested on the floor at our typical 3-3.5m 
listening dictancc, the main axial treble response 
was directed nearer to their chests than their 
ears. Accordingly, the speakers were elevated by 
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about 20cm on open stands and marginally tilted 
backwards. As with the Acoustat, further audition
ing was also conducted with solo listeners to 
augment the panel subjective data.

The Quad 63 is a bipolar design which 
generates regions of acoustic power fore and aft, 
but is suppressed in the sideways directions. In 
consequence a rather different drive of room 
reverberation results compared with small box 
speakers which are considerably more omni
directional. Thus even if the Quad did provide an 
identical axial frequency response to a low 
coloration moving-coil model, it would not sound 
the same due to the significantly different room 
reverberation tonal balance.
Lab performance
The sensitivity reading was not comparable with 
a normal speaker due to the doublet directivity, 
and furthermore, the 1 m reference response was 
theoretically too close, risking proximity and 
integration errors. Approximation or not, the 
reading was below average at 84dB/W, the 
reference response meeting +/-2dB limits 
between 50Hz and 9kHz, outside of which some 
irregularities were charted which could not be 
wholly blamed on proximity, as a 2m and 3m 
check verified.

Averaged in 'la-octave bands at 2 m, the speaker 
demonstrated a superbly even mid and low range 
response, with some mild 'lumpiness' above 
5kHz. The response sensitivity to axis was shown 
by the special dotted curve, just 7.5° off axis 
vertically, which reveals more than a 5dB loss 
above 12kHz. The output decayed much more 
than average off-axis, but the decay pattern was 
exceptional in terms of consistency and evenness 
(see Acoustat) In practice the bass rolloff point 
was indeterminate, depending on the listening 
room boundaries and in particular the distance to 
the rear wall (with zero bass when placed against 
the latter). In open air or in large rooms 34Hz 
-6dB is possible, but at a modest acoustic level.

While not as kind a load as Quad suggest, the 
speaker should not cause most amplifiers too 
much trouble, but when the speaker is heavily 
overloaded it protects by a short-circuit 'crowbar' 
which may damage some amplifiers and dips to 
3.5 ohms were recorded at 50Hz and 10kHz. 
Above 60Hz, even at a full 96dB, the distortion 
performance was superlative, though the curve 
does not illustrate the 63's inability to accept 
inputs over 30W or so below this frequency 
without diaphragm rattling. Above 100Hz the 
distortion was 10-WOlirnes better than usual 
but due to the speaker's protection circuit 
compression occurred at a 1OOW peak input;



however at SOW, just 3dB less, the pulse repro
duction was simply too perfect to register 
measurements.

Due to the unusual directivity the room response 
is probably of marginal value, and certainly 
cannot be directly compared with the results for 
normal box systems. It is however included just 
for the record, but did not correlate well with the 
subjective data. The midrange at least is notably 
smooth, but the 60Hz^ prominence is more 
exaggerated than usual.
Sound quality
At risk of appearing to makes excuses for the 63, 
the subjective data did partly reflect its direction
ality, and side positioned listeners were not well 
served. Prolonged solo sounds suggested that to 
some extent the sound was something of an 
acquired taste, and that if its particular qualities 
appealed, these could assume such overriding 
importance than no other model would suffice. 
On first hearing however it can sound somewhat 
'dead’ and 'clothy’ due in part to the loss of 
reverberant energy in the upper frequencies 
when compared to a conventional speaker. A 
trace of a 'whistly’ quality in the extreme treble was 
audible to a few keen-eared listeners, while the 
sweetness and integration of the mid/treble 
band at first lends a dim impression until 
experience shows that the necessary treble 
detail still exists but in an unusually natural form.

Listeners accustomed to a dynamic and punchy 
bass of good power handling, particularly on rock 
-oriented programme, found the 63 disappointing 
since it could not play very loud, and the bass 
power though a little more extended than a 3/5A, 
was little greater. Without the 'liveness’ and 
'excitement’ of some of the better box systems, it 
at first appears to lack detail and transparency. 
But prolonged listening showed that this was due 
to the misleading frequency balance, and that on 
axis superb image depth as well as detail were 
apparent. Respectable scores were nevertheless 
achieved throughout the sessions.
Summary
Since our original review minor improvements have 
been made to this speaker, notably considerably 
revised protection circuitry, allowing louder and 
better reproduction of bass transients. While not a 
powerhouse, it does at least now do respectable 
justice to the bass on rock material, particularly if this 
is digitally derived and hence free of overhang or 
subsonic excitation. Fully re-auditioned for this 
edition, it achieved very respectable scores espe
cially on digital masters.

The Quad has uniquely musical qualities through 
the vital mid registers, and deserves auditioning on 
high quality material if its blend of strengths and 
weaknesses are to be fairly assessed by the 
intending purchaser. The results continue to justify a 
Choice recommendation despite the elevated price.

GENERAL DATA
Size(hxwxd).....................................................  93 x 656 x 27cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(tor 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum) (25)-lOOW
Recommended placement ...on open stand, well clear of rear wall 
Frequency response within ± 3dB(2m).............40 Hz to 1 8kHz
Low frequency rolloff(-6dB) at 1 m................................... 33 Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref 2.83V, ie: 1 watt in 8 ohms) at 1 m..............................84dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m)...............99dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)................. fairly difficult
Forward response uniformity................................................good*
TypicalpriceperpairincVAT  £1000when reviewed. now r 1 200
•see text

Forward characteristic response (1/3-octave @ 
2m, dotted 15° vert, small dash 30° lateral, long 
dash 45° lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

chamber LF, dotting shows response without

20Hz SOHz 100Hz 200Hz SOOHz 1kHz 2kHz SkHz 10kHz 20k
Impedance (mod Z).
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REVISED ANO REPRINTED

Richard Allan RA8
Richard Allan Radio Ltd., Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton, W. Yorks. Tel (0274) 872442

We were particularly looking forward to evaluating 
this compact and inexpensive speaker since the 
brochure mentioned its use by the BBC. Well 
finished in real leek veneer, using an acoustically 
superior foam grille in matching contour and 
colour, the RAB is a sealed-box enclosure of 14 
litres internal volume (Richard Allan's slightly 
misleading figure of 28 litres refers to the external 
dimensions). A SOW maximum power handling 
capacity is claimed, and a response from 90Hz to 
20kHz +/-3.0da

A 200mm bextrene-cone bass/mid unit is 
partnered by a plastic dome 19 mm tweeter, 
which uses .a diaphragm rather similar to that 
fitted to the original T27. The system resonance 
occurs at 70Hz, which is a little on the high side if 
good bass extension is to be obtained. Interest
ingly, in appearance the 200mm unit closely 
resembliii th9 original BBC drivor uood by 
Rogers in their first commercial BBC monitor, the 
LS3/6A, and Richard Allan did in fact carry out 

some of the production work on the original 
drivers in the late'60s and early7Os. The magnet 
is smaller on the R/A unit, with changes to the 
voice coil as well as surround termination.

Filled with polyester fibre, the 17mm chip
board cabinet has no panel damping. The 
crossover point is nominally at 3kHz, and five 
elements of average quality are used to divide 
the frequency range between the two drivers.

Lab performance
Measured at 1m, one sample met +/-4.5dB 
limits from 45Hz to 20kHz, with the loss of 
energy from 2-5kHz precluding tighter limits. 
The second sample showed a good match except 
at 4kHz, where a narrow notch was charted. Very 
good up to 2 kHz, the response below 150Hz was 
marred by a lift of 2-3dB in the bass, while the 
narrowness of the 4dB notch suggests phase 
problems in the design, a suspicion confirmed 
during the 2 m testing.

Plotted in the usual +15° vertical direction'A, a 
different notch appeared at 2.7 kHz, some 1 OdB 
deep. Moving to 15° below axis, the 1 to 2kHz 
range output would seem to increase significantly 
and show rather better integration, so by impli
cation this speaker's best integrated response 
would seem to be directed at the floor. It should 
either be used inverted, or alternatively mounted 
fairly high up as used in our tests. Vertical 
anomalies excepted, the remainder of the 
response was well ordered if rather 'lumpy at 2 
metres.

Sensitivity was slightly below average at 
85dB/W, allowing a maximum level of 98dBA per 
pair and providing a modest bass extension to 
50Hz -6dB. The system was easy to drive with a 
minimum impedance of better than 6.4 ohms.

At 3dB above its nominal power limit (ie 1OOW) 
the RAB was in electrical overload at 500 Hz, 3rd 
harmonic distortion reaching 16.0% with 4.0% of 
2nd; 5kHz was handled rather better with 3.0% 
2nd and 1.0% 3rd. The speaker was none too 
clean at low frequencies, where the results were 
dominated by 2nd harmonic products at both 96 
and 90dB sound levels. By 100Hz 3rd had 
reached a poor 30%, 96dB and was still 15% at a 
modest 90dB, corresponding to only 3.5W 
sinewave input.

Although promising in the 100Hz-2kHz range, 
room averaging on the RABs showed a prominent 
bass as well as a loss of energy from 2-4kHz, and 
also a relatively elevated treble range.
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Sound quality
The RAB performed moderately well on the live 
sound comparisons, though the bass was judged 
below average due to the limited power, some 
distortion, and a lack of power fundamentals. The 
treble was 'exposed, showing sibilance on speech, 
while the mid had a 'closed-in' 'boxy' quality, with 
some 'boomy', 'nasal' and 'hollow' effects. In its 
favour, the mid was smooth and free from 'hard
ness' or 'harshness'.

Below par on the commercial stereo sessions, 
the treble register emphasised hiss and occasion
ally added a tizzy quality. Detail was lacking and 
the stereo imaging suffered from a lack of impact 
and 'immediacy*. Even on stands the bass showed 
a 'one-note' undamped tendency, and could not 
'play tunes' respectably. Once again it was the 
midband alone which was promisingly smooth.

Summary
While this speaker is inexpensive and offers 
quite a lot of engirfebring and finish for the 
money, it is lacking in openness and immediacy • 
resulting from poor phase control and a lack of 
presence, which in turn probably derives from 
the crossover design. If this area could be 
reshaped then R/ A might have a worthwhile 
model on their hands, but as it stands, and taking 
into account the below average distortion as well 
as limited power handling capacity, it cannot be 
recommended.

Forward characteristic response (1/3-octave @ 
2 m, dotted 15° vert., small dash 30° lateral, long 
dash 45° lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room 
at listening position.

dB

BO

70

Reference sinewave response(1m on axis, 2.83 V 
input shows sensitivity) (dashing corrects for

GENERAL DATA
Size (h x w x d)....... ................. .... 39.3 x 26.5 x 27cm
Weight.................... ............... ............................................6.8kg
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).................(25)-50W,.
Recommended placement.............................. open shelf or stand
Frequency response within ± 3dB (2m)............. 55Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m.......................................50Hi
Voltage sensitivity

•(ref 2.83V. ie: 1 watt in 8 ohms) at 1m.........................85dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair at 2m)............... 98dBA
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)......................very good
Forward response uniformity.........................................fairly good
Typical price per pair inc VAT.................................................. £125 Harmonic distortions: solid3rd96dB, dotted2nd

96dB, dashed3rd90dB, chain-dashed2nd90d8,

Impedance (mod Z).
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Rogers LSI
Swisstone Electronics Ltd, 310 Commonside East
Tel 01-640 2172

, Mitcham, Surrey

A high quality miniature from Rogers, the LSI 
has a modest 8 litre internal volume, bass
reflex tuned. The rather small port, 28mm in 
diameter by 100mm deep, is fitted to the rear 
panel. The well built Medite enclosure is 
finished in natural veneer, and the 120mm 
bass/midrange unit is fitted on rubber 
decoupling mountings to reduce cabinet 
excitation. This unit is a long-throw type driver 
with a polypropylene cone, built on a steel 
chassis and fitted with a generous magnet. The 
treble is handled by a SEAS 19mm polyamide 
dome, and crossover between the units is 
accomplished by a very high quality 8 element 
network.

While no panel damping is used, the interior 
is lined with acoustic foam for internal 
abstHptlon of standing wavM, with electrical 
connection via 4mm sockets. Unrebated, the 
6mm deep grille panel is probably thin enough 
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not to cause an acoustic problem.

Sound quality
Scoring significantly above average, which was 
good for the price, the LSI has done well for a 
miniature system. It sounded fairly well 
balanced with good levels of detail and clarity 
plus notably articulate voice. The bass was fair, 
while the treble did not draw attention to itself, 
always a good sign. Some boxiness and 
'plumminess' were however apparent, giving a 
rather full cello sound, for example, but overall 
it was quite even-handed on both rock and 
classical material. Depth was quite well 
represented, and the speaker also had the 
ability to produce a good stereo focus, 
especially on high stands placed well out into 
the room. With these smaller boxes, the stereo 
quality is otherwise rather susceptible to 
interference from nearby walls.

While the bass sounded 'puffy' and soft 
when played loud, the speaker demonstrated a 
remarkable power handling and survived 300W 
of peak programme, remaining in fair control 
here.

Lab report
Sensitivity was a little below average at 
85.5dB/W while the -6dB bass point was high, 
although typical for the size, at 65Hz. Pair 
matching held to within ±0.?dB and the axial 
frequency response looked pretty uniform. 
Some of the treble irregularities were clearly 
introduced by the grille and were a function of 
the distinctive front panel, as well as cabinet 
styling. Without the grille in position it met 
±2.5dB limits from 85Hz to 20kHz. Given the 
good power handling, sound levels of 104dB 
should be possible from a stereo pair.

Out at 2 metres, the averaging smoothed 
things out well and the intrinsic response was 
seen to be very uniform and well controlled 
over the forward axes, showing a mildly 
depressed treble register with a very mild 
midrange plateau. Driven to 96dB the second 
harmonic content was high at 8%, 20kHz but 
was reasonable elsewhere. Considerably 
reduced at 86dB, the distortion performance 
here was better than average. Compression 
was significant at 2.3dB, but interestingly the 
intermodulation product was very good at 
-46dB. The minimum impedance did not fall 
below O.4 ohms and the loading was typically 
10 ohms; this is an easy amplifier load.

The room response confirmed the uneven



bass, with a touch of mid register richness plus 
the open well integrated treble, the latter 
notably depressed. The rolloff above 1 Ok Hz 
was as it should be, without sharp steps or 
'corners'.

Summary
It is quite an achievement for a miniature to do 
this well in such a competitive market area. The 
LS1 is a pleasant loudspeaker of fine finish and 
very good build quality; all factors are well 
balanced, and the model qualifies for HFC 
recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................35.5 x 19 x 16cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(15)-200W 
Recommended placement..         ..on open stands 
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........80Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre....................65Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)............... 85.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....103dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).................... very good
Forward response uniformity.. ......................................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £150

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

IlOdB 
l ?0 Hi 50 100 200 500 ?K 10k ?Ok

Forward characteristic response (Y' octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30' lateral, long dash 
45" lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

10 • f $0 f1 w 1K ?k )K 1011 21lK

Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF. dotting shows response without grill.

?O Ht 50 •oo lOO 500 IK 2K Sk 10k ?Ok
Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REASSESSED

Rogers LS7 .
Swisstone Electronics Ltd, 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey 
Tel 01-640 2172

Rogers' LS7 is a fairly compact stand-mounted 
system, with an internal volume of 301itres. The 
design has been refined since it was first intro
duced, and the pair reviewed here are repre
sentative of current production.

Tuned to give a damped quasi-Butterworth 
alignment, the large reflex ducted port is 65mm 
in diameter, its exit flared to reduce distortion. 
The excellently finished enclosure is con
structed of 12mm bituminous damped MDF 
with a reinforced 19mm-thick MDF front baffle. 
None of the panels are removable, internal 
access gained via the bass unit aperture.

The bass/midrange unit has a nominal dia
meter of 200mm, and uses a generous magnet, 
a high-power voice coil and a patented poly
propylene cone possessing the classic BBC 
profile. A selected version of the Celestion 
HF1000 soft-dome 25mm tweeter covers the 
remaining frequency range, the excellent- 
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quality 13 element 3kHz crossover.
External connection is by means of 4mm 

socket/binding posts and the internal wiring is 
to a high standard, the LS7 typifying Rogers 
traditionally fine workmanship.

One component which I do feel needs revi
sion, though, is the grille. Strong enough to 
resist warping by its now rather dated Tygan 
cloth, the assembly is acoustically unfavour
able — a foam replacement would help here.

Sound quality
The panel were highly impressed by the LS7. It 
was felt to be tonally accurate and well bal
anced, with an extended and uniform frequency 
response. Good instrumental detail was pre
served throughout the frequency range, while 
coloration was held to a consistently low level.

Stereo images were spacious, focused and 
full of the intended recorded-acoustic detail. 
Images also demonstrated impressive depth, 
with an almost crystalline transparency.

The LS7 provided good extension in the bass, 
and while they seemed slightly 'leaden' footed 
here, powerful and clean articulation were in 
evidence. The sound was consistently clean and 
free of boxy effects.

Very mild criticisms were recorded concern
ing a slight edgy and sibilant treble, with a mild 
vocal chestiness but neither was of much con
sequence. The speaker gave fine results on ana
logue sections but clearly excelled on the digital 
programme.

Lab results
The LS7 showed fine pair matching when 
measured at Imetre, the axial response 
disfigured by a notch at ?kHz. Removal of the 
grille gave the more elegant dotted response 
illustrated. The well-damped bass response was 
uniform and well balanced in character, extend
ing to 48Hz, -6dB, which was fine for the size 
of enclosure. Sensitivity was above average at 
88dB/W, and an impressive 200W power 
capacity was established. Maximum sound 
levels of 106dBA were possible from a stereo 
pair, while as little as 10W would give interesting 
results. The sensitivity was not compromised by 
the impedance, which showed only a minor dip 
at 8kHz, with a mean value of 10ohms, thus 
making the LS7 a very good amplifier load.

Out at 2metres a fine set of off-axis re
sponses were demonstrated. At 15° ahove a 
mild 4kHz dip oc9urred (still affected by the 
grille) so the speaker should be directed or 
elevated sufficiently to face the listener.



Panelists felt the balance to be slightly 'rich', 
this confirmed by the 2metre trend.

When room-averaged, very good correlation 
with the subjective findings was established. 
The bass was only marginally 'rich' and showed 
a well-integrated response extension in the 
room. The mid was quite uniform and married 
correctly with the treble register which 
smoothly decayed above 8kHz.

Measured at 96dB, low frequency distortion 
held to below 3% second harmonic and 1 % 
third, and was very fine above 300Hz, which is 
the more critical range in this respect. At 86dB 
distortion improved greatly with the midband 
readings excellently low, measuring less than 
0.1% over a couple of octaves!
Summary
Clearly ‘digital ready' the LS7 in its latest form 
provides a remarkably well-balanced subjective 
and objective performance. All aspects of 
sound quality such as extension, balance, 
stereo clarity and coloration were very good, 
while technically speaking it was easy to drive, 
low in distortion, sensitive, and consistent as 
regards frequency balance.

A current sample was checked and found to 
give a smoother grill-on response and slightly 
more sensitivity. Listening tests strongly 
confirmed the Best Buy rating for this 
beautifully-made and well-balanced 
performer.

Forward characteristic response (Ya octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 • vertical, small dash 30" lateral, long dash

90

RO f

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.
100

5k 10K ?nk

dC

10
?O H! 50 100 ?00 5OO

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).....................................56 x 27 x 28cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)................. (10)-200W
Recommended placement.........................................  open stands
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres..... 55Hz to 18kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre.........................48Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre)...............................88dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres...... 106dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive)..........................very good
Forward response uniformity........................................... .very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT..................................................£285

10

JO

50

"B

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis. 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill
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Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic. dotted 2nd harmonic).
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5" .< bo bo ?... 500

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic. dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Well-received in previous issues, the Rogers 
Studio One has now been extensively revised by 
the manufacturers, with improvements to the 
bass cone, sensitivity, bass alignment and 
cabinetry.

A 'classic' Bextrene-cone design, the Studio 
One is a medium-sized bass-reflex model of 
comparatively high power capacity. Its 441itre 
enclosure is built of MDF panels, fully veneered 
and clad internally with bituminous damping 
pads. It is tuned to a partially-damped 'quasi' 
bass alignment using a large-diameter ducted 
port with a large volume velocity, which uses a 
chamfered front exit to further reduce dis
tortion.

The main driver is a 200mm baSs/mid unit, 
hiiilt nn rt r.rtst-rtllny r.hrtssis rtnd employing a 
generous magnet plus high temperature capa
bility Kapton motor coil former. The primary 
tweeter is a version of the long-lived Celestion 
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HF1300, while the final half-octave is filled in by 
a KEF T27, a 19mm plastic dome.

A top quality crossover integrates the drivers, 
and the XLR rear connector is now joined by a 
pair of 4mm socket/binding posts.

Overall, finish and engineering are to a very 
high standard.

Sound quality
The previous Studio did well in our tests, and 
was mainly criticised for a significant bass over
hang. The new version did show much better 
control in the bass although it still suffered from 
a trace of bass excess, this admittedly more 
noticeable on digital as opposed to analogue 
sourced programme.

Measured against the higher standards of 
this new issue, the Studio One did not fare as 
well as its predecessor, but nonetheless it 
achieved an above-average rating which was 
sufficient for a recommendation.

Overall the performance was quite good, with 
well focused stereo images, fairly good depth 
and a pleasing level of clarity as well as detail. 
Tonally, it appeared accurately balanced, with 
an even, wide response.

We noted some confusion on heavy bass per
cussion, while there was some mild 'boxiness' 
and 'hollowness', plus a mild brashness, with 
less than perfectly sweet rendition in the treble 
registers.

Lab results
As before, pair matching was excellent with a 
very smooth frequency response over most of 
the range. A slight bass excess was present at 
80Hz, while the dotted curve on the one metre 
response showed the effect, which was slight, 
of removing the grille.

This latest version of the design showed a 
2.5dB improvement in sensitivity, which was 
now about average at 86.5dB/W. Power capacity 
ranged from 20 to 200W and sound levels of up 
to 104dBA are expected to be available from a 
pair in a typically sized room. Good bass 
extension was shown by the rolloff to 36Hz, 
-6dB.

Out at 2metres a very uniform response was 
demonstrated, with good off-axis results, these 
closely matching the axial curve. In balance 
terms this speaker now looks a little rich.

Room-averaged, the. Studio definitely 
produced bass of fins sxtsnsinn, if snmP.whal 
excessive. The mid was slightly forward but the 
remaining response was nicely controlled.

Measured at 96dB, distortion above 500Hz 



was very good, measuring under 0.3% second 
and with negligible amounts of third harmonic. 
Below this frequency, an average of 2% dis
tortion was noted, and a general improvement 
resulted with a reduction to the 86dB spl, 
typically measuring 0.3% or less over the whole 
range for both second and third harmonic 
content. These results are much better than 
those recorded for the earlier version.

There were no serious impedance anomalies, 
with the value typically at the 12ohm level, and 
the Studio may thus be classed as a good 
amplifier load.

Summary
Since the last issue Rogers have further 
improved the Studio One. When partly 
remeasured, the frequency response was very 
similar to that previously recorded, but with a 
significant 2dB increase in sensitivity to 
88.5d8/W; a good level. The bass register now 
appears to be in better proportion, and still 
maintains its above average extension, (-6dB at 
38Hz.) It is not quite such obvious good value 
as the LS7, but this smooth and civilised 
performer represents good audio and 
engineering value, and our recommendation is 
therefore continued here.
GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...........................63.5 x 30.5 x 30.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for %dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)............... (20)—200W
Recommended placement................................................................. 
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres..... 42Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre.........................36Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Sohms at 1 metre)...........................86.5dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres 1Q4dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive).........................very good
Forward response uniformity.............................................very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT £380 when reviewed, now

£397

Forward characteristic response (Y' octave at 2m, dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30° lateral long dash 
45° lateral)

Î 10'"
J

?0 fti 50 100 ?00 500 ?K 5K lOK ?OK

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2_83V input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

20 Hz 50 WO 200 500 IK 2K 5K 10K 20KHarmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK 10K ?OK

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give an indication of amplifier loading. Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic)
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Rotel RL850
Ratel Hi-F1,2-4 Enca Road, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes, Bucks 
Tel (0908) 317707

A standard, two-way sealed box system, this 20 
litre speaker is built in Denmark for this 
Japanese-based company. But the design is 
UK-inspired and uses a British Elac 220mm 
pulp cone bass/mid range fitted with a modest 
magnet and built on a strong pressed steel 
frame. The treble is handled by a Peerless 
25mm soft fabric dome, and the connections 
are hard wired in oxygen-free copper cable, 
using a simple three element crossover 
network, with an additional resistor to provide 
attenuation for the treble. Built from 15mm 
thick chipboard, the enclosure is finished in 
vinyl 'walnut', and well filled with acoustic 
absorption.

The grille panel is unrebated and 15mm thick 
- it probably should be discarded to get the 
best sound. On the rear panel 4mm 
socket/binding posts are fitted for speaker 
cable connection.

Sound quality
Scoring 'above average' on listening tests, the 
RL850did well in its category; it costs less than 
half the group average.

Some coloration was evident, namely a 
softening in the bass and a touch of boxiness 
in the mid, plus a muted fizz in the treble. The 
frequency response sounded quite even, if 
slightly dulled, while the upper-mid and treble 
lacked detail, with an inconsistency here 
depending on the type of programme played.

Stereo images were good, in terms of width, 
but central focus was not particularly strong, 
and depth was muted. Despite the latter 
characteristic, the speaker sounded fairly big 
hearted, and could convey some of the weight 
and ambience present in the programme. Voice 
quality was quite good, and the speaker also 
handled high power inputs gracefully, proving 
quite happy up to 220W peak programme.

Lab report
Pair matching was found to be very good - to 
witin ±0.5dB, which is a great achievement for 
such an inexpensive speaker. The grille has 
some effect on the treble response and is 
better left off. The reference sensitivity 
measured an average 87dB/W and in 
conjunction with the generous power handling, 
this means that levels of up to 105dB are 
possible from a stereo pair, assuming that you 
have a large enough amplifier. Fairly smooth 
and well balanced, the response met ±2.5dB 
limits from 66Hz to 20kHz, while the -6dB 
bass rolloff came in at 52Hz, which is about 
average.

Out at 2 metres, the forward response family 
was fairly well integrated. A dip at 4kHz 
occurred above axis suggesting that this 
speaker ought to be at, or alternatively directed 
towards, ear level. The lateral responses were 
nonetheless good.

Driven to 96dB spl, the distortion measured 
1% for second harmonic, and rather less for 
third. Below 100Hz t' e usual increase to 3% or 
so was seen. When sound level was reduced to 
86dB, distortion improved significantly to a 
good level to typically 0.4%. Compression was 
poorer than average at 2.7dB, but the bass-mid 
intermodulation figure was very good at 
-48dB.

The impedance curve indicated a normal 8 
ohm load, typically measuring 10 ohms at 
higher frequencies, and posing no problem at 
all for a modern amplifier. Driving the listening
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room, the speaker produced a well balanced 
and extended response. Within that general 
trend however, the mid showed some 
prominence at BOOHz while a forward energy 
notch was clearly present at 2. BkHz, indicating 
poor phase control through crossover, and this 
left the treble somewhat isolated as well as 
uneven.

Summary
While some quirks have been unearthed in the 
performance of this speaker, the fact remains 
that it nonetheless offers very good value. A 
powerful, competent two-way system with a 
200mm driver, when most in this category have 
110mm, the 850 achieves Best Buy status. With 
a little more attention to the crossover, it could 
possibly be even better!GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).................... .......... 44 x 25 x 25cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum).........(15)-150W 
Recommended placement..................................on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........63Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................52Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre).................. 87dBIW
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ....103dBA 
I mpedance characteristic (ease of drive).............. . very good
Forward response uniformity... _ ................. good
Typical price per pair, including VAL.^^^es.......-... ..... ...£80

70 H! 50 100 ?00 5OO 1K /K SK \OK 20k
Forward characteristic response ('13 octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30" lateral, long dash 45" lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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SD Acoustics SD2
SO Acoustics, Unit 1, The Mill, 41-42 Cottage Grove, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4JH 
Tel 01-399 0778

SO Acoustics are a recently-established UK 
company with some interesting ideas on 
speaker system design, but the bluff-looking 
SD2 is actually quite a straightforward model. 
A sizable, sealed box, two way system, it has 
an internal volume of some 50 litres. The 
drivers are larger than usual; both come from 
Son Audax and comprise an efficient, pulp^ 
cone 250mm bass-mid, built on a pressed steel 
frame, with a 34mm soft fabric dome tweeter. 
The latter is well placed acoustically and is 
usable at lower than normal crossover 
frequencies.

Sturdily built from 20mm thick board, the 
enclosure is well finished in real veneer, and 
reinforced by multiple internal bracing. A 
superior foam grille has been fitted, and the 
properly recessed drivers are screwed and 
glued in place — rather a problem for servicing, 
I should have thought. The speaker is carefully 
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built, and hardwired, with the two crossover 
sections brought out on the back panel. These 
may be paralleled for normal working or 
separated for experiment with distinct cables 
or double amplifiers, a sort of bi-amp working.

Sound quality
This speaker in normal working mode scored a 
straight 'average' on panel audition. Panel 
results were mixed, and although it is reputed 
that some sound improvement results from 
using double cable, we unfortunately did not 
have enough time to verify this.

A definite 'character' was evident, with a 
'speakerish' mid coloration occasionally 
apparent. The treble was uneven, nasal and yet 
muted on strings. It showed an open, 
somewhat forward balance with some los of 
depth in the stereo image, while stereo focus 
was not considered to be very sharp; a good 
stage width was however in evidence. While 
fairly detailed, the SD2 was not considered to 
be very transparent. The bass was well 
controlled but felt to be too dry, this 
emphasised by the mid prominence. In the 
treble, the effect was again one of a good, 
though of isolated area. On rock some 
panelists favoured it, while on classical 
programme others marked it down.

Lab report
System resonance was at 55Hz, the Q factor 
rather low as the -6dB point was also 55Hz, 
high for the size of box. Reference sensitivity 
measured an above average 90dB/W, and this, 
in conjunction with its healthy 200W power 
handling meant that substantial 108dB sound 
levels would be possible from a stereo pair. 
Good pair matching was demonstrated, while 
as expected the grille had no untoward effect. 
The reference frequency response met ±3.5dB 
limits, 60Hz to 20kHz, this included some 
irregularities. Out at a 2 metre microphone 
distance, these were more clearly shown. Hare 
the response rose from 100Hz to 1kHz, a 

. 'toward midrange' effect, to be followed by a 
trough of several dB from 1.5 to 6kHz. Above 
this the treble reappeared, isolated and again 
sloped up with rising frequency. Driver 
integration was otherwise quite good, with the 
off axis response typical of a larger than usual 
treble unit.

Distortion was moderate at 96dB sound 
pressure level, measuring well under 1 %, while 
at the reduced 86dB level, the distortion was 



further improved, to a 'very good' standard. 
Compression was average at 1.7dB, while the 
intermodulation product was fine at better than 
45dB down. Well controlled, the impedance 
curve showed no out-of-spec dips and it met 
the 8 ohm standard without any problems.

The room characteristic curve showed that 
the bass was indeed extended, but depressed 
relative to the mid band plateau, the latter 
extending from 400Hz to 1.6kHz. The treble 
also looked isolated.

Summary
Superbly built and finished with a high dynamic 
range, good sensitivity as well as low 
distortion, the 502 has its own specific 
character. The panel results showed good 
things lie within this box, making it worth 
trying; conversely its sound varies somewhat 
with programme. Worth auditioning, it could 
well suit your room or system, and as it stands 
a cautious commendation is possible for this 
interesting design, which was however thought 
too expensive for full recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................ 55 x 38.5 x 35cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............(20)—200W
Recommended placement................... on stands, near rear wall
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres........65 Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................55Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Behrns at 1 metre)..................90dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres .... 108dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).... .  .............. very good 
Forward response uniformity...... ........ good
Typical price per pair, including VAT... .....  ...... ........... £450

20 H! 50 100 ?00 500 IK ?K 5K 10k /1)k
Forward characteristic response (h octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45" lateral).

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK 10K 20K
Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response ( 1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Sony APM22ES
Sony (UK) Ltd, Sony House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4PF
Tel Staines 61688

Sony, in company with several other Japanese 
manufacturers, have been developing planar 
drivers. First seen in the expensive 'Esprit' 
speakers, the APM piston technology has been 
brought down market to a point where a two 
way system could be developed to supercede 
the successful Gl.The APM22 is built in 
Germany at Sony's Wega plant, using two 
Japanese drivers; these are a 220mm square 
bass/mid and a 25mm square treble, both with 
extra light, strong aluminium honeycomb 
diaphragms. The bass driver is built on a fine 
die cast frame and is fitted with a generous 
magnet, and a high quality five element 
crossover is used. The 30 litre enclosure is 
reflex tuned by a rectangular port 75mm deep, 
its 44 square centimetre area equivalent to a 
generous 7.5cm diameter aperture.

Finished in vinyl laminate, the solid 
enclosure has some bracing, and is built from 

high density chipboard. Sensible 4mm socket/ 
binding posts are provided for electrical 
connection, and while shelf use is possible, 
this system gives of its best on rigid stands, 
well clear of room boundaries.

Sound quality
Scoring well on the panel tests, the APM22 
achieved a 'good plus', which was very fine for 
the price. Clearly impressed, the panel actually 
found little to criticise. The bass was powerful 
and tuneful, with a hint of excess, while the 
mid was a mite thin and forward, showing mild 
boxiness as well. The treble was judged to be 
slightly bright but of very good quality — 'near 
electrostatic' was one comment.

The APM22 sounded notably clear and clean 
with excellent dynamics, an 'open' explicit 
presentation plus a pleasing transparency. 
Stereo images were well focused and both 
depth as well as the recorded acoustic were 
well presented. It also handled high powers 
well, surviving 300W programme with no 
limiting, and really high sound levels were 
produced in the process.

Coloration, particularly of the 'cone' variety 
was found to be quite low, which was 
appropriate in view of the absence of driver 
cones!

Lab report
Reflex tuned to 55Hz the speaker showed 
about average sensitivity, at 88.5dB/W. Pair 
matching was excellent, to within ±0.5dB while 
the -6d8 low frequency cutoff was a 
respectable 46Hz — good for the size. The 
grille did not impose unduly on the treble 
response, but this was still better with the 
grille removed. Out at 2 metres the axial 
response was exemplary, meeting fine ±1dB 
limits from 60Hz to 20Hz. The off axis family of 
responses looked tidy with the 3kHz crossover 
dip in the vertical plane suggesting that the 
speaker should be near ear level or at best 
directed towards it. At 96dB sound pressure 
level, distortion was pretty good, though rising 
to normal values below 200Hz; while at 86dB, it 
was much improved, though a mild peak in 
third harmonic was evident at 1 kHz. 
Compression was poorer than expected at 
2.5d8 but the intermodulation product was 
excellent at -51dB.

Dipping jusl beluw 6 ohms at 170Hz, the 
impedance curve was otherwise well 
contolled, and will present no good amplifier
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with any problems.
I n the listening room, the computer

averaged response confirmed the listening 
test results. The curve showed a well balanced 
output, with good integration and some 
moderate bass excess at 50Hz. The treble was 
particularly good.

Summary
Here is the classic ‘Best Buy' loudspeaker. 
Well engineered, it offers an essentially 
neutral, open, transparent sound, full of detail 
and life. The response is wide, the stereo good 
and the distortion moderate, while the 
sensitivity is above average. Furthermore it is 
easy to drive and usefully compact, interfacing 
well with our listening room. High sound levels 
of up to 105dB were also possible.

This speaker should easily replace the 
position occupied by its predecessor the G1, 
and is even better value than the older model; 
Best Buy status is confidently achieved here.

(Note: A final production sample showed 
cosmetic improvements, with a sweeter tonal 
balance and slightly firmer bass.)

Forward characteristic response (Vj octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 ia/era! long dash

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)........................... 51.5 x 29 x 30cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............(15)—200W
Recommended placement..................................on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres 53Hz—20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre................... 46Hz 
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)...............88.5dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....106dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).............................good
Forward response uniformity.......................................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT.................................... £225

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis. 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (modZ). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd
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Spendor SAI
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd, Unit 12, Station Road Industriai Estate, Hailsham, 
Sussex BN27 2ER Tel (0323) 843474

The diminutive Spendor SA 1 has been available 
for some years now,but has been somewhat 
neglected by the press. In fact it was last 
reviewed in HFC a few issues back, and as there 
had been strong hints that this could be a 
'sleeper' model, we felt it was time we had 
another go at it.

In a sense the SA 1 is Spendor's own earlier 
equivalent SL6, these miniature 101itre sealed 
box systems using a high-power 160mm plastic 
cone bass/mid range unit which possesses a 
critical cone flare and termination. Both units 
use decently sized magnets and cast alloy 
frames, but the SA 1 s 25mm fabric dome 
tweeter is possibly not as good a companion as 
the midrange driver deserves. However the SA 1 
is certainly a lot cheaper than the SL6!

Intended primarily tor use as a miniature 
broadcast monitor, and avoiding the deliberate 
'voicing' tweaks of the LS3!5A, the SA 1 is 

superbly built in thinwall multi-ply with heavy 
wall damping, and internal absorption. An- 
echoically 'flat', it performs best in free space 
on relatively high, open stands, about 45cm off 
the floor. The grille frame is however rather 
close to the tweeter considering the small front 
panel dimensions, and this would be expected 
to cause problems.

Sound quality
Considering its size and low sensitivity, the SA 1 
did remarkably well in the 'blind' listening trials. 
Considered to be tonally accurate with fine 
voice reproduction, the sound was well bal
anced as well as transparent. The response 
sounded smooth and tidy, with reasonable bass 
extension and no boominess, while stereo imag
ing was particularly good, showing a pleasing 
three dimensional effect, depth and ambience, 
with and sharp frontal plane focus.

Unless driven very hard with over 100W per 
channel, the bass was reasonably clear and 
clean, while the speaker sounded well con
trolled and low in distortion. Understandably, 
the sound improved in treble sweetness with the 
grille removed. Coloration levels were quite low 
— a mild tubbiness in the lower mid, with a 
trace of sibilance and an occasional sonic hint 
as to the miniature dimensions of the design.

Lab results
Measuring a rather low 81dB/W sensitivity, the 
SA 1 needs a minimum of 30W per channel 
amplifier power. Pair matching was considered 
very good, while the bass was uniform and of 
quite good extension to 52Hz, - 6dB. The grille 
did spoil the measured treble response as 
suspected, and when removed the fine dotted 
line was measured, this ± 1.5dB from 67Hz to 
20kHz, which is a very fine tolerance. With a 
100W power capacity, high acoustic levels were 
impossible though the 96dBA maximum should 
be sufficient for most moderate domestic 
applications.

At 2metres a fine set of forward responses 
were obtained, Especially with the grille 
removed. The 15° above-axis response was 
however a little weak and the SA 1 should be 
adjusted in the vertical plane so as to aim at the 
listeners head. The ±3dB limits were comfort
ably met from 59Hz to 20kHz.

Like the SL6, this extended-response 
miniature integrated very well with the room, its 
high stand mounting position minimising floor 
reflections. Grille off, the overall characteristic 
was very promising and correlated well with the
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perceived sound quality.
Distortion was average at 96dB, reaching 5% 

at 60Hz for second harmonic with third a little 
better. However the distortion was less at higher 
frequencies even though the system was clearly 
working hard at this level. At 86dB the SA 1 
improved considerably with quite good third 
harmonic distortion level, consistently at 0.3% 
or below.

The impedance was rather high, and never fell 
below 8.5ohms, with . its typical value at 16. 
Obviously this is an excellent load for any 
amplifier, and in fact these impedance values 
could be reduced to improve sensitity without 
compromising the load characteristic.

Summary
The SA 1 achieved an important revival in our 
tests, using modern digital programme. On 
grounds of sound quality alone it almost 
achieves Best Buy status, but when its low 
sensitivity, somewhat limited maximum sound 
level and power handling are taken into con
sideration, a 'recommended' rating would seem 
more suitable. This surprising miniature is well 
worth trying on tall open-frame stands, using a 
generous amplifier. But please, Spendor, do 
something about that awful grille!

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth) .......................... 30.5 x 22.5 x 21.5cm

Forward characteristic response (V, octave at 2m, 
dotted 15 vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45 lateral).

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Recommended amplifier power per channel
(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)................. (30)-100W

Recommended placement.......................................tall open stands
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres..... 59Hz to 19kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre.........................52Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Bohms at 1 metre)...............................81dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ....... 96dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)........................ excellent
Forward response uniformity........................................... very good

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Typical price per pair, inc VAT...... £21 O when reviewed, now £234

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Spender Prelude and SA2
Spender Audio Systems Ltd, Unit 12, Station Road Industrial Estate, Hailsham, 
Sussex BN27 2ER Tel (0323) 843474

This review covers both the SA2 and the new 
Prelude from Spendor. Aside from a cabinet 
change from costly veneered multi-ply (SA2) to 
vinyl-wrapped chipboard (Prelude), the overall 
engineering and technical performance of the 
two models is very close indeed. The Prelude 
however offers a cost saving of some 30%, 
largely due to the cheaper cabinet construction.

The 28litre internal volume is reflex-tuned by a 
large ducted port, 75mm in diameter. The inter
ior of the thinwall enclosures is damped by a 
bituminous cladding plus an acoustic foam 
lining. While the SA2 has a superior foam grille, 
the Prelude is fitted with a attractive framed 
wooden grille, whose acoustic effects can be 
seen from the response charts.

A Spendor-designed high-power Bextrene- 
coned bass unit is fitted to both systems, this 
using a 40mm pole and massive magnet, and 

, . built on a strong die-cast frame. The tweeter is a 
•112

selected version of the once ubiquitous Audax 
25mm soft dome.

A close-tolerance 8 element crossover mar 
ries the units at around 3kHz, with electrical 
connection made by 4mm socket binding posts 
in the case of the SA2, and less worthy spring 
connections for the Prelude. Both systems are 
intended for free space positioning on open 
stands.

Sound quality
Taking the newer Prelude first, listening panel 
scores were very promising and placed it in the 
'good plus'category which was a fine result at 
the price. As with the other Spendor models, the 
midrange tonal quality and balance was a 
strong point, with voice and piano reproduced 
well. Overall frequency balance seemed accur
ate with a wide smooth response, while the 
bass was firm, and possessed quite good 
extension — if slightly bumpy or heavy at times, 
it was nonetheless low in distortion and high in 
detail.

Good clarity and detail were evident every
where except in the lower mid where some 
cabinet boxiness ahd 'muddiness' were 
observed. The SA2 also suffered from this 
phenomenon though this time the result was an 
over-rich and almost chesty effect and on this 
aspect, the Prelude was ultimately preferred to 
the SA2. ,

Both gave fine stereo images with good stag
ing and focus, plus impressive depth. Mild 
sibilance as well as a little 'slurring' was 
however observed in the treble. However, it was 
obvious that the difference in sound quality was 
not commensurate with the Prelude’s lower 
price.

Lab results
At one metre an a bove average 88dB/W sensiti
vity was recorded and the bass was perfectly 
tuned to rolloff at 48Hz, -6dB.

With a fine 200W maximum power handling 
the SA2 (and Prelude) is capable of a 
substantial 105dBA sound level in a room, using 
a stereo pair. Pair matching was itself very good, 
the two models very similar with the effect of 
removing the Prelude grille shown in the dotted 
response.

At 2metres the design demonstrated a very 
even, well-integrated forward characteristic, the 
overall trend being that of a gentle downtilt with 
increasing frequency.Limits of ±3dB were 
comfortably met from 55Hz to 20kHz.

In the listening-room computer-averaged re-



sponse the bass was slightly uneven, and mildly 
prominent at 50Hz. The mid was broadly 
uniform, with a slight presence dip evident 
before the treble rolled gently away.

Driven to a 96dB sound level, fine distortion 
results were demonstrated, averaging 1% at 
low frequencies and reducing to 0.3% above 
500Hz. At 86dB the distortion improved consid
erably to a very good level for both second and 
third harmonic.

Averaging 13ohms, the impedance fell to a 
minimum of 6.7ohms in the treble. The system 
may be happily classed as an easy amplifier 
load, allowing full use to be made of its good 
measured sensitivity.

Summary
The SA2 version offers a superb finish and 
construction with a slightly different balance of 
coloration plus an acoustically-superior grille. It 
continues to be recommended.

The Prelude, at a small sacrifice in cabinet 
finish achieves much the same performance as 
the SA2, and in the opinion of some may even 
achieve a better sound. Good sensitivity, 
smooth natural sound and fine stereo, all at an 
extremely attractive price, ensure that the 
Prelude is awarded a Best Buy.

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).....................................50 x 26 x 28cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)................ (15)-200W
Recommended placement.............................................open stands
Frequency response within 13dB, at 2 metres 55Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre.........................48Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre)............................... 88dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres...... 105dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).........................very good
Forward response uniformity..................................................... good
Typical price per pair inc VAT......................................Prelude£219

SA2.E280

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading. harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Spendor SP I....._ _ ......... . .........
Speridor Audio Systems Ltd. Unit 12, Station Road Industriai Estate, Hailsham, 
Sussex BN27 2ER Tel (0323) 843474

Over the past years Spendor have produced 
variants on the theme of the legendary BC1 - 
for example, the higher sensitivity BC2 - but 
none of them have quite captured the subtlety 
and midrange quality of the original.

While the new SP1 is built in the BC1 
tradition, it uses a new grade of polypropylene 
exclusive to Spendor for the bass/mid unit. This 
200mm driver has an extensively-developed 
cone, intended to work with a larger motor 
system than the BC1 in order to provide higher 
sensitivity and power handling. It is built on a 
die-cast chassis and energised by a massive 
magnet assembly. The cone is doped by hand, 
and has its front pole cavity filled by an alloy 
plug, this attached to the pole face.

Spendor's traditional radiometal cored induc
tors are used for the high-quality crossover 
which also employs plastic-film capacitors. 
Above 3kHz Spendor's own closely selected 

version of the Celestion HF1300 dome tweeter 
takes over, the final half-octave filled in by the 
Coles 19mm plastic dome unit.

The 441itre enclosure is excellently veneered 
and is built of thinwall multi-ply, heavily bitumen 
damped and lined with acoustic foam.

The system is reflex-tuned by a large, offset 
ducted port and is intended for free space 
mounting on open stands.

The SP1s were initially supplied in a 
provisional prototype form, but these models 
were updated with final production samples 
before completion of the review.

Sound quality
The SP1 did well on the HFC test programme, 
providing favourable results on analogue mater
ial and even better scores using digital masters.

In balance terms it was felt to be tonally 
accurate with very good reproduction of human 
voice, showing natural sibilants and character. 
The frequency response sounded wide and uni
form, with good extension, although with a 
slight excess in output at the lowest fre
quencies.

Mid coloration was generally low, the treble 
sweet and clear, while stereo perspectives were 
well constructed. Frontal focus, width and 
depth were all well presented.

High sound levels were possible with low 
apparent distortion and while some mild lower 
mid plumminess was observed, plus a touch of 
'BBC' nasality this was not considered to be 
very important.

Lab results
Measured at 1metre on axis, the SP1 delivered a 
smooth response except for a small 3.5kHz 
peak (improved later on production speakers). 
The bass was precisely tuned and well extended 
to 41 Hz, -6dB. Sensitivity measured 87dB/W, a 
little above average and more than double that 
of the BC1 (in decibel terms, an increase of 
more than 3dB), and pair matching was judged 
very close. The recommended power input 
range is 12-150W, and maximum levels of up to 
103dB were possible, again rather higher than 
for the BC1.

At 2metres the averaged response was very 
uniform, meeting ±2dB limits for 60Hz to 13kHz. 
The vertical dispersion was very satisfactory 
and laterally it proved well above average.

In the listeninQ room the integrated response 
was very good indeed, and only marred by the 
slight bass excess noted previously.

Fine distortion results were obtained at 96dB
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sound pressure level, measuring around 0.3% 
above 200kHz and holding to around 0.3% at 
lower frequencies. With the sound level reduced 
to 86dB, a substantial improvement to 0.8% or 
better was recorded at low frequencies, with 
negligible midrange second harmonic and an 
average of 0.2% third. These were fine results. 
The impedance curve averaged 14ohms, with a 
momentary and pretty harmless dip to 5.3ohms 
at 20kHz, and the SP1 was therefore classed as 
a very good amplifier load.

Summary
The SP1 has evolved into a subtle and musical 
sounding performer in the true Spender 
tradition. It is expensive, but the good test 
results go quite some way towards justifying 
the price. Offering an easy amplifier load plus 
improved bass power, articulation and clarity, 
reduced midrange distortion and a higher 
sensitivity, the SP1 can give a decently high 
acoustic level. It possesses a clean, neutral 
tonal balance and should be equally valuable 
for medium-level monitoring or domestic use.

The SP1 receives a warm recommendation 
and will probably slowly displace the BC1 from 
its time-honoured position, especially where 
master-quality programme reproduction is 
concerned.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).......................... 63.5 x 29.5 x 30.5cm

Forward characteristic response (Y octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

Reference sine wave response {Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF.Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres).............(12)-150W 
Recommended placement...............................................floor stand
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres..... 45Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre........................ 41Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into 8ohms at 1 metre)...............................87dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres...... 103dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)..........................very good
Forward response uniformity.............................................very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT.................................................... £483

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Spender SA3
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd, Unit 12, Station Road Industrial Estate, Hailsham, Sussex BN27 2ER 
Tel (0323) 843474

Reviewed in early form a couple of issue ago, 
the SA3 seemed due for reassessment in its 
current production form this time. Our original 
samples were active versions, but the new 
samples were passive ones with the normal 
crossover option — this can be replaced at any 
time with the necessary amplifier drive system 
to convert the system into a fully active design. 
A rear compartment is provided to accommod
ate the electronics.

Designed specifically for accurately-balanced 
reproduction of high sound levels, in particular 
for those applications where considerable bass 
energy is present in the programme, the SA3 
has a massive 1201itre bass-reflex enclosure. 
This is tuned by a high acoustic output ducted 
port and driven by a specially developed 305mm 
Bextrene-coned bass unit altering good 
sensitivity. This is constructed on a rigid alloy 
frame, and is fitted with a large, high power 
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motor system. Crossing over at 1.7kHz via a top
quality network, the treble is handled by a 
sensitive Audax soft-dome tweeter, the high-flux 
34mm version, adjusted by Spendor.

Superbly veneered, the enclosure is a braced 
structure made of thinwall multi-ply, braced and 
damped to minimise the greater coloration that 
is inevitable in a system of such extensive panel 
area.

Using a large amplifier, a loud 107dBA can be 
raised from a pair in a typical room, while active 
versions will give 110dBA with slightly improved 
clarity and control. This corresponds to 115dB 
at Imetre.

Sound quality
For a large enclosure intended to drive large 
acoustic spaces when positioned well clear of 
room boundaries (which if too near can increase 
the level of audible cabinet sound), the HFC 
listening room is in fact on the small side. 
Experience with this system also indicates that 
a good stereo focus is not obtained at listening 
distance of less than 4-5metres.

Within these limitations, the SA3 scored an 
'average' rating for overall sound quality. 
Images were spacious but overwide, and while 
natural acoustics were reasonably portrayed, 
image depth was somewhat constricted.

A smooth-sounding performer with subjectiv
ely low distortion and a relatively clean, well 
extended and 'earth-shaking' bass, it often 
sounded as big as it actually was. Some 
colorations were observed, namely a tubey, 
plummy effect in the mid, (a rather rich tone on 
guitar for example) but quite good detail was 
illustrated.
Lab results
At 1 metre, the speaker gave a generally smooth 
response, at a high 89dBW sensitivity.

Bass was well damped and extended to a low 
32Hz, -6dB, which is almost a subwoofer per
formance, while the trebte rolled off a little early 
above 14kHz. Pair matching was quite good, 
one system possessing a little less output in the 
presence range by comparison with the other.

Out at 2metres a fine set of lateral responses 
was obtained. On the '15° above' axis (unlikely 
to arise in practice!) a 1.5kHz dip was recorded, 
but below axis (the appropriate axis for normal 
use) the response was excellent, which is quite 
an achievement in view of the system size.

Room-averaged, the speaker's rich character 
was confirmed but the bass was very extened 
and surprisingly even. The sweet treble was



shown by the classic room response which 
showed a gentle if slightly premature rolloff. As 
befits a high-level system, peak distortion was 
very low, and at 96d8 swept distortion was also 
very good, averaging 0.8% at low frequencies 
and improving above. The results were even 
better at 86dB spl, averaging 0.35% at low 
frequencies and rather less elsewhere.

The SA3 happily met the Sohm standard with 
a well-control led characters stic, and it may be 
classed as a very good amplifier load.

Forward characteristic response (Ya octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45' lateral).

Summary
The SA3, when not driven hard enough to exploit 
its wide dynamic range, is outclassed by many 
smaller and less expensive systems (including 
some of Spendor's own smaller models) in an 
average-sized room. Assessed using the latest 
and best programme the SA3 was censured for 
its coloration as well as impaired stereo focus, 
but given a larger space and when mounted on a 
decently high stand (30-35cm) and well clear of 
walls, the SA3 can produce an effortless and 
extended bass, with a musical performance well 
beyond the smaller domestic boxes.

The active version does give a significant 
improvement in clarity, acoustic level, and 
control, and for these reasons, the SA3 is 
definitely worth considering if the conditions 
are right.

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis 2.83 V 
input shows sensitivity) Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill,

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)-- -----------------------85 x 38 x 46cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel ,

(for96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)............(10)-200W 
Recommended placement.................................rigid.open stands
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres 35Hz to 15kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre.......................32Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83 V, or iW into 8ohms at 1 metre)............................ 89dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres......107dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)........................very good
Forward response uniformity.................................................good
Typical price per paie inc VAT.................................................£900

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic dotted 2nd harmonic).
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REASSESSED

Tannoy Mercury
Tannoy Products Ltd, 21 Canterbury Grove, West Norwood, London SE27 OTW 
Tel 01-670 1131

The Mercury is the smallest in a new range of 
speakers from Tannoy, using their variety of the 
polypropylene cone plastic which they call 
‘polyolefin’ — a vague-sounding name, though 
chemically correct! This 191itre enclosure is 
rigidly constructed from 15mm thick chipboard 
with a presentable vinyl walnut finish. Bass 
reflex tuning is employed, the ducted port 50mm 
in diameter by ?Omm deep.

Bass and midrange is provided by a powerful 
controlled-excursion driver, steel-framed and 
200mm in diameter, using a 25mm pole plus a 
modest magnet. Treble is covered by the popu
lar 25mm soft fabric dome Audax unit, and the 
crossover is of unusually high quality, em
ploying air-cooled inductors and a plastic film 
capacitor. 4mm socket/binding posts are used 
for secure electrical connection, though push- 
on connectors are used for internal driver 
wiring.
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With a good overall appearance, this system 
unfortunately has unrebated 9mm thick grille 
frame — luckily this is easily removed, which 
will marginally improve the sound.

Sound quality
The fine panel results bore little relation to this 
speakers modest size or price. Rated 'good 
plus’ it was well up in the field, a very promising 
result indeed.

11 was liked for an essentially neutral tonal 
balance with moderate levels of coloration, but 
in particular its lively, transparent and detailed 
nature won it appreciation.

Stereo images were well focused with a fair 
presentation of depth where appropriate and 
stereo information was present throughout the 
range — bass, mid and treble — in a balanced 
manner.The good quality bass had somewhat 
limited extension at the lowest frequencies but 
voices spoke and sang correctly, and the sys
tem could convey the natural acoustic present 
on many recordings.

Some coloration was present but to a mild 
degree. The usual boxiness, slight featheriness 
and sibilance in the treble were all evident 
together with a hint of 'plastic nasality'.

Lab results
Measured at the standard Imetre distance, this 
Tannoy provided a pretty uniform frequency 
response, improved a little by grille removal 
(dotted graph line). Sensitivity was above 
average at 88dB/W, and not compromised by the 
impedance characteristic, whose trends sug
gested that the Mercury was a very kind 
amplifier load. Reasonable bass extension was 
noted, to 52Hz, -6dB.

In conjunction with the 100W maximum 
power handling capability, sound levels of up to 
103dBA should be possible from a pair.

At 2metres the speaker's good frequency 
balance was well established, if mildly flawed 
by the suppressed treble lump at 14kHz. This 
speaker proved to be somewhat axis-critical in 
the vertical plane, both plus and minus 15° off. 
axis responses showing a 4kHz dip, so the 
speaker should be positioned to face the 
listeners head, and mounted on a reasonably 
high stand to give the best sound. Fine results 
were obtained off-axis in the lateral plane.

Room averaged, its basic character was plain 
to see, with a smooth well controlled output 
shown over most of the range. Bass was reason
ably extended and in good balance with the 
uniform midrange.



At 96dB sound level, distortion was good in 
the important midrange and about average at 
lower frequencies, peaking to 8% second 
harmonic at 100Hz which is probably just 
audible as a bass tonal quality change. Third 
harmonic was rather better, this in any case 
arguably the more important result, averaging 
0.2% at both 96 and 86dB spl. At the lower level 
second harmonic also showed a great improve
ment attaining a very fine level.

Summary
Tannoy have an undoubted winner in the 
Mercury.If treated like a big speaker and 
mounted on stands clear of room walls, a highly 
satisfactory sound was obtained, with fine de
tail, clarity and stereo image presentation. 
Essentially neutral and vice-free, the Mercury 
was usefully sensitive and easy to drive, fully 
deserving its Best Buy rating. This system will 
do good justice to some surprisingly expensive 
ancilliary equipment!

Reauditioned for the new edition, the 
Mercury virtualy maintained its previous 
placing in the listening tests and it happily 
survived the competition from the newer 
introductions in its price bracket. With the 
grilles removed and the cabinet 'toed in' for the 
axes to cross ahead of the listener, we still 
rather liked this model, and the best Buy rating 
is confidently maintained.
GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth)........................... ...48 x 26.5 x 23cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for96dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)............(12)-100W 
Recommended placement ....... open stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ± 3dB, at 2 metres.....53Hz to 20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre.......................52Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Sohms at 1 metre)............................ 88dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres......103dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).........................excellent
Forward response uniformity . .... ...........................................good
Typical price per pair, inc VaT...............................................£120

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1K 2K SK 10K 20K

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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Forward characteristic response (V3 octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical, small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

20 Hi 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK 10K 20K

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK 2K SK 10K 20K

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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Tannoy Venus
Tannoy Products Ltd, Beadman Street, West Norwood, London SE27 OPW
Tel 01-670 1131

Tannoy's Mercury is an established 'Best Buy' 
speaker, and so for this edition we have also 
tested the Venus model; in a higher price and 
quality category, the Venus is similarly sized, 
though with an internal volume of around 30 
litres as against the Mercury's 19 litres, and 
comes in a real walnut veneer finish. It has a 
substantial 6cm diameter and 6cm deep port, 
this reflex tuning the enclosure to 48Hz.

Both drivers are made by Tannoy and 
comprise a 25mm plastic dome tweeter with a 
210mm bass/midrange. The latter has a 
generous magnet, the whole being built on a 
steel frame with critically flared polypropylene 
cone.

The sturdy enclosure is built of 19mm chip
board, bitumen damped with interior 
absorbent. I hedrive units are 'time aligned', in 
that the treble signal passes through a time 
delay network to synchronise it with the 

midrange, while the crossover is a basic 
12dB/octave type; including the time delay 
network, a total of 16 elements are employed. 
The 9mm thick grille panel is unrebated and is 
probably best left off to ge the best results. 
4mm socket/binding posts are fitted for 
electrical connection.

Sound quality
Scoring a substantial 'good plus' the Venus 
has done well on audition. It was felt to be well 
balanced, with an extended wide range 
response, with a touch of bass excess. 
Coloration was comparatively low, while the 
sound was considered 'open' although it 
stayed 'sweet'. A touch of grain was 
occasionally noted in the treble.

The stereo imaging was fine, the speaker 
demonstrating good perspectives with fine 
depth and ambience as well as good focus and 
stage width. Coloration was comparatively low, 
with just a touch of 'plastic cone' and some 
mid boxiness. It handled high sound levels 
well, surviving a respectable 300W peak 
programme and it still sounded civilised and 
well controlled.

Lab report
This speaker demonstrated an average 
sensitivty of 86.5dB/W. Low frequency rolloff 
was at 47Hz, good for the size and price, while 
pair matching was also good, with just an 
absolute difference of just 1dB overall. The 
axial response was quite smooth, and better 
still with the grille detached. A mildly 
downtilted response was indicated, the overall 
trend meeting ±2.5dB limits from 50Hz to 
20kHz, grille detached.

With a 200W power handling maximum 
sound levels of 104dB should be possible from 
a stereo pair, particularly as the impedance 
does not fall below 6.4 ohms, allowing an 8 
ohm rating for this well balanced design. 
Driven to 96dB, distortion was higher than 
expected, though still mainly innocuous 
second harmonic. At a reduced 86dB level, it 
improved to a satisfactory level. The 
compression test was well handled, with 1.7dB 
of loss and a fine - 46dB figure for 
intermodulation.

Out at 2 metres, the toward response family 
showed excellent integration with the benefits 
of time alignment fully realised. This was as 
perfect a medium-sized two way as I have 
seen.
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Charted by computer integrated responses 
in the listening room, the Venus showed some 
low frequency excess plus a fairly well 
balanced mid band, a mild presence loss, 
leaving the 4-4Hz range a trifle exposed. ±4dB 
limits were possible from 25Hz to 8kHz, a good 
result.

Summary
Smooth and sweet was the panel's impression 
of this well finished and carefully built loud
speaker. It does most things pretty well and is 
also easy to live with. Its subtlety and good 
stereo pleased the panel, whose scores 
suggest that Best Buy rating is appropriate 
here.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)...............................53 x 30.5 x 27cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............. (15)—300W
Recommended placement....................  on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres..........48Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (- 6dB point) at 1 metre......................47Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)............86.5dB/W 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....106dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)...................... very good
Forward response uniformity.. ...___ ...... ., . ..................excellent
Typical price per pair, including VAT........................................£235

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (1 m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 96d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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GRIFFIN RADIO LTD

AGENCIES INCLUDE LINN
PRODUCTS THORENS DUAL CREEK
NYTECH AUDIO WISE QUAD ROTH

OPEN TUESDAY-SAT 9J0-6.00

“YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A HI-FI 
BUFF TO COME AND TALK TO US” 

(BUTTHEN YOU COULD BE!)

WE STOCK THE PRODUCTS THAT 
IMPRESSED THE EXPERTS AT 

HI-FI CHOICE 
STOCKISTS OF QUALITY PRODUCTS 

Acoustic Research Ariston, RD8O/Magnum 
Opus, Audio-Technica, AT1503 Ill, Bang & 
Olufsen, Beogram 1800, Dual CS505-2, Lux 
PD300, NAO 5120, Rote/ RP850, Thorens 

TD166 II Thorens TD160BCII
YOU'VE READ THE REVIEWS NOW 

LISTEN FOR YOURSELF
105 HIGH 

HANTS. TEL: 0264 58251

SPECIALISTS IN HIGH QUALITY 
AUDIO SYSTEMS

TECHNICS MORDUANT-SHORT KEF 
ACKROYD NAKAMICHI AND REVOX

EXCELLENT DEMONSTRATION 
ROOMS

94 BRISTOL STREET, 
BIRMINGHAM 021-692 1359
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BY APPOINTMENT 
HI-FI SPECIALIST 

ALTERNATIVE AUDIO LTD 
95 HOBS MOAT ROAD, 

SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS 
B92 8JL. 021-742 0254

20 Specially Selected Loudspeakers 
Blended from the Finest Manufacturers.

AR48LS, A&R, ARCAM I, CELESTION DITTON 
100 & SL6, GALE 402A, HEYBROOK HBI, KEF 

CODA & CHORALE, MISSION 70/11, 770F, 
MONITOR AUDIO R252, 352, 152, 

MORDUANT SHORT MS20, MS40, ROGERS 
LSl, LS7, STUDIO 1, WHARFEDALE DIAMOND 

AND LASER 90B
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Tanney Dover
Tannoy Products Ltd, Beadman Street, West Norwood, London SE27 OPW 
Tel 01-670 1131

Apparently containing only one drive unit, this 
33 litre sealed box enclosure is nonetheless a 
two way system. The 255mm unit is one from 
the famous Dual Concentric series, the 50mm 
centre pole being hollowed out to form the first 
horn section of a treble driver, which is 
mounted on the back plate of the magnet and 
sharing the same ferrite ring. The outer section 
of the main driver cone is appropriately flared, 
and forms the continuation of the central horn, 
the whole built on a rigid cast frame. A high 
quality four element crossover integrates the 
units, together with some attenuating 
resistors. The real wood-veneered carcase is 
solidly built in 20mm chipboard, undamped but 
lined with absorbent material, and although the 
grille is an unrebated 20mm thick panel, it is 
probably of little consequence in view of the 
directional properties of the treble. Electrical 
connection is made by means of 4mm socket/ 
binding posts.
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Sound quality
Considering the price, which is well above the 
group average, the Doverdid not do well in the 
listening tests, where it scored below 
average.

The sound was marred by a prominence in 
the upper midrange, which produced a hard, 
nasal effect. It thinned the tonal balance, and 
emphasised a 'small' boxy quality. Further
more, the treble was rather fiece with a gritty, 
fizzy quality in the upper register. The bass was 
however quite extended and fairly dry with 
above average articulation and detail.

Stereo images were well focused but depth 
effects were spoiled by the odd midrange 
perspectives. On the other hand, it did have 
some good points, and was saved by the 
particular performance of the Dual Concentric 
driver, which produced a good clarity with lots 
of detail. Being so informative about the 
programme is an essential characteristic for 
monitor applications, and indeed Dual 
Concentric Tannoys have been widely used in 
studios for many years.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good, at ±0.7dB over 
the whole range. Sensitivity was above average 
at a mean of 88dB/W, and with a 300W power 
handling, maximum sound levels of 107dB will 
be available from a stereo pair. Bass rolloff 
came in at a respectable 49Hz. On axis the 
grille was found to have a surprisingly severe 
effect on the upper mid and treble, and owners 
should try experimenting here. The response 
showed an upper mid prominence followed by 
an erratic presence band and a treble notably 
broken up compared with the norm, this 
caused by the higher horn modes.

Out at 2 metres the averaging smoothed 
things out and allowed a better assessment of 
the trends, still that of a forward mid and 
treble. Here ±2.5dB limits sufficed for a 70Hz 
to 20Hz range, and the merit of the coaxial 
driver may be seen in the excellent set of off- 
axis curves.

At 96dB spl, distortion was moderate and it 
improved notably at 86dB for the second 
harmonic. Third however remained a little high, 
at 1% , 1 kHz. It rated average on the 
compression test at -1.9dB, with -37dB of 
intermodulation.

Not even falling to 6.4 ohms, the impedance 
characteristic was that of an easy 8 ohm 
amplifier load. System resonance was seen at



60Hz, which is rather high for the price level.
Room averaged, the response told its own 

story. An otherwise well behaved response 
was spoilt by a major midrange energy 
prominence, from 800Hz to 1kHz, some 7-8dB 
high. In view of this, the subjective rating was 
quite reasonable.

Summary
This Tannoy has some traditional virtues - 
good clarity, moderate distortion, wide 
dynamic range and excellent build quality. 
However, it is too thin in tonal balance and the 
sound is dominated by a serious energy 
prominence in the upper midrange. Given 
attention to this, the Dover might well be 
transformed. The grille effects also need 
investigating.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth).............. ... .......53.5 x 31 x 28.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)......... (15)-300W 
Recommended placement..................................on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........63Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre....................49Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Sohms at 1 metre).................. 88dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....107dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).. .................. very good
Forward response uniformity........................................ excellent
Typical price per pair, including VAT.. .... ..........„.................£500

dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83 V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2nd harmonic).
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The Diamond was born out of the TSR102 
project, which resulted in an the development 
of an appropriate small, long throw bass/mid 
driver with a modern polypropylene cone. 
While two are used in the '102, the Diamond 
has only one, its tiny 5.2 litre volume reflex- 
loaded by an equally small ducted port 30mm 
in diameter by 65cm long, this positioned on 
the rear panel. The bass alignment is in fact 5th 
order since a large series capacitor is also 
used.

The 120mm bass unit is built on a steel 
frame, with treble allocated to the 19mm Son 
Audax plastic dome/cone tweeter. The 
crossover is very simple, comprising just two 
elements plus an attenuating resistor for the 
treble.

Built fromi plain .... . Lhid chipboard, vinyl 
coated, the cabinet has a 12mm thick 
unrebated grille, and spring clip terminals are 

provided on the rear panel for electrical 
connection.

Sound quality
For the price the Diamond did reasonably well, 
but its absolute rating on the listening tests 
was not too promising, with a well below 
average score. The panel results were 
confusing, some listeners liking this speaker 
fairly well while others considered it to be too 
weak for serious attention.

Almost all the panel recognised its as a 
small box, and it was criticised for boxy' 
coloration as well as a thinned midrange, and 
an uneven treble which tended to emphasie 
background hiss. The bass was soft and weak 
though reasonably balanced and extended, in 
fact more so than one would expect. 
Positioned close to the wall it managed to 
produce a fairly big sound though depth 
effects were failry muted. Left to right imaging 
was fairly good.

Some merit definitely lurked within, and 
once one had become accustomed to the 
sound, it began to make its own impression, 
quite respectable for the size and price.

Lab report
Pair matching was fine to 2kHz, but poor 
thereafter with up to 4dB of mismatch. This 
could well account for the just passable stereo 
focus. Reference sensitivity averaged 86d8/W, 
taking into account normal wall mounting. The 
bass -6d8 point was rather high at 74Hz, 
which was not unexpected in view of the size 
of the speaker. The reference axial response 
was uptilted, and the irregularities in the upper 
range were partly the responsibility of the grille 
(better detached) as well as the lack of 
crossover for the bass unit, this notching the 
treble response in a variable manner at 13kHz.

Out at 2 metres, these effects are smoothed 
out with the analysis averaging, but the lumpy 
quality remained. The 100Hz to 20kHz range 
required ±4d8 limits, although the family of 
forward responses were quite good.

Driven to 96dB sound level, the distortion 
was unacceptable; typically 3% of second 
harmonic and 1 % of third. At the reduced 86dB 
level, a moderate improvement occurred, 
though the third harmonic still did not improve 
much in the midrange. It survived the 
compression tests with a poor j.bd8 ot loss, 
and -19d8 for the intermodulation product.

The impedance curve did not fall below 6.4
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ohms, and the Diamond can be regarded as a 
safe 8 ohm type amplifier load. Out in the room 
the averaged forward response clearly showed 
the speaker for what it was, a seriously 
midrange-forrward design. Bookcase mounting 
will help but will not entirely solve this 
aberration.

Summary
An interesting and inexpensive minature, the 
Diamond appealed to some panelists; but 
conversely others could not get on with it. 
Limited in power handling as well as bass, it 
did not stand up well to the speakers from the 
next price group up, these including 
Wharfedale's own Laser 908. On value grounds 
it just manages a recommendation, but should 
be auditioned before purchase.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................24 x 18.5 x 20.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)...............(15)—50W
Recommended placement..............................15cm from rear wall
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres................see text 
Low frequency rolloff ( -6dB point) at 1 metre......................74Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre).. ...........86dB/W 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres..... 98dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)......................very good
Forward response uniformity....................... .....................good +
Typical price per pair, including VAT......................... £69

Forward characteristic response (Y^ octave at 2m. 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral. long dash

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

?O 111 so urn ?oo •.no ?"' - w
Relerence sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83 V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects /or 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

60 III IJ1 I 1 I 111 i. _j.. it ,i
?0 HI 50 100 700 500 1K 7k 5k 10k 10k

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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Wharfedale Laser 90B
Wharfedale Loudspeakers Ltd, Highfield Road, Idle, Bradford 6010 BSF 
Tel (0274) 611131

Reviewed last year as the Laser 90, this 
speaker has since undergone some revision, 
notably the shift inwards of the rear panel 
leaving a recessed shelf, whose exposed sides 
act to reinforce the whole structure. This is 
said to reduce panel coloration and indeed 
does appear to do so. A 17 litre enclosure, the 
908 is sealed box type and yet offers a 3rd 
order alignment via a large tuning capacitor in 
series with the bass unit. The latter is a 
lightweight flared pulp cone unit with a steel 
frame, disguised by the metallised plastic trim. 
The bass/mid comprises a Wharfedale 200mm 
driver and the treble is covered by a 19mm soft 
plastic dome tweeter, also made by Wharfedale 
and ferro-fluid damped. The six element 
crossover is set nominally at 3kHz, and is of 
normal commercial quality. The cabinet itself 
is built from medium density 15mm thick 
chipboard, with the exterior finished in a vinyl 

print. The assembly is completed by an 
injection moulded grille frame, covered with 
semi-transparent fabric.

Sound quality
The 908 scored a straight 'average' on the 
listening sessions, which is very good for the 
price. It had a notably sweet and smooth 
character which showed in its even-handed 
performance on a wide variety of material. The 
bass was moderately extended, if a trifle soft 
but the upper registers were reasonably 
articulate and tuneful.

Some coloration was evident, of a 'paper 
cone' and 'boxy' type in the mid, which could 
add a degree of muddle on complex material. 
Some treble wispiness was also apparent, and 
tonally it sounded a little lfghtweight as well as 
mid forward.

On the plus side, however, it was pretty clear 
sounding, with good integration and detail over 
much of the frequency range, proving easy to 
get on with, and frequently surviving criticism 
by maintaining a low profile. Stereo was well 
focused with fair depth and an open, articulate 
quality.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good, to within ±0.5dB 
overall. The grille effect was however severe, 
changing an amazingly smooth (dotted) 
response to something really ragged with 10dB 
peak-to-trough. This is a grille which should 
definitely be left off. Sensitivity was above 
average at 89dB/W while the -6dB bass rolloff 
was satisfactory at 60Hz. Power handling was 
150 watts, which suggests that maximum 
sound levels of approaching 104dB would be 
possible from a pair in a normal room.

On axis the frequency response was remark
ably flat, and with the grille off, ±1.5dB limits 
were met for a 75Hz to 18kHz frequency range! 
Out at 2 metres (grille on) the trend vyas 
maintained, the response containing a hint of 
mid excess. The off axis family of curves were 
also well controlled.

Driven to 96dB, it gave a very satisfactory 
result for distortion, with around 0.5% for 
second and third harmonics above 150Hz, and 
they were still good below that frequency. At 
an 86dB sound level, the results improved, and 
were rather better than average. This 
surprisingly good linearity was contirmed by 
the compression test with just 1dB of loss and 
a fine -50dB of intermodulation. The
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impedance characteristic never fell below 6.4 
ohms and the speaker comfortably qualified as 
an 8 ohm design.

The room averaged curve agreed well with 
the listening test results, showing a smooth 
general character with some midrange energy 
prominence. Little bass was present below 
50Hz, while the treble rolloff was quite smooth.

Summary
The 908 is quite a good performer with a 
slightly forward presentation. It sounds 
uniform and well balanced, and offers low 
distortion with good stereo. Value is high given 
the overall performance and a Best Buy rating 
is justified. The grille should be detached for 
the best results.

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................47.5 x 26.5 x 24cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)..........(10)-150W 
Recommended placement..................................... on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres.........65Hz-20kHz
Low frequency rolloff (- 6dB point) at 1 metre..................... 60Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.833V or 1 watt into Sohms at 1 metre).................. 89dB/W
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres .... 104dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive).......................very good
Forward response uniformity...........................................very good
Typical price per pair, including VAT........................................ £90

Forward characteristic response (Vs octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45" lateral)

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis. 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

lfi 1V sn •om inn <>no 111. ' " ""

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 96dB SPL (solid 3rd
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Wharfedale TSR 102 TC
Wharfedale Loudspeakers Ltd, Highfield Road, Idle, Bradford BD10 BSF 
Tel (0274) 611131

This miniature loudspeaker has taken some 
time to evolve and an earlier version did not do 
too well on test. in HFC. However, now in a 
largely updated form, the current 102 consists 
of a sealed box just 9.5 litres in volume, tuned 
to a third order alignment by a 450pF coupling 
capacitor. Two 120mm polypropylene coned 
bass units are used, these in parallel up to mid 
frequencies, with the treble above 3kHz 
allocated to Wharfedale's 19mm unit with a 
polyamide dome and ferrofluid for damping 
and cooling.

The enclosure is carefully built from 
chipboard with a real veneer exterior and 
bituminous damping pads within. A 20mm 
MDF front panel carries the foam grille, 
superior in acoustic terms to the usual wooden 
cutout grille frame. Essentially 12d8/octave, 
the crossover comprises six elements plus two 
resistors, with one inductor used to roll off a 

bass driver, and one capacitor for tuning the 
bass, electrical connection is via 4mm 
socket/binding posts.

Sound quality
Unfortunately the 102did not acquit itself well 
on audition, with a mark that can best be 
described as 'adequate'.

In general terms, it was quite presentable, 
apparently quite well behaved, balanced 
tonally, as well as resonably smooth and well 
integrated over the range. Comments of a 
' bland' rendition excluded peakiness and other 
irregularities from the discussion; however it 
was the very blandness as well as its lack of 
dynamics and impact, which seemed to be its 
weakest point. The bass was fairly extended 
but lacked either control or articulation while 
the mid often sounded muddled or boxy. Depth 
effects were restricted in the stereo image 
though the frontal focus was quite 
presentable. Power handling was good in the 
absolute sense but the speaker did not sound 
very tidy above 100W/channel of peak 
programme.

Lab report
Pair matching was very good, meeting fine 
±0.5d8 limits. Reference sensitivity was fairly 
low, judged to be 84.5dB/W which was below 
average. The -6d8 bass rolloff came in at a 
reasonable 60Hz. On axis the 1 metre output 
suggested some treble depression, 1-2d8, but 
was otherwise pretty uniform, while out at 2 
metres, the set of forward responses were very 
tidy indeed. The speaker's output was 
consistent over a range of forward axes, while 
on axis it met close ±2d8 limits from 87Hz to 
20kHz.

At 96d8 the 102was working rather hard with 
second harmonic at 100Hz approaching an 
excessive 8% with 2% mid band. Third 
harmonic was much better. Down at 86d8 third 
continued to improve to a very good level, while 
the second harmonic was also much reduced. 
The compression test was handled well, with 
just 0.4d8 of loss and a fine -54d8 of inter
modulation.

The impedance characteristic was quite 
smooth, and in not even falling to 6.4 ohms, 
and happly qualifies as an 8 ohm rated 
amplifier match.

Out in the listening room, the computer 
analyser showed a tidy and fairly well balanced 
output, mildly mid dominant but notably even.
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Quite good bass extension was apparent, if a 
little depressed.

Summary
A competent and well designed loudspeaker, 
the 102 shows a generally favourable tonal 
quality and when driven at moderate levels, is 
quite low in distortion. However the panel 
remained unconvinced, finding that it lacked 
either impact or drama. It cannot quite 
overcome its size limitations, and cannot be 
recommended; overall, Wharfedale's Laser 908 
would be a much better buy.

GENERAL DATA

Size (height x width x depth)...............................42 x 18.5 x 22cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)..........(25)-100W 
Recommended placement..................................... on open stands
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres......... 80Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre.................... ,60Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into Bohms at 1 metre)....... ,,,..84dB/W 
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres ....101dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)...................... very good
Forward response uniformity.. .. .....................................excellent
Typical price per pair, including VAT,, . ....—.........................£160

?0 Ht SO 100 ?00 ‘100..................... ?K '>K IOK ?OK

Forward characteristic response (Y3 octave at 2m, 
dotted " vertical, small dash 30 lateral, long dash 
45 ’ lateral).

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 1K 2K SK 10K 20K

Averaged forward characteristic response in room

Reference sine wave response (Im on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Harmonic distortions at 86dB SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic, dotted 2 nd harmonic).
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You have probably seen them. In dealers 
windows, attached to display models z 
at exhibitions or featured in adver- J) 
tisements in the hi-fi press. Manu- M a
facturers are inordinately proud of n 
them. As well they might be. We j; 
dish them out pretty sparingly. Vw

So just why does a HI-Fi So
CHOICE recommendation carry so w much weight? k

Because we commit thousands of \
pounds and many hundreds of man 
hours testing equipment for every 
issue of HI-FI CHOICE. And when we 
say ‘testing', we really mean it.

Each issue is authored by one of 
Britain's finest audio technicians. We 
pit machine against machine under So/7 
controlled laboratory conditions 
manufacturers claims against J^^B 
reality. J^^B
We conducted ‘blind' ^^^B 

listening tests using a J^^B 
panel of listeners. We ^^^B 
print the reviews, J^^B
warts and all.
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duction', \\\
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make them last for years and supply quality binders 
to keep them in for permanent reference. We also maintain stocks of back issues for people to buy 

k through the mail (using the coupon below) or A you can visit our new Back Issues Centre in the
West End of London. This is located at 14
Rathbone Place, London WlP IDE, five 
minutes walk from Tottenham Court Road 

tube station.
Any new issue of HI-FI CHOICE is

U \\ usually to be found at W. H. Smiths or
So 'So other good newsagents. Some hi-fi 
So So dealers carry a stock of back issues, 
So So too, but in case of difficulty, contact
So „.31, us at the above address.

Ours is not a very economic 
way of producing a hi-fi publi
cation. We could probably 
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ing the information we 
publish and make a lot 
more money. But our 
Series Editor,
Steve Harris , just 
wouldn't stand for 

it. And he stands
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for what
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Each issue 
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Guide to
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REVISED AND REPRINTED

Yamaha NS 1000
Natural Sound Systems Ltd. Unit 7. Greycaine Road, Watford Herts WD2 4SB 
Tel (0923) 36740

Still current, the Yamaha NS1000 was in fact 
originally reviewed several years ago in the first 
issue of HFC Loudspeakers (1976), when the 
author Angus Mckenzie, purchased a pair for 
high-level monitoring. Though it had been re
tested for subsequent editions, we nonetheless 
felt that the Yamaha 'flagship' should again be 
completely reassessed, and very worthwhile 
this proved to be.

The NS1000 is a relatively compact, superbly- 
crafted three-way sealed-box speaker, of a 
highly rigid and braced construction, with an 
exterior black paint surface that is best de
scribed as 'piano' finish. Working best on strong 
stands, it can also be placed near, but not too 
close to the rear wall; about 30cm is about right.

Thp hriss rlrivAr is rt tnp-r.lriss ::\OOmm pulp 
cone unit, built on a die-cast alloy frame and 
employing a massive motor system. The protec
tive grille over the bass driver rings a little, and 
194

fussy owners could discard them, as we did for 
our tests. The mid and treble units, 85mm and 
30mm respectively, are Yamaha's unique ultra
hard beryllium dome units, both fitted with 
frontal phase correctors. Level controls are also 
provided for mid and treble, and we obtained the 
best balance and curves with mid at ' -2' and 
treble ' - 1 ’

A high-quality, high-power crossover divides 
the frequency range at around 600Hz, and 5kHz, 
with spring clips for electrical connection at the 
rear of the speakers.

Sound quality
This speaker has historically attracted some 
censure, notably on analogue-based pro
gramme. Past criticisms included a bass that 
was too damped and dry, with a somewhat 
colored mid and a treble that was a trifle fizzy 
and uneven. However this time round, using 
mainly digital programme, the speaker ap
peared to 'come to life', and produced an 
impressive sound. The bass was quite except^ 
onal, with superb control and articulation, as 
well as fine depth to formant frequencies. It 
appeared to produce good stop-start transients, 
and was also sufficiently transparent to 
reproduce the natural acoustic on many 
recordings. Stereo images were also well 
focused and a decent depth effect was 
obtained.

Some coloration was still evident, namely a 
slightly deadened presence range with some 
mid nasality and a trace of lispiness and grain 
to the treble, this accentuated on distorted 
programme.

On high-quality material however its 'monitor' 
label appeared justified judging by the results, 
and high sound levels were also possible, with 
negligible subjective distortion.

Lab results
A high 90dB/W sensitivity was recorded, this 
being slightly compromised by the impedance, 
which dropped to 4ohms at 80Hz. This qualifies 
the speaker as a fairly difficult load.

System resonance was 35Hz, which was 
lower than the previous samples, and good bass 
extension to 40Hz, -6dB, was achieved, with a 
desirably slow damped rolloff below this point. 
The axial response was pretty uniform at 1 metre 
but by 2metres some 'lumpiness' had crept in 
thrniiah thA mid trnhlA, AsirlR from this hnwRvAr 
the forward integration was very good over the 
range of measurement axes.

Turning to the computer-averaged response,



the clean extended bass was clearly evident, 
while the treble register is well shaped; overall, 
quite a balanced result.

At 96dB sound level, distortion was remark
ably low, with third harmonic much less than 
0.1% above 500Hz and second averaging just 
0.3 to 0.5%, even at lower frequencies. At the 
86dB level, distortion was exemplary, with a 
further improvement in third harmonic, second 
averaging 0.15% above 200Hz, and 0.3% at 
lower frequencies. This makes it the best in the 
issue as far as distortion results are concerned.

The speaker had a peak power capacity of up 
to 200W and high sound levels were possible 
from a stereo pair — up to 108dBA in a typical 
room!

Summary
The long-lived NS1000 remains competitively 
priced. Superbly engineered and finished, it can 
provide powerful, clean, articulate and extended 
bass despite its compact dimensions, and also 
sets a good standard elsewhere. Stereo images 
were well formed, the distortion was excellent 
and available sound levels high, as was the 
sensitivity. Satisfactory on analogue sources 
and really coming into its own on digital, the 
NS1000 is a worthy contender,and the HFC 
recommendation continues.

Forward characteristic response (V3 octave at 2m, 
dotted 15° vertical,.small dash 30° lateral, long dash 
45° lateral).

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 IK ?K SK !OK 20K

GENERAL DATA
Size (height x width x depth)............................67.5 x 37.5 x 32.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for %dBA minimum per pair at 2 metres)................. (10)-200W
Recommended placement............30cm from wall on rigid stands

Averaged forward characteristic response in room at 
listening position.

Frequency response, within 13dB, at 2 metres...... 50Hz to 16kHz
Low frequency rolloff (-6dB point) at 1 metre........................40Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V, or 1W into Sohms at 1 metre)............................... 90dB
Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres...... 108dBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)................. below average
Forward response uniformity.............................................very good
Typical price per pair, inc VAT .. £600 when r'-'vinv:Pd. now £7l5

Impedance (mod Z). Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.

Reference sine wave response (1m on axis, 2.83V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF

Harmonic distortions at 86d8 SPL (solid 3rd 
harmonic dotted 2nd harmonic).
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This compact loudspeaker verges on the 
miniature class with its internal volume of 11 
litres. Yorkshire have been making some play 
concerning their special crossover networks, 
which employ compensation to linearise the 
load impedance. This technique is not 
extended to the bass, as is done in the KEF 104 
for example, and the system can be seen to be 
resonant at 58Hz, relfex tuned by a small 35mm 
diameter by 80mm long port.

Both units are built by Elac to Yorkshire 
spec, the bass/mid being a 170mm steel frame 
bass-mid fitted with a Cobex pvc cone. Treble 
is handled by a 25mm fabric dome, with the 
crossover set as usual near 3kHz.

Our samples were in wood veneer but a less 
costly version is also available in vinyl, and our 
value ratings correspond to that finish. The 
crossover is of good quality components, as is 
the compensation, and the cabinet interior is 

foam lined as well as fitted with a front-to-back 
brace. Plain 4mm sockets are used for 
electrical connection, and the speakers come 
supplied with 'ADP' pads which are intended to 
be placed under the enclosure to improve the 
sound. We tried these during one session but 
without a any conclusive result.

Sound quality
The 1/3 scored a respectable 'average' on the 
listening test, which was quite good for the 
price and particularly good for the size. Panel 
comments were mixed with some listeners 
favouring it and others finding it disappointing. 
The midrange was somewhat forward, with a 
degree of 'cuppy' coloration, and the treble 
showed a touch of 'fizz' high in the range, 
although this was not too serious. The bass 
was quite presentable with fairly good 
extension and fair control.

Stereo images were well focused with 
moderate depth and some recorded acoustic. 
It was quite transparent and proved revealing 
of programme detail. It handled power up to 
100W comfortably, and remained in good 
control.

However some variability with programme 
was apparent; for example, it got a poor rating 
on solo piano but a good result on modern rock 
programme.

Lab report
Pair matching was fine, within 0.5dB on our 
samples, with reference sensitivity a moderate 
85dB/watt which in conjunction with the 100W 
power handling will provide maximum sound 
levels in a room of around 100dB. The grille had 
a minimal effect on the sound, or measured 
response, while the -6dB bass rolloff was 
noted at 60Hz, typical for the size of 
enclosure.

Out at 2 metres the overall reponse 
character may be seen, with some plateau lilt 
in the mid followed by a mildly depressed 
treble, rising again at 15kHz. In fact, ±2.5dB 
limits sulficied for an 80Hz to 20kHz range. 
Very good in the lateral plane, the speaker 
showed a serious phase dip in the vertical 
plane, 15° above axis, and by implication, the 
1/3 must be used with the central axis directed 
at the listener, ideally with it placed on a 
decent stand height (minimum 42cm) At 96d8 
sound level, distortion was satisfactory, 
except for an odd peak of second harmonic at 
740Hz — the compensation network perhaps?
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The peak remained at 86dB, improving to a 3% 
level but still potentially audible. Third 
harmonic was however fine. On compression 
the 1.5dB loss was satisfactory while the 
intermodulation was very good at -50d8. As 
claimed, above 200Hz the impedance was very, 
flat and the speaker presents a most uniform 8 
ohm load over the range, and should be easy to 
drive.

The room response showed a forward, 
uptiltrid midrange with a depressed treble but 
with fair bass extension, although this was 
also depressed. ,

Summary
While its basic performance would otherwise 
quality this speaker for a recommendation, this 
speaker's mixed reception means that it is in 
our view not sufficiently accurate in tonal 
balance terms to purchase it without prior 
audition. The distortion peak may be 
anomalous, or associated with the impedance 
compensation, and while the foam pad 
isolators altered the sound slightly, the change 
was not considered significant enough to alter 
the performance materially and so affect the 
speaker's rating.

GENERAL DATA
SJz<e (height x width x depth)........................... 37 x 23 x 18.5cm
Recommended amplifier power per channel

(for 96dBA per pair at 2 metres minimum)............(12)-100W
Recommended placement............................. ton stands or shelf
Frequency response, within ±3dB at 2 metres 70Hz-20kHz 
Low frequency ^oHoff ( - 6dB point) at 1 metre.................. 60Hz
Voltage sensitivity

(ref. 2.83V or 1 watt into 8ohms at 1 metre)..................88dBIW

Approximate maximum sound level (pair) at 2 metres....lOOdBA 
Impedance characteristic (ease of drive)................... very good
Forward response uniformity......................................... good +
Typical price per pair, including VAT................................... £145

?o hi 50 ioo ?nn 500 ik ?k sk iok ?ok

Forward characteristic response {V1 octave at 2m, 
dotted 15" vertical, small dash 30 lateral long dash 
45" lateral)

Reference sine wave response ( 1m on axis, 2.83 V 
input shows sensitivity). Dashing corrects for 
chamber LF, dotting shows response without grill.

Impedance (mod Z) Impedance characteristics give 
an indication of amplifier loading.
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"CHOICE'S CHOICE IS
_ OUR CHOICE

Arcam One

Castle Trent
Castle Lincoln

B&WDMllO

Celestion 100
Celestion SL6/600

HarbethML
Heybrock HBl 

Kef Coda III

Rogers LS7
Linn Kan 
Mission 70 II 
Rogers LS! 
Spender Prelude

BBC LS3/5A Castle Clyde

Spender SPl

Castle Tyne
Castle Pembroke

Linn Sara
Mission 700S

Rogers LS7 !

Heybrook HBl

Spender SA3

Celestion llO
GaleGS402A

Spendor Prelude 
Magnaplanar

I Quad ESL-63
Spender SA! and SA2

Harbeth HLl III 

Heybrock HB2 
Kef Chorale III

352-4 LOWER ÆDISCO/MBE ROZID. 
CROYDON SURREY.

TEL. 01-654 1231 or 01-654 2040AKG, Boyor, Celef, Dynavector, Elite, Grace, IMF, Logond, Mitchell, Nagaoka, Naim, Nakamichi, National, Oracle, QED, Quad, Rega, Sennheiser, Sony, Syrinx, Teac, Threshold, Video
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SUMMARY REVIEWS

In this book, we have included as many full reviews of new and current models as space allows. In 
addition, we have data on many other models which are still available, but reviews of which we are 
no longer able to print in full. These are included here in summary form.

Inclusion of a particular model in this section 
does not necessarily imply that it is inferior to 
those covered in the full reviews, as many of 
those here did well in earlier tests. Note that 
'end of line' price cutting may make some 
models cheaper, and so better value, than the 
nominal prices quoted. Recommended 
amplifier power figures are given in brackets.

Acoustat Model II
When tested a couple of issues ago, the Model 
II was thought to have significant failings 
despite its near 'magic' midrange. The latest 
2 + 2 model appears to have overcome these 
criticisms and offers a fine sound. (80-100W)

Acoustic Research AR8LS (£75)
Along with other AR models here, the BLS is 
now scheduled for replacement but at the time 
of writing is still available. When reviewed it 
was criticised for a 'shouty', 'loud' 
characteristic which made it less than fully 
competitive at the price, but was rated worth 
considering. (10-50W)

Acoustic Research ARS18S and AR18LS (£80)
A long-running AR bestseller, the 18S was 
nonetheless criticised for a 'peaky' and 
'forward' sound quality. It rated as worth 
considering, for wall or bookshelf mounting. 
The 'LS' showed mainly cosmetic changes. 
(10-75W)

Acoustic Research AR28LS (£120)
This larger AR model was again criticised for 
midrange coloration which offset its virtues of 
good attack and bass definition. (10-75W).

Audio Pro 4-14 (£750)
This Swedish-built active speaker design 
received a strong recommendation a couple of 
issues back, despite some mild criticisms. 
Since our original review, some refinements 
have been made to further improve the sound 
of the midrange driver. Outstanding features 
were exceptional bass depth, with freedom 
from boom, overhang or 'chesty' effects.

Audio Pro 8240 Subwoofer (£280)
Recommended in earlier editions, the 8240 is 
now available in Mark II form. This effective 

subwoofer system was found to give a very 
worthwhile bass enhancement, given suitable 
programme material, when using speakers of 
Celestion SL6 size and quality. Power 
amplification is built in and the crossover to 
the main speakers is adjustable.

Bang & Olufsen S80 II (£225)
A compact three way design, the characteristic 
B&O styling, the SBO II rated a somewhat 
disappointing 'average' on our tests. Criticisms 
included lack of attack, boxy and 'cuppy' 
colorations, and a veiled effect. (25-100W)

B&W 802 (£650)
A large but slim floor-standing speaker, the 802 
is a development of the massive 801 monitor, 
using the same 'head' assembly which 
comprises a 100mm midrange unit in its own 
moulded enclosure, plus a 25mm tweeter 
mounted on top with no baffle. The main 
enclosures each contain a pair of matched 
200mm bass units. The complex crossover also 
incorporates APOC electronic overload 
protection. With excellent engineering, fine 
finish and consistently well integrated sound, 
the 802 was still criticised by some panelists 
for some loss of subtleties and masking of 
detail, and a 'bland' nature. It was rated as very 
much worthy of consideration, but not an out
right recommendation in the context of the 
most recent competition. (15-200W)

Castle Conway llA (£425 inc stands)
Still available alongside more recently 
introduced Castle models, the Conway is a 
large speaker which in its final form comes 
complete with integral stands. Both measured 
and subjective results were fine, and, in two 
earlier issues, this model was rated a Best Buy. 
It rated highly on stereo imaging, with depth, 
precision and ambience all well conveyed. It 
could be driven to high levels without sounding 
'loud' in the fatiguing sense. Criticisms were 
mild, centring on a slightly 'fizzy' top end and a 
trace of mid 'wiriness'. The speaker 
demonstrated good dynamic range and detail 
rendition, plus clean, extended bass. (20-200W)

Castle Howard II (£550)
In many ways this model is an enlargement of
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the established Conway II, and has ex
ceptionally well extended bass. Despite this 
advantage, in other respects the Conway was 
somewhat preferred both in terms of neutrality 
and overall balance, the Howard tending to 
sound rather 'rich', with perhaps an over
abundance of bass in the listening room. 
(25-200W)

Celestion Ditton 110 (£99)
This well-behaved compact speaker system 
could be regarded as Celestion's answer to the 
KEF Coda. It gave an open, punchy sound, with 
an 'up front' presentation, with bass relatively 
clean and articulate, if not very extended. 
Criticisms were made of some midrange 
congestion, with a 'loud' effect, and of 
'tunnelly' and boxy effects in the lower mid
range. The treble became a little smoother and 
better detailed with the grilles removed. The 
110was recommended in the last edition, when 
in our view it missed a 'Best Buy' rating by only 
a small margin. (10-100W)

Celestion 662 (£500)
A very large loudspeaker in the tradition of the 
old Ditton 66, the 662 gave a good performance 
in many respects, and recommendation was 
only withheld in earlier editions because of the 
fairly high price. (12-300W)

Gale GS401A (£563, matt black; £632, chrome) 
Though the GS401 is a very distinctive speaker 
which has gained an enthusiastic following 
over the years, it did not manage to gain a 
recommendation in Choice — unlike the new 
and rather less expensive 402 reviewed fully in 
this issue. It scored divergent marks among the 
panelists, indicating that some potential 
buyers might like it very much and others reject 
it. Weaknesses included a definite lack of 
depth and precision in the stereo image, plus 
some colorations, and the speaker presents 
quite a difficult amplifier load. Careful audition
ing and choice of ancilliary equipment is 
essential. (25-150W)

Heybrook HB3 II (£425)
A medium-sized three-way speaker, the HB3 II 
is well engineered and finished, and now has a 
textbook 8 ohm load characteristic, making it 
very easy to drive. On test, panelists criticised 
several coloration effects, and despite some 
strong features, the speaker did not score 
sufficiently highly for a recommendation.

However, it is only fair to point out that the 
speaker is claimed to be designed strictly for 
analogue programme and certain combina
tions of ancillary equipment, with which it 
should perhaps be auditioned. (15-200W)

IMF Compact Monitor 3 (£275)
This compact three-way system was criticised 
for a degree of mid/treble hardness, wiriness 
and brightness, coupled (paradoxically) with a 
richer, thicker boxiness in the upper bass/ 
lower mid region. Bass was felt to lack some of 
the definition and clarity now available in this 
price range, and the speaker's 'average' score 
was insufficient for recommendation, but 
made it worth considering. (20-100W)

IMF HPCM (£550)
Demonstrating a consistently good sound 
quality on all programme material tried, the HpcM did justice to the 'Control Monitor' part 
of its name; hallmarks were moderate colora
tion, extended 'air moving' bass, and open, 
lively character, with fine musical detail. 
Impedance dips to around 4 ohms make it a 
somewhat demanding load, which will require 
a suitably tough amplifier to drive it well. The 
HPCM was recommended in the last issue. 
(20-200W)

JBL L112 (£899)
Physically, this JBL speaker resembles an 
L 150A minus the lower ABR section of the 
cabinet. The 112 does not have the 150A's 
symmetrical driver layout, being designed 
presumably to give the option of sideways 
mounting on larger American-style shelves or 
bookcases. It proved slightly less sensitive 
than the L 150A, and sonically inferior as well, 
although the sound was still liked for its 
impact, clarity and overall balance — criticisms 
were centred on the stereo image capabilities, 
slightly coloured, over-rich bass, and some mid 
'hardness' and 'thinness'. Though finely made, 
the 112 was not recommended. (15-400W)

KEF Carina (£140)
This speaker is a two-way design, but uses 
three drive units — a pair of 200mm bass units 
are married to a 25mm soft fabric dome 
tweeter. With somewhat above-average 
sensitivity, the Carina will produce high sound 
levels from amplifiers of 20W or less per 
channel. Sound quality was sufficient to earn a 
'worth considering' last time, but was
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phone or send SAE for a quotation.

Mail Orders: 01-607 2148. General Enquiries: 
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described as rather over-full in the lower 
mid/upper bass, with an apparent lack of 
sparkle and transient attack on some 
instruments, and with seemingly subdued 
depth impressions, the speaker somehow 
never 'came to life' for the panel. (10-75W)

KEF R105.4 (£650)
Developed from the 105.2reference model, the 
105.4 has a smaller bass enclosure which 
houses a pair of 200mm units operating in 
parallel, rather than the costly 305mm unit 
used in the 105.2. The 'head' assembly 
contains a 110mm midrange and 25mm tweeter 
in stepped array. Despite its somewhat lower 
price, the 105.4 matched the scores gained by 
105.2 in earlier editions, and was described as 
more 'open', and 'livelier', with some extra 
detail. While recommended two issues ago, the 
105.4 appeared less strong on digital 
programme in the last edition, bass seeming to 
lack some attack and definition, and with some 
fine detail and transparency lacking. Nonethe^ 
less, the 105.4 remained highly satisfactory on 
conventional programme, and is capable of 
high levels — while protected from overload by 
elaborate protection circuits. (up to 500W)

Koss Kossfire 110 (£190)
With an impressive array of four drive units, the 
Kossfire appears to offer a lot of speaker for 
the money; unfortunately it did not score well 
in our panel listening tests. The sound was 
thought confusing, lacking in detail, with a 
midrange forward as well as hard, and rather 
boomy bass. Treble quality was described as 
scratchy and tizzy. (10-50W)

Mission 7005 (£139)
Attaining a 'Best Buy' rating in the last edition, 
the Mission 700S offers high sensitivity, low 
distortion and uniform response together with 
fine dispersion. It scored a convincing 'good' 
on the panel sessions, with an open, lively and 
transparent character, good stereo staging, 
and articulate if only moderately extended 
bass. Tonal balance was on the bright side but 
not severely so. While Mission have considered 
a drastically revised version of the 700S, it 
appears at the time of writing that the model 
will continue in its 46 x26 x25cm form, 
described above, for the rest of its life. 
(10d00W)

Mission 737 (£240)
Superbly finished, the 7.37cabinet contains the 
established Mission 200mm high-power poly
propylene bass/mid unit, with a 25mm Son 
Audax tweeter. On blind tests, the speaker was 
ranked rather below average, which is poor for 
the price, with noticeable colorations observed 
— including dulled, metallic, 'cuppy', boxy an 
chesty effects. Unfortunately these ratings 
precluded recommendation. (20-150W)

Revox Symbol (£920)
A massive and costly floor-standing system, 
the Revox Symbol features a driver line-up 
somewhat similar to the long-lived (now dis
continued) Celestion Ditton 66; it has a 300mm 
pulp cone bass/midrange, augmented by a 
passive 300mm ABR (auxilary bass radiator), a 
55mm soft dome midrange, and a 25mm dome 
tweeter. The panel comments described a 
seriously coloured loudspeaker, well behind 
modern standards of sound reproduction, and 
so despite its ability to take massive power 
inputs, and to produce near-deafening levels, it 
could not be recommended. (10-200W)

Spendor BC1 (£380)
A long-term reference, this classic model was 
actually introduced in 1969; apart from a 
revision to the bass/mid unit in the mid 1970s, 
design changes have been very minor ones. 
High subjective ratings assured the BC1 of a 
'Best Buy' rating in earlier issues, but with the 
last edition it was felt that a 'recommended' 
rating only should now apply. Despite the 
almost unrivalled mid and treble performance, 
the BC1 left something to be desired in terms 
of bass neutrality and damping, as well as 
overall power handling and sensitivity. 
(30-130W)

Visonik David 7000 (£124)
An ultra-compact miniature speaker, the David 
7000 is designed for wall or bookcase mount- 
oing, but may also be partnered by the Visonik 
Sub 3 subwoofer (£112), to provide a complete 
full-range system. Reviewed in this form, it did 
not find favour with the listening panel; the 
sound was dominated by an excessively bright 
tonal balance, the dominant upper-mid and 
treble lending a fierce, spitty and sibilant effect 
with emphasised surface noise and distortion. 
The Sub 3 did not provide sufficiently high or 
even bass output to give a well-balanced 
overall effect. (10-100W)
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B&W DIGITAL MONITORS
The proof is in the listening. Pop into your nearest B&W stockist 
and ask to hear them for yourself. You'll be convinced.

LISTEN HERE AND YOU'LL SEE
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CONCLUSIONS

With so much test data as well as a wealth of subjective judgements to draw on, it is worth 
surveying the results from a general standpoint, and trying to assess the patterns and correlations 
which have developed from the project as a whole.

It was abundantly clear that a great 
improvement in overall standards had occurred 
during the past year or so with respect to the 
lower priced loudspeaker models — to such a 
degree in fact, that many formerly reputable and 
historically sound examples were, in our 
judgement, ousted from their comfortable, high 
ranking places.

Some models costing under £100 a pair — a 
level previously considered to be 'sub hi-fi' — 
this time round have demonstrated a true high
fidelity performance, attaining subjective 
scores that have equalled other established 
models selling for as much as £500 a pair. These 
results have necessitated our revising the Best 
Buy criteria, and for the first time in many 
issues we have managed to reduce the Best Buy 
threshold price, this despite inflation!

In fact, the sound quality scores achieved by 
the most successful models under new £285 
Best Buy upper limit were so good, that 
considerations of 'especially good value for 
money' in the case of more expensive systems 
seemed nonsensical.

New programme
Some readers may feel that it was unwise of us 
to use such a high proportion of the new digital 
programme material for listening tests, more 
particularly with the cheaper systems which, for 
the forseeable future at least, are unlikely to be 
used with digital players on the grounds of cost 
alone.

In the case of speakers which show a 
tendancy to treble uneveness or brightness, 
such characteristics may be quite tolerable on 
master-quality programme — good Compact 
Discs and the like — but may prove less 
acceptable when partnered by an inexpensive, 
ill-matched analogue cartridge. But Hi-Fi Choice 
has always tried to establish. consistent 
standards for tonal accuracy, stereo clarity and 
coloration with the long term aim of providing a 
satisfying and musical performance for the 
purchaser. The more accurate, consistent and 
revealing the programme, then the better will be 
the panel's discrimination of the faults and 
merits of the speakers on trial.

For example, using digital programme it is far 
easier to determine and identify whether a 
speaker has possesses marginal bass 
definition verging on boominess and with below 

average articulation. To state that such 
judgements would be harder to achieve on 
analogue, and that the effects might then pass 
unnoticed, surely implies a 'head in the sand' 
attitude. Good sound quality is surely what we 
are required to identify.

Fortunately, the majority of the highly rated 
models in this issue will do justice to both 
digital and analogue programme. If a speaker 
sounds accurate, neutral, and low in distortion 
using studio masters but sounds 'wrong' on 
analogue discs, then in the absence of other 
special interactions, the blame must surely lie 
with the analogue record. Here, sufficient 
differences in tonal quality and balance do exist 
between turntables, arms, mats, cartridges and 
indeed the head-amp equalisers incorporated 
into many amplifiers. In combination these 
individual variables may conspire to produce a 
result of possibly pleasing musical character, 
but one nonetheless worryingly different to the 
original master.

The solution is surely not — as has been 
seriously suggested by some — to run two hi-fi 
systems optimised for analogue and digital, but 
rather must be to gradually bring an existing 
analogue system into line so that a closer 
match to studio quality standards is achieved.

In fact, it would appear that most speaker 
manufacturers are welcoming the introduction 
of CD as at last providing the industry with a 
consistent frame of reference for comparisons, 
plus a uniformly high programme standard for 
all dealers and eventually all homes to benefit 
from.

Stereo quality
While most systems appear to provide a fairly 
presentable standard of stereo reproduction 
with a degree of depth and space, plus 
satisfactory frontal localisation, there is no 
doubt that some designs do it significantly 
better than others. The smaller and narrower 
systems do tend to provide better stereo focus 
and, if sufficiently low in coloration, they can 
also give better depth.

However, when the reverberant energy in a 
room is taken into account, established" theory 
predicts that the smaller speakers could be 
expected to show a poorer direct-to-reverberant 
energy ratio which should degrade imaging. 
One authority has proposed that speakers 
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MAGNEPLANAR
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THE 111B IS THE LARGEST OF 
THE MAGNEPLAN FAMILV, THE 
OTHERS BEING THE MG11B 
(£1345). MG1 (£885) AND THE 
SMG (£595). 
WE ALSO STOCK AND 
DEMONSTRATE THE QUAD 
ESL-63 AND DAHLQUIST DO10
W.l 

®^®w 
&SON 

401 Smithdown Road, 
Liverpool L15 3JJ. 

Tai: (051) 733 6859 
Closed all day Wednesday

HH'1 MAIUiETS

DOUG

ID^^W
m-n

Kingsway Studios, 
Kingsway North, 
Warrington.' 
Padgata K828009 
Closed all day Thursday

a

High Fidelity 
Loudspeakers Ltd

18 Southbury Road, Enfield, Middlesex EN JSA
Telephone: 01-367 0632

THE DEAN AUTO 11 LOUDSPEAKER HAS 
BEEN AUDITJONED BY A NUMBER OF 
REVIEWERS:
WHAT HIFI JULY 83 - CHRIS THOMAS
POPULAR HIFI SEPT 83 - SIMON DAVIES
H/F/ ANSWERS DEC 83 - ALVIN GOLD
GRAMOPHONE FEB 84 - JOHN BORWICK
NEW HIFI SOUND AUG 84 - NOEL KEYWARE 
HIFI NOW AUG/SEPT 84 - PAUL MILLER
AUDITION A PAIR OF ALTO II LOUDSPEAKERS AT YOUR 
NEAREST DEALER:

Your Nearest DEAN Dealer:
COLWYN BAY 0492-48932 COLWYN BAY 
BLACKPOOL, PRACTICAL 0253-27703 BLACKPOOL 
WATFORD, THE AUDIO POWER 0423
26169 WATFORD, HERTS 
BELFAST, LYRRICK HIFI 0232-681296 IRELAND 
AVON, PAUL GREEN 0225-316197 BATH 
BEDFORD, TECHNOSOUND 0582-30919 LUTON 
CAMBRIDGE, STEVE BOXSHALL 0223-68305 CAMBS 
BUCK, TECHNOSOUND 0908-604949 M. KEYNES 
DERBY, ACTIVE AUDIO 0332-380385 DERBY 
DORSET, SUTTONS 0202-25512 BOURNEMOUTH 
ESSEX, A.T. LABS 01-518 0915/6 GANTS HILL, 
ILFORD 
GLMGRN, AUDIO EXCELLENCE 0222-28565 CARDIFF 
HAMPSHIRE, SUTTONS 0703-772069 SOUTHAMPTON 
HAMPSHIRE, SEXTONS 0703-28434 SOUTHAMPTON 
KENT, HALCYON 01-464 2260 BROMLEY 
KENT, STANDENS 0732-353540 TONBRIDGE 
LANCASTER, PRACTICAL HIFI 0524
39657 LANCASTER
LONDON AREA: K.J. LEISURE SOUND 01-486 8263 W.1 
AUDIO T- 01-794 7848/9 NW6 
PHOENIX ROOMS 01-249 8246 N16 
BARTLETTS 01-607 2296 N7 
CHRIS THOMAS AUDIO 01-520 8221 E5 
LEICESTER, AUDITION HIFI 0533-393607 LEICESTER 
LEEDS, AUDIO PROJECTS 0532-789115 LEEDS, 
YORKSHIRE 
SCOTLAND, THE MUSIC ROOM 041-221 
2527 GLASGOW 
NAIRN MUSIC 0463-220440 INVERNESS 
SOMERSET, AVALON AUDIO 0458-50370 
GLASTONBURY
TYNE & WEAR, LINTONE AUDIO 0632-774167 
GATESHEAD
SURREY, SPALDINGS 01-654 1231 CROYDON 
SUSSEX, JOHN REES 0444-450333 HAYWARDS 
HEATH
SUSSEX, JOHN REES 0342-27787 EAST GRINSTEAD 
W. MIDLANDS, MIDLAND HIFI 0902-771774 
WOLVERHAMPTON
S. YORK, MORGATE ACOUSTICS 0709-70666 
ROTHERHAM
CHELTENHAM, ROBBS HIFI 0452-20518 GLOUCESTER 
GLOUCESTER, ROBBS HIFI 0242-584404 GLOUCESTER

I want to know more about DEAN LOUDSPEAKERS AND 
REVIEW REPRINTS

Name :...................................... .......................................... ..........

Address:.................................................................... ....... ......

Telephone No ............... ........................................... .................
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CONCLUSIONS

should have a controlled directivity in order to 
improve the direct sound proportion, which 
would serve to sharpen images, but our test 
findings actually suggest the reverse. We found 
that the larger the speaker the larger the 
apparent source radius and the easier it is for 
the ear to localise images at the boxes and not 
in the space between them.

Uneven frequency responses also upset 
imaging by smearing the depth perspectives; 
the latter rely on a natural tonal balance with a 
proper loudness relationship between funda
mental and harmonics for each instrument and 
source reproduced. As a basic rule, speakers 
with vertical-in-line driver arrays do provide the 
best stereo but two examples in this issue 
proved that there are always the proverbial 
exceptions that more or less 'get away with it'. 
These were the Goodmans Mezzo and the Gale 
402, which have mid and treble units 
horizontally disposed. In this instance the 
general clarity as well as good driver integration 
exhibited by these systems helped to offset the 
disadvantage due to the drive unit disposition.

On the other hand, it was also abundantly 
clear that the obviously-coloured speakers — 
those described as 'boxy', 'fizzy', 'horny'etc — 
could not reproduce depth effects in the sound 
image and with these models the stereo image 
was notably flat sounding with little recorded 
ambience or natural acoustic discernible.

A couple of wall-mounted speakers were 
sufficently good year to demonstrate that 
one could achieve a semblance of subjective 
stereo depth despite boundary limitations — 
the Linn Sara was one of these. However the 
depth effects were not as satisfying as those 
achieved by some of the more remarkable open
space performers — for example the Celestion 
SL600, when optimally mounted, could project a 
stereo image of quite remarkable depth and 
ambience, and on some programme we could 
even distinguish a convincing acoustic 
perspective for the orchestra and the hall, the 
later including the rear walls (try Dvorak 9th on 
Decca CD).

Frequency response
11 was interesting to note with digital 
programme that while basic colorations and 
uneveness in the frequency responses were 
pretty obvious subjectively, the broader 
abbreviations in frequency balance, whether too 
rich or too bright, were less noticeable, and 
indeed more easily tolerated.

With imperfect programme there is a con

stant struggle to play the system loud enough 
to get a good level of detail and, for the same 
reason, to operate on the presence and the 
treble band to try and give an effect of 'life'. 
However at the same time the level of ‘mud' and 
distortion on analogue programme means that 
these adjustments must of necessity be subtle.

With digital programme the clarity is effort
less, with negligible distortions and ‘hyped up' 
balances are unnecessary — for example, if a 
speaker is smooth but a little bright it stays that 
way using digital material, and doesn't turn 
‘ nasty Conversely, if the speaker is a little rich 
or dim, again good detail can still be heard 
despite the balance. With analogue such a 
system could well be criticised for a lack of 
clarity as well as a ‘dead'sounding character.

At the very highest quality level, digital still 
lacks some of the final touch of the far space 
acoustic or ambience, and with the finer loud
speakers, analogue material helped provide the 
ultimate discrimination.

Measurement
While the axial reference response continue to 
tell how well matched and aligned a system is, 
the group of forward responses reveal more 
about the integrity and inner balance of the 
system. These are backed with increasing 
confidence by the computer derived room 
average which, with further refinements of 
technique this time round, is providing 
impressive correlation between perceived 
frequency response and the room-integrated 
value charted. A fascinating aspect was the 
different way in which various systems 
integrated with the room at low frequencies, in a 
manner not immediately obvious from their 
anechoic responses. Sufficient data is 
becoming available to indicate that a new set of 
low frequency alignments is needed, each 
adjusted to a speaker's intended low frequency 
bandwidth, and tailored to provide a uniform 
room coupling for a smooth, extended subjec
tive response.

A flat, smooth response curve is still a priority 
for a speaker's specification, but within 
relatively broad ± 3dB amplitude limits a 
designer can do a lot to adjust for speaker size, 
intended mounting, tonal balance, room inter
facing and driver compensation. A perfectly, flat 
ruler-straight response is most definitely not the 
objective, for although it may sound correct for 
a certain size and bandwidth speaker, variations 
in cabinet width, driver coloration, directivity, 
height from the floor or intended distance from
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KOfTSU

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS 
42 PARKSIDE, LONDON, SW19 
TEL: 01947 5047 
TELEX: 894800 Ahsnl G

"I have the simplest of tastes ...
I am alway" satisfied with the best".

OmirWildt
Audio Research, Counterpoint, Koctsu, ^reU, Oracle. Randall ReH:arch, 

v, alisman, United Sounds of America.

Write or phone for perceptive 
advice and details of nearest 
dealer.
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CONCLUSIONS

a room boundary wall, can all dictate that small 
variations in the axial response will be essential 
to ensure the best subjective result.

Distortion
In this issue the measurements were intended 
to include assessment of distortion down to 
0.1% - an increased resolution felt necessary 
in the light of CD programme. Admittedly some 
speakers with just adequate distortion results 
managed to achieve good subjective results, 
but undoubtedly those speakers considered the 
cleanest and clearest also provided low levels 
of distortion, approaching 0.1-0.2% midband, 
below 90d8 sound pressure level.

Below 100Hz somewhat higher distortion 
levels are considered permissible, with the 
reducing aural sensitivity to such effects. 
Nonetheless it would seem worthwhile to hold 
second harmonic in the 50-100Hz range to 3% 
or less and third to 1% or under.

Looking back at earlier reviews it seems clear 
that as a general trend, distortion levels have 
been steadily improving. Good levels are now 
attainable as typified by the Quad ESL63 and 
Yamaha NS1000, which at moderate sound 
levels were capable of distortion readings of 
around 0.1% for all harmonics over a wide range 
of many central octaves.

Originally, the peak distortion measurements 
proved useful in identifying those models which 
had some failure to crossover design, or where 
a component had an inadequate current or 
voltage rating. Fortunately these days such 
offenders are few and far between at the quality 
end of the market, and single peak level power 
distortion measurement has become less use
ful. In future, this could perhaps be extended to 
cover a wider range of levels and frequencies, 
and would once more become a worthwhile 
tests.

General trends.
The test results show that quite modest but 
carefully-designed speakers can produce a high 
standard, sufficient for most domestic hi-fi 
situations. Two-way systems of 15-45 litre 
internal volume with a 200mm bass-mid driver 
and a 19-25mm dome tweeter have obviously 
become the most successful quality speaker 
designs ever.

Some deviations from this formula obviously 
exist, but they are rare and usually involve 
considerable extra expense or compromises in 
other directions - say, in dynamic range or 
cabinet size.

We found that these essentially two-way 
systems could span a price range as wide as 
£80 to £500, the results dependent on the 
designers' intended application, care and 
ingenuity.

With this issue we at last seem to be seeing 
the demise of the 'boom and tizz' brigade, 
speakers with a false boomy bass and emphas
ised, sibilant and fizzy treble. Even the least 
expensive models this time round appeared free 
from this previously frequently encountered 
complaint.

We look forward to a further consolidation of 
the new higher standards in subsequent edit
ions, and hope that next time around the 
designers will have proved more successful in 
tackling the problems of quality in the £300 to 
£1000 system price range.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS 
ABOUT SOUND 

LISTEN TO

Mordaunt Short

'JBL

and 
Quad, Dual, Teac, JVC, 

Thorens, Technics, Sony etc.

FRENCH
52 DORDON ROAD. DORDON. 

TAMWORTH. Tel: (0827) 892252

For Quality 
T.V. * Video * Hi-fi
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DEALER GUIDE
SELECTIVE AUTO P.J. EQUIPMENT LTD

OTLEY 
W. YORKS 
Tel: 0943^487889
(BY APPOINTMENT)
ACCESSIAMERICAN EXPRESS WELCOME

AN EAR FOR MUSIC - A NOSE FOR PRICE.
WE AIM FOR RELIABLE, MUSICAL RESULTS AT A 
REASONABLE COST. BACKED BY 35 YEARS OF 
SELLING AND SERVICING EXPERIENCE.
LET US DEMONSTRATE OUR EXPERTISE FOR YOU.
MANY LEADING EUROPEAN & JAPANESE 
MANUFACTURERS IN STOCK.

3 BRIDGE STREET. GUILDFORD. SURREY 
GUILDFORD 504801

AKAi JBL JVC MARANTZ AIWA 
c ! KB HhFI CENTRE g
E 0s 175^177 GT DUCIE STZ
r STRANGEWAYS m
O 185 THE ROCK MANCHESTER m 
" BURY 061-834 2403 in
Mi LANCS (closed Saturday) dl
ds 061-797 7146 £
I (closed Tuesday 
m and Sunday) 0
po THORENS PIONEER TEAC <

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY
We stock and recommend loudspeakers 

from the following:-
A&R. B&W. British Loudspeakers. Castle, Celestion. 
Harbeth Heybrook, KEF, Kord, Meridian, Mission, 
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt Short, Quad, Rogers, 
Spendor, Tannoy, Wharfedale, Yorkshire hi fi.

Demonstrations by Appointment.

FIVE WAYS HI FIDELITY LTD,
12 lslinglon Row, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD

9.30-6.00 Tues to Sal
021-455 0667.

HhFI CONSULTANTS 
Demonstrations any time, by appointment 

Telephone 0625 582704

/ discount prices.
ccess & Barclaycard welcome.

ANDREW 

THOMSON

THE SPECIALISTS 
IN HI FI 

HI FI? SO SORRY 
SIMPLY BETTER.

6-8 BONNAR ST, DUNFERMLINE, FIFE. 
TEL 0383 724541 est 1930

HiFi in Leicester and the Midlands
By appointment, please

(0533)393607

1ST HINCKll ROAD, LEICESTER FOREST EAST, LEICESTER LE3 3PO.
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DEALER GUIDE

HEYBROCK * MONITOR AUDIO * MISSION * KEF * 
QUAD * CASTLE * MORDAUNT SHORT *
45 HEADINGLEY LANE, 
LEEDS LS6 1DP. 
TEL: 0532 789115
OPEN TUES-FR/ 9. 30-6. 00 
SAT 2. 30-5. 30 ONLY. 3

 Single Speaker 
Demonstration 
Rooms

JOHN MARLEY HI-FI 
43 High Street, Dover, Kent 

Tel: Dover 207562 
119 High Street, Orpingham, 
Kent. Tel: Orpingham 27944

2 Station Rd, West Canterbur 
Tel: Canterbur 69329

FOR RECOMMENDED: 
Mordaunt Short, BBC LS3/5A, 

Wharfedale, Diesis and 
many more on demonstration

CHICHESTER RICH HCEIITY

AAR CAMBRIDGE, CASTLE, CELESTION, CREEK AUDIO, 
GOLDRING, KEF, IJNN, MORDAUNT SHORT, NAIM, QUAD, RF.GA, 

ROGERS, SME, TANDBERG
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER. W. SUSSEX A 

TELEPHONE 0243 776402 /f
(Closed all day Monday) Zdt

a he hi-fi cenlre
^ ofWILMSLOW. . ,

For Real Quality listen to:
-, QUAD FSI.63 - 4(U PI US COMPACT DISC FROM PHILIPS. SONY.J TECHNICS, MARANTZ, J V C.

’’ ALSO CHOOSE FROM BANG & OLUFSEbo REVOX, J.H.L., A.R., 
HARMANKARDbN,TEAC,TRIO, BOMQ CELESTION, MORDAUNT 
SHORT, NORDMENDE, TANNOY, e!c.
e PART EXCHANGE e HOME DEMONSTRATIONS e FULL REPAIR 
FACILITIES IN OUR OWN WORKSHOPS e EVENING DEMONSTRA
TIONS RY APPOINTMENT.

GREEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE 
(0625) Wilmslow 524766

ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD, DINERS CLUB, AMERICAN EXPRESS
e CLOSED WEDNESDA F EXCEPT HY APPOINTAIENT

■■■GERRY G GILL 
IMADDE TELEVISION 
■ HI-FI VIDEO

For the largest choice of hi-fi in Cornwall. 
Systems — Midis — Minis — Separates 
compact disc players — accessories etc. 
Full repair facilities in our own workshop.

416 Fore Street, St. Austell 
TEL: 5400

Also at GT Sound & Vision, 
25 Trinity Street, St. Austell.

VICTOR MORRIS HiFi 
340 Argyl Street 

GlasgowG2

YOUR HIFI MARKETS 
DEALER IN GLASGOW

Call for free advice 
and a demonstration

Jirenttooob
music centrr DIGITAL AUDIO

BRENTWOOD'S PREMIER HbFI SPECIALISTS
Fo< "BEST BUY" AND "RECOMMENDED" PRODUCTS FROM: 
ADC, AR, Audio, Technica, Dual, Goldring, Harman/Kardon,, 
Mordaunt-Short, Nakamichi, Ortofon,, Osawo-Nagaoka, Philips, 
QED, Ross, Sansui, Sennheiser and Yamaha.

FRIENDLY, HELPFUL ADVICE & DEMONSTRATIONS 
COMPETITIVE TERMS

Early closing • Thursday
2 Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex 

Tel: (0277) 221210
(Just by the traffic lights at the east end of the Higq Street - 3 
minutes by car from the A12/M2S intersection. Parking for 

collection of goods - please enquire).

Hi-Fi Products
Single Speaker Dems 

By Appointment
Service with a
8 St Annes Road
(off ASeOOtloy Road) 

Headingley, Leeds LS6 3NX Telephone: (0532) 789374
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R^leifjh Hi-Fi
THE Specialists

Reading About Hi-Fi and Music might well be interesting...
But Hearing For Yourself is Better

We now have 2 superb demonstration rooms, to insure 
that listening is a pleasure - and choosing HiFi that 
meets your needs is not a Chore.

Book your appointment Today...
. .and audition the right Hi Fi for YOU.

AGENCIES INCLUDE: A&R * ASAK * AKROYD * BLQ * CREEK * DUAL * KEF * GALE 
* GRACE * HEYBROOK * LINN PRODUCTS * MERIDIAN * MISSION * MONITOR 
AUDIO * MUSICAL FIDELITY * NAIM AUDIO * NAKAMICHI * NYTECH * QED * QUAD 
* REGA * REVOLVER * REVOX * ROGERS * SPENDOR * SUGDEN * SUPEX * 
SYRINX * SYSTEMDEK * TECHNICS * YAMAHA *

44A High Street, Rayleigh, Essex. Tele. (0268) 779762
■I 3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SYSTEMS 
I vrSAI FULL FINANCE FACILITIES AVAILABLE-DETAILS ON REOUEST-A.P.R. 26.5% mb

TURN TO US ....
e FIVE SEPARATE DEMONSTRATION STUDIOS 

(AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT IF REQUIRED) A 
e OPEN 10-6 THURSDAY 10-8 A 
e ALL EQUIPMENT CHECKED BEFORE SALE + OUR 

OWN TWO YEAR LABOUR AND PARTS GUARANTEE A 
e EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING A ••^^«^ 
e SPECIAL DISCS STOCKED A. >::

• • • . FOR ANALOGUE AND CD 1
We stock selected items from: / [I
Aloi, A&R. Audio Note, Ariston. Audio Technica, Celestion, Creek. Cyrus. ,
Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz, Grado. Gyro^Dec, Heybrook, Hunt. Jordan, Joets", —;•!"
Lentek, Linn Isabari, Linn Sondek, Magnum, Mark Levinson. Meridian, MFSL. V i
Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Nytech, T/C '
Oak, Ortofon. Perreaux, Phillips (CD only), OED. Quad, RCL Revox, Rogers. 
Ratel, Sonnheiser, Stanton, Sugden, Supex, Technics. Yamaha and others v r
ACTIVE SYSTEMS ON DEMONSTRATION ~ ¿x.

.... HAMPSHIRE AUDIO
KINGFISHER HOUSE, 8/12 HURSLEY RD, CHANDLERS FORD, 

HANTS. TEL (04215) 2827 & 65232
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Drawing on the experience of previous editions as well as the new reviews included this time, the 
recommendations here are in effect selected from a pool of over 150 models. Inevitably, with 
each succeeding issue, the poorest models have been weeded out and the number of 
Recommended and Best Buy models has increased, reflecting higher market standards.

While the principles on which we have chosen 
Best Buys and Recommended models remain 
unchanged, readers should bear in mind that in 
this edition they reflect a generally higher level 
of attainment than in the last issue.

Best Buy denotes exceptional value for 
money, and indeed there are a good number of 
speakers which achieve very high performance 
at a reasonable price. With this in mind, we 
have again drawn an upper price limit for the 
Best Buy category, this time at £285 — above 
this price, the 'law of diminishing returns' 
seems to come into effect, and so the better 
examples priced at more than £285 are 
'Recommended' instead.

Recommended means that either the 
performance was particularly good irrespective 
of price or alternatively that a good value 
standard is achieved but overall attainment 
falls short of Best Buy classification. However 
the dividing line between what constitutes a 
Best Buy or a Recommended system is often 
quite hard to draw, and obviously depends on 
our interpretation of performance characteris
tics; as such, given a sensible trial, you could 
quite possibly prefer a 'Recommended' model 
to a 'Best Buy', at the same price level.

BEST BUYS: UNDER £110
Here we have a good selection which includes 
the Castle Clyde (£99), Mordaunt-Short MS20 
(£105), Mission 70 II (£99), Marantz LD20 (£79), 
Rotel 850 (£80.00), KEF Chorale (£85), KEF 
Coda (£105), B&W DM110 £105) and last but not 
least the Wharfedale Laser 90B (£95). These 
inexpensive models really offer very good 
value, and all attained a fine standard. Taken 
individually, the DM110 is a strong performer 
capable of good sound levels, a fine tonal 
balance and good all round ability. The KEF 
Coda scores on good bandwidth for the size, 
with a smooth character, and is now joined in 
this by the competitive Wharfedale Laser 908. 
The Chorale has an exceptional midband, 
which is particularly subtle on classical 
material while the LD20 offers a high dynamic 
range for the size. The Mordaunt-Short MS20 
possesses a crisp, slightly forward 
presentation which is well controlled, and the 
LD20 is also surprisingly civilised. The Rotel 

850 now joins this group, and with its 
somewhat 'distant' balance, nonetheless gives 
fine value for the size. Finally, we have the 
redoubtable Clyde, which continues to set its 
own pace for sheer detail and clarity, all 
produced by a real miniature which still retains 
a real wood veneer exterior.

RECOMMENDED: UNDER £110
These models comprise the Wharfedale 
Diamond (£70), JPW JPI (£90) Celestion 100 
(£85), Marantz LD30 (£99) and Keesonic Kub 
(£90), The diminutive Diamond still represents 
substantial value, but with some limitations 
due to its small dimensions. The JPI is a 
commendable first entry from JPW, with its 
solid construction and excellent real wood 
finish. Two older stalwarts still merit 
recommendation, namely the Ditton 100 with 
its forward, lively balance and the Kub, a fine 
choice for bookcase mounting, though the 
treble is beginning to sound a bit dated.

BEST BUYS: UNDER £200
Here we have the Marantz LOSO (£140), 
Mordaunt-Short MS40 (£170), Sony APM22ES 
(£199), Tannoy Mercury (£135), Heybrook HB1 
(£140) and Monitor Audio R352 (£145). Giving 
combinations of lower coloration, greater 
power and generally more extended bass than 
the cheaper models, these under £200 
speakers also represent exceptional value for 
those who require quality and finish that is a 
cut above the basic standard.

The Mercury is deservedly popular, and has a 
particularly neutral midrange, while the LD50 is 
exceptionally sweet and 'well-mannered', with 
an unusually deep bass register. The MS40is a 
clean, articulate sounding model, without 
vices, and the HB1 is efficient, with a lively and 
detailed sound. The R352, a well-finished 
powerhouse of a speaker, is decently sized and 
produces a clean sound, while the APM22ES 
offers enhanced transparency as well as 
dynamics, through its 'high tech' drivers.

RECOMMENDED: UNDER £200 -
These comprise the Rogers LS1 (£150), B&W 
220 (£189), Yorkshire 113 (£145), Castle Lincoln 
(£165), Goodmans Mezzo (£135), Heybrook HB2 
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Hi fi choice 19B?XV-15/625E
'• Highly rated" & "Recommended" at £30

It is now. .. £20!

WiFi Red Hal Needle 
""admirably precise stereo location" "'its worth £15"

It is now... £12.50!

& Stan Curtis againXV-15/757S al £42.50
• 'at a 20% lower price it would have been a• rave^ review."

It is now 30% lower at £30!

Available through;

This popular cartridge Is fromm the XY^15 range
which has already ^..lved ^l^m lor the

high standards they Mt, '825 suits a ^wide v^tety of 
tonearms and since all models share the Mme ^body you 

can change or upgrade simply and cheaply when you 
replace your worn sty1us.

Pickering Is not just this years "fashion" cartridge but a 
product of impeccable pedigree .... in 1949 they produced 
the very first micro-groove cartridge and can still supply 

styli for any cartridge supplied In the U.K.
Together with a TEN YEAR GUARANTEE*  this makes the 
'625 at £20 a superb investment for now and the future.

in the shops now ... "for those who can | hear[ the difference"

PICKERING
UK DISTRIBUTION; 24 Gillygate York Tel: (0904) 642463 24hrs

• Excludes abuse & Siyius wear

^^Hi-fl? Apl84XV-15/625E al £27David Prakel rated;value tor money . . . 75% 
& "naturally smooth and clear"'It is now 26% less at £20 and now must rate

Value for Money... 1010/o

POPULAR
^U"fi Aug 83XV-15/757S al £42.50Chris Frankland rated;value for money . . 75%with'"a lot of potential"It is now 30% less at £30 and now must rate .
Value for Money. . 105%

. Ht!E! I11 (f 11.1 ISl w.XV-15/625DJ al £30Stan Curtis rated:value for money 70% with "an enthusiastic review"ll is now 33% less at £20 and now must rate
Value for Money.. . 1030/o 
— We Aim to Please

Mail Order:

by 'phone same day despatch. post free.

PICKERING
CLUB DEALERS

About Sound
39 Albert Rd WIDNES Cheshire 
051-420-1887

Aerco Ltd
11 The Broadway WOKING Surrey 
04862-4667

Alternative Audio
5 Green Hills Sqr.Gieen HilsEast Kibride SCOT
03552-27019

Armstrong Smith
65 King St WALLASEY Merseyside 
051-639-9257

Audio Aids
52 George St EDINBURGH 
031-226-3979

Audio Power
68 High St WATFORD 
0923-26169

A-Z Radio
758 Spring Bank West HULL 0482-508021

Barnsley Hi Fi
40-42 Sheffield Rd. BARNSLEY 
0226-5549

Barrow Hi Fi Centre
122 Dalton Rd 
BARROW IN FURNESS 
OOOODG.04

Best Hi Fi
24 Kingsgate St ColeraineCo. Londonderry N. Ireland 
0265-52843

C AT Electronics 
31 Pall Mall HANLEY 
0782-25191

Cosmic Radio 
252 Slation Rd ADDLESTONE Surrey 
0932-54522

Critics Choice 
64a High St.LINCOLN
0522-38718

Darwen Hi Fi 
219 Duckworth St DARWEN Lanes 
0254-75201

Duck Son & Pinker 
59-60 Bridge St. SWINDON 
0793-22018

Electra-Centre 
58 Lancaster Rd PRESTON 
0772-58488

Electro-Trader
19 Colwyn Cres Rhos-on-Sea Colwyn Bay 
OlOpolOOOpo

Peter Ellis 
29 Kirkgate NEWARK 
0636-704571

H L Elliott Ltd 
29 Lowther St WHITEHAVEN Cumbria 
0946-3671

ErricksFotosonc House Rawson Square BRADFORD 
0274-309226

Fairbotham & Co 
58^62 Lower Hillgaie STOCKPORT Cheshire 
0614804872

Fairs CamerasDacre Hill
Rockferry BIRKENHEAD 
0556455000

Norman H Field 
35-37 Hurst St BIRMINGHAM 
025622-3619

Headington Audio 
126 London Rd HEADINGTON 
Oxford 
0865-68472

High Town Audio 
106 Victoria St CREWE Cheshire 
0270-211091

Holburn Hi Fi 
441445 Holburn St. ABERDEEN 
0££^£J7!0

Huddersfield Hi Fi 
4 Crosschurch St HUDDERSFIELD 
0484-44668

H W Audio Ltd
1 76 St. Georges Rd BOLTON 
0204-38519

Tom Jaques Ltd 
16 Wood St DONCASTER 
03 02-65565

Kennedys Electronics 
3 Sudell Cross BLACKBURN 
0254-56917

Leicester Hi Fi 
215 Melton Rd LEICESTER 
0533-667801

Lloyd Paton McGlynn 
34 Moorfield WalkUrmston MANCHESTER 
061-747-9722

Midland Hi Fi StudioRoyal London Buildings Wulfruna St.WOLVERHAMPTON
0902-771774

Misons
11 Warwich Ad CARLISLE 
0228-22620

Moorgate Acoustics 
2 West Gate ROTHERHAM 
0709^0000

Victor Morris
340 Argyle St GLASGOW 
0452258958

Norman Audio 
51 Fishergale PRESTON 
0772-53057

Ormskirk Hi Fi 
40 Church S. ORMSKIAK 
0695-78055

P & A Audio 
98 Liverpool Rd CROSBY 
055924-7287

Red Radio Shop 
11 Olive St off Park Lane SUNDERLAND 
0783-672087

Paul Roberts Hi Fi
203 Milton Rd WESTON SUPER MARE 
0934-414423

Stafford Hi Fi Studio 
8 Lichfield Rd. STAFFORD Staffs 
078551234

ansapnone

Studio 2
21-23 Scott Rd SELBY 
94-704812

KG & JM Sullivan
59 High St Gorseinon SWANSEA 
0792-894316

Technical & General
35 Marlow Rd LONDON SE20 
05778-3737

Turner Electrical
47 King St. BRIDLINGTON 
0262-74775

Peter Tyson
6 Abbey St CARLISLE 
0228-46757

Wigan Hi Fi
13 The Centre ArcadeWIGAN 
0942-37977

Southport Hi Fi 
6 Princes St SOUTHPORT 
079456901

24hr

<O

Eric Wiley
64 Beancroft Rd 
CASTLEFORD
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BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(£190), Mordaunt-Short Carnival (£140), BBC 
LS3/5a (£190) and Diesis Solitaire (£199).

There's quite a choice with this group, which 
range in size from the tiny LSI and LS3/5a to 
the quite large B&W220 while the LS3/5a, 
despite the limitations of its size continues its 
legendary monitor class transparency and 
detail. We then come to the larger models, with 
the Mezzo, a low-priced powerhouse and the 
B&W 220, a high-quality, high-efficiency model 
offering a surprising level of refinement. The 
HB2, Pembroke, Lincoln, 1/3 and Carnival 
comfortably hold to the good standards of their 
respective manufacturers. The Diesis Solitaire 
is a well finished newcomer offering a very 
competent sound, if a little pricey for the size.

BEST BUYS: UNDER £285
There are four models here — the Rogers LS7 
(£280), the Tannoy Venus (£230), JBL L46 (£240), 
Spendor Prelude (£220).

The current LS? stormed through the tests 
with its fine combination of engineering, finish, 
good sound, efficiency and bass extension. In 
vinyl finish, the Prelude is a close runner-up, 
with a useful saving in cost. The Venus was 
well liked and offers a competitive all round 
performance as does the L46, which is JBL's 
first Best buy in Choice, and one capable of 
near astonishing ‘unforced' sound levels.

RECOMMENDED: UNDER £285
This slightly larger group comprises the B&W 
DM1200 (£230), Celestion SL6 (£280), Monitor 
audio R152 (£220), Castle Pembroke (£215) and 
Spendor SA1 (£250).

The DM1200 is an excellently finished high 
performance miniature — a sort of foil to the 
SL6. The latter is a well established and 
musical performer, offering exceptional treble 
and fine stereo. The SA1 is another miniature 
with the remarkable Spendor bass and 
midrange, but sensitivity is rather low for this 
otherwise easy-to-drive model. The R152offers 
a superb finish with a wide range, neutral 
sound, and good stereo, and the Pembroke has 
a reliable tonal balance plus good sensitivity 
and power handling.

RECOMMENDED: ABOVE £285
There are a surprisingly large number of 
models here — the Celestion SL600 (£660), JBL 
L86 (£375) Mission 770 Freedom (£399), Rogers 
Studio One (£385), Spendor SP1 (£490), Gale 
GS402A (£480), A&R Cambridge Arcam One 

(£299), Meridian M2 (£905), Spendor SA2 (£350), 
Yamaha NS1000M (£750), JBL 150A (£1,200), 
Quad ESL63 (£1,250), and most expensive of 
all, the Magneplanar MG3 (£2,500).

With the SL600 performing even better this 
year than last, this exceptional miniature 
justifies the highest quality sources. Moving 
on to medium sized enclosures we have the 
Arcam One, arguably the best value and 
providing a highly revealing sound. Spendor's 
fine SA2design is likely to be supplanted in the 
near future by the SP2, with a polypropylene 
bass driver, a model which should be worth 
investigating. The Rogers Studio One also 
improved on its earlier performance, and offers 
mGnitor-class accuracy, with a decent 
sensitivity and extended bass. Mission's 770F 
is designed for wall mounting and provides an 
explicit sound; it helps bridge the gap between 
the wall-mounted and the free-standing types. 
Spendor's refined SP1 is highly neutral with 
excellent all round performance.

Powerful bass as well as unusual styling is a 
hallmark of the GS402a which can be used 
either vertically or horizontally depending on 
preference. The Yamaha NS1000 is still in 
production — a unique design, compact- yet 
powerful as well as being superbly engineered. 
JBL's L150a is rather like an extended-bass 
version of the NSWOOand also performed well 
in previous tests.

The Quad 63 set its own unique high 
standards for accuracy and low coloration but 
needs careful siting and system matching. The 
MG3 is perhaps in a class of its own, 
establishing as it does new high standards for 
wide-range effortless sound quality, albeit at a 
price!

Although we were unable to include it in this 
issue, I have also very recently tested the 
Acoustat 2 + 2 and this version performed 
much better than the model 2 reviewed in an 
earlier Hi-Fi Choice; at £2,500 it now sets a high 
standard.

As the Proac Studio is supplied mainly for 
export, the manufacturer did not think it 
appropriate to offer us review samples; but we 
believe this to be a fine loudspeaker, while its 
baby brother the Tablette has certainly given a 
good account of itself in other tests. Harbeth's 
HL1 is currently under revision to become the 
HL1 Mk IV, and potentially, if the //I's 
performance standard is maintained, as well as 
a continuing competitive price, it should also 
qualify for recommendation.
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OVERALL COMPARISON CHART

Dimensions (cm)

Bass 
enclo
sure 
internal 
volume (litres)

Max 
sound 
/eve/tn 
100m = at2ml pair

Lab sens 
at 1m 2.83V 
input

Low 
freq. rolloff 
(~6dB,

Suggested min/max 
amplifier

• power
Overall 
frequency 
Response

Dispersion/ 
DistributionH w D

Acoustic Research AR48LS* 64 35.5 28 38 105dBA 88dB 40Hz 15-100W good good
Arcam One* 47 27 33 30 104dBA 88dB 55Hz 15-15ÛW v.qood good
Audiostatic ES200 129.5 53 23 — 94dBA 81dB 45Hz WOW good average +
B&W DM110 49 26 25 22 107dBA 89.5dB 56Hz W-200W v.good good
B&W DM220 68 29 34 50 108dBA 90dB 52Hz 10-200W v. good v.good
B&WLM1* 24 15.5 20 2.5 101dBA 86.5dB 80Hz 15-100W average + good
B&W 1200 36 22 28 11 101dBA 86dB 60Hz 15-100W good + good +
B&W 1 4« 60 25.5 30 30 1 0 M BA 86.5dB 50Hz 2Û-200W good + average +
BBCLS3/5A** 30 18.5 16 5.5 93.5 d SA 81.5dB 57Hz 30-50W average + v. good
Bose 301 43 27 23 15 W2dBA 87dB 50Hz 15-WOW good good
a ose 901 32 53.5 33 — 11 OdBA 93d B 530H z 50-200W §average - good
B oston AW" 34 21 1 8 8 1 OOdBA 88dB 65H z 1 0-50W average + average
Castle Clyde* 37 21.5 22 9.8 102dBA 89.5dB 64Hz 10-50W v.good excellent
Castle Trent 33.5 19.5 21 9 101dBA 89dB 73Hz 1Ö-50W good excellent
Castle Tyne 44 25 24 17 103dBA 88.5dB 55Hz 12-1 DOW good + v.good
Castle Lincoln* 44 22 27 15 WOdBA 88dB 53Hz 15-50W v. good good
Castle Pembroke* 55 27.5 30.5 32 103dBA 88dB 46Hz 10-10UW v. good v.good
Celestion 100* 33 21 18.5 7 WOdBA 88dB 76Hz 15-50W average v. good
Celestion SL6** 37 20 25.5 12 98dBA 82.5dB 55Hz 30-150W good + excellent
Celestion SL600** 37 20 25.5 12 99dBA 83d B 55Hz 30-150W v.good excellent
Diesis Solitaire 35 26 20 12 10()d BA 85dB 57Hz 20-WOW average + average +
GaleGS402A" 33.5 61 28 40 106dBA 88dB 48Hz 25-200W average + average
Goodmans Mezzo* 60 32 26 37 104dBA 88dB 46Hz 12-100W average - average
HarbethML* 34.5 21.5 19.5 9 98dBA 84dB 70Hz 20-50W average good
Harbeth HL1 III* 63.5 32.5 30.5 50 102dBA 87.5dB 46Hz 15-WOW good v. good
Harman T3000 56 27 23 25 105dBA 94dB 76Hz 10-51) W average poor
HeybrookHBl* 47 29 23 22 1Û4dBA 90dB 55Hz 10-80W average good
HevbrookHB2* 41 23 23 12 99dBA 84dB 60Hz 30-WOW average + good
IAS SOS 33 20 22 9 99dBA 87dB 86Hz 15-50W average - average +
JB[ L4S 52.5 32 29 35 105dBA 87dB 48Hz 15-150W v. good good
JBLLB6 54 33 27 37 106dBA 87.5dB 40Hz 15-200W good + good
JBL L9Ö' 60 36 30 40 107dBA 89dB 40Hz 10-200W average+ average
JBLL150A* 105.5 43 33 110 111dBA 89dB 40Hz 10-500W v. good v. good
JPWJP1 44 26 26.5 18 105dBA 90dB 60Hz 10-1ÖÖW good + good
KeesonicKub* 29 18 21 7 99dBA 85dB 63Hz 20-75W average + average +
Kef Chorale III 37 22 18.5 9.5 98dBA 86.5dB 66Hz 15-50W good + excellent
Kef Coda III** 47 28 21 19 103d BA 88dB 55Hz 15-150W v.good v. good
Kef 103/2 50.5 26.5 25 19 104dBA 86dB 46Hz 20-200W v. good v. good
Kef 104/2 90 28 41.5 50 110dBA 92dB 50Hz 10-200W v. good v.
Linn Kan* 3Ö.5 19 16.5 5.2 103d BA 87dB 70Hz 15-100W average V. ry;-
Linn Sara* 43 34 24 20 103d BA 87.5dB 42Hz 25-100W good v. good
MagneplanarMG3 180 62 38 — 106dBA 85dB 35Hz 25-300W good + V. -jC- ■
Marantz LD20 36.5 23 25.5 16 102dBA 87.5dB 60Hz 15-WOW good good
Marantz LD30II* 42 27 28 23 WOdBA 85.5dB 47Hz 20-WOW good good
Marantz LD50 42 26 29 23 101dBA 86dB 43Hz 15-100W good + v. good
Meridian M2* 50 18 38 17 102dBA active 45Hz ectve good v. good
Mission 70II 35 21 21 13 194dBA 89dB 68Hz 10-WOW good + v. good
Mission 770 Freedom 61 27 30 35 107dBA 91dB 55Hz 10-150W average + v. good
Monitor Audio R252/R252V“ 47 25 24 17 102dBA 69dB 62Hz 10-75W good good
Monitor Audio R352 64 25 32 36 105dBA 90dB 50Hz 10-WOW average + average
Monitor Audio R152* 51 20 28 20 iOidBA 85.5dB 55Hz 15-1 SOW average + average +
Monitor Audio R552 51 20 28 20 103d BA 86dB 65Hz 15-150W good good
Mordaunt Short MS20* 42 25 20 14 102dBA 87dB 55Hz 15-75W good good
Mordaunt Short MS40 52 25.5 24 22 105dBA 86.5dB 50Hz 15-200W good + v. COCd
QuadESL-63" 92 66 27 — 99dBA 84dB 34Hz 25-100W excellent average -
Rogers LSI 35.5 19 ’ 16 8 103d BA 85.5dB 65Hz 15-200W good + v.
Rogers LS7** 56 27 28 30 106dBA 88dB 48Hz 10-200W v.good v. good
Rogers Studio One* 63.5 30.5 30.5 43 106dBA 87.5dB 35Hz 15-200W v.good v. (iOK-
Rotel RL85Ö 44 25 25 29 193d BA 87dB 52Hz 15-150W good good
SD Acoustics SD2 55 38.5 35 50 108dBA 90dB 55Hz 10-200W average good
SonyAPM22ES 51.5 29 30 30 106dBA 88.5dB 46Hz 15-200W v. good v. good
SpendorSA1* 30.5 22.5 21.5 9 96dBA 81dB 52Hz 30-100W v.good v. good
Spendor Prelude* 50 26 28 28 105dBA 88dB 48Hz 15-200W good v. good
SpendorSP1* 63.5 29.5 30.5 44 104dBA 87dB 41Hz 12-150W v.good v. ciood
Spendor SA3* 85 38 46 120 107dBA 89dB 32Hz 10-200W v.good good
Tannoy Mercury** 48 26.5 23 19 103d BA 88dB 52Hz 12-200W good good
Tannoy Venus 53 30.5 27 30 106dBA 86.5dB 47Hz 15-300W good + excellent
Tannoy Dover 53.5 31 28.5 33 107dBA 88dB 49Hz 15-300W average excellent
Wharfedale Diamond 24 18.5 26.5 5.2 98dBA 86dB 74Hz 15-50W average - average +
Wharfedale Laser 90B 47.5 26.5 24 17 104dBA 89dB 60Hz 10-15ÛW v.goo d v.qood .
Wharf ¿dak TORI 02.2 T C 42 IÖ.Ö 22 9.5 lUIQBA 84dH JOHz 2b1UUW good + excellent
Yamaha NS1000* 67.5 37.5 32.5 55 1Û8dBÀ 90dB 40Hz 1Û-200W v.good v. good
Yorkshire 1/3 37 23 18.5 11 lÖÜdBA 88dB 60Hz 12-10ÖW good average +
• = revised & reprinted ** = reassessed § = dependent on equaliser settings
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OVERALL COMPARISON CHART

Peak Swept 
distortion distortion

Coloration
Amplifier loading 
impedance

per
formance? WOW

performance 96dB
Overall 
subjective quality

Stereo ? image 
quality

Typical price 
(stands)

Valuejudgement________________________
good average v.good good good good £200 Acoustic Research AR48LS
v. good v.good average 4- average v.good v. good £299 Recommended Arcam One
excellent good good good 4- good v.qood £1397 Worth considering Audiostatic ES200
good 4- v. good good v. good good 4- v.good £105 Best Buy B&WDM110
good -t- good good good good 4- v.good £189 Recommended B&W DM220
average average - good good average - average £200 Worth considering B&WLM1
good + excellent good good good 4- v. good £230 Recommended B&W 1200
good v. good v . good 000(1 + good good £395 — B&W1400
average + excellent average - average 4- average good 4- £190 Recommended BBCLS3/5A
average + v. good good average 4- average average 4- £225 Worth considering Bose 301
poor difficult average v. good average - see text £1250 — Bose 901
average - average - good average average - average £99 — Boston A40
average + good average good 4- average 4- good £99 Best Buy Castle Clyde
average good poor average average - average £110 Worth considering Castle Trent
good v. good poor average 4- average average 4- £130 — CastleTyne
average + v. good good good average average 4- £165 Worth considering Castle Lincoln
good v. good good good good good £215 Recommended Castle Pembroke
average average good average average good £80 Recommended Celestio nl 03
QOOd + average 4- average 4- average good 4- v. good £280 Recommended CelestionSL6
excellent average + average 4- average 4- v.good excellent £660 (inc) Recommended Celestion SL600
good v.good good 4- average good good 4- £220 Recommended Diesis Solitaire
good average - v.good good good 4- good £480 Recommended GaleGS402A
average + good good v.good average 4- average £135 Recommended Goodmans Mezzo
average + v.good average average average average 4- £199 — HarbethML
v. good good average - v. good good 4- good £343 Recommended Harbeth HL1 III
poor good poor average poor poor £80 — Harman T3000
good average 4- good average 4- v. good v.good £140 Best Buy Heybrook HB1
good average 4- average - good good good £190 Recommended Heybrook HB2
poor v. good average - average - average - average - £199 — IAS 808
good + good v.good average 4- v. good v. good £240 Best Buy JBLL146
good_____ v. good good average 4- v. good v.(RU(i £375 Recommended JBL L86
average good v. good excellent average + average £699 — JBLL96
good_____ average v. excellent v. good good £1350 Recommended JBLL150A
average + v. good good + average 4- good average 4- £90 Recommended JPWJP1
average + good average 4- average average 4- average 4- £90 Recommended KeesonicKub
good v. good average - average - good z'. g + £85 Best Ruy Kef Chorale III
good + v. good v. good average 4- good 4- v. good £105 Best Buy Kef Coada III
good 4- v. good good 4- good 4- good 4- v. good £299 Worth considering Kef 103/2
v. good average - excellent v. good average - good 4- £599 — Kef 104/2
average average g ood average + average avera ge + £196 — Linn Kan
average 4- poor average average average 4- average 4- £552 — Linn Sara
excellent average - excellent v. good excellent v.good £2500 Recommended MagneplanarMG3
good good good 4- average - good good 4- £79 Best Buy Marantz LD20
average + good average average 4- good good £99 Recommended Marantz LD30II
good 4- good average average v. good v. good £140 Best Buy Marantz LD50
good active v. good average 4- good v. good £700 Recommended Meridian M2
good good good average good 4- good 4- £99 Best Buy Mission 70II
good good average 4- average 4- good 4- good 4- £399 Recommended Mission 770 <
average 4- good average 4- good average 4- average 4- £119/99 — Monitor Audio R252/R252V
good v. good good v. good good good £145 Best Buy Monitor Audio R352
good v. good average 4- average good 4- good 4- £220 Recommended Monitor Audio R152
good good average 4- average average - average £299(inc) — Monitor Audio R552
good v. good average average good v. good £105 Best Buy Mordaunt Short MS20
good 4- v. good v. good average v. good v.good £170 Best Buy Mordaunt Short MS40
v. good v. good v. good v. good v.good v.good £1250 Recommended Quad ESL-63
good v. good average 4- average good 4- v. good £150 Recommended Rogers LS1
v.good good v_ good v. < v. good v. good £285 Rest Buy Rogers LS7
good v. good good v.good good good 4- £385 Recommended Rogers Studio One
average 4- v.nm average + average good good £80 Best Buy Rotel RL850
average 4- v. good average 4- average 4- good good £450 Worth considering ’ SD Acoustics SÖ2
v. good good good 4- average v. good v.good £199 Best Buy SonyAPM22ES
good excellent average 4- good good good £250 Worth considering SpendorSAI
good v. good good v. mod good 4- good 4- £220 Best Buy Spend or Prelude
good 4- v. good v. good vo ■ R c v. good v. £490 Recommended SpendorSPI
average 4- v. good v.good v. good average 4- average £1035 Worth considering SpendorSA3
good excellent good v. good v. good good £139 Best Buy Tannoy Mercury
good 4- v. good v.good average v.good v. good £235 BestBuy TannoyVenus
average v. n,. good average average - good £ — Tannoy Dover
poor v. good poor average - average - average £69 Recommended Wharfedale Diamond
good v. ; ;< >0 v. good good good 4- good £90 Best Buy Wharfedale Laser90B
good v. v. good average average - good £160 — Wharfedale TSR102.2 TC
good average - v. good excellent good 4- good 4- £750 Recommended Yamaha NS1000
average 4- v. v. good average - good good 4- £145 Recommended Yorkshire 1/3
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TO ALL HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS

Call in to audition................
AKROYD TANNOY MERCURY 
MORDAUNT SHORT MS20 JBL 

MARANTZ MONITOR AUDIO 

WHARFEDALE

YAMAHA NS1000 
RICHARD ALLEN

HARBETH ACOUSTICS

SEVERN SOUND 
STUDIOS LTD 
CLAREMONT HILL

SHREWSBURY 0743 57684
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GLOSSARY

ABR: Auxiliary bass radiator; a reflex type bass
loading for loudspeaker systems, which uses a 
speaker-like 'cone' without motor, instead of a 
port.
Active: Speaker systems which contain 
electronic crossovers and where the drive units 
are connected directly to power amplifiers.
Amplitude: Size or magnitude; hence the 
amplitude/frequency response, known normally 
simply as the frequency response, which 
describes the relative loudness of the system at 
different frequencies with a constant input 
voltage.
Anechoic: Without echo; a special room or 
'chamber' with thick sound absorbing materials 
on all surfaces to prevent reflections.
Balance: 1) The overall relative loudness 
perceived at different frequencies (eg bass, 
treble) 2) the accuracy of the match between the 
two channels of a stereo transducer (eg cart
ridge or headphone).
Bandwidth: A range of frequencies with 
presumed defined upper and lower limits.
Bass: Lower part of the frequency spectrum, 
typically below 150Hz.
Bextrene: A plastics material frequently used 
for bass and midrange cones.
Binaural: Closed system recording/replay 
technique using headphones and 'dummy head' 
microphones.
Bituminous damping: A cabinet damping tech
nique whereby heavy impregnated felt pads are 
attached to the internal cabinet surfaces.
Capacitance: An element of electrical 
impedance that is particularly important when 
matching pickup cartridge, arm leads and 
amplifier input characteristics to achieve a flat 
frequency response from discs.
Clipping: This is reached when a circuit is 
overloaded and overdriven, resulting in bad 
waveform distortion and audibly unpleasant 
effects.
Coloration: A general term used to describe the 
audible effects of distortions, particularly in 
loudspeakers and record players. These are 
usually caused by frequency response irregular
ities and/or resonances.
Compatibility: The selection of interdependent 
components to achieve optimum system per
formance; notably arm/cartridge mass/compli- 
ance matching, cartridge electrical loading, or 
headphone compatibility with amplifiers.
Crossover: An electrical circuit which uses 
combinations of inductors, capacitors and 
resistors to divide the signal from the power 
amp into the required frequency bands and with 

any necessary equalisation for feeding to the 
individual drive-units of the speaker system.
DIN: German standards body, responsible 
amongst other things for a popular range of 
standard plugs and socket specifications.
Damping: A means of controlling resonances by 
means of a resistive medium (electrical, mech
anical, or acoustic depending on situation).
Decibel (dB): A logarithmic unit that is con
venient -for expressing ratios that span a wide 
range on a linear scale.For simplicity it can be 
regarded as a measure of relative loudness.
Distortion: Literally this can mean any deviation 
from the original, but usually refers to harmonic 
rather than intermodulation distortions when 
not specified.
Doping: A techique involving the application of 
damping to a loudspeaker driver cone in order 
to assist in controlling resonances.
Drive unit (Driver): The term used to distinguish 
the loudspeaker unit itself, be it bass, midrange, 
treble or fullrange in application, from the com
plete loudspeaker system which combines drive 
units, cabinet and crossover into a total design. 
Dynamic range: The ratio in dBs between the 
quietest sound that can be successfully re
corded and the loudest which can be accepted 
without serious distortion on an average 
programme.
E(ectrostatic: A principle employed in some 
headphone transducers using static electricity 
effects to set up a polarising field within which 
the modulated transducer medium moves.
Equalisation: (general) The deliberate modi
fication of frequency response, usually in 
response to some engineering limitation or 
deficiency.
Farad: Measure of capacitance.
Ferro-fluid: A magnetic fluid which is introduced 
into the voice-coil gap to provide damping 
and/or improved cooling.
Filter: A circuit (normally) used to restrict the 
bandwidth of a system; may be fixed or switch
able.
Frequency range or spectrum: Can refer to any 
particular group of frequencies, but commonly 
applied to the audible band from 20 to 20,000 
cycles per second (Hz), extending from the 
deepest bass to the highest audible harmonics. 
Frequency response: The variation in output 
over a frequency range, particularly of a trans
ducer; can be expressed as a range with decibel 
limits, or depicted graphically.
HF: High frequency.
Hz (Hertz): 1 Hz= 1 cycle per second and is a 
measure of frequency which corresponds to
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Simply Hi-Fi

48, Spring Bank, Hull 
Tel:(0482)29240
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The personal 
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Walter H. Smith
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ARISTON, MISSION, NAO, BEARD, CREEK

.'«Aßberrr

use 
POLYPROPYLENE LF/MID RANGE 

CONES 
for better sound quality

Type HL 
Monitor

Size 25in high x 1 3in wide x 1 2in deep.

Axial Frequency Response 50 to 20KHz±3dB 
Max Power input 1 00 wans programme 
peak.
Sensitivity 87dB/wan@ 1 metre.
Nominal Impedance 8 ohms.
Units Sin p6lypropylene cone bass/rnid range 
unit; 1in fabric dome HF unit.

Price.Teak & Black Oak £298 per pair + VAT;
Walnut £299 per pair + VAT

Type ML 
Monitor

Size 1 3}in high x BJ in wide x 7 ;in deep.

Tel:01-6817676

Price.Teak & Walnut [ 1 73.00 per pair + 
VAT

Axial Frequency Response 70 to 20KHz.
Max Power input 40 watts progrnmme peak.
Sensitivity 85dB/watt@ 1 metre.
Nominal lmpedence 8 ohms.
Units 5in polypropylene cone bass/mid range 
unit; 1 in fabric dome HF unit.

I HAßbCTtt
I Accorrlo-
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GLOSSARY

I

musical pitch (the higher the frequency the 
higher the pitch.)
Harmonic: Harmonics are the whole number 
multiples of a base frequency called the 
fundamental.
Harmonic distortion: The addition of unwanted 
harmonics to a signal.
Impedance: Measure of resistance (and 
reactance) in alternating (ie audio) signals; this 
is of some importance in the compatibility of 
both cartridges and headphones with ampli
fiers. For convenience's sake is measured in 
ohms.
Integration: Used to describe the success with 
which the output from two drive units combine 
to give smooth output through the crossover 
region.
Intermodulation (IM): A form of distortion 
arising from two or more signals producing non
harmonic signals that correspond to the sum or 
difference of the two frequencies.
Kilo (k): prefix meaning one thousand.
LED: Light Emitting Diode; an indicator light.
LF: Low frequency.
Linear: A transducer that produces an output 
that exactly portrays its input over the required 
operating range is described as linear, and is 
hence distortion free. Hence also nonlinearities 
(distortions).
Load or loading: The impedance (including 
resistive and reactive components, ie ohms, 
mH, pF) seen by one component looking back to 
its interconnected component; of importance in 
compatibility of cartridge/amp, and 
amp/headphone.
'Loudness': An equalisation circuit frequency 
switchable on amplifiers which is designed to 
compensate for presumed hearing character
istics at low listening levels by boosting bass 
and treble.
Microseconds ^s): The time constant of a 
resistor capacitor combination involving a fre
quency reponse change (equalisation).
Midrange, Midband: The central part of the 
audible frequency range where the ear is most 
sensitive.
Modulation: The audio signal is 'stored' by 
means of modulations within a medium, eg the 
'wiggles' in the groove of a plastic disc, or the 
magnetic coding on a tape.
Moving-coil: A transducer (eg cartridge or 
headphone) where the signal is generated by 
the movement of a coil within a magnetic field. 
Noise: Random unwanted low level signals.
Octave: Two-to-one ratio of pitch or frequency. 
Ohm: Unit of electrical impedance (including 

reactance) or resistance; also kohm, where 1 
kohm = 1,000 ohms.
Passive: The most common type of system, 
where drivers and crossover are driven from a 
single power amplifier.
Port: An opening in a cabinet which is tuned to 
characteristics of the bass driver and the en
closure volume to provide reflex type bass
loading.
Power amplifier: The part of an amplifier that 
provides power to drive the loudspeakers; usu
ally integrated, it is sometimes a separate 
component.
Pre-amplifier: The part of an amplifier that 
accepts the input signals, sorts them, applies 
any necessary equalisation, and then passes 
the signal to the (normally integral) power 
amplifiers.
Presence: A quality of forwardness or im
mediacy in a sound balance, generally related 
to an upper-middle frequency response boost. 
Q: A measure of the magnitude and shape of a 
resonance; the higher the Q, the sharper and 
more severe in amplitude the resonance.
Reflex: A system of bass loading (using port or 
ABR) which offers improved efficiency and bass 
power handling at the expense of subsonic con
trol compared to a sealed box.
Sensitivity: The volume of sound output for a 
specific electrical voltage input.
Separation: As between the two channels of a 
stereo pickup; see crosstalk.
Signal-to-noise, signal/noise, S/N: The dif
ference in total output when an applied signal is 
removed.
Subsonic: Below the audible range, ie below 
20Hz.
THD: Total harmonic distortion.
Transient: Signal of very short duration.
Transmission line: Complex in construction and 
hence fairly uncommon, this bass-loading tech
nique has much in common with reflexing. 
Treble: Upper part of frequency spectrum, 
typically above about 3kHz.
Tweeter: A small drive unit designed to operate 
over the high frequency range.
Ultrasonic: Frequencies above audibility, ie 
greater than 20kHz; also supersonic.
Weighting: A factor or function that is applied to 
a measurement to increase its relevance and 
usefulness; eg the weighting curves applied to 
headphone frequency response measurements 
to take account of head, ear, and other related 
effects.
Woofer: A drive unit that operates over the bass 
portion of the audio range.
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That 'is a typical statement

Price: JJp/metre. 
available in black or white.

Loudspeaker drive unit d;ar^;age is a problem that some of you must have experienced in the past and those that have, will be aware of the not and inconvenience involved 'Modern day amplifiers with their higher powers and direct coupled designs make such damage more likely now, than say 15 years ago. The PROTECH SP150 represents the first opportunity to obtain an add-on device to safeguard your valuable speakers against such damage. The PROTECH ^P150 is a stereo ELECTRONICspeaker protection device which offers comprehensive protection from D.C. voltages, excessive hgfh frequency content, gradual voice coii heating and excessive transients.
Prices 

SP150 : £35.50 
SP150sc: £42.50

Please contact your local OED dealer or write to us directf’y at the address shown below
QEC AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12.Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield Road. Ashford. Middx Tel: Ashlord 46236

Many people however, stil make the mistake ol using ttiin '"tell wire" to connect their speakers,not realising that the dynamic Iosses involved are enormous
OED 79StrandSpeaker Cable avoids such losses, and offers an AUDiB LE improvement over all other stranded cables, with an * increase in tarty across the full frequency range.

endorsed by Dtealers, magazines and most important of all satisfied customers using OED 79 stand cattle.

CABLE TERMNATION 
ACCESSORIES.

TO FIT OED 79 STRAND CABLE.
Pack of four 4mm plugs £2 50 D.l.N. Adaptors (pack of 2) £2.20 Cable Terminators ((pack of 2) £140Pack of 4 spade terminals £2.50

Please contact your local OED Dealer or write to us directly at the lddress shown below
QECAUDIOPRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12.Ashfo<d Industrial Estate. Shield Road. Ashford. Middx Tel: Ashford 46236

l

"Speaker stands have a 
greater influence on sound 
reproduction than good 
quality speaker cables"

ALVIN GOU) HIF NEWS 1982

that
mrself

Recent research has proven beyond doubt, that witiist multi-ad]ustable stands fitted with castors offer several advantages, they DO DEGRADE SOUND QUALITY. This is because they faii to provide adequate support for the speaker.
The new OED Sound Definition Range of speaker stands place maxrmum emphasis on overall stabiiny. Tims -s why they have at I east shree or sometimes four uprights for maximum speaker support. Some of them are also coated with a special self darmping mater-al which considerably reduces unwanted stand vibratton
PRICES FROM
£21.50 to £50.00 per pair

For further information on why 
speaker stands sound different, 
please send a 1st class stamp to 
1111:! auurws shuwn oeiow ipimm 
refer to this advert

Price £1.48 per

"Direct substitution fur simi&r lengths of OED 79 strand sleeker 
cable, sh owed an unexpected but 
marked imprjvsimint to the system sound. Intrguingly, system noise seemed down with very "clean" silences between bands on records. Massed string instruments had a cleaner, easier, almost smoother sound, yet the individual instruments were fareasier to pick out."
’"Bass markedly improved with the Celestion SL6 speakers being driven by bridged Lentec's - boom and overhang were minimised with what seemed like a

materiatwas improved almost 
as though the system had been pulled Into better focus; dynamic performance was easy, straJn-free and natural with wide contrast."

QEC AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12.Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road.Ashford.Middx Tel: Ashford 46236

yitlnitlt eAteiibluii tUU. iii\ilYl:!ty from appropriately miked

"OED seem to have done it again with a product that doesn't improve a system performance — but merely lets it get on with the job in hand. Minimising degre- dation is a whole lot different

QEO AUDIOPRODUCTS LIMITED

3H1U /f\Ufe irnporunt game than making "improvements"."
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield R<oad, Ashord,Mddx. Tel: Ashford 46236
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PRODUCT INDEX

Acoustat Model II (s)
Acoustic Research AR8LS (s)
Acoustic Research AR18LS (s)
Acoustic Research AR28LS (s)
Acoustic Research AR48LS
Arcam One
Audio Pro 4/14 (s)
Audio Pro B240 Subwoofer (s)
Audiostatic ES200
Bang & Olufsen S80 Mkll (s)
B&W 110
B&W220
B&W LM1
B&W 1200
B&W 1400
B&W 802 (s)
BBC LS3/5A
Bose 301
Bose 901
Boston A40
Castle Clyde
Castle Trent
Castle Tyne
Castle Lincoln
Castle Pembroke
Castle Conway llA (s)
Castle Howard (s)
Celestion 100
Celestion 110 (s)
Celestion SL6 and SL600
Celestion 662 (s)

s Diesis Solitaire
1 Gale GS402A

Gale GS401A(s)
Goodmans Mezzo
Harbeth ML
Harbeth HL1 Ill
Harman T3OOO
Heybrook HB1
Heybrook HB2
Heybrook HB3 II (s)
IAS 808
IMF Compact Monitor 3 (s)
IMF HPCM (s)
JBL L46
JBL L86
JBLL96
JBLL112(s)
JBL L150A
JPW JP1 -

199 Keesonic Kub 110
199 KEF Chorale Ill 112
199 KEF Coda Ill 114
199 KEF Carina (s) 201

40 KEF 103.2 116
42 KEF 104.2 118

199 KEF 105.4 (s) 201
199 Koss Kossfire 110 (s) 201

44 Linn Kan 120
199 Linn Sara 122

46 Magneplanar MG3 124
48 Marantz LD20 126
50 Marantz LD30 II 128
52 Marantz LD50 130
54 Mission 70 II 134

199 Mission 700S(s) 203
56 Mission 737 (s) 203
58 Mission 770 Freedom 136
60 Monitor Audio R252 138
62 Monitor Audio R352 140
64 Monitor Audio R152 142
66 Monitor Audio R552 144
68 Mordaunt Short MS20 148
70 Mordaunt Short Carnival 3 150
72 Mordaunt Short MS40 152

199 Quad ESL-63 154
199 Revox Symbol (s) 203

76 Richard Allan RA8 156
199 Rogers LSI 158
78 Rogers LS? 160

199 Rogers Studio One 162
80 Rote! RL850 164
82 SO Acoustics SD2 166

201 Sony APM22ES 168
84 Spendor SA1 170
86 Spendor Prelude and SA2 172
88 Spendor BC1 (s) 203
90 SpendorSPI 174
92 Spendor SA3 176
94 Tannoy Mercury 178

201 Tannoy Venus 180
98 Tannoy Dover 184

201 Visonik David 7000/Sub 3(s) 203
201 Wharfedale Diamond 186
100 Wharfedale Laser 90B 188
102 Wharfedale TSR102.TC 190
104 Yamaha NS1000 194
201 Yorkshire 1/3 196
106
108 (s) = Summary Review■ 223



Hi-fi choice

SHU¥ SUGDEN
tint JdL TEAC

^ Nakamichi QUAD B&O

reVoS ©YAMAHA

KEFK
THOIR@5

CELESTION

& We will help you choose the unit best suited to your needs 
and deliver and install it for you.

^DARBYS BARCLAYCARD^
LOCKEY HOUSE, ST. PETERS STREET, ST. ALBANS 50961

Where sincere advice, courteous service and home 
demonstrations are the norm.

ADVERTISERS INDEX

Acoustic Research .....................................................  2&3
Acoustic Arts .................................................................. 27
AudioTel...................  27
AlternativeAudioLtd............................................... ... 38
Aurak...............................................................................  38
Audio Excellence............................................................. 39
Avalon HF...................................................................... 39
Audio T..................................   74
About Sound................................................................  1 34
Aereo......................................................................... .. 135
Alternative Audio Scotiand....................   183
Absolute Sounds.................................... ...................... 208
AndoverAudio ........................................................ 224
Basically Sound...............................................................  96
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B&W Loudspeakers   ......   204
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Severn Sound   218
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^■4,^ Monitor Audio Ltd Tel: 0223 242898(246344Telex: 817343 BluecanVG.

The Symbol of Quality

Instead of a thousand 
words listen to 

system R552
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Mission Electronics Limited, Huntingdon PE18 6ED, England. Phono: (0480) 57477 Telex: 32333


	LOUDSPEAKERS

	BEST BUY HI-FI CHOICE 1982

	BEST BUY HI-FI CHOICE 1983

	BEST BUY HI-FI CHOICE 1984 —

	LOUDSPEAKERS YOU CAN LIVE WITH



	KIMBERLEY'S

	Supertweeters

	Crossovers

	Active loudspeakers

	Electrostatic loudspeakers

	CABINET TYPES

	Infinite baffle

	Bass reflex

	Transmission lines, labyrinths and horns

	OVERALL DESIGN

	Home demonstration

	Getting the best results

	MILES OF CABLE IN STOCK. Q.E.D: MONSTER: NAIM: SUPRA: l^ION: UL^: ABSOLUTE (FORCE FOUR) ETC.

	SERVICE



	502

	15SIDn

	Arcam One

	Summary

	Audiostatic ES200

	Summary



	BBC LS3/5a 			 _ 	

	Summary


	Boston A40

	Summary

	Update


	Castle Tyne

	Summary

	Castle Pembroke _	

	Summary

	Sound quality

	Lab report


	HeybrookHBl	 _	_

	l lOdB l

	Hi-fi for the discerning

	Summary

	Summary

	Summary

	Summary




	Linn Sara

	Summary

	Marantz LD20

	Summary



	Marantz LD50

	Sound quality

	Lab report


	Meridian M2

	Mission 770 Freedom

	Monitor Audio R252


	Monitor Audio R552

	Summary

	REM HkFI II IRELAID

	REAL HI-FI MOVES TO BLACKROCK!

	229 Ombersley Road Worcester WR3 7BY Tel: 10905) 58046

	Summary

	Sound quality

	Lab results

	Summary

	Summary



	Rogers LSI

	Summary


	Rogers LS7	.

	II

	SD Acoustics SD2

	Summary


	Spender Prelude and SA2

	Spender SA3

	Sound quality

	Lab results



	Tannoy Venus

	Tanney Dover

	Summary

	Sound quality

	Lab report

	Summary

	In this book, we have included as many full reviews of new and current models as space allows. In addition, we have data on many other models which are still available, but reviews of which we are no longer able to print in full. These are included here in summary form.

	Acoustat Model II

	Acoustic Research AR8LS (£75)

	Acoustic Research ARS18S and AR18LS (£80)

	Acoustic Research AR28LS (£120)

	Audio Pro 4-14 (£750)

	Audio Pro 8240 Subwoofer (£280)

	Bang & Olufsen S80 II (£225)

	B&W 802 (£650)

	Castle Conway llA (£425 inc stands)

	Castle Howard II (£550)

	Koss Kossfire 110 (£190)

	Visonik David 7000 (£124)

	The proof is in the listening. Pop into your nearest B&W stockist and ask to hear them for yourself. You'll be convinced.

	AKAi JBL JVC MARANTZ AIWA c ! KB HhFI CENTRE g

	po THORENS PIONEER TEAC <

	/	discount prices.

	ccess & Barclaycard welcome.

	HiFi in Leicester and the Midlands

	CHICHESTER RICH HCEIITY


	VICTOR MORRIS HiFi 340 Argyl Street GlasgowG2

	music centrr

	But Hearing For Yourself is Better

	BEST BUYS: UNDER £110

	RECOMMENDED: UNDER £110

	BEST BUYS: UNDER £200


	^^Hi-fl? Apl84

	^U"fi Aug 83


	. Ht!E! I

	SHU¥ SUGDEN


	TEAC

	S ©YAMAHA

	CELESTION

	& We will help you choose the unit best suited to your needs and deliver and install it for you.

	LOCKEY HOUSE, ST. PETERS STREET, ST. ALBANS 50961

	Where sincere advice, courteous service and home demonstrations are the norm.






